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Astrology claims that personality varies with the birth 
positions of the planets within three main frameworks: the 
ecliptic circle of the zodiac "signs", the diurnal circle 
of the 11houses", and the "aspectual" framework of the 
angular separations between pairs of planets. While 
considerable research has already been devoted to 
investigating the first two of these frameworks, the 
aspectual has been rather neglected. Thus, the research 
reported in this thesis pays particular attention to this 
framework, though gaps in the research on the other two are 
also investigated. The research employs a sample of 911 
subjects and uses Eysenck's EPQ and Cattell's 16 PF as 
measures of personality. 
Introductory chapters of the thesis discuss the 
popularity of astrology in the twentieth century, the 
psychology of belief in astrology, and previous research 
into, and the scientific status of, astrology. 
Astrological doctrines concerning the angular separations 
between planets were investigated in a series of four 
studies. In the first, a group of astrologers was asked to 
specify how personality varies with specific angular 
separations - called "aspects" - between 32 pairs of 
planets and these predictions were tested against the data. 
In the second, a comparison of the traditionally 
categorised "soft" and "hard" aspects was made using 
multivariate methods, while the fourth study ignored the 
traditional categorisation into aspects and non-aspects and 
simply looked for any effect of angular separation. The 
third study was an attempted replication of a previous 
finding showing support for the 108th harmonic of the 
aspectual circle. No evidence of the validity of 
astrological ideas was found in any of these studies. 
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Evidence that personality varies with the positions of 
some of the planets in the diurnal framework has already 
been obtained but most of it is confined to eminent 
individuals. Therefore, a second series of two studies was 
designed to test for similar effects with ordinary people. 
The first of these studies tested 23 predictions concerning 
the personality correlates of planets placed in the 
Clauquelins' "key sectors" at birth. Only three of these 
predictions were supported and the results for two of these 
were only marginally significant. However, allthree 
effects had been found on at least two previous occasions. 
The second study investigated whether personality varies in 
any manner according to the positions of the planets in 12 
diurnal sectors. The rationale for this was drawn from a 
new analysis of some data published by the Gauquelins. This 
analysis shows that personality varies continuously with 
the diurnai positions of the planets. With personality 
questionnaires, however, significant results were only 
obtained for the sun. These suggest that personality varies 
on at least four dimensions according to the time of day of CD 
birth. 
A third group of studies was devoted to two topics 
related to the signs of the zodiac. Firstly, the doctrine 
that personality varies with the signs occupied by the 
planets was tested. The only reliable result was one 
showing that people born with the sun in a "positive" sign 
tend to score higher on extraversion than those with the 
sun in a "negative" sign. This effect has been obtained 
several times previously but there have also been several 
failures to replicate it. Therefore a meta-analysis of most 
of the existing studies of this effect was undertaken. It 
was found that the effect can be reliably obtained though 
no influences from the sun need be invoked to explain it. 
It appears to be of the nature of a self-fulfilling 
prophecy. 
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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS. 
<*> Word defined in the Glossary of Terms in Appendix I. 
<Note N> Numbered footnote found at end of chapter. 
Astrological factors. 
The following symbols were agreed as the Standard 
International Astrological Abbreviations at the 1975 Annual 
Conference of the Astrological Association, at Brighton. 
Planets<*>. Signs of the Zodiac. Angles<*>. 
so Sun AR Aries AS Ascendant 
MO Moon TA Taurus DS Descendant 
ME Mercury GE Gemini MC Midheaven 
VE Venus CN Cancer IC Imum Coeli 
MA Mars LE Leo VX Vertex 
JU Jupiter vi Virgo EP East Point 
SA Saturn Libra 
UR Uranus SC Scorpio 
IN E Neptune ýT Sagittarias 
PL Pluto CP Capricorn 
AQ Aquarius 
PI Pisces 
Personality Questionnaire Scales. 
The traits associated with a high score on each scale are 
given first. 
Eysenck Personality Questionnaire. 
PS Psychoticism - normality. 
EX Extraversion - introversion. 
Ne Neuroticism - stability. 
hi Dissimulation - honesty. 
Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire. 
A Outgoing - reserved. B High intelligence low intelligence. 
C Emotionally stable unstable. 
E Dominant - submissive. F Enthusiastic - sober. 
G Conscientious - expedient. H Venturesome - shy. 
I Tender-minded - tough-minded. 
L Suspicious trusting. 
M Imaginative practical. 
N Shrewd - forthright. 
0 Apprehensive self-assured. 
Q1 Experimenting conservative. 
Q2 Self-sufficient - group-dependent. 
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Q3 Controlled - lax. 
Q4 Tense - relaxed. 
Higher-order 16PF factors. 
QI Extraverted - introverted. 
QII Anxious - well adjusted. 
QIII Tough - responsive. 
QiV Independent - subdued. 
Chapter One. 
THE REVIVAL OF ASTROLOGY IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY. 
1.1 Introduction. 
Since astrology deals with explanations for human 
behaviour, it might be considered as part of psychology in 
the widest sense. However, it is not often so considered 
and few psychologists are aware of the nature and extent of 
popular belief in astrology or of the scientific 
investigation of its theories. The main body of this thesis 
reports on a series of experiments undertaken in order to 
test the validity of astrological theory as applied to 
personality. These experiments have a background in the 
work of many people who have devoted themselves to 
astrology in this century. Since this work is not widely 
known, it is outlined in the first three chapters. 
The context of contemporary research into astrology 
includes, in the first place, the two great surges of 
popular interest that this ancient (and once moribund) 
theory has enjoyed during the present century. The first of 
these surges came in the 1930s and the second, even larger 
one began in the 1960s and has remained with us ever since. 
A brief, historical background to this growth in popular 
belief is given in this chapter. Psychologists and other 
scientists have responded to this popular enthusiasm in 
three main ways. Some have sought for explanations for the 
phenomenon in terms of the social conditions, or the 
psychological characteristics, of the believers. Their 
research findings will be reviewed in Chapter Two where an 
investigation of the author's will also be reported in its 
context. Of course, the psychological motivations of those 
who believe in astrology are peripheral to the issue of its 
validity but this issue has been pursued also, by a second 
group of scientists. The history of the various attempts to 
test the truth of traditional astrology, and the outcome of 
those attempts, will be surveyed in Chapter Three. A third 
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group of scientists, feeling an understandable disquiet 
that this "superstition" from the middle ages should be 
revived in our supposedly enlightened times, have tried to 
warn off the public from giving it any credence. However, 
in their efforts to banish astrology to the dustbin of 
science, this third group has inevitably come up against 
the members of the second group, some of whom claim to have 
found evidence for a core of truth to the ancient theory. 
This confrontation has led to the claims of astrology being 
put to the severest tests. These tests will also be 
reviewed in Chapter Three. It has also led to a complex and 
frequently acrimonious controversy between those who claim 
that some of astrology has survived the tests and those who 
doubt that any of it has. 
No detailed exposition of astrological theory will be 
given at first. What most readers know about it will 
suffice for the early chapters. Where technical terms are 
introduced, they are marked by an asterisk thus <*> and an 
explanation is given in a glossary in Appendix I. The 
general nature of astrological theory will be discussed at 
some length in Chapter Four which deals with the status of 
astrology as a science. According to the view of science 
adopted there, both the structure and the scientific status 
of any theory can only be evaluated after considering the 
history of the research involving that theory. 'Hence the 
history of the research is given first. Particular 
hypotheses are tested in the experiments which are reported 
in the second half of the thesis and detailed accounts of 
these hypotheses will be given in the introductions to the 
experiments. 
1.2 The revival of popular belief in astrology. 
In the middle of the seventeenth century astrology 
achieved a level of general popularity that it had not 
enjoyed since the time of the Roman Empire, but by the end 
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of the century it had fallen into complete disrepute as an 
intellectual pursuit and had even lost the major part of 
its popular following (Capp, 1979). During the next two 
centuries it was remembered and practiced only in 
Britain<note 1>. In continental Europe it was almost 
completely forgotten until around 1890 when it began to 
revive in France. Even in Britain there were very few 
practising astrologers during the eighteenth century and 
those who did acquire the necessary technical knowledge to 
cast and interpret horoscopes were mostly eccentrics who 
had no readership amongst the educated public. A 
small-scale revival began in the 1780s when a few books 
plagiarising seventeenth century authors were published and 
a few short-lived journals appeared, but it did not come to 
much. However, the publication of annual almanacs had never 
ceased since the seventeenth century and these continued to 
be surprisingly popular throughout this period. One 
outstanding example is furnished by the almanac called "Vox 
Stellarum". Originally published by Francis Moore 
U657-1715) , its circulation did not reach a peak until 
1839, at which time it stood at approximately half a 
million copies. These almanacs did not give sufficient 
detail to serve as textbooks but they did ensure that at 
least a superficial knowledge of astrology survived. C. D 
Throughout the nineteenth century the number of 
individuals who studied to become practising astrologers 
gradually inceased but it was not until the 1880s that 
monthly periodicals began to make a modest success. This 
new show of interest came largely from the lower middle and 
working classes and owed much to Spiritualism and the 
interest in arcane matters that it fostered. A second boost 
to the popularity of astrology came with the advent of the 
Theosophical Society, which was also greatly influenced by 
Spiritualism. Founded in 1875 in New York City, with a 
Spiritualist medium called Madame Blavatsky as its first 
president, the Theosophical Society rapidly gained devotees 
- 14 - 
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and spread to Europe. It was a chaotic synthesis of the 
ancient Hermetic and Gnostic traditions of the West with 
poorly understood versions of the religions of the East, 
but it was seminal to the twentieth century flirtation with 
occultism. 
Astrology benefitted -from the new interest in esoteric 
religion chiefly through the efforts of Alan Leo (alias 
William Allen, 1860-1917) who was both an astrologer and a 
Theosophist. It was because of his predilections that 
astrology now acquired a number of strange new doctrines, 
such as the Eastern doctrines of karma and reincarnation. 
During the previous two hundred years or so, astrology had 
generally been regarded by its supporters as a predictive 
science but with Alan Leo it began to take on occult and 
religious characteristics. This new blend was very 
successful and allowed Leo to become a full-time 
professional by 1898. He wrote six textbooks, all aimed at 
simplifying the subject so that anybody capable of simple 
arithmetic could cast and interpret horoscopes. They sold 
well at the time and have stayed in print ever since. He 
also organised a postal horoscope service, the first of its 
kind, and by 1903 was employing nine people full-time. 
Initially, renewed interest in astrology was a British 
affair. In continental Europe, astrology revived first in 
France where, as in Britain, it drew its impetus from a 
renascent Hermetic tradition. Germany did not take long to 
f ollow the example of its neighbours. The Theosophical 
Society made a large impact in the German speaking world 
and in its wake came translations of British astrological 
textbooks. By 1909, Germany was publishing its own 
astrological periodical. 
Astrology during this period was part of the widespread 
reaction against scientific atheism, as were all the occult 
movements of the time. It must have been particularly 
- 15 - 
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attractive to those who did not understand science but who 
felt threatened by it and by the industrialised society 
that science fostered. As presented by Theosophists, 
astrology was not only easy to understand but was more than 
a match for science and materialism. According to Leo 
(1903) it is "... the most gigantic mental study the mind of 
man could ever conceive" (page iii). Moreover, it is 11 ... a 
study that no mortal mind could ever invent, it being the 
direct work of immortals who came from other worlds to 
teach its wisdom to our infant humanity" (pageiii). 
Nevertheless, with the help of Leo's simplified and 
inveterately pompous manuals, almost anybody could get the 
hang of this "gigantic mental study". Thus an inadequate 
education could soon be made sufficient, atheism could be 
combatted, and privileged access to the highest wisdom 
could be rapidly acquired. With these assurances many 
bewildered and socially marginal people must have found 
great consolation and, as with so many religions, could 
even come to regard their own humble status as a mark of 
distinction. As Leo intoned in 1903: "The divine mysteries 
are only for those who are ready to renounce the world and 
claim their divine right to be heirs to the knowledge the 
Teachers have to impart"(page iii). 
Enthusiasm for astrology continued to grow throughout 
the Western world but it was in Germany, in the 1920s, that 
interest increased particularly dramatically. Although it 
received its original impetus from Theosophy, German 
astrology did not retain a strong occult character for 
long. It was soon regarded as a predictive science again 
and was even seen by some as a psychological discipline. 
O. A. H. Schmitz, a follower of C. G. Jung, was particularly 
influential in promoting this latter view. His efforts to 
break away from occultism and the traditional horoscope 
delineation (which tended to focus on events in the 
individual's life rather than the dynamics of his 
personality) were helped by the contemporary popularity of 
- 16 - 
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Jung' s book "Psychological Types" and Kretschmer's 
"Physique and Character", both published in 1921. Schmitz's 
lead was quickly followed by other German and American 
authors. 
Such developments as these must have helped to make 
astrology more acceptable to the educated middle class and, 
in Germany at least, it began to appeal even to 
intellectuals. Indeed, the membership of one society, 
fouded in 1924, was restricted to academics ("Herren 
Doktoren"), and there were well over a hundred of them. The 
first international congress of astrologers was held in 
Munich in 1922 and thereafter was staged annually until 
1936. It has been estimated (Howe, 1967) that some 400 
books and pamphlets on the subject were published between 
1921 and 1935 in Germany alone. Twenty six different 
yearbooks ran concurrently and, by 1928, there were six 
periodicals available for subscribers. One of these, a 
monthly, achieved a circulation of 6000. 
1.3 Popular astrology. 
In 1930, astrology acquired a new kind of exposure and 
an altogether different kind of following. In that year the 
Sunday Express (London) published an article on the 
horoscope of the newly-born Princess Margaret. It was the 
first time that a national newspaper had featured anything 
of the kind but the response was one of immediate 
enthusiasm. A flood of appreciative readers' letters 
persuaded the editor to include a whole page of 
astrological forecasts each week. In no time "Lucky Stars" 
columns had appeared in almost all of the popular 
newspapers and magazines throughout the Western world. The 
stars had become an item of mass consumption and the era of 
sun-sign medallions and zodiac tee-shirts had arrived. 
- 17 - 
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At first the newspaper articles were written by 
professionals and reflected the full sophistication of 
traditional astrology. The editors soon learned, however, 
that this sophistication was unnecessary. The public could 
be satisfied with something much simpler provided the 
predictions and interpretations applied to the readers 
themselves. No such thing could be provided by traditional 
astrology, of course, because that depended on having an 
individual natal chart calculated for the exact time and 
place of birth, but this nicety did not deter the 
newspapers. They found that predictions and advice could be 
based on sun-signs alone and though this implied that one 
twelfth of the population of the entire world suffers the 
same fate daily, the public was not bothered by the 
absurdity. 
The success of newspaper astrology grew rapidly. The 
lead given by the Sunday Express was soon copied many times 
over. Writing in 1941 , Bok and Mayall estimated that 
approximately one in twenty of the newspapers in the U. S. A. 
carried "Lucky Stars" columns and the ones that did so were 
those with the largest circulations. Many weekly and 
monthly -magazines also 
featured articles by leading popular 
astrologers and there were at least six mass circulation 
monthlies devoted to the subject, one of them with a 
readership in excess of 100,000. Furthermore, this new 
interest was not confined to backward and rural areas but 
was most pronounced in the large population centres. 
Since the Second World War the popularity of astrology 
has probably increased. A public opinion survey carried out 
in France in 1963 ýDeFrance et al., 1971) and two Gallup 
polls conducted in the U. S. A. (Gallup, 1975,1978) show 
that between 227. and 30% of the population are prepared to 
say that they believe in astrology. Of course, the exact 
percentage depends on how the question is phrased and what 
response options are provided. When graduated degrees of 
1) 
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belief are allowed, typically some 5%, say they believe in 
it strongly, while 407o believe in it to some degree. Only 
507,, give it no credence at all (57,, "Don't knows"). 
1.4 Modern serious astrology. 
No doubt, serious astrology also benefitted from the 
mass publicity provided by the newspapers. In Germany it 
began to meet with the disapproval of the Nazi Party in 
1934, waned rapidly, and was finally suppressed in 1941, 
but elsewhere it survived and picked up its following again 
after the war. Then, with the advent of the counter-culture 
and hippy movements of the 1960s, a fresh upsurge began 
which has remained with us ever since. A survey undertaken 
in 1975 ýLouaisel, 1975) reported that there were then 18 
major associations in Europe ý8 countries) and three 
national bodies plus 150 local associations in the U. S. A. 
Another survey published in 1977 (Dean et al., 1977) 
estimated that there were some 100 periodicals in 
circulation at that time and major societies were 
flourishing in South Africa, Australia and New Zealand, 
India, Israel, Central and South America, and the 
Philippines, as well as in Europe and North America. Not a 
great many individuals manage to make a living as full-time 
professionals but Dean et al. estimate that the people 
actively studying serious astrology are of roughly the same 
abundance as psychologists; that is, one in every ten 
thousand of the population. Most of the countries with 
organised astrological societies also run courses teaching 
-astrology and award graduated diplomas of proficiency. At 
present, annual international conferences are held in the 
U. S. A., Australia, India, and in most of the countries of 
western Europe. 
Modern, serious astrology is intellectually very 
eclectic. Of all academic subjects, it is regarded by 
astrologers as being most closely related to psychology 
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(Moore, 1 960) , of a Jungian and Humanistic 
brand rather 
than experimental psychology (Curry, 1983). However, the 
majority of astrologers also still have leanings towards a 
loosely Theosophical conception of the world and are 
basically idealistic, in the sense of believing in the 
primacy of spiritual principles, and theistic. They tend to 
beleive in reincarnation, spiritual evolution, the moral 
order and ultimate justice (Moore, 1960). On the other 
hand, the majority also believes that astrology has 
practical value in that it Provides a guide to living and a 
therapeutic tool for those with personal problems (Curry, 
1 983) - Moreover, most serious astrologers consider 
astrology to be amenable to, and in need of, scientific 
research and most also claim to carry out such research 
(Moore, 1960). 
Astrologers in the twentieth century have not been 
content merely to perpetuate the traditions of the past in 
terms of techniques any more than in their interpretations. 
They have criticised old ideas, developed new ones, and 
conducted a multitude of studies to validate their 
theories. An idea of the quantity of these studies may be 
gained from the critical review published by Dean and his 
co-workers (1977). This book covers the years 1900-1976. It 
summarises material from more than 300 books and 400 
journal articles. It cites over 1,000 references and runs 
to some 250,000 words. Not all of the material covered was 
inspired by astrology, it is true, but by far the greater 
part of it was. Furthermore, the authors estimate that they 
failed to access perhaps one third of the extant 
literature. In the course of their continued efforts they 
had unearthed a further 1,000 previously missed titles by 
1982 (Dean, personal communication). 
Unfortunately, the great majority of the studies 
reviewed by Dean et al are rather worthless from a 
scientific point of view. In a review of methodological 
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problems in astrological research, Eysenck (1982) has 
argued that the main shortcoming is that: 
"Astrologers often follow the path taken by 
psychoanalysis, ie. they show little concern with 
the 'outcome problem', which means the validity of the 
claims made and the methods used, and are much more 
concerned with details of procedure, differential 
interpretations etc., but without decisive proof of the 
correctness of the different interpretations 
concerned. " (Page 76) 
Not all of the studies are marred in this way. It is 
probably not overstating the case to say that twentieth 
century research has changed astrology from a scientific 
heresy to a controversy, but this has been brought about by 
only a very few of the hundreds of individuals who have 
been involved. Their work will be the topic of Chapter 
Three where an overview of the truly scientific work will 
be given. 
Notes. 
<1> This account of the survival of astrology in the 18th 
and 19th centuries and its revival in the early 20th 
century is based largely upon Howe (1967). Explicit 
references are given where other authors have been 
consulted. 
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BELIEF IN ASTROLOGY. 
3.1 Introduction. 
Psychologists were not slow to respond to the upsurge of 
interest in astrology that began at the end of the 
nineteenth century. Belief in astrology was included as an 
element of the psychology of "superstition", which was 
investigated as early as 1919. Research reports on 
"superstitiousnessil were published regularly until 1940 or 
so but thereafter the topic rather losts its currency until 
interest was re-awakened by the second wave of occultism in 
the 1960s (Plug, 1976). However, the validity of the 
findings from the early research is open to serious doubt 
for two main reasons: the research was based upon poorly 
analysed conceptions of "superstitiousness" and upon 
haphazardly constructed measuring instruments. These two 
shortcomings will be briefly discussed next. 
The problem with the concept of superstitiousness is that 
no means has ever been found for distinguishing objectively 
between putative superstitions and other beliefs. As the 
word is commonly used it has pejorative connotations but 
means only that the user regards some belief as false and 
probably as harmful as well. As Jahoda (1970) commented, 
"used in this way, the term is little more than a verbal 
bludgeon to trounce one Is ideological opponents". Some 
scientists (for example, Heath, 1948) have suggested that 
superstitions can be identified on strictly objective lines 
by assessing the probabilities that the propositions in 
question are true. According to this view, scientific 
theories have very high probabilities of being true while 
superstitions have very low ones. However, most 
philosophers of science, following Popper (1959), now 
recognise that it is not possible to assign probabilities 
to the truth of theories. Indeed, Popper has even shown 
t hat all theories , even the best , have the same 
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probability, namely zero. Nor is it possible to show 
unequivocally that some theories are false, for it is 
always possible to save a theory from refutation by some 
ingenious alternative interpretation of the evidence 
(Lakatos, 1970; Feyerabend, 1978). It does not follow that 
we have no grounds for prefering some theories over others 
but it does mean that facile distinctions between 
superstition and science are likely to be misleading. This 
is a complicated issue that will be pursued further in 
Chapter Four where the status of astrology as a scientific 
research programme will be discussed. 
Another means that has been proposed for distinguishing 
between superstitious beliefs and scientific hypotheses is 
to studythe characteristics of the supposedly 
superstitious person. For example, Plug (1976) states that 
superstitious beliefs are held more or less independently 
of empirical evidence, that they are accepted dogmatically 
rather than tentatively, and that they are maintained 
unchanged over long periods of time. However, this approach 
is also unhelpful even if we ignore for a moment that many 
scientists behave in these ways. It gives the appearance of 
characterising superstitious beliefs but in fact it 
characterises the believer instead. Thus it reverses the 
whole enterprise. If we define superstitions in terms of 
the typical manner of believing, then the task becomes one 
of discovering which propositions are adhered to in this 
manner or alternatively in a scientific or some other 
manner. Instead of investigating superstitious believers, 
we decide in advance what are their most salient 
characters ist ics , and the major task then becomes one of 
discovering what such people tend to believe in. Of course, 
we might be very interested in the causes and correlates of 
superstitious ways of believing but in that case we hardly 
need the concept of superstition. We can investigate 
wishful-thinking, dogmatism, and the rest without 
complicating matters with such a problematic term. 
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Another possible approach to the study of superstition is 
to def ine it as any belief or action which reasonable 
p eople in contemporary Western society regard as 
superstitious. The reader will notice, of course, that this 
definition is circular, ethnocentric, and relative to a 
particular epoch. Jahoda (1970), who proposed it, himself 
regarded it is a "subterfuge" and recognised that it left 
everything unresolved. He felt, however, that it was 
sufficient for his purposes which were to "examine the 
psychological aspects of such kinds of belief" (page 10). 
This approach might appear to be quest ion-begging but in 
science we often have to begin to investigate a field which 
at first we cannot characterise definitely but which 
appears promising. However, progress in such a field is 
generally very dependent upon adequate taxonomy and 
measurement, at least in the initial stages. Unfortunately, 
psychologists interested in superstition have tended to 
ignore these two fundamental pursuits. In the early studies 
it was assumed that superstitiousness is a unitary trait 
and that its measurement is not problematic. Only in the 
last decade have empirical studies shown how dubious these 
assumptions are. 
Questionnaires have always provided the major method of 
measurement in this field but, until very recently, none 
were ever subjected to thorough psychometric analyses 
(Plug 1 976 ). Almost all of them consisted of lists of 
common "superstitions" and subjects were required to 
respond by indicating which ones they believed in, or how 
firmly they believed in each. A single score was obtained 
for each individual. None of these questionnaires was ever 
factor analysed nor were response biases investigated. It 
is for these reasons as much as any others that the early 
research findings are of doubtful validity (Plug, 1976). 
The first paper to address the idea that there might be 
different patterns of belief in religious, psychic, and 
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other paranormal phenomena appeared only in 1982. Using 
data collected by the American Institute of Public Opinion 
(Gallup), Sobal and Emmons (1982) factor analysed responses 
to questions about twenty beliefs. They extracted three 
principal components and rotated them to an oblique 
solution. In line with their expectations, they found that 
belief in extrasensory, psychic types of phenomenon is 
reasonably independent of religious beliefs in angels, 
devils, and life after death. The third factor collected 
together belief in the Loch Ness Monster, Sasquatch, 
ghosts, and witches and so was labelled an "other beings 
factor". What is particularly interesting in the present 
context, though, is that belief in astrology was not highly 
loaded on any of these three factors. Thus it cannot be 
assumed without further investigation that explanations for 
other beliefs also apply to astrology. 
Fortunately there have been a number of studies in recent 
years that have concentrated on belief in astrology 
separately from belief in other paranormal phenomena. Some 
of these have taken a more cognitive approach and have 
investigated why horoscope interpretations are perceived to 
be accurate. Other studies have been more concerned with 
the factors that predispose people to believe in astrology 
in the first place. These two lines of research, starting 
with the second, will be reviewed next. 
3.2. Factors predisposing to belief in astrology. 
The earliest detailed study of belief in astrology was 
undertaken in the 1960s by a French collaborative team led 
by DeFrance (DeFrance et al., 1971). Their work was 
essentially a sociological analysis of the function of 
astrology in modern society but also drew upon the results 
of a survey carried out in 1963 by the Instit-i-it Francais 
d'Opinion Publique on a random sample of six thousand. 
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To surnmarise their views very briefly, DeFrance and his 
co-workers regarded widespread belief in astrology as a 
response to the great difficulties many people experience 
in adjusting to modern society. In the industrialised and 
bureaucratic world, people are daily faced with many 
fragmentary contacts with strangers but have little 
guidance of a moral or psychological kind to help them. In 
such a situation, astrology helps by reducing the 
uncertainty and ambiguity in personal relationships. It is 
a means of self -understand ing, even if of an illusory kind, 
and is felt to satisfy a personal quest for meaning and 
certainty in an impersonal and complex world. In brief, it 
is a symptom of alienation from urban life and, at the same 
time, a constructive response to that alienation. 
To support these views, DeFrance et al. referred to the 
French data showing that astrology has its greatest 
following in the densely populated urban centres and among ZD 
white-collar workers rather than among the lower paid and 
the rural areas. They also drew attention to the fact that 
adherence to astrology is most prevalent among women and 
young people and suggested that this was because these 
sections of the population have been less conditioned by 
the belief systerns of the dominant culture. Thus they are 
freer to adopt alternative systems. 
DeFrance et al. are not alone in interpreting the 
contemporary enthusiasm for astrology in a positive light. 
For example, Tiryakian (1972) also views it as a 
constructive attempt to break with established values and 
to found an alternative culture based on a new value 
consensus. However, it is doubtful that the writers who 
champion such views are really concerned with explaining 
popular belief. They seem to be more interested in 
characterising the most positive aspects of esoteric ideas 
than in explaining what function these ideas 'nave for the 
majority of people. No doubt astrology and other occult 
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subjects do appeal to a small proportion of the well 
educated who are familiar with orthodox modes of thought 
but are dissatisfied with the culture that is based upon 
those modes. However, the available surveys of public 
opinion are agreed that the bulk of believers is not 
composed of such people. To understand what is the appeal 
of astrology to the majority, then, it is probably best to 
begin by establishing what sections of the population are 
most committed to it. It will be necessary later to make 
some distinctions among the believers according to the 
approaches they adopt to the subject but first we will 
examine the results of the available public opinion 
siarveys. 
The opinion polls are agreed that many more women than 
men believe in astrology and are interested in their 
horoscopes ýeg. DeFrance et al., 1971; Gallup, 1975; 
Wuthnow, 1976; Sobal & Emmons, 1982). Of the racial groups 
it is the non-whites rather than the whites of the U. S. A. 
who are most inclined to believe (eg. Gallup, 1975; 
Wuthnow, 1 976 ; Sobal & Emmons, 1982) and with respect to 
marital status, it is the divorced and separated, rather 
than the married, who show the most commitment, with the 
widowed and unmarried falling in between (Wuthnow, 1976; 
Sobal & Emmons, 1982). As regards the association with age, 
the findings vary a little according to how belief is 
assessed. Most surveys report that it is young people who 
are most likely to believe to some extent (DeFrance et al., 
1971, Gallup, 1 975 ; Sobal & Emmons, 1982) but Wuthnow 
(1976) found that, for the 87o of "firm believers", the 
proportion of adherents actually increases with age. 
Finally, with each increase in educational level above 
(American) high school, there is a ýmore or less) steady 
decrease in interest and belief (DeFrance et al. , 1971 ; 
Wuthnow, 1976; Sobal & Emmons, 1982). Nevertheless, people 
educated to high school level and beyond, and those 
belonging to the three higher socio-economic (SE) groups, 
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have more interest and belief than the lower educational 
and SE groups (Sobal & Emmons, 1982). 
All except the last of these findings can be summarised 
by saying that it is the socially marginal, the deprived, 
and the powerless who tend to be most commited to 
astrology. That the least educated are not very commited 
need not be at variance with this conclusion if it is 
granted that a certain level of education is a prerequisite 
for exposure to, and for taking an interest in, this 
subject. At any rate, the picture that emerges from these 
surveys is not consistent with the view that astrology is 
primarily a countercultural interest of the educated and 
privileged. 
An alternative interpretation of the popularity of 
astrology in the twentieth century is that it serves as a 
coping mechanism for the socially maladjusted. One version 
of the view was made the central message of a statement 
condemning astrology that was drafted by Gordon Allport and 
released in 1941 by the executive council of the Society 
for the Psychological Study of Social Issues (Bok & Mayall, 
1941). In this statement, Allport suggested that 
"The principal reason why people turn to astrology 
and to kindred superstitions is that they lack in 
their own lives the resources necessary to solve 
serious personal problems confronting them. " (p. 244). 
As we have seen earlier, hardly any worthwhile research 
into the topic had been done at that time, but recently 
there have been three studies that tend to support this 
view. 
In one of these studies, Wuthnow (1976) analysed the 
opinions of a random sample of 1000 persons living in the 
San Francisco area of the U. S. A. He found the same 
associations between belief in astrology and social 
marginality that had been found in other surveys (as 
reported above) but he also went beyond these. He argued 
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that marginal persons are likely to be dissatisfied with 
their lot and therefore tend to resort to astrology as a 
means of coping with their frustrations. This led him to 
investigate the association between the experience of 
personal problems and the tendency to believe in astrology. 
As expected, he found that people who were bothered by 
problems connected with health, work, loneliness, and 
bereavement were more likely to be interested in their 
horoscopes and to believe in them than were those not 
bothered in these ways. 
Tyson (1982b) also f ound personal problems to be 
important in a sample of people who were consulting a 
professional astrologer. Compared with a control group, the 
consultees in this study were suffering a significantly 
greater amount of stress, especially stress connected with 
impoverished social relationships. In possible contrast 
with Wuthnow's findings, unpleasant events that were out of 
the control of the individual, such as the death of a loved 
one, were found not to be influential. It was only those 
stresses which tend to be precipitated bAT inadequate social 
skills which differentiated the consultees. 
In the third study referred to above, Plug (1975) used a 
questionnaire to measure degree of belief in astrology in a 
sample of South African psychology students. Although his 
sample was drawn from a very narrow section of the 
population that would not be expected to include many 
individuals with a deep commitment to astrology, he still 
found a significant positive correlation between belief and 
the neuroticism scale of the Eysenck Personality Inventory 
(r=. 37 , p<. 01). 
Putting these results together, there appears to be good CD 
support for the idea that belief in astrology is a symptom 
of maladjustment and that it is used as an aid in coping 
with personal problems. However, such a conclusion -must be 
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qualified to some extent because Wuthnow (1976) also found 
evidence for an association between count er-cultural 
involvement and interest in astrology. This association was 
independent of that between marginality and belief, though 
the latter was the stronger of the two. Using an index of 
marginality, which consisted of counting the number of ways 
in which individuals were marginal, Wuthnow found that 
those who scored high on this index were about ten times 
more likely to be interested in their 1qoroscopes than those 
who scored low. On the other hand, those who were high on a 
similarly constructed index of counter-cultural involvement 
were only twice as likely to be interested in their 
horoscopes as those who were low. These two associations 
were independent in the sense that there was no statistical 
interaction between them. The tendency to believe in 
astrology was not increased amongst those who were both 
marginal and counter-cultural. It appears, then, that there 
are at least two distinct types of person who tend to take 
an interest in astrology. 
An important point to note about all the surveys and 
investigations reviewed so far is that they have assessed 
only the degree of belief or interest in astrology without 
examining what activities the belief entails or the amount 
of associated knowledge. In the previous chapter the author 
differentiated between different types of astrology and 
Truzzi (1975) likewise has suggested that three relatively 
clear levels of involvement should be distinguished. Two 
individuals might both say that they are very interested in 
horoscopes but their knowledge of the subject, and the 
amount of active interest they take in it, might be quite 
different. One of them might know only about the 
superficial sun-sign astrology that appears in the 
newspapers while the other might spend a great deal of his 
spare time studying traditional astrology in all its 
complexity. Of course, the different approaches might only 
represent differences in intensity of belief but, on the 
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other hand, they could be qualitatively different kinds of 
belief. If the former is the case then we might expect that 
the positive correlation that Plug (1975) found would 
extend into the higher range of belief shown by astrologers 
themselves. Alternatively, if the deeper commitment to the 
subject is qualitatively different, then astrologers might 
be similar not to neurotics but to other groups. In 
particular, since astrology is chiefly concerned with human 
personality and motivation, often involves counselling, and 
demands a willingness to grapple with some mathematical 
technicalities, its students might well be similar to 
psychology students. 
The author tested these ideas in a study of 66 students 
of astrology (Startup, 1983a). These subjects were required 
to complete two personality inventories, the EPQ (Eysenck & 
Eysenck, 1 975) and the 1 6PF (Cattell, Eber & Tatsuoka, 
1970) and their mean scores were compared with the general 
population norms. It was found that the astrologers did not 
differ significantly on those scales that are related to 
emotionality. Further, their 16PF profile was significantly 
dissimilar to those of various neurotic groups published by 
Cattell et al. (1970) but proved to be very similar to that 
of a comparison group of psychology students. Thus the 
indications are that those who devote themselves to a 
serious study of astrology have quite different 
characteristics from those who believe in it but do not 
apply themselves to it in earnest . In particular, the 
former show no signs of neurotic maladjustment whereas the 
latter do. 
However, there was one finding in this study which might 
indicate maladjustment of a sort, though not neurotic 
maladjustment. The astrologers' scores on the P scale of 
the EPQ were significantly higher than the population 
norms. According to Eysenck and Eysenck (1976), these high 
scores indicate a predisposition either to psychotic 
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breakdown or to psychopathic disorders and, in terms of 
personality correlates, they indicate tendencies towards 
hostility and aggression, cruelty, lack of empathy, and a 
liking for odd and unusual things. Such a result might 
occasion considerable surprise in those who are familiar 
with astrologers for, as a rule, astrologers express a good 
deal of concern about other people and are often active in 
helping and counselling those who have problems. Moreover, 
this result is at variance with the astrologers' scores on 
the I scale of the 16PF, which showed them to be tender- 
rather than tough-minded. The solution to this mystery is 
probably that the P scale does not actually measure what it 
was thought to measure when it was first developed. For one 
thing, there has been considerable debate about the claim 
that it measures predisposition to psychotic breakdown 
(Bishop, 1977; Eysenck, 1977b; Block, 1977a, 1977b; Eysenck 
and Eysenck, 1 977; Claridge and Birchall, 1978) and its 
relationship with psychopathy is also uncertain (Hare, 
1 982) . Secondly, recent comparisons of 
the P scale with 
other established inventories have revealed that it does 
not in fact correlate with either hostility or lack of 
empathy (Forbes, 1980; Barrett and Kline, 1980a). When 
factor analysed with other appropriate scales, it loads 
primarily on lack of orderliness and non-conformity. Thus 
the high P scorer appears to be someone who dislikes order 
and routine, is impulsive, and has little respect for 
convention and social approval. He is also likely to be 
dominant and, intriguingly, has little belief in his 
ability to control his own fate. 
It appears, then, that the association between belief in 
astrology and neuroticism, found in the general population, 
does not apply to the astrologers themselves. On 
reflection, though, this is perhaps not very surprising. 
One might expect to find a similar pattern with any widely 
known psychological system designed to give help to those 
in distress. For example, belief and interest in 
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psychoanalysis might well be correlated with neuroticism in 
the general population but the psychoanalysts themselves 
would be expected to be stable. A system which offers help 
to the maladjusted is likely to be of greatest interest to 
just those people who are maladjusted, whether or not the 
system is scientifically well founded. 
If people tend to have recourse to astrology as a means 
of coping with problems, then one would expect the general 
level of interest to increase at times of economic and 
political threat, when greater stress is experienced by 
almost everybody. This possibility has been examined in two 
retrospective studies using archival data. In the first, 
Sales (1 973) compared the number of books on astrology 
appearing in various catalogues of American publications 
during the 1920s to those appearing during the 1930s. After 
controlling for the number of published books of all kinds, 
he found a significant increase in the number of 
astrological books in the latter period. This was, of 
course, the time of the Great Depression in the U. S. A., a 
period of economic disaster, while the earlier period was 
comparatively prosperous. Sales also replicated this study 
by examining similar indices of publication for the years 
1959-1964 and 1967-1970. The latter period was judged to be 
one of high threat compared to the former, according to 
several criteria. As expected, the number of astrological 
books, as a proportion of all books published, increased 
during the high-threat years as compared with the previous, 
relatively stable period. 
A similar study of the link between threat and interest 
in astrology has been conducted by Padgett and Jorgenson 
(1982), this time for Germany between the two world wars. 
The number of astrological publications for each two years 
between 1 91 8 and 1940 was obtained from catalogues and 
these numbers were then adjusted to control for 
fluctuations in the total number of publications of all 
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kinds appearing in the same years. Three indices of 
economic threat were also computed: percentage of 
unemployed trade union members, real wages of Ruhr miners, 
and industrial production. Together they accounted for a 
highly significant 27/?,; of the variance in the astrological 
index, though only unemployment and industrial production 
were individually significant as predictors. 
On the strength of the studies reviewed so far, it might 
be said that the link between anxiety and belief in 
astrology is now quite well established, at least as far as 
the general population is concerned. What has not been 
studied in any great detail, however, is why anxious people 
should find astrology to be a solace. Possibly the only 
suggestion to date is that astrology might reduce feelings 
of helplessness in situations where little of a practical 
nature can be done. This idea has recently received support 
from two studies of perceived locus of control. In one of 
them, Sosis, Strickland, and Haley (1980) hypothesised that 
individuals would use different strategies to increase the 
likelihood of receiving reinforcements according to their 
I-E beliefs. In order to test this, they employed 
Levenson's measure of locus of control which divides 
externals into Type Is, who believe that reinforcements are 
controlled by powerful others, and Type IjIs, who believe in 
control by fate, chance, or luck. As expected, beleief in 
astrology was found to be positively correlated (r=0.27) 
with Type II , but not with Type I, externality. In the 
other study of locus of control, Tyson (1980) employed 
Rotter's I-E scale but factor analysed it to produce two 
subscales, one of personal, and the other of political, 
control. He then found that a sample of people who were 
currently consulting an astrologer were high on externality 
compared with a control group, but only for the political 
dimension. 
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Finally, two other weak correlates of belief in astrology 
have been reported. Plug (1975) investigated the 
relationship between belief and suggestibility (as measured 
by Eysenck and Furneaux's (1945) ink-blot test) amongst a 
sample of first-year psychology students. He found a 
si gn ifi cant but ve ry small positive correlation of 0.1 . 
Salter and Routledge (1 974) also employed first-year 
university students in a study of the relationship between 
intelligence and belief in the supernatural. Using the 
Scholastic Aptitude Test, they found a negative correlation 
of only -0.2 with belief in astrology. Because of the large 
sample size, this coefficient was highly significant. 
However, when the same subjects were retested a year later, 
the coeff icient had dropped to a non-significant -0.11 . 
Thus , additional education actually lowered what was 
already a weak inverse relationship. 
3.3 Why people perceive astrology to be true. 
Astrologers are inclined to say that astrology is 
perceived as being true because it is true and all that it 
requires is a certain acuity of perception to discover this 
for oneself. Now the studies to be reviewed in later 
chapters throw considerable doubt on the first part of this 
claim; although there is evidence that some features of 
traditional astrology are valid, there is very little 
evidence that it is valid in the manner or to the extent 
that is claimed. However, when f aced with such a 
conclusion, many astrologers prefer to place more trust in 
their own intuitions than in the scientific evidence. In 
the words of Elwell (1982); 
"(Astrologers) rightly feel that there ought to be 
more evidence than there is for signs, houses, 
aspects, and the rest of the factors which 
experience has taught them to regard as genuine 
phenomena. If astrology is essentially true, and 
the methods of science unimpeachable, there can only 
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be one explanation for the alarming lacK of 
corroboration - the methods 'nave been misapplied. " (Page 68) 
Of course, this view could be right but if the only reason 
for maintaining it is that the scientific evidence is at 
odds with the personal validation of astrologers, then it 
is not very convincing. 
Apart from the abundant evidence from all sorts of 
experiments that intuited validity is frequently unreliable 
(eg- Ross, 1977), there have been three studies in the 
astrological field showing that individuals cannot 
discriminate between genuine and spurious horoscopes 
(Cummings, Smith, Lovick, & Crosbie, 1978; Tyson, 1979; 
Lackey, 1981). In these experiments, subjects were given 
authentic interpretations of their own birth charts 
together with equally orthodox i nterpretat ions of one or 
more charts belonging to other people, but with no 
indication of the identity of each. Whether they were asked 
simply to choose the interpretation based on their own 
charts, or to rank or rate the horoscopes for accuracy of 
self -des. -r ipt ion, the subjects were unable to identify the 
genuine interpretations. Moreover, in the study by 
Cummings et al. , the majority of all 
the horoscopes were 
rated as moderately or extremely accurate, even though only 
one in three was genuine. Of course, such experiments do 
not show that astrological interpretations are untrue but 
they do demonstrate that they do not need to be true to be 
accepted as accurate. 
If astrology does not work in the manner in which it is 
, supposed to work and if the perceived accuracy of 
horoscopes is illusory, as the evidence suggests, then it 
is a matter of some interest to discover what factors give 
rise to the illusiori of accuracy. The previous section of 
this chapter has dealt with some of the personality 
correlates of a willingness to believe. Now we shall 
consider the evidence concerning features of the stimulus 
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and of the situation that might change the willingness into 
actual belief. 
Quite a number of explanations for perceived horoscope 
accuracy have been proposed. The most highly favoured one 
to date is that astrological interpretations have 
(unrecognised) universal validity. That is, they employ 
personality descriptions which have high base-rates of 
acceptance and which are taken to be true because people 
are generally insensitive to what constitutes an accurate 
description of their personalities. This explanation 
features prominently in reviews of the field by Tyson 
(1982a), Eysenck and Nias (1982), and Dean (1983b). 
The evidence supporting this explanation comes from over 
three decades of research into the tendency of people to 
accept general and vague descriptions as true of their own 
personalities, a tendency which has come to be known as the 
"Barnum Effect", after Meehl (1956). The original 
demonstration of this effect was by Forer (1949). He asked 
39 students to fill out a personality questionnaire and 
then, a week later, he presented them with what they took 
to be interpretations of their scores. In fact each student 
received the same profile consisting of 13 "astrological 
statements", that is vague, double-headed, and mildly 
favourable descriptions taken from an (unspecified) 
astrological publication. The percentage of students rating 
each statement as true varied between 13% and 97%, with an 
average for the 13 statements of 77%. 
Since this early study there have been numerous others 
(reviewed by Snyder, Shenkel, and Lowery, 1977) which have 
consistently demonstrated that students are willing to 
accept such "universally valid" statements as accurate 
descriptions of their own personalities, under various 
conditions. Most importantly in the present context, it has 
been found that such statements are readily accepted even 
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when ostensibly derived from astrological analyses (Rosen, 
1975; Snyder, Larsen, and Bloom, 1976; Stachnik and 
Stacýinik, 1980). 
However, there are a number of reasons for doubting that 
the Barnum effect is very important in the explanation of 
perceived horoscope accuracy. Firstly, two recent studies 
have found that people are not as insensitive to what 
constitutes an accurate description of their personalities 
as earlier research had suggested (Hampson, Gilmour, and 
Harris, 1978; Greene, Harris, and Macon, 1979). In these 
studies it was found that, while "astrological" 
descriptions were perceived to be the most accurate, true 
descriptions derived from questionnaires were accepted -more 
readily than false ones. Secondly, Hampson et al. also 
found that descriptions referring to characteristics shared 
by most other people are not accepted irrespective of their 
truth. This shows that people are not as gullible as was 
once thought. Thirdly, both Greene (1977) and Hampson et al 
(1978) discovered that people do not fail to recognise that 
Barnum statements apply generally. Their subjects rated a 
collection of "astrological" statements as highly accurate 
of people in general as well as of themselves. It should be 
noted, however, that the effects in all of these 
experiments were riot strong and the subjects used were, as 
usual, university students, so their results may not be 
equally applicable to the general population. 
If even university students are somewhat uncertain in 
their appreciation that highly generalised descriptions 
apply virtually universally, then consumers of astrological 
literature are likely to be even less discriminating. 
However, this literature is not all of one kind and what 
applies to one type of astrological description may not 
apply to them all. Truzzi (1975) has argued that one should 
distinguish three relatively clear levels of astrological 
belief. In a similar manner we might distinguish amongst 
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personality descriptions, those typical of the Lucky Stars 
columns of the newspapers, those to be found in 
astrological textbooks, and those provided by astrologers 
during consultations. 
It is probable, though it has never been demonstrated, 
that most of the astrology that appears in mass circulation 
publications makes use of highly generalised statements. 
This was, after all, the source of Forer's original 
material. However, when it comes to explaining the 
perceived accuracy of newspaper astrology, the Barnum 
effect runs into trouble again. If all Lucky Stars 
descriptions are universally valid, why should people 
accept the one that is ostensibly true for themselves as 
more accurate than any of the others? One possible answer 
to this has been provided by Silverman (1971). He suggested 
-that the way in which astrological descriptions achieve 
their apparent validity might be explained by membership 
group theory. That is, self-perceptions might be influenced 
by sun-sign descriptions because sun-signs define 
membership groups, just as attitudes have been found to be 
influenced by the imposition of other membership groups. In 
order to test this idea, Silverman asked a sample of 
students to select, from 12 standard sun-sign profiles, the 
four that best described themselves. For half of the 
subjects astrological affiliation was made salient by 
labelling the descriptions with their appropriate names, 
and these subjects tended to choose their own sun-sign. The 
remaining subjects, on the other hand, were given no 
indication of the source of the descriptions and they chose 
their own sun-signs no more often than chance would 
predict. 
Snyder (1 974) has also found that students tend to 
accept descriptions as true of themselves if the 
descriptions are ones that they believe are predicted by 
astrology. In his experiment, three independent groups of 
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subjects were given the same generalised personality 
profile to rate for accuracy of self -description. All 
subjects were led to believe that the profiles were 
astrologically derived but while the first group was told 
that the profiles were generally true of people, the second 
and third groups were told that the profiles were based on 
data for the year and month of birth, or the year, month, 
and day of birth respectively. The mean acceptancy ratings 
for these three "specificity" conditions showed, as 
expected, a highly significant linear trend which inceased 
from group one to group three and which accounted for 
almost all of the treatment variance. Thus, the more 
specifically the profile was appareritly tailored to the 
individual, the more it was accepted as accurate. 
Although this experiment of Snyder's agrees with 
Silverman's (1971) finding that an apparent astrological 
derivation of a personality profile is highly influential, 
it is notactua 11 y consonant with Silverman's 
interpretation of his result. According to the latter, 
people are influenced by their I,, nowledge that they are 
supposed to belong to a group and they change their 
self-images to bring them more in line with the purported 
personality of the group. However, Snyder's finding shows 
that it is the specificity of the description that is 
important; subjects were more influenced the more they 
supposed that the description was specific to themselves. 
Thus membership within a sun-sign appears to be less 
important for defining similarities with one twelfth of the 
population than it is for distinguishing the individual 
from the remaining eleven twelfths. 
It should be noted, in passing, that the effect of 
perceived specificity is not confined to astrologically 
derived descriptions. Whether the generalised personality 
profile is said to be obtained from a questionnaire, a 
projective test, an interview, or from graphology, it is 
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judged to be more accurate than when it is presented as 
being true of people in general (Snyder, 1974; Snyder, 
I Larsen & Bloom, 1976). 
While no one, presumably, would claim that the Barnum 
effect is a sufficient condition for perceived horoscope 
accuracy, it has never been made clear whether it is a 
necessary condition. Coming now to the second form of 
astrological profile, the textbook profile, we find that 
highly generalised descriptions are not even necessary for 
acceptance. For example, Eysenck and Nias (1982) presented 
subjects with 69 trait-words and asked them to select the 
words that best described themselves. Unbeknown to the 
subjects, the words had previously been chosen to represent 
each of the 12 sun-signs and to distinguish one sign from 
another. If all astrological descriptions were equally 
universal, words should have been selected at an even rate 
from each of the signs but in fact some of them were chosen 
far more frequently than others. Dean et al. (1977) have 
reported a similar experiment, conducted by the Opinion 
Research Centre, in which some sun-sign descriptions were 
chosen as much as nine times as often as others. 
Nevertheless, sun-signs, being the foundation of popular 
astrology, are widely accepted as valid. Thus, if we are to 
explain the perceived accuracy of sun-signs, it cannot be 
on the basis of universal applicability. 
The third type of horoscope mentioned above was the 
professional interpretation derived from an individual's 
birth chart. In this case it is possible that most of the 
descriptions provided by astrologers are highly 
generalised, as Dean (1 983b) has stated (though without 
presenting evidence). Of course, in theory the descriptions 
should be highly individualised but if general statements 
are more acceptable to the client, then it would not be 
surprising if theory were frequently ignored. However, the 
point to be addressed here is not whether the descriptions 
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are usually very general, for which there is no data in any 
case , but whether they need to be general. In order 
to 
answer this, we will examine an interesting experiment by 
Dean (1983b). 
Dean was concerned to discover if genuine horoscopes 
could be distinguished from false ones. Previous 
experiments (reviewed above) suggested that they could not 
but there were two main reasons for thinking that the 
subjects' opportunities in those experiments had not been 
maximised. Firstly, the horoscopes provided were not as 
clear and unambiguous as possible; they employed the 
lengthy prose that is typical of professional astrologers 
rather than simple adjectives and short phrases. Secondly, 
the interpretations were conventional ones in which factors 
that research has shown to be (almost certainly) invalid 
were given equal weight with those factors that are more 
likely to be real. 
In order to correct these deficiencies, Dean included 
only aspectsý*> and angularityý*> and for each factor he 
gave very clear-cut interpretations. Clarity was also 
increased by listing the opposite trait for each 
interpretation. For each astrological factor, the subjects 
had to choose between these opposites, though the identity 
of the supposedly true interpretations was clearly shown. 
For the control group, "reversed" charts were 
constructed. That is, the planets and anglesý*> of the 
authentic chart were manoevered so that, when interpreted 
in an orthodox manner, the meaning would be as nearly 
opposite to the meaning of the genuine chart as could be 
contrived. The purpose of this subterfuge was to make it 
possible for the astrologer to behave normally when giving 
his interpretation to the subject. The reversed charts were 
handled in an identical manner to the genuine charts; the 
same factors were interpreted in the same clear-cut 
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language and the interpretations were again presented along 
with their opposites. 
The subjects were asked to consider each pair of 
i nterpretat ions of their chart, the supposedly applicable 
ones and their opposites, and to say which of each pair was 
true and which false (though they were allowed to judge 
both as true or both as false). The astrologer/experimenter 
guided this procedure and answered any questions that 
arose. Before the subjects tackled any of the ratings, 
however, the experimenter tried to induce a critical and 
sceptical attitude by explaining that horoscopes needed to 
be tested rigorously, and by warning (twice) of the effects 
of generality and other sources of judgement error. 
Throughout each session he himself adopted "an aggressively 
critical attitude towards astrology". 
Despite all of these warnings, the subjects accepted an 
extremely high proportion of all the putatively true 
descriptions. For the eleven subjects in the "authentic 
chart" condition, the average acceptance of descriptors was 
96% for "true" interpretations and only 14% for the 
opposite traits. In the "reversed chart" condition 
similarly, the average acceptance of the eleven control 
subjects was 97% and 17% for "true" and "opposite" 
descriptors respectively. Thus interpretations of reversed 
charts were accepted as readily as those of authentic 
charts even though the former could hardly have been more 
inaccurate according to astrology. 
The results of this experiment are in agreement with 
previous studies of genuine and false horoscopes in showing 
that interpretations do not need to be true in order to be 
perceived as accurate. However, Dean's experiment also 
showed that interpretations do not even need to be vague, 
general, or universally applicable. His subjects were 
presented with clear-cut trait-terms and their opposites. 
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Moreover, one and the same statement was accepted or 
rejected, by different subjects, depending solely on its 
status as a "true" or "opposite" descriptor. That is, these 
statements were endorsed frequently only if they were 
presented as true interpretations of the horoscope. 
3.4 Sufficient conditions for the acceptance of horoscopes. 
Although the Barnum effect has been given the most 
emphasis in explanations of perceived horoscope accuracy, 
various other factors are undoubtedly influential. Dean 
(1983b) and Tyson (1982a) have, between them, suggested 
some 20 factors that might have some part to play in the 
personal validation of astrology. Most of them have been 
researched quite thoroughly by psychologists in various 
contexts, even if their importance to astrology has not 
been demonstrated, and all are plausible. Some of the 
factors may apply in most of the situations where astrology 
is encountered while others could only be relevant where an 
astrologer is consulted or, even more specifically, where 
an astrologer is acting as a counsellor. As these 
influences have been discussed at length in the cited 
papers, they will not be reviewed again here. 
It may be important to identify all of the many factors 
which increase the perceived accuracy of horoscopes but it 
would also be instructive to discover what are the minimum 
requirements for acceptance. Probably these requirements 
differ according to different situations, whether it be 
reading horoscopes in newspapers or textbooks, or 
consulting an astrologer out of curiosity or because of 
particular personal problems. Little research has been 
directed so f ar at discovering these essential 
requirements, but Dean's (1983b) experiment with reversed 
charts suggests that they may be surprisingly few, 
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esPecially in the situation where a client consults an 
astrologer. 
In Dean' s experiment none of the factors which apply 
only to counselling could be relevant because no 
counselling was sought and none was offered. It has been 
suggested that astrologers often gain acceptance for their 
interpretations by adjusting them in accordance with 
feedback from the client (eg. Dean, 1983b) but this could 
not account for Dean' s results either since the 
interpretations were prepared before the subjects met the 
astrologer. 'Barnum effects were controlled, as has been 
shown above, and social desirability effects were also 
eliminated. Indeed, most of the situation factors that may 
play a part at times were controlled. The experimenter 
adopted a very self-confident manner and this probably 
encouraged acquiescence. The subjects had to provide very 
precise times of birth and presumed that their horoscopes 
had been derived from this L-riformation. As we have seen 
earlier, such specific time-referents encourage the 
acceptance of interpretations. However, these are the only 
situation factors that can be identified at present. 
Dean' s results may be partly explicable by person 
factors. It is important to -note 
that all of the subjects 
had an interest, and probably a strong belief, in astrology 
prior to the experiment. The experimental subjects had all 
applied for horoscopes for which they were prepared to pay. 
The control subjects were contacted via an advertisement in 
an occult magazine and were offered a free horoscope in 
return for their co-operation in the research. Presumably 
such people would be averse to having their beliefs 
disconfirmed. This may go some way to explaining why the 
horoscopes were accepted in this particular experiment but 
it is not very helpful in explaining perceived horoscope 
accuracy in general since the subjects must have perceived 
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horoscopes to be accurate before they came to believe in 
astrology in the first place. 
Itsee ms ,then, th at wh e re 
there is a willingness to 
believe, very little is required to induce acceptance of 
particular interpretations apart from an apparent 
astrological derivation. We saw earlier that belief is 
associated with a number of personality characteristics, 
such as neuroticism and externality of control, and can be 
enhanced by stress and environmental threat. However, the 
associations with all of these variables are quite weak and 
do not provide an adequate account of the immense 
popularity of astrology the world over. To provide a fuller 
explanation, perhaps more attention should be paid to the 
structure of astrology as a theory of human nature, to its 
aesthetic qualities and to its ability to provide 
apparently -meaningful 
insights into human life. Dean et al. 
(1977) have commented on these qualities in the following 
terras; 
"Astrological concepts have undeniable beauty and 
appeal; individually they are attractively simple, 
yet in combination they can match every complexity 
of human experience. In complexity and sophistication 
they far exceed that of any existing psychological 
system. Certainly they feel right. " (Page 24) 
Eysenck and Nias ý1982) have also expressed similar views, 
as in the following passage: 
"Unlike ids and superegos, the aggressive energy of 
of Mars and the loving harmony of Venus are open to 
understanding by all. " (Page 212) 
Astrology has evolved over more than three thousand years 
of human history. During that time the concepts and 
procedures which have most appeal and which provide the 
greatest apparent meaning have had ample opportunity to be 
selected by the succeeding generations. Astrological 
descriptions and predictions may be almost wholly unrelated 
to the objective world but for many people this appears to 
be unimportant. Far more crucial may be the framework that 
astrology provides for thinking about people and situations 
in understandable and very human terms. 
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RESEARCH INTO ASTROLOGY - AN OVERVIEW. 
3.1 The seventeenth century background. 
The idea that the claims of astrology need to be tested 
in an empirical and controlled manner did not originate in 
the twentieth century but over three hundred years earlier 
(Curry, 1981b). William Gilbert, who pioneered the 
scientific study of magnetism in the sixteenth century, 
kept records of the weather from 1540 to 1547 in order to 
test astrological predictions. Queen Elizabeth's 
counsellor, John Dee, and the great astronomers Tycho Brahe 
and Johannes Kepler kept weather records for the same 
purpose. Indeed, Kepler devoted a considerable part of his 
professional life to trying to reform astrology on a 
scientific basis and was a major influence on the attempts 
of the philosopher Francis Bacon and his followers to 
develop a reformed astrology (11astrologia sanall) based on 
observation and consistent reasoning. These "Baconian 
astrologers" pinned their hopes chiefly on "natural 
astrology", the branch dealing with the general cosmic 
influences that affect everybody irrespective of their time 
of birth, hence their interest in meteorological phenomena. 
Even Robert Boyle collected data for these purposes. Yet 
Bacon and others amongst the new scientific fraternity also 
allowed that it might eventually be possible to reconstruct 
scientific versions of "elections" (the art of choosing the 
astrologically appropriate moment to begin enterprises) and 
of natal astrology (the branch dealing with individual 
destinies) . For the sake of the latter, John Gadbury 
(1627-1704) compiled a large collection of horoscopes and 
John Aubrey (1626-1697) wrote his "Brief Lives". 
The astrological reformers of the seventeenth century 
had an admirable understanding of the need for empirical 
checks on the astrologers' inflated claims. "... one real 
experiment is of greater worth and more to be valued than 
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one hundred pompous predictions", wrote Gadbury in 1665. 
Yet, in their eagerness to drag astrology forward into the 
new age of Natural Philosophy, they were in no small part a 
cause of their own undoing. As Capp (1979) put it: 
" 1ý Gadbury and other leading astrologers joined in the 
work of destroying other branches of supernatural 
explanation and divination, in order to create a pure 
astrology, freed from superstition. Their efforts did 
much to popularise and publicise the new science 
but also, by a fatal irony, helped to destroy the 
assumptions on which astrology itself was based. 11(page 
214) 
A further irony is that, even if there are genuine 
astrological influences, as some of the current evidence 
suggests, these early researchers would hardly have been 
able to detect them. The absence of well kept public 
records, the rarity of accurate clocks, and the undeveloped 
state of experimental methodology all made their task 
d if fi cult enough but it was f or lack of a science of 
statistical inference that their enterprise was doomed to 
failure. Probability theory was, at the time, only in its 
infancy. 
3.2 Research in the twentieth century. 
When interest in astrology revived in the late 
nineteenth century, it was reborn into a culture that 
placed a high premium on scientific research. The 
Theosophical astrologers, like Alan Leo, may have believed 
that the truth of astrology was guaranteed by its ancient 
pedigree, but many others felt that it needed to be 
investigated objectively, or at least to be demonstrated to 
a sceptical public. The way was now open for astrologers to 
investigate their art and, in the course of this century, 
there have been many who have recognised the need for large 
samples, objective sampling procedures, and statistical 
evaluation. 
The first attempt at scientific investigation was made 
as early as 1900 (Choisnard, 1921). This pioneering French 
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effort was soon emulated in both Germany and the U. S. A. In 
1923 a German called Xrafft published the first of a number 
of statistical studies and in the same year an institution 
called the Central Statistical Office was established in 
Termany with the sole purpose of collecting and analysing G 
astrological data (Howe, 1967). A similar programme of data 
collection was initiated in the U. S. A. in 1924 by an 
organisation called the Church of Light. It continued its 
activities until 1969, by which time large numbers of 
enthusiastic volunteers had collected many thousands of 
riativities and catalogued them under innumerable headings 
(Dean et al., 1977). Throughout the last five decades many 
other organisations and individuals have amassed vast 
amounts of objective data for statistical analysis. The 
people involved are too numerous to be listed, though 
Tobey, Bradley, and Van Deusen in the U. S. A. and Firebrace, 
Gleadow, and Addey in Britain deserve special mention. 
It has been estimated that some half a million births 
have been sampled merely in order to demoristrate a link 
between sun-sign and professional occupation (Dean et al., 
1977), and this is only one of the many researcIn projects 
undertaken. Considerable research effort has also been 
directed at validating most of the other tenets of 
astrology such as houses<*>, aspects<*>, and angularity<*>, 
and the characteristic influences of planets, asteroids, 
comets, stars, eclipses, nodes<*>, and even hypothetical 
planets<*>. Since most of this work has been meticulously 
reviewed by Dean et al., no attempt will be made to cover 
the same ground here. However, previous scientific studies 
of aspects, angularity and the zodiac will be reviewed 
below in Chapters Seven, Eight and Nine respectively, where 
the author's present investigations of these topics are 
reported. 
As a result of all this effort it seems that one or two 
of the "pearls or golden corris" anticipated by Kepler have 
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at last been found. After reviewing the evidence, Dean and 
his co-workers felt able to conclude: "The picture emerging 
suggests that astrology works but seldom in the way or to 
the extent that it is said to work. " However, this 
conclusion was based on only a handful of the many 
experimental studies undertaken. In their critical review 
of the subject, Eysenck and 1iias (1982) have listed three 
methodological flaws which are particularly common in this 
research. The most prominent one is the failure to 
replicate positive results. The second and third types of 
common error are the failure to control for astronomical 
and demographic factors. These errors have frequently led 
researchers to proclaim as astrological, effects which are 
really due to the non-uniform motions of the planets, to 
unrecognised fluctuations in birth-rates, or some other 
non-astrological cause. Other common errors include the 
failure to employ control groups, the failure to estimate 
the overall significance of a few positive results among 
many negative ones, the failure to report studies in 
sufficient detail to permit evaluation, and the tendency to 
ignore previous related research carried out by others 
(Eysenck, 1982). 
In connection with this last shortcoming, it is notable 
that the first comprehensive review of the field did not 
appear until 1977 (Dean et al. ) and the first specialist 
journal to insist on the systematic citation of previous 
relevant research ("Correlation: Journal of Research into 
Astrology") was first published only in 1981. In view of 
all the foregoing, it is not surprising that Eysenck (1982) 
remarked: ". . astrology, sadly enough, has remained at a 
low level of scientific respectability". 
Fortunately, not all of the research efforts have been 
marred by such inetllodological flaws. The major exception is 
undoubtedly the work of Michel and Francoise Grauquelin -who 
have provided astrology with the best evidence 
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corroborating several of its fundamental tenets. This 
evidence is by no means uncont rovers ial, as we shall see 
below, but it has won the respect of some eminent 
scientists. Eysenck and Nias (1982), for example, went so 
far as to state: 
"The work of the Gauquelins ... stands up to a careful degree of scrutiny, and compares favourably with the 
best that has been done in psychology, sociology, or 
any of the social sciences. " (Pages 220-1). 
The Gauquelins' research is so central to the scientific 
study of astrology that ari overview of the most important 
studies, and of the independent replications of some of 
those studies, will be given here. More detailed 
examinations of some of it will also be given in later 
chapters. Since it provides perhaps the only really 
convincing evidence for astrological effects (Eysenck and 
Nias, 1982), it is also central -to an evaluation of 
astrology as a scientific research programme. Hence it will 
be examined in that light in Chapter Four. 
The work of the Gauquelins. 
Michel Gauquelin' s <note 1> first discovery was that 
eminent doctors are born more often than chance allows when 
either Mars or Saturn have just risen above the eastern 
horizon or have just culminated at the midheaven<*>. 
Following his initial success, Gauquelin embarked upon a 
massive programme of data collection. Betwen 1949 and 1958 
he gathered data for over 16,000 births of eminent people 
in ten different professional groups and for nearly 25,000 
births of ordinary professionals. These latter were used in 
the control groups for the eminent professionals. The 
initial studies were based on French subjects but for the 
sake of subsequent replications, fresh data were obtained 
from Germany, Italy, Belgium, and Holland. In recent years 
the research has been extended to include Scotland and the 
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U. S. A. and the number of nativities collected now exceeds 
100,000. 
Gauquelin found that his original observation on the 
birth-patterns of eminent doctors could be reproduced 
reliably with fresh samples from France and from other 
countries. He also found that at least one planet was 
present in the rising or culminating positions (with either 
above or below chance frequency) for each of the other nine 
professions that he studied (Gauquelin, 1955,1960). 
Following these early successes, ITauquelia (joined now 
by his wif e) extended his work in two main ways - by 
investigating possible links with heredity and with 
personality. It seemed obvious that planetary influences on 
career must be mediated by personality and since heredity 
is known to affect personality, it seemed plausible that 
similar planetary patterris might prevail at the births of 
children as at the births of their parents. 
For their studies of "planetary heredity" , the 
Gauquelins collected and analysed a new sample of 30,000 
French births. ( This time the births were of ordinary 
people rather than eminent ones). In accordance with their 
expectations, they found that children tend to have the 
same planets rising or culminating as their parents had at 
their births (Gauquelin and Gauquelin, 1972). Furthermore, 
the same effect was found independently for the father and 
the mother, but if both parents had the same planet in one 
of the crucial positions (henceforth called "key sectors" 
for convenience), then their children were twice as likely 
to have that planet in a key sector also. A number of other 
important discoveries were made but these will be described 
later. The findings have been replicated recently on an 
independent collection of 37,000 births (Gauquelin and 
Gauquelin, 1977c). 
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T he third major area that -the 'Gauquelins have 
investigated is that of personality traits. This work 
stemmed mainly from the commonsense observation, supported 
by various psychological studies, that individuals who 
succeed in different occupatioris tend to vary in 
personality. Since success in a number of occupations had 
been found to be linked with the planets, the possibility 
existed that these planets were somehow linked with 
different temperaments, as astrologers have always 
asserted. 
This possibility was investigated by analysing brief 
biographies of a selection of the celebrities who had 
featured in the earlier career studies. This method was 
adopted in preference to the usual personality 
questionnaires because the career studies had shown that 
planetary effects could only be obtained for the -most 
eminent individuals in each profession and, of course, only 
a few of these individuals would have been available and 
willing to fill out questionnaires. The method and results 
are too complicated to give here but will be described 
later in Chapter Eight. Suffice it to say, for now, that 
the Glauquelins' anticipations have been well supported; 
they have shown that the real planetary link is with 
personality and only indirectly with career (Gauquelin and 
Gauquelin, 1973,1974a & b, 1976,1977), and they have been 
able to epitomise five of the planetary temperaments with 
lists of traits which appear to form psychologically 
coherent groupings (F. Gauquelin, 1980). 
Not all of the Gauquelins' results support astrological 
theory, however. Although they have found some evidence in 
favour of angularity<*>, the planetary temperaments, and a 
kind of planetary heredity, the Gauquelins have 
consistently failed to corroborate several of the other 
basic ideas such as houses<*>,, and the zodiac signs. 
Indeed, they have claimed at times that even their positive 
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results do not support astrology but disprove it, since 
what they have found does not coincide exactly with what 
astrology predicts. However, there are strong arguments 
against this claim and these will be outlined later in 
Chapter Four. 
3.4 Independent investigations of the Gauquelinst_findings. 
3.4.1 . The Committee Para. There have been two independent 
replications of Gauquelin's results to date. The first was 
by the Comite Belge pour IInvestigation ScientiCiqlie des 
Phenomeme3 reputes Paranormaux - generally referred to as 
the Committee Para for short. At the irisiqtent urging of 
auque Iinhi ins e1f, this committee undertook, in 1968, to 
replicate the finding that sports champions tend to be born 
with Mars in key sectors ,a finding that has come to be 
known as the "Mars Effect". Protocols for the replication 
were agreed by both parties before any data were collected. 
A fresh sample of 535 champions was assembled and a 
planetary effect almost identical to Gauquelin's was 
observed - 22% in key sectors compared with 17%- expected. 
However, the Committee Para did not conclude from this that 
the planetary effect was real. Far from it, they did riot 
even publish their results and have not done so to this day 
(though Gauquelin (1976b) has done so in their stead). 
The reason for the Committee Para's reticence was that 
they were uncertain about the relative frequencies to be 
expected in each sector of the diurnal circle in the 
absence of a Mars Effect. There are two main factors that 
complicate this issue. One is an astronomical factor; Mars 
spends more timecIose to the sun than far from it 
(elongation of Mars). The other is demographic; people are 
not born at an even rate throughout the day. The curve that 
describes the probability of being born at different times 
of day is called the nychthemeral curve. For natural births 
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it has a peak in the early hours of the morning and a 
trough in the afternoon (Kaiser and Halberg, 1962). Since 
Mars tends to be close to the sun and the sun is rising at 
the time of the peak of the nychthemeral curve, then the 
probability of being born with Mars rising is greater than 
for any other position of Mars. 
Now, the Gauquelins had taken these two factors into 
account when calculating expected frequencies (Gauquelin 
and Gauquelin, 1957) . Francoise Gauquelin (1959) had 
determined the nychthemeral. curve for tens of thousands of 
Europeans and had discovered that it was the same for 
eminent people as it was for less distinguished 
professionals. Tt was also the same for athletes as it was 
for rion-athletes. However, the Committee Para believed it 
possible that the curve might vary from year to year or 
from place to place and, when at last they made the reasons 
for their doubts - publicly known (Anon, 1976), they claimed 
that the Gauquelins had not controlled for these 
possibilities nor for possible temporal variations in the 
elongation of Mars. 
To - these criticisms Gauquelin (I 976b & c) replied that 
he had never based theoretical frequencies solely on the 
mean nychthefaeral curve, as the Committee alleged, but had 
always calculated them from the nychthemeral curve of the 
group under study, as had been documented in various 
places. He also revealed the hitherto undisclosed fact that 
the Committee had run a number of control tests which had 
confirmed the accuracy of his methods. The most crucial of 
these tests employed the independent sample of champions 
assembled by the Committee. While retaining the same years, 
months, days, and places of birth of the sportsmen, the 
houes of birth were shuffled on an alphabetical basis. That 
is, each champion retained his own date and place of birth 
but the hour was given to an adjacent champion on an 
alphabetical list. Thus the control group had the same 
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astronomical and demographic conditions as the original 
sample. This procedure was repeated nine times, with the 
birth-hour shuffled from one champion to the next each 
time, and in each case Gauquelin's claims were upheld. 
The Committee Para did not report these control tests in 
any of its publications, not even in its long-delayed 
official account of its investigations of Gauquelin's work 
(Dommanget, 1976). As a result, one of the co-founders of 
the Committee, Luc de Marre, resigned in protest. He was no 
longer prepared to contribute, he wrote, to 11 a distortion 
of the truth to save, cost what it may, the interests of 
ariti-astrology" (de Marre, 1982, P-72). 
3.4.2. The Zelen Test. The second independent investigation 
of Gauquelin's results was undertaken by three members of 
the American Committee for the Scientific Investigation of 
Claims of the Paranorrnal (CSICOP) called Kurtz, Zelen and 
Abell (referred to as KZ&A for convenience). The 
investigation was in two parts. The first part consisted of 
a test, originally proposed by Zelen (1976), designed as a 
means of deciding whether the Committee Para's doubts about 
expected frequencies were justified. Specifically, it 
involved comparing the Mars sector distribution for a 
sub-sample of Gauquelin's sportsmen with the distribution 
for a control group born close in time and in location to 
the champions. This would control for any possible temporal 
or spatial anomalies in the nychthemeral curve or in the 
elongation of Mars. 
A sub-sample of 303 champions was agreed upon and the 
control data consisting of 16,756 timed births, all from 
the same locations and within three days of one or another 
of the 303 champions, were assembled by the Gauquelins. It 
was found that about 17% of the controls had Mars in key 
sectors, just as predicted, compared with 22% of the 
champions. Naturally, the Gauquelins (1977b) interpreted 
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this as unequivocal support for their methods. However, 
Zelen, Kurtz and Abell (1977) disagreed. They virtually 
ignored the results for the control group, which is what 
the test was all about, and concentrated on the sample of 
champions instead. Of course, this was already a small 
sub-sample of the Gauquelins' full collection of 2088 
champions, but Zelen et al. proceeded to split it further 
into sub-subsamples on an ad hoc basis. They even discarded 
champions (females) arbitrarily. They then attempted to 
show that the Mars Effect only obtained for champions born 
in Paris and argued that this result could be regarded as a 
mere anomaly. However, Tarkington (1978) has demonstrated 
that even this analysis is incorrect since the Paris 
sub-sample does not differ significantly from the rest of 
the sample. 
Zelen et al. Is analysis has proved to be extremely 
controversial. In several lengthy articles it has been 
criticised for its multiple statistical errors (Tarkington, 
1978; Krips, 1979; Rawlins, 1981 ; Carry, 1982) and for its 
lack of good faith (Rawlins, 1981 ; Curry, 1982). After a 
long delay, Abell, Kurtz and Zelen (1983) have admitted to 
many of theerrors (though nott0WiIfu1 
misrepresentation). 
3.4.3. The American replication. KZ&A were so sure that the 
Mars Effect must be spurious that, when the Zelen Test 
showed that the expected frequencies had all along been 
correct, they came to suspect that bias must have entered 
into the original sampling of champions (Kurtz et al, 
1 979a) . Consequently, they decided to conduct an 
independent replication with a sample of American 
sportsmen. This was the second part of their investigation 
of G-auquelin's findings. 
73irth times for a total of 408 sportsmen were obtained 
from state registers and it was found that Mars was in key 
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sectors for only 55 (=13.5%) of them. This was well below 
the expected 17% but not significantly so (though 13.5% 
differs from the predicted 2201o at the . 0001 level; Rawlins, 
1979). Hence Kurtz et al. (1979a) concluded that there was 
no evidence for a Mars Effect in American sportsmen. The 
Gauquelins (1979b) however, responded by turning the tables 
on Kurtz et al. and questioning their sampling. 
They pointed out that it had long been established that 
the Mars Effect can only be observed with champions of the 
highest achievement and even then the effect disappears for 
those born after 1950. The reason for the latter condition 
is that since 1950 a large proportion of births have been 
medically induced while the planetary effects appear to 
depend on natural births. In KZ&A's sample, some 10% of the 
births were post-1950 and, according to the Gauquelins, far 
too few top-grade champions were selected. it is only fair 
to -note that this situation might never have arisen had it 
not been for the 1974 US Privacy Act which prevented many 
states from providing the necessary birth-data from the 
registers. This meant that, out of a sample of 605 
champions originally selected, birth-times were available 
for only 128. The Gauquelins had little quarrel with this 
sample, of which 20.3% had Mars in key sectors once 
Post-1950 births had been excluded. However, KZ&A had 
considered the sample too small and had proceeded to select 
more sportsmen who were born in those states that were 
prepared to provide birth-data. The extra 280 cases were 
obtained in two batches. The first (197 cases) showed a 
Mars Effect of 12% and the second (83 cases) showed one of 
only 7% which, on its own, is a significantly low result. 
The Gauquelins (1 979b) considered that the second and 
third of these batches diluted the sample with too large a 
proportion of lesser sportsmen. Therefore, they provided 
their own, post hoc, analyses of the data showing that the 
Mars Effect is present when the sportsmen are sampled 
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correctly. Kurtz et al. (1979b) contested the claim that 
they had neglected the Gauquelins' sampling stipulations 
and they, in turn, offered post hoc analyses which 
supported their original conclusion. The claims and 
counter-claims were continued, together with further post 
hoc analyses, in subsequent articles (Gauquelin, 1980; 
Kurtz, Zelen and Abell, 1980) and reached a degree of 
confusion that few could hope to disentangle without long 
hours of study. 
Fortunately, this welter of conflicting claims has been 
carefully examined by Curry (1982) in order to reach a 
balanced view of the evidence, but large volumes of private 
correspondence had to be consulted in the process. One of 
his most important conclusions was that the confusion could 
easily have been avoided by the Simple means of protocols, 
agreed upon in advance by all the parties concerned. Above 
aa ll, such protocols should have stipulated exact sampling 
criteria. KZ&A have insisted that such prior agreements 
were obtained but after a careful scrutiny of the private 
correspondence, Curry had to conclude that this was almost 
certainly untrue. 
A second important conclusion was that the actual 
sampling, and the astronomical and statistical calculations 
should have been performed by disinterested third parties 
and they should have been performed blind. In fact, sole 
control over all three selections was in the hands of 
Kurtz, KZ&A's denials notwithstanding. Furthermore, the 
astronomical calculations were relayed to Kurtz in three 
batches so that he knew the results of his first and second 
selections before choosing his second and third 
respectively (Rawlins, 1981). Curry (1982) commented, 
"In this context, the dramatic drop in the Mars Effect 
over the three sub-samples - from 19.5% to 12.5% to a 
significantly low 7% - may pose much less of a problem 
for Gauquelin... than it adds to a host of reservations 
about Kurtz's sampling. " (page 44) 
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Not surprisingly, Curry was unable to come to any firin 
conclusions about the outcome of this replication. Yet he 
did observe that the majority of all the post hoc 
's-ab-samples, especially the uncontested ones, showed a Mars 
Effect in the predicted direction, though most of these 
samples were too small to reach statistical significance. 
3.4-4. A new European replication. When it became clear 
that the US Privacy Act would place great restrictions upon 
the American data, Zelen suggested that a new replication 
should be conducted in Europe where few such restrictions 
are imposed. The Gauquelins readily agreed to help with 
this task, the control of which was to be entirely in the 
hands of the CSICOP. However, in the event, KZ&A would not 
undertake the experiment, despite repeated urgings from the 
Gauquelins and it was left to the latter to conduct it on 
their own. They collected a fresh sample of 432 sportsmen 
from seven countries and found a highly significant Mars 
Effect of 24% (Gauquelin and Gauquelin, 1979a). 
Kurtz et al. (1 979b) responded to these results with a 
new flurry of post hoc criticisms to which cTauquelin (1980) 
replied, only to have his replies contested yet again by 
Kurtz et al. (1980). The details of this controversy will 
not be given here as they have been adequately documented 
by Curry (1982) but instead Curry's three main observations 
on this replication will be summarised. First, although no 
firm conclusions about the outcome of this replication can 
be reached, it is clear that the resonsibility for this 
situation belongs solely to KZ&A. They had ample 
opportunity to make this test definitive, by agreeing 
protocols in advance, by enlisting disinterested referees, 
and by supervising all procedures themselves, but they 
ignored all requests to do so. Secondly, the objections 
raised against the Gauquelins' sampling are often weak and, 
in some cases, perverse. Thirdly, the Gauquelins have 
provided a means by which all of the disputes over the 
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sampling of European champions could be settled and yet 
KZ&A have steadfastly refused, for over three years now, to 
take advantage of it. 
In his general evaluation of the CSICOP's investigations 
of the Mars Effect, Curry noted that Kurtz, Zelen and Abell 
had violated the normal standards of scientific inquiry so 
often and so badly that their good faith was in doubt. In 
his estimation; "Rawlins and Gauquelin are ... the only two 
major figures to emerge with scientific credibility intact" 
(page 49). This is a very sorry state of affairs not only 
because of the doubt it throws on the ability of the 
scientific community to remain impartial in the face of 
results that go against accepted ideas, but also because it 
means that the factual status of Gauquelin's results is 
less clear than it might have been. Curry concluded that; 
"On the strength of the work we have covered, the Mars 
Effect on balance stands as corroborated" (page 50), but 
with better conducted investigations the conclusions could 
have been much firmer. 
Harmonics. 
Although the Gauquelins' research provides the only 
convincing evidence for planetary effects, there has been 
one other development which appears to be very promising, 
at least from a theoretical and methodological point of 
view. It is called "Harmonics" and was developed by the 
late John Addey, a British astrologer. During a search for 
a scientific basis for astrology, Addey (1976a & b) noted 
that most researchers in this field have been hampered not 
only by their ignorance of research techniques, but also by 
their desire to show that the age-old tradition is 
basically correct. Consequently, many of their experimental 
designs would have been incapable of revealing planetary 
influences differing from the expected ones even if such 
influences were there. Instead of grouping data according 
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to the categories that are hallowed by tradition (eg. by 
zodiac signs, houses<*>, or aspects<*>), Addey advocated 
that they should be plotted in much smaller intervals. When 
this is done, the resulting frequency distributions show 
fluctuations both within and across the traditional 
boundaries. This is sufficient to show that the tradition 
is incorrect. However, these fluctuations are not 
necessarily random. When submitted to harmonic (Fourier) 
analysis, they sometimes exhibit waves whose amplitudes are 
greater than would be expected by chance. Addey also 
claimed thatthesewaves, in combination, are 
characteristic of the particular homogeneous groups 
(usually occupational groups) being examined. For example, 
one combination of harmonics might characterise the 
distribution of the sun in the ecliptic<*> for a group of 
doctors but a different combination would prevail for 
clergymen (Addey, 1970). 
There is no doubt that harmonic analysis can be a useful 
method for the analysis of astrological data. Addey, 
however, has presented it as far more than that. He has 
incorporated it into a general theory of planetary 
influences, called "Harmonics". On the philosophical side, 
this theory leans heavily on Pythagorean and Neo-Platonic 
conceptions of the world and places great emphasis on 
number symbolism (eg. Addey, 1971). According to Addey, 
astrology was established in ancient times on the basis of 
a theory very like Harmonics but this theory has been lost 
and astrological doctrine has since become over-simplified 
and distorted. In its scientific aspect, Addey's theory 
suggests that planetary influences have a wave-like 
structure which can be regarded as the harmonics of cosmic 
periods. The periods are defined relative to the angles<*> 
of the geocentric framework or to the posit. -ions of the 
other planets (Addey, 1976a). 
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No doubt, most scientists would not hesitate to dismiss 
'Harmonics as unintelligible or as "metaphysics". Just what 
it has achieved, or could hope to achieve, is not clear at 
present. Certainly it has generated interesting research 
and, at times, a number of intriguing results (see section 
7.7 and Appendix III below). Some highly critical 
commentators consider that the evidence in favour of some 
of its predictions is already quite good (Dean et al., 
1977). On a theoretical level, it holds out the possibility 
of reducing the chaos of astrological doctrine to a limited 
number of fundamental principles (see section 7-7). This 
makes it very relevant to the evaluation of astrology as a 
science, which will be considered in Chapter Four. 
3.6 Contributions by psychologists. 
This brief introduction to astrological research has so 
far concentrated on investigations carried out by 
astrologers. However, important studies have also been 
conducted by psychologists and other scientists, usually, 
but not always, with the purpose of showing astrology to be 
false. These began as early as 1938 when Farnsworth and Bok 
became interested in the subject (Bok and Mayall, 1941). In 
1 955, Carl Jung conducted a (somewhat inept) study of 
synastry<*> and, in the 1960s, Vernon Clark organised an 
important series of blind-matching trials to test 
astrologers' abilities to match horoscopes with 
case-histories. Then, in the 1970s, for whatever reason, 
articles on astrology started appearing quite regularly in 
the psychology journals. By 1982, at least 67 academics had 
together published more than 70 papers on the subject in 30 
or more recognised academic periodicals (Startup, 1983b) 
and at least 13 postgraduate theses on the factual basis of 
astrology had been accepted by as many universities around 
the world (Startup, 1982b). 
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Naturally the standard of the psychologists' research 
has generally been far higher than that of the astrological 
amateurs, and the approach adopted has been far more 
critical. Important psychological techniques have been 
introduced (eg. personality questionnaires, the method of 
blind trials), and statistical tests well beyond the 
eKPertise of most astrologers have been employed. On the 
other hand, the effective contribution from psychologists, 
either to support or to refute astrological claims, has not 
been as great as one might expect. The main reason for this 
is that too much attention has been paid to testing the 
validity of sun-signs and too litle has been paid to the 
other fundamental tenets. A thorough knowledge of the 
literature would have indicated that sun-signs were not a 
promising field for further inquiry whereas other areas, 
such as the diurnal circle<*> or aspects<*> are either 
under- researched or else have already yielded results that 
need to be followed ap. It must also be said that 
psychologists have occasionally failed to follow up their 
ownpositiveresu1ts, have sometimes employed 
unrealistically small samples, and some of their 
experiments have been vitiated by an inadequate 
understanding of astrology. 
3.7 Related fields of inquiry. 
In additon to the research on astrology proper, this 
century has seen the rise of a number of related fields of 
inquiry that ought to be mentioned, if only briefly. These 
include the study of the effects of season of birth on a 
number of human characteristics, the study of cycles, 
especially terrestrial cycles that appear to be liaked with 
the 11-year sun-spot cycle, the possible influence of the 
planets on variatioris in the sun, and the effects of the 
moon on various terrestrial phenomena. When dealing with 
plants and animals, these studies are coming to be known as 
"Cosmobiology". Relevant reviews have been provided by 
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Gauquelin (1973), Playfair and Hill (1979), and especially 
Eysenck and Nias (1982). The basis for distinguishing these 
studies from astrology will be elucidated in Chapter Four. 
The study of season of birth effects began in earnest 
when Huntington published the results of a massive survey 
in 1938. He had found evidence for seasonal variations in 
the birth rate itself and in the birth rates for people 
with a number of different characteristics including 
eminence, intelligence and insanity. Many of these findings 
have been followed up over the years and there now seems to 
be good evidence for links between season of birth and both 
professional eminence and schizophrenia. Definite causes 
for these effects have not been identified though climatic 
conditions are the most likely candidates. The evidence for 
other traits is often suggestive but at present remains 
inconclusive. 
Concerted efforts to study cyclic variations in 
terrestrial phenomena also began about 40 years ago when 
the Foundation for the Study of Cycles was established in 
1940 by Edward Dewey. In the intervening years thousands of 
cycles of different lengths and involving many diverse 
phenomena have been identified. Many of these are likely to 
be fortuitous and, of those that are real, some may be 
caused by the internal dynamics of the situation while 
others could be externally caused. Amongst the latter, the 
most interesting are those with an eleven year period, for 
this is the average length of the sun-spot cycle. For 
example, there is some evidence for eleven year cycles in 
world temperature and world rainfall. Piccardi (1962) has 
shown that the speed of certain chemical reactions in an 
inorganic colloid is affected by daily and long-term 
variations in solar activity. Takata's floculation index of 
blood serum has also been shown to vary with sun-spot 
activity (Takata, 1951 ) and similar variations in the 
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percentage of lymphocytes in the blood has been 
demonstrated by Schultz (1960). 
A number of studies have investigated the possibility 
that variations in solar activity might be caused or 
triggered by the planets, and that the planets might 
trigger events on earth, such as earthquakes. However, the 
evidence for such effects is not good and has not been 
accepted by the great majority of astronomers. One 
long-term investigation of the quality of short-wave radio 
reception on earth, by an employee of R. C. A. called 
J. H. Nelson, has been widely acclaimed by astrologers. 
, qelson (1974,1978) claims to have found that certain 
planetary configurations cause (via the sun) disturbances 
in the earth's ionosphere but this effect has recently been 
shown to be spurious (Ianna and Margolin, 1981; Eysenck and 
Nias, 1982; Dean, 1983a). 
Finally, there has been a large number of studies of the 
effects of lunar cycles on diverse terrestrial phenomena 
such as the weather, growth patterns in plants, and the 
behaviour of many animals including man. All too often with 
these investigations, promising results have either not 
been replicated, or when they have been repeated, findings 
from different investigators have been contradictory. In 
almost all cases, the observed effects have been very weak 
and, in the case of humans, might well be of the nature of 
self-fulfilling prophecies since it is widely believed that 
the inoon does affect behaviour. However, a balanced 
judgement on these matters has yet to be reached. 
Notes. 
<1> The sources for this account of the Gauquelins' work 
are chiefly Gauquelin (1972,1976a). It is not always clear 
in which studies Francoise Gauquelin took part. In this 
account, the early work is attributed to Michel Gauquelin 
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alone and the later work to a collaboration between the two 
of them but apologies are here offered if this is 
incorrect. 
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THE SCIENTIFIC STATUS OF ASTROLOGY. 
4.1 Introduction. 
Whether or not astrology can be considered scientific is 
rapidly becoming a vexed question. In this chapter I shall 
disnuss five important approaches to the question, each of 
which adopts a different characterisation of astrology. I 
think it is possible to show that the argurnents of the 
first four approaches meet with grave difficulties because 
they misrepresent astrology. (In these cases it would 
appear that science is also misrepresented and the two sets 
of misrepresentat ions may not be unconnected. ) In section 
4.6 the fifth approach to the scientific status of 
astrology will be presented in some detail. This uses the 
Methodology of Scientific Research Programmes (MSRP for 
short; Lakatos, 1978) to "make sense" of astrology and, it 
will be argued, it makes a good job of it. The goodness of 
its job resides chiefly in the coherence of its account of 
astrological theory and the sense it makes of the 
activities of astrological researchers. In the process it 
also shows that astrology satisfies many of our intuitions 
of what a belief system requires in order to be scientific. 
However, it does not satisfy all of them. Whether astrology 
is regarded as scientific or not then depends on whether 
the intuitions about science that it fails to satisfy are 
seen as more important than the ones it does satisfy. It is 
assumed here that the search for a single demarcation 
criterion for science is a forlorn one. 
Analysed according to the MSRP, astrology can be 
construed as a legitimate scientific research programme. As 
with practically all such programmes, it has its 
competitors - rival research programmes. The remainder of 
the chapter, then, deals with the nature of these rivals, 
their successes to date (compared with those of astrology), 
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their shortcomings, and the implications of all these 
considerations for -Cuture research. 
4.2 Falsifiability: Popper's view. 
Among the prominent modern philosophers of science, none 
has commented on astrology as often as Popper. For him it 
is paradigmatic of "pseudo-science". In just one of his 
books (Popper, 1963) there are eight references to 
astrology, of which the following is typical: 
"By making their interpretations and prophecies 
sufficiently vague they <the astrologers> were able to 
explain away anything that might have been a refutation 
of the theory had -the theory and the prophecies been 
more precise. In order to escape falsification the 
destroyed the testability of the theory. " (page 37ý 
However, this character isat ion of astrology is si. ýnply 
f alse . Astrologers have made any number of precise 
prophecies in the past (Kuhn, 1977; Curry, 1980) and their 
textbooks are filled with testable predictions (Eysenck, 
1979) as the research into astrology shows. Even Goldberg 
(1979), whose "contempt for astrology knows no bounds" (! ), 
felt forced to admit that it was scientific because it 
passed the test of falsifiability. 
It is true, however, that astrologers have generally 
refused to regard the innumerable failures of their 
predictions as refutations of their theories. One might 
argue then that, although astrology is literally 
falsifiable, Popper has captured its essentially 
unscientific nature by reminding us that astrologers never 
admit to having been decisively falsified. However, this 
can hardly be used to distinguish astrology from science 
either. Kuhn (1960) and others following him (eg. Lakatos, 
1978), have often pointed out that all scientific theories, 
even the most respected ones, are always faced with 
apparent counter-examples. These are rarely allowed to 
count as refutations, especially if they challenge the core 
of the theory. Instead, they are treated as "anomalies" 
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which, it is hoped, will be successfully explained in the 
fullness of time. It is this sort of observation of the way 
in which scientists actually behave which, as much as 
anything else, has led to the abandonment of Popper's 
demarcation criterion in recent philosophy of science. 
4.3 Puzzle-solving: Kuhn's view. 
In Kuhn's (1 977) view, astrology was justifiably 
rejected as a science in the seventeenth century because it 
could not support a "puzzle-solving" tradition; such a 
tradition being a necessary condition of a field's being a 
science. It failed in this because only its most uncertain 
predictions could be tested and the failures of these were 
uninformative since they could have been due to innumerable 
factors apart from the incorrectness of the theory. For 
example, they could have been due to the notoriously 
unreliable astronomical tables of the time, to inaccurate 
birth data, or to the incompetence of the particular 
astrologer. 
However, this characterisation of astrology is 
contradicted by current astrological research which, as we 
saw in the previous chapter, shows every sign of 
puzzle-solving as Kuhn (1960) defined it. Kuhn (1977) 
writes only about seventeenth century and earlier astrology 
and seems to be unaware of recent developments. The reasons 
he gives for the rejection of astrology 300 years ago may 
be at least part of the historical truth but he fails to 
see that astrology could make a recovery once various 
auxiliary disciplines had been sufficiently developed. In 
the twentieth century, puzzle-solving has been made 
possible by the advent of reliable astronomical 
information, accurate clocks, good public records, a mature 
theory of probability, and sophisticated statistical tests 
and experimental methods. Thus astrology cannot be ruled 
out as a science on Kuhn's criterion. 
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4.4 Astrology as magic..: Jerome's view. 
A third approach is to exclude astrology from the 
sciences ori the basis of the type of thinking that enters 
astrological theorising. According to Jerome (1975), the 
main exponent of this view, "astrology is false because it 
is a system of magic, based on the magical 'principle of 
correspondences'" (page 10). Unfortunately, Jerome does not 
explain why this type of thinking is incompatible with 
science. 
Jerome has been criticised for confusing the origins of 
a science with its current status. For example, Sagan 
( 1976 )pointed0utthattheorigins of many 
well-established sciences are also "shrouded in mysticism", 
but they are not disqualified on that account. However, 
this criticism misses the point which is not that astrology 
grew out of magic but that it is magic even today. 
Jerome is misleading, nevertheless, in calling astrology 
"magic" since that term normally refers to procedures which 
are undertaken with the intention of bringing about some 
state of affairs external to the magician. Astrology, by 
contrast, is an attempt to understand the natural 
relationships between cosmic and terrestrial events and to 
affect the terrestrial ones only through normal, not 
magical, actions guided by the understanding gained. As 
Neugebauer (1951) has put it; 
"The concept of predictable influence between (heavenly 
and earthly) bodies is in principle not at all 
different from any modern mechanistic theory. And it 
stands in the sharpest contrast to the ideas of either 
arbitrary rulership of deities or of the possibility of 
influencing events by magical operations. " (page 171) 
Astrological symbols have often been used in magical 
procedures but this is beside the point. 
However, Jerome was correct that astrology uses the 
"principle of correspondences". At least this is what most 
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astrologers affirm. Jerome does not explicate the term and 
clear explanations by astrologers are also rare. Thus, a 
recent linguistic analysis of astrology by Budd (1981) 
-Iriat astrology involves a might be useful here. Budd agrees 1. 
different kind of thinking to science since it is basically 
rationalist (in the narrow sense of the term) rather than 
empiricist. According to his analysis, astrology begins by 
assigning "root meanings", that is very general and vague 
meanings, to the planets, which are treated as symbols, and 
then extends these meanings to make them applicable to 
particular contexts by two lingiustic devices: metaphor and 
metonymy. To give an example (not Budd1s), the root meaning 
of Mars could be expressed as the preservation of the 
identity of an entity through energetic activity. When Mars 
is interpreted in terms of human personality the relevant 
entity is the individual and Mars then stands for the 
traits of energy, self-assertion, activity and so on. When 
applied in some other context, such as the life of a nation 
as shown in a mundane chart<*> , the meaning has to be 
changed by metaphor. Mars then signifies the military 
because, of all the factors in this context, the military 
is most concerned with preserving the integrity of the 
nation through energetic activity. Further extensions of 
meaning arise through metonymy, that is, on the basis of 
real associations between things so that the one 
immediately suggests the other. Thus, to continue the 
example, Mars also signifies war, weapons and iron because 
the armed forces fight wars, use weapons to do so and have 
much of their weaponry made of iron. 
If this is a true character isat ion of astrological 
thinking, one can sympathise with Jerome for declaring it 
to be unscientific. Science inight be able to accomodate 
metonymy by reinterpreting in terms of causality. For 
example, Mars may be "connected with" the armed forces 
because, when present in Gauquelirils key sectors at birth 
it promotes energy and courage, and individuals who have 
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these traits are likely to prosper in the military. 
However, metaphor seems quite outside scientific reasoning 
since it involves no causal chains. Moreover, the 
rationalism of astrology, as Budd presents it, is 
antagonistic to scientific empiricism in that it involves 
the belief that there is a necessary connection between the 
structures of human consciousness and the physical 
structure of the universe. (Though not many astrologers 
would dispense with empiricism as thoroughly as this. ) 
However, there are a number of factors to consider 
before astrology is excluded frorn science because of the 
nature of its theorising. Firstly, Budd is probably 
mistaken in declaring empiricism to be unimportant in the 
development of astrology. The present author has argued 
elsewhere (Startup, 1981) that it is plausible that 
astrology was developed through mutual feedback between 
theory and observation, as with all sciences. Secondly, it 
is not certain that the use of metaphor really does divide 
astrology from science. Some modern philosophers (eg. 
Hesse, 1980) have argued that metaphor is also central to 
scientific thought. It may be that metaphor is used in 
radically different ways in science but there has not yet 
been sufficient detailed analysis -to make this certain. 
Thirdly, even if such a radical discontinuity were shown, 
one might still hesitate to call astrology a non-science 
for two reasons; (1) it might have sufficient other 
features in common with well-established sciences that an 
exclusion on the basis of one dissimilarity would seem 
arbitrary, and (2) it might have true consequences though 
the theory itself is false. 
The f irst of these numbered points the similarities 
between astrology and accepted sciences will be discussed 
in section 4.6 below. The second point has been promoted by 
; rauquelin (1973,1976a), Dean et al. (. 1977) and Eysenck and 
Tias (1 982) , among others , and constitutes the fourth T 
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approach to astrology, to be discussed in the next section. 
Since Eysenck and Nias have given the clearest expression 
to this approach, most of the discussion ATill centre on 
their views. 
4.5 Astrologv as facts without a theory. 
The fourth approach, then, places all the emphasis on 
whether or not astrology has a basis in fact. Eysenck and 
Nias (1982) reject Jerome's criticisms because erroneous 
theories can lead to the discovery of important facts, as 
the history of science repeatedly shows. In their opinion, 
since sciences are built up from verified facts, the 
scientific status of astrology depends on the verification 
of the astrologers' beliefs. If at least some of these 
beliefs are verified, then one has the makings of a science 
and one can begin to construct theories to explain the 
f acts. 
At the end of their inquiry into astrology, Eysenck and 
Nias conclude that "astrology is largely (but not entirely) 
superstition" (page 213) meaning, presumably, that most of 
the hypotheses that have been investigated have not been 
verified. Yet they also state unequivocally that "a new 
science is in process of being born" (page 209). In order 
to understand what is intended by these two statements, we 
must first examine what they mean by the term "astrology". 
Eysenck and Nias make a distinction between two types of 
astrology. One is traditional astrology as incorporated in 
the textbooks and the other, which they suggest calling 
"cosmobiology", concerns "the factual study of relations 
between planetary movements and other cosmic forces, and 
events on this earth" (page 210). The latter, provided it 
does not involve the positions of the planets at birth, was 
once called "natural astrology", and still is in some 
quarters. 
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Now, of the evidence that they examine, Eysenck and Nias 
consider that supplied by the Gauquelins to be the best of 
all<note 1>. Yet the science that they proclaim to be "in 
process of being born" is not astrology but cosmobiology. 
This is perhaps surprising since, on the face of it, the 
Gauquelins' research appears to have led to the discovery 
of some "novel facts" which are clearly astrological in 
nature and it is normal in science to have respect for a 
theory that is capable of predicting novel facts and of 
finding empirical evidence in support of them (Lakatos, 
1978). However, Eysenck and Nias give a number of reasons 
for prefering to regard this work as support for 
cosmobiology. 
One reason is that Gauquelin (1 976a, 1979) himself 
denies that his work supports astrology, and Eysenck and 
Nias mostly go along with this disclaimer. However, this 
can hardly be taken seriously. Though Gauquelin has been 
unable to verify zodiac signs, mundane houses<*>, or the 
importance of the angular housesý*ý, his work supports 
three fundamental ideas of astrology. He has provided 
evidence that the positions at birth of (five of) the 
planets are predictive (ie. of personality and career 
choice) , that each of these planets has a qualitatively 
distinct effect, and that the positions of these planets 
within a geocentric framework (ie. the diurnal circle) are 
important. Moreover it has been shown that five of the 
planetary types identified by astrologers since at least 
the 2nd century AD are very similar to the planetary 
personality types discovered by the Gauquelins (Gauquelin, 
1980; Startup, 1982a). None of these findings would have 
been predicted on the basis of modern astronomical or 
biological knowledge, yet all of them are predicted by 
traditional astrology. Thus , pace Gauquelin, it is 
difficult to view this research in any other light than as 
corroboration for astrology. 
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A second reason Eysenck and Nias have for rejecting 
astrology as largely superstition seems to be that they can 
find little evidence of a theory within it. What they do 
find they, like Jerome, regard as wholly implausible. One 
can easily sympathise with this view. Textbooks present 
astrology as a set of interpretations for the components of 
a horoscope. The interpretations are set down as if they 
were established facts but the supporting evidence, even in 
those few cases where there is some, is rarely discussed. 
They are presented without convincing statements of how 
they were discovered and, from the scientist's point of 
view, without any plausible suggestions as to how the 
effects might be caused. Even worse, the textbooks do not 
appear to deal with physical forces at all but only with 
symbols to be interpreted. Moreover, there are differences 
of opinion among astrologers on almost every technique and 
interpretation. The fact that some use the tropicalý*ý 
zodiac (most Western astrologers) while others use the 
siderealý*ý' zodiac with equal conviction (most Indian 
astrologers) , is perhaps only the most notorious of 
the 
many contradictions. 
Yet, if there is no astrological theory to speak of, how 
are we to explain Gauquelin' s corroborations of 
astrological doctrines? How are we to account for the 
presence, in the core of the tradition, of beliefs which 
are so unlikely to be true in the light of accepted 
theories but which we now have good reason to believe are 
true? Eysenck and Nias (and Gauquelin, 1976a) suggest that 
the answer to this is that early astrologers may have 
simply noticed the relationships between the positions of 
the planets at birth and later character development. 
Subsequently, the astrologers incorporated these 
observations into elaborate theological schemes in order to 
provide (pseudo-) explanatioris for the (genuine) facts. 
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This theory about the origins of astrology may be 
correct but there are several reasons to doubt it. One of 
them comes from the general position in philosophy and 
cognitive psychology that holds that observations are not 
possible without the aid of at least a rudimentary theory 
( eg. Popper, 1979) -A second objection is that the 
planetary effects that have been (re-)discovered recently 
are so weak that they could hardly have been observed in 
ancient times without a quite high-level theory to guide 
the observations (Startup, 1981 ). Thirdly, this theory of 
the origins of astrology conflicts with the opinions of 
historians of astrology (eg Cumont, 1960; Neugebauer, 1951; 
Lindsay, 1971 - Since the author has discussed these three 
arguments elsewhere (Startup, 1 981 they will not be 
elaborated further here. 
Possibly a third reason can also be identified why 
Eysenck and Nias prefer to view 'Gauquelin's work as support 
-Lor cosmobiolo, -,, y rather 
than astrology, though this is more 
in the nature of a proposal for future research than an 
argument from the evidence. It has been noted in several 
places above that astrological theory, such as it is, seems 
to ignore physical explanations for its postulated effects. 
To be sure, astrologers have frequently suggested that the 
effects could be explained in terms of various forces that 
have been accepted by the scientific orthodoxy at different 
tirnes but, as Jerome (1975) has noted, these suggestions 
have always been ad hoc rationalisations. Astrology 
involves interpreting symbols not searching for mechanisms. 
Rýysenck and Nias, on the other hand, are convinced that 
"some transfer of matter or energy must take place" (page 
136) and that explanations should be in terms of Physical 
mechanisms. They argue as follows; since Gauquelin's 
planetary effects are strongly supported by the evidence, 
there must be a chain of physical causes and effects 
mediating these effects. Therefore it is best to study 
n Gauquelin's effects alongside the other cosmobiological 
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effects that have been discovered, in the hope of finding a 
common explanation for them all, and to ignore the 
mystifications of astrology. 
It cannot be denied that there is a good deal of force 
and commonsense in this proposal. Nevertheless, I think it 
needs to be emphasised that, in expounding these beliefs, 
Eysenck and Nias are, on the one hand, providing only an ad 
hoc explanation for Gauquelin's findings and, on the other, 
are offering guidance iri the highly selective search for 
evidence that is the normal course of scientific inquiry. 
In Lakatos' (1978) terms, they are promoting a "positive 
heuristic" for a new "research programme". 
It is probably best to call this programme 
"cosmobiology" but following Curry (1980,1981 ) we might 
also call it the neo-Astrological Research Programme 
( neo-ARP for short) . The point of this terminology is 
to 
highlight the contrast with the Traditional Astrological 
Research Programme (Trad-ARP, or simply ARP, for short) 
that Curry (1 980) has identified. According to Curry, 
astrology has been persistently misunderstood because its 
nature has been misrepresented by a succession of 
philosophies of science which have themselves been shown to 
be flawed. Curry argues that astrology has a structure very 
like that of any of the established sciences when analysed 
according to the Methodology of Scientific Research 
Programmes (MSRP), one of the leading modern philosophies 
of science. The importance of the distinction between the 
neo-ARP and the Trad-ARP is that these are alternative and 
rival programmes seeking to investigate domains that 
overlap. We will return to the neo-ARP in section 4.7 below 
but first Curry's (1980) analysis of the Trad-ARP, and some 
of the strengths and weaknesses of this research programme, 
will be considered in the following section. 
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4.6 Astrology as a scientific research programme. 
The MSRP was founded by Lakatos (1970) and then extended 
by Zahar (1976), Worral (1976) and Urbach (1978). It is in 
the Popperian tradition of critical rationalism but takes 
account of the criticism of Popper's position by Kuhn 
(1960,1970) and others. In the MSRP the stress laid on 
refuting instances by "naive falsificationists" is rejected 
because "exactly the most admired scientific theories 
simply fail to forbid any state of affairs" (Lakatos, 1970, 
p. 100). Further, appraisal is directed to series of 
theories because any individual theory can be saved with 
the help of auxiliary hypotheses which satisfy certain well 
defined conditions and still represent scientific progress. 
ouch series of theories, if they have continuity, are 
referred to as "scientific research programmes" (SRPs). Now 
SRPs have methodological rules which dictate what paths of 
research are to be avoided ("negative heuristic") and what 
paths are to be pursued ("positive heuristic"). Most 
importantly, SRPs also have "hard cores" which comprise the 
central ideas that give the programme its continuity. 
The negative heuristic directs those working for the 
programme not to allow any evidence to count as 
falsification of the hard core. They are to use their 
ingenuity instead to develop "auxiliary hypotheses" to form 
a protective belt around the core and negative instances 
are only allowed to falsify these. The positive heuristic, 
on the other hand, consists of suggestions, which may be 
more or less precise, as to how the auxiliary hypotheses 
are to be changed and developed in order to keep the 
programme progressive. SRPs are to be appraised not as 
scientific versus pseudo-scientific but as progressive or 
degenerating. To put it briefly, they are progressive when 
they lead to the discovery of hitherto unknown and 
unexpected facts and are degenerating when they fabricate 
theories only in order to accomodate facts which they did 
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not predict. "What really counts are dramatic, iinexpected, 
stunning predictions :a few of them are enough to tilt the 
balance" (Lakatos, 1973). 
When applying the MSRP to astrology, the first point to 
make is that it is from the existence of research in the 
seventeenth and twentieth centuries that one can justify 
postulating an SRP. Then, the first task is to characterise 
the core of the ARP by identifying those propositions on 
which all the researchers in the field agree. As we saw in 
the section above, there are not many of these. In fact 
Curry (1981a) believes there to be just three, which he 
formulates as follows; 
"(1) There exists a meaningful correlation between 
ýi))the positions and movements of the planets and 
ii entities and events on earth. 
(2) This connection exists by virtue of a set of 
metaphysical principles which systematically relate the 
members of both domains. 
(3) It can be discovered and interpreted, in principle, 
by examining the planetary positions at a time taken to 
be the beginning of the entity (or the occurrence of 
the event) in question". (page 8) 
As is usual with hard cores, these propositions are very 
vague (and open to reformulation) but explications for them 
can be found in Curry's writings. What is perhaps most 
important is that so little is required to give the ARP its 
identity. It requires only planets with qualitatively 
different "meanings" or "influences", a time of inception 
(eg. birth moment) and at least one frame of reference to 
define the positions of the planets at the time of 
inception. All other ideas, such as zodiac signs, houses 
and aspects, are ultimately dispensible. That is, they can 
be sacrificed without losing the identity of astrology. 
From this point of view, the doctrines that fill 
astrological textbooks do not constitute the -theory but are 
merely auxiliary hypotheses which have been developed in 
response to the positive heuristic of the programme (though 
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without the possibility, until recently, of putting , -3riy of 
them to decisive tests). Thus failures to corroborate these 
doctrines, while they make the hypotheses themselves 
doubtful, do not damage the core. The SRP as a whole is 
only damaged if its auxiliary hypotheses constantly lag 
behind the discovery of facts and if the adjustments that 
are -made to the hypotheses in response to new facts are 
consistently ad hoc. 
In Curry's (1981a) estimation, however, the ARP is not 
degenerating but progressing resoriably well and this is 
largely due to Gauquelials findings. These findings are in 
accord with the three core propositions - the importance of 
the moment of birth, qualitative differences between 
planets, and variations in planetary effects with their 
positions within a (geocentric) framework. The failures on 
the other hand - failures to corroborate hypotheses 
concerning signs and houses, for example - merely count as 
failures of some of the peripheral hypotheses. Even if the 
latter are consistently refuted it only means that 
planetary effects do not vary according to the positions of 
the planets within these specific frameworks, but there is 
no general agreement among astrologers about these issues 
anyway. 
Nevertheless there have been some notable failures for 
the ARP and a tally of these should be kept. Chief among 
them are (1) the failure so far to find any effects 
associated with the sun, Mercury or the three recently 
discovered planets, (2) the failure to find any clear 
evidence for planetary effects on personality for ordinary 
as opposed to eminent people and (3) the failure to find 
effects with individuals whose births were not spontaneous. 
All three of these failures tend to refute the core of the 
theory which does not make allowances for some planets not 
being effective or for all of the planets failing to be 
effective with some people. In accordance with the negative 
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heuristic, of course, these failures are not allowed to 
reflect on the core but are blamed on the auxiliary 
hypotheses. Inadequate measuring instruments or 
i nappropriate experimental designs might be held 
responsible or else it can be claimed, quite legitimately, 
that research has not yet been extensive enough to solve 
all problems. Of course, the problems will eventually have 
to be solved in a non-ad hoc manner or else the programme 
will become degenerate. 
However, the ARP suffers from other problems that cannot 
be dealt with so lightly. Of special importance is the 
absence of a comprehensive theory of how planetary 
positions are to be interpreted. In this respect astrology 
is in a curious position. It has its core propositions and 
it has specific, testable predictions but what it lacks is 
unbroken lines of necessary inference leading from the one 
to the other. To see what form these lines of inference 
need to take we will need to consider the positive 
heuristic of the programme. 
The positive heuristic of an SRP guides the construction 
of successive theories in the series or, in other words, 
states what most needs to be done and suggests ways of 
going about it. Presumably the positive heuristic of the 
ARP instructs astrologers to discover (a) the "root 
meaning" (see section 4.4 above) of each planet and (b) how 
that Taeaning is modified according to (bl) the type of 
entity under consideration (eg. a person, a nation, an 
institution) , (b2) the frame of reference 
that defines a 
planet's position (eg. zodiacal, mundane, or aspectual 
circle) and (b3) the precise position of the planet in that 
framework. 
In order to fulfil this heuristic, a feedback process is 
clearly needed. The root meaning of a planet cannot be 
discovered without having some idea of the significance of 
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the various positions it can occupy, and vice versa, 
because the planets are always found in particular 
positions. The research shows that astrologers have been 
remarkably successful in discovering the meanings of five 
of the planets (Gauquelin, 1980; Startup, 1981). 
Theories of how these meanings vary when applied to 
different types of entity (bl above) depend on the 
acquisition of non-astrological knowledge about the 
components and behaviours of these entities. For example, 
astrology can only be applied to nations if the astrologer 
knows what nations consist of and how they interact with 
each other. As we saw in section 4.4, this part of the 
theory also involves the "principle of correspondence,:: -, ". 
That astrologers can fail simply through misunderstanding 
the phenomena to which they apply their theories, has 
recently been shown by Eysenck (1983). When dealing with 
marriage compatibility (a branch of astrology called 
I'synastry") astrologers have generally assumed that couples 
who are similar in personality will be happy together. 
However, psychological research shows this assumption to be 
mistaken -:, ySenciz Zýd-ICA ý-ý-, Ofioid, 19,21). 
It is in the theories developed to fulfil part b3 of the 
positive heuristic -that astrology appears to be most vague. 
This involves the ways in which the meanings of the planets 
vary with their precise positions within different 
frameworks. One vague idea, that the planets are 
particularly "prominent" or "strong" when close to the 
angles<*> of the diurnal circle, has proved to be 
spectacularly successful (ie. in Gauquelin's research) but 
this does not appear to be part of a coherent theory. Other 
ideas, such as zodiac signs and houses<*>, have been 
completely unsuccessful and, futhermore, appear to have 
been derived by crude analogy, partly from ancient 
mythology and partly from the philosophical systems of 
ancient Greece (eg. the doctrine of the four elements). 
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Moreover, it is unclear from what little historical 
evidence we possess, whether a coherent theory of planetary 
positions ever existed. Ptolemy and Kepler believed that 
the doctrine of aspects<*> was the product of Pythagorean 
theorising, and Kepler ýiimself developed Pythagorean theory 
further in order to predict additional aspects to those 
sanctioned by Ptolemy (Brackenridge, 1979), but whether the 
whole of astrology was originally developed along these 
lines is uncertain. 
Important steps towards rectifying this situation have 
been taken by Addey (1 976a & b) who began to develop 
"Harmonics" (see chapter 3) specifically to provide the 
missing theory of planetary positions. Although it was not 
developed initially in conscious imitation of Pythagorean 
harmonics, Addey recognised the many similarities between 
the two systems, including the number symbolism and the 
harmonic divisions of the circle, and came to believe that 
harmonic theory must have been integral to astrology from 
the beginning. Unfortunately, he did not manage to develop 
Harmonics sufficiently before his death in 1982 so that 
testable consequences could be confidently derived from it 
(though some specific, as yet untested, predictions have 
been possible - see Addey, 1974,1975). Nevertheless, the 
heuristic power of the theory seems indisputable. For 
example, the idea that personality must vary continuously 
with the planets' positions in the diurnal circle has led 
to the detailed examination of Gauquelin's data on 
personality (Addey, 1979a & b, 1981a & b, 1982) and this 
(uncompleted) research shows promising signs of empirical 
success (Dean et al, 1977) , as we shall see in Chapter 
Fight and Appendix III below. 
Of course , to most scientists the weaknesses of 
particular parts of astrological theory, and even the fact 
that astrology has a structure much like that of any 
orthodox 3RPY are irrelevant because astrological thought 
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is flawed ("irrational") throughout. According to this 
view, it is flawed because it deals with symbols and 
meanings rather than mechanisms and causes, and only makes 
sense, if at all, within the superseded Aristotelian 
cos-mology which viewed the solar system as a special place, 
the planets as being composed of a special substance and 
the earth as holding a privileged position within the 
universe. Possibly it is this sort of consideration as much 
as any other which has led some scientists, such as the 
members of the American CSICOP, to reject the evidence in 
favour of astrology en tout. However, there are other 
scientists who accept that some oC the evidence is almost 
certainly genuine but do not allow that this evidence 
supports traditional astrology. In the terminology of the 
present analysis, these are the scientists who are 
promoting the neo-ARP which was introduced in section 4.5 
and to which we turn our attention next. 
4.7 Cosmobiology and Neo-astrology. 
The aims of cosmobiology are to seek out associations 
between biological and cosmic events, and to attempt to 
explain these associations -mechanistically. 
Cosmobiology is 
thus a rival to the ARP but only to the extent that it 
attempts to account for the sort of associations that are 
predicted by judicialý*) astrology. There is little or no 
rivalry over the associations that were once covered by 
natural<*> astrology since it is almost universally 
accepted, even by astrologers, that these are best 
accounted for mechanistically (eg. the moon's effects on 
tides, the possible role of comets in causing influenza). 
What we will be concerned with in this section is that part 
of cosmobiology that overlaps with, and therefore conflicts 
with, judicial astrology. This consists of two theories 
which are themselves in conflict to some extent, though 
they also share many of their elements. 
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One of these has been elaborated chiefly by Gauquelin 
(1973,1976a) and so will be referred to as "Gauquelirils 
theory" (GT for short) - The following account of this 
theory will occasionally draw on another analysis of it by 
Krips (1979) since the latter also employs the MSRP. This 
has the advantage of unifying our analytical tertainology 
and facilitating comparisons with the ARP. 
The aim of GT is to account for the associations that 
the Gauquelins ýiave discovered between the positions of the 
planets at birth and the subsequent personality development 
of individuals. It begins its explanations by postulating a 
process that tends to take place in the fetus as it comes 
to term; the fetus' ability to initiate its own birth is 
triggered by a particular planetary configuration. Which 
configuration acts as a trigger depends on the genetic 
endowment of the fetus and it is the same genetic endowment 
which largely determines the later personality of the 
fetus. These ideas are so central to GT that they can 
probably be regarded as "hard core", according to Krips. 
GT then develops further by suggesting mechanisms via 
which radiations from the planets could affect the fetus 
and by invoking experimental evidence for the heritability 
of personality traits. It suggests that the fetus might 
trigger labour in response to changes in the geomagnetic 
(gm) or electromagnet in, (em) fields in its vicinity, that 
such changes in the gm/em fields might tend to be caused by 
earlier changes in the era or corpuscular output of the sun, 
and that such changes in the sun might in turn be caused by 
specific planetary configurations. GT offers various 
suggestions as to the identity and mode of action of the 
components of this explanation - the fields, configurations 
and so on - but, as Krips warns, these are only tentative 
hypotheses that require independent confirmation. In other 
words they are part of the belt of "auxiliary hypotheses". 
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When it comes to evaluating this theory it might seem, 
at first sight, that support of a dramatic kind is provided 
by the Gauquelins' (1972,1977c) findings concerning 
planetary heredity (see Chapter Three). These are 
consistent with that part of GT that invokes genetic 
agencies. However, they cannot count as preferential 
corroboration for GT rather than for the Trad-ARP if the 
latter deals exclusively with acausal connections between 
celestial and terrestrial events, as most modern 
astrologers assert (eg. Mayo, 1964, pp. 2-5; Hand, 1976, 
P-46). From this perspective, astrology does not deny or 
even conflict with ordinary causal connections, such as 
heredity. If personality characteristics are indeed 
heritable and if an individual's personality is related to 
the configuration of the planets at birth, then there 
should be links between the horoscopes of parents and their 
c1qildren according to the Trad-ARP. Indeed, Kepler 
fically predicted such links from his understanding of speci-11 
astrology (Eysenck and Nias, 1982). 
However, this is not to say that none of Gauquelin's 
findings provide preferential support for GT. In fact there 
are two which are at variance with astrological theory. One 
is the discovery that the heredity effect does not apply to 
individuals whose births were medically induced (Gauquelin 
and Gauquelin, 1972,1977c). According to astrology, the 
manner of birth should be irrelevant; the links between 
terrestrial and celestial events should not be disturbed by 
a sequence of terrestrial events. It is important to note, 
though, that this finding does not provide crucial evidence 
against astrology; although the heredity effect may not 
apply to induced births, it does not follow that these 
-ies are unrelated to their individuals' personali'll 
horoscopes. 
The other finding that could be seen as preferentially 
supporting GT is the discovery that the planetary heredity 
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effect is stronger at times of geomagnetic disturbance than 
it is at other times (Gauquelin and Gauquelin, 1972). It is 
diff icult to see how the Trad-ARP can accomodate this 
result. However, the degree of support this gives to GT is 
also uncertain because the explanation GT provides for the 
involvement of geomagnetism is itself implausible. To make 
this clear it will be necessary briefly to examine the 
weaknesses of that part of GT that links the configurations 
of the planets with the initiation of parturition by the 
fetus. 
Firstly, although there is good evidence that the fetus 
of some species of mammals initiates parturition through 
its control of hormonal levels in the mother (Kaiser and 
Halberg, 1 962) , it is not certain that this is the case 
with humans (Vermes, Kajtar and Szabo, 1980). Even if it is 
found to be the case and even if it is found that the fetus 
does respond to variations in the gin field, it is difficult 
to imagine how the planets could bring about the 
app r op ri at e var i at ions. Takata 0 951 ) and Schultz (1960) 
have shown that some biochemical processes are extremely 
sensitive to variations in solar radiation but this can 
hardly count as even analogical evidence in support of GT 
since none of Gauquelin's effects involve the sun. It is 
possib1e, though there is no evidence for it yet, that 
variations in solar radiatiori could be controlled to some 
extent by the configurations of the planets but even if 
this were the case it would not be relevant because 
Gauquelin's effects depend on the positions of the planets 
relative to the horizon which is itself relative to 
particular locations on earth. Although it has been shown 
that ambient extra-long frequency radiation varies locally 
on earth with the diurnal position of the sun (Persinger, 
1 974) this does not help in the explanation since 
Gauquelin's effects have been shown to be independent of 
local solar time (Gauquelin, Lampe and Paruta, 1975). Thus 
any effects that the planets might have on the relevant 
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gm/em f ields can hardly be brought about through the 
planets affecting solar output. 
Gauquelin (1976a) has suggested two other ways in which 
the planets might affect geomagnetism. One involves the 
well known fact that the planets cause disturbances in the 
solar wind. The disturbances take the form of magnetic 
tails in the wake of the planet and shock waves radiated 
out from the planet against the wind. These form an "aural' 
which is many times larger than the planet itself. The 
suggestion then is that the quality of the solar wind that 
impinges on the earth is modified by these planetary auras. 
However, this theory is unsatisfactory because Mars, 
Jupiter and Saturn, three of the relevant planets, are 
downwind of the earth and the shock waves that they radiate 
do not have a net positive velocity against the wind. 
Gauquelin's other suggestion draws upon the finding that 
the heredity effect is strongest for the moon, Venus and 
Mars, weaker for Jupiter and Saturn and altogether absent 
for Mercury and the outer planets. Thus the effect only 
applies for planets which are either close to the earth or 
else very massive, and so may be said roughly to obey the 
"mass-distance law of physics" (Eysenck and Nias, 1982). 
The idea here is presumably that gravitational attraction 
may be the relevant force. However, this too is extremely 
implausible. For one thing, the gravitational attraction of 
the moon at the earth's surface is orders of magnitude 
greater than that of any of the other planets and yet the 
moon's effect on heredity is no greater than that of Mars 
or Venus. Secondly, the mean gravitational attraction of 
Mercury is about the same as that of Mars (Ratzan, 1975). 
Thirdly, the gravitational forces exerted on the fetus by 
each of the planets are extremely small and are easily 
swamped by other bodies in the vicinity. For example, 
Ratzan (1975) has calculated that the gravitational 
attraction on the newborn of the physician attending a 
birth would be greater than that of all the planets except 
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the moon and Jupiter if he were to stand at a distance of 
half a metre! Of course, all other known radiations from 
the planets are also extremely weak at the earth's surface 
and are swamped by radiations from the eartn itself, from 
the san, and from man's own artefacts. 
Three other difficulties for GT can also be identified. 
One is that it needs to explain how the various planets 
could have qualitatively, rather than quantitatively, 
different effects on geomagnetism, as they are required to 
in order to explain Gauquelin's findings. No explanation 
for this has yet been attempted. A second difficulty arises 
from the fact that birth labours vary considerably in 
duration (Kaiser and Halberg, 1962). This is problematic 
because, according to GT, the planetary configurations that 
are causally effective are ones formed some time before the 
birth while the configurations that need to be explained 
are ones formed at the time of birth. The time gap between 
these two is equal to the time required by the planet to 
influence the gm field plus the length of labour. Thus, 
even if all spontaneous labours begin when the relevant 
planets are in a certain configuration, the range and 
variability of labour durations would make one position of 
the planets at birth hardly any more probable than another. 
Finally, it is difficult to imagine what adaptive advantage 
could be gained from the evolution of the sort of selective 
fetal sensitivity that is postualted by GT. An organism 
might benefit from being born at a particular time of year 
or time of day, but being born when a particular planet is 
either risirig or culminating would seem to bring no such 
benefit. 
The other neo-astrologgical theory that was mentioned in 
the introduction to this section was developed by McGillion 
(1980). It will be referred to as MT for short. In contrast 
to 131T, it suggests that the variations 
in personality that 
Gauquelin has found to be associated with birth under 
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different planets are not genetically but environmentally 
determined. Specifically, behaviour corresponding to the 
different planetary types is said to be "pre-programmed" by 
conditions in the ambient gin or em fields in the vicinity 
of the neonate at the time of birth. Further, the organ by 
which these a,,, nbient conditions are detected, and through 
which the pre-programming takes place, is the pineal body. 
In support of MT, McGillion (1980) has offered various 
pieces of analogical evidence. 'He points out that the 
pineal has been found to be sensitive to some wavelengths 
of visible and ultra-violet light and claims that it is 
also sensitive to variations in earth-strength magnetic 
fields, though he cites no research to support this claim. 
He then adds that light has the effect of inhibiting the 
pineal's production of melatonin and this hormone has many 
physiological effects including the promotion or inhibition 
of the production of various other hormones and transmitter 
substances. Thus the pineal is a suitable organ to act as 
the agent of wide-ranging alterations in pnysiology and 
hence behaviour. Moreover, it has been found that periqatal 
events can act on the pineal in such a way that 
developments much later in the life of the organism are 
affected. This is what is meant by "pre-programming". 
Specifically, a (medically induced) disturbance in 
melatonin production in rats around day six post natal has 
been found to have effects on the subsequent timing of 
puberty. It can also affect the quality of the later 
maternal behaviour of female rats, at least in the short 
te rm. 
Although all theories that attempt to account for 
Gauquelin's mysterious findings should be welcomed, it is 
not difficult to identify a host of problems faced by MT. 
For example, the pineal body's sensitivity to light can 
hardly be relevant since neither riataral photoperiods nor 
man's artificial lighting have any relationship with the 
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diurnal positions of the planets. Secondly, even if the 
pineal is sensitive to gm or em fields, as McGillion 
claims, MT faces all the same problems as GT in explaining 
how the planets could affect these fields in appropriate 
ways. Thirdly, no perinatal pre-programming of personality 
traits via the pineal has yet been demonstrated; even in 
rats, enduring alterations in behavioural dispositions have 
not been observed. Finally, we might mention that MT not 
only fails to account for one whole set of Gauquelin's 
findings but actually contradicts them in theory. These 
are, of course, the results connected with the planetary 
effect in heredity. 
4.8 Summary and conclusions. 
It has been assamed in this chapter that all attempts at 
finding demarcating criteria, that is necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a belief system to be a science, 
have failed. As Hesse (1980) has noted, the concept 
f1science" can at best be regarded only as a loose 
association of family resemblance characteristics. We have 
considered a number of the characteristics that have been 
regarded as important for a science and found that 
astrology shared most of them with the established 
sciences. It puts forward hypotheses that are testable and 
falsifiable; it is capable of supporting puzzle-solving; it 
seeks to discover a natural orderliness concealed within 
the bewildering confusion of phenomena and does not attempt 
to affect the phenomena through magical procedures; it has 
empirical support for some of its claims; it has a 
structure, consisting of core propositions, heuristics and 
auxiliary hypotheses, rnuch like that of the most admired 
research programmes. Above all, and this is probably its CD 
strongest claim to scientific status, it has led to the 
discovery of novel facts, that is, discoveries which were 
improbable, if not altogether impossible, in the light of 
previous theory and knowledge. 
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On the debit side, however, we have found that astrology 
involves a kind of theorising which, at first sight at 
least, appears to violate one of our cherished notions of 
what constitutes a science. It postulates natural 
connections between events which are more akin to the 
connections between symbols and their meanings than to 
those between causes and their effects. So alien is this 
that many of the leading researchers in the field deny that 
the theory could have had any role in the discovery of the 
novel facts. According to this view, if these facts are to 
be explained at all, they must be explained in terms of 
currently accepted forces and mechanisms or, in extremis, 
by new forces with similar properties to the recognised 
ones. Consequently a new research programme has been 
founded which aims, in Curry's (1981a) words, "to expand 
current scientific theory (of astrophysics, biochemistry, 
etc. ) to assimilate, and tiltimately eliminate, astrology as 
such" (page 8). 
Clearly, if a theory could be devised which both 
explained the novel facts and was consistent with current 
background knowledge, this would be preferred over 
astrology. It would then be incumbent on researchers to 
devote their energies in future to testing the deductions 
of this theory. However, the neo-astrological theories that 
have been developed so far provide no such thing. They are 
not consistent throughout with well-established theories, 
though they may be in restricted parts. As one astronomer ID 
has declared; "If the Gauquelins' planetary effects are 
real they ... lie beyond anything that science can at present 
understand" (Abell, 1982, p. 8). 
Given this situation, there seem to be two courses of 
action open to those who can give no credence to 
astrological theory. One is to explain all the evidence for 
astrology reductively, that is without requiring there to 
be any "planetary influences" at all. However, this has 
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already been attempted on many occasions without success 
(eg. by the Committee Para, by Kurtz, Zelen and Abell - see 
Chapter Three above) - The only reductive explanation 
currently being entertained is that Gauquelin illicitly 
selected his data. However, there is no evidence for 
this<note 1>. The second course is to test those parts of 
GT (or MT) that have some plausibility and to hold fast to G 
the belief that, if planetary effects cannot be explained 
reductively, then there -must be some underlying mechanism 
that will emerge once science has advanced sufficiently. 
On the other hand, one might be persuaded to give 
astrology more of a hearing by the fact that it has already 
led to some astonishing discoveries. It is this third 
course which is followed in the present investigations. Of 
the major areas within astrology, it is "aspects"<*> which 
have been most neglected and are most in need of further 
investigation (Eysenck and Nias, 1982). A series of studies 
of this area will be reported in Chapter Seven below. 
Although sun-signs have been extensively researched, the 
positions of the other planets in the zodiac signs have 
been somewhat neglected, especially in connection with the 
personalities of ordinary people. The studies reported in 
Chapter Nine below were designed to rectify this situation. 
Finally, the associations between personality types and the 
diurnal positions of the planets have so far been found to 
hold only for successful individuals but this could be due 
to the manner in which the associations have been 
investigated. Astrology supposes that they should hold for 
everyone. This supposition is investigated in a third 
series of studies, by means of personality questionnaires 
administered to ordinary individuals, and these studies are 
reported in Chapter Eight. 
i 
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Notes. 
<1 > When Eysenck and Nias (1982, p. 219) state that they 
"can find no major criticisms of their (the Gauquelins' ) 
conclusions, methods or statistics" , they are in 
disagreement with Kurtz, Zelen and Abell who seem to 
suspect the Gauquelins of "cheating" (eg. Abell, 1982). 
Eysenck and Nias feel that it is the critics who have 
behaved disreputably throughout their involvement with the 
"Mars Effect", not the Gauquelins, and that the evidence 
is, on balance, very much in favour of the latter. These 
views are in agreement with those of Curry (1982). 
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THE DATABASE. 
The studies reported in the four following chapters are 
all based on information gathered from one sample of 
subjects. Although the same information was not necessarily 
used in each study, it is convenient to describe some 
characteristics of this database in advance. Hence this 
chapter gives details of the subject sample, the measures 
taken, and some preliminary analyses and manipulatioris of 
the basic data. 
.1 Questionnaires. 
The Ss were required to complete the Eysenck Personality 
Questionnaire (EPQ: Eysenck and Eysenck, 1975) and Form A 
of the Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire (16PF: 
Cattell, Eber, and Tatsuoka, 1970). A third questionnaire 
asked f or details of the date, time, place, and type of 
birth. Time of birth was required in hours and minutes. Ss 
were also asked to estimate how accurate they thought their 
tated time of birth was and five response options were 
provided as follows; (1 ) within 1 minute, (2) within ý') 
minutes, (3) within 15 minutes, (4) to the nearest hour, 
(5) even less accurate than (4). If no time was given at 
all, it was recorded as (5). Response options for "Type of 
birth" were (1) natural birth, (2) birth induced by 
medication, (3) Caesarian section, (4) unknown. 
5.2 Subjects. 
The total sample size was 91 1. Of these, 562 were 
university students, all contacted at one college of London 
University. Participation in the research was voluntary and 
anonymity was permitted. The three quest ionnaires were 
completed under supervision at one sitting. The nature of 
the research was not disclosed and the birth-data 
questionnaire was not seen until after the personality 
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inventories had been completed. _'Lý, ven 
then it was 
accompanied by a cover-story explaining that research was 
being conducted into "the distribution of births throughout 
the daily cycle of 24 hours, the effects that medical 
practices are having upon this distribution, and how the 
distribution varies from region to region and from time to 
time". This story was true but, of course, it was not the 
whole truth. However, it was not possible to keep the 
nature of the research secret from all Ss. Eighty of them 
knew that it was astrology that was being tested. 
The remaining 349 Ss were astrologers or students of 
astrology. They were contacted either at one of the weekly 
lectures held in London by the Astrological 4ssociation or 
through one of the regional study groups affiliated to that 
body. 'Naturally, no attempt was made with these Ss to 
disguise the astrological nature of the research. However, 
the exact hypotheses under test were not divulged. It was 
merely stated that the research was designed as "an 
impartial and, as far as possible, objective testing of 
some of the most fundamental tenets of traditional 
astrology". Assurances were given that the author was not 
out to "debunk" astrology and that he had "consulted some 
of the most highly qualified astrologers in the country 
while working out the design". These Ss completed the 
questionnaires at home and returned them by post. Anonymity 
was permitted. 
----------------- -------- ------- ------ 
Table 5.1 Subjects' mean age in years. 
Group Mean S. D. N. 
Total sample 28-75 11-17 911 
Astrologers 37.5 11-33 349 
Students 23.25 6.83 562 
11-1ales 27-42 10-83 305 
Females 29-42 11-33 606 
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Table 5.1 gives the average ages of the Ss broken down 
by astrologers versus students and by males versus females. 
It shows the astrologers to be, on average, some 14 years 
older than the students and to be much more variable in 
age. It also shows that approximately twice as many females 
as males participated. This sex imbalance is due partly to 
a general predominance of females over males amongst 
astrologers and partly to the fact that a large proportion 
of the university Ss were psychology students, amongst whom 
females also predominate. 
5.3 Birth-time accuracy. 
Some of the studies reported in later chapters 
investigated the effects of the planets when placed in 
different sectors of the diurnal circle. Such planetary 
positions can only be calculated when the time and place of 
birth are known and, since diurnal positions change 
rapidly, accurate birth-times are important. Table 5.2 
shows the numbers of birth-times estimated as falling in 
each of the five accuracy categories. As the break-down 
according to astrologers versus students shows, the former 
group has (or claims to have) more accurate times. This is 
as one would expect and was the major reason for using 
astrologers as Ss. 
Table 5.2 Birth-time accuracy: 
frequencies in 5 categories. 
AccuracY categor 
(1) Within 1 minute 
(2) Within 5 minutes 
ý3) Within 15 minutes 
ý4) To nearest hour 
(5) Less accurate 
Total 
Astrolo, c-,, ers. Students. Total. 
66 42 108 
123 86 209 
103 139 242 
40 116 156 
17 179 196 
349 562 911 
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Since birth-times are not recorded on birth-certificates 
in England, one has to rely on the individuals' (or their 
parents') memories, and these are likely to be unreliable. 
A rough check on accuracy can be made by examining the 
frequencies of times recorded on the hour, half hour, 
quarter hour, or to a five minute or better exactness. 
Table 5.3 gives such frequencies for the first three 
accuracy categories. It can be seen that only category 1 
has a low excess of times given on the hour, the half or 
the quarter hour and even this distribution differs 
significantly from that expected for times rounded to five 
minutes (X2=8.18, d. f. =3, P<. 05). Times for categories two 
and three are too often given on the hour or half hour and 
too seldom at other times, though the numbers given on the 
quarter hour are close to the expected numbers. This 
analysis suggests that the birth-times are less accurate 
than was claimed but of course it does not show how much 
less accurate. 
Table 5.3 Birth-time accuracy: 
observed Vs expected frequencies for exactness. 
Exactness Stated accuracy category 
1-- -- ----- 2 ---- ---- 3 ---- -- T otal-- 
OBS EXP OBS EXP OBS EXP OBS EXP 
On the hour 17 9 34 17.4 114 20.2 165 46.6 
On the half hour 7 9 42 17.4 51 20.2 100 46.6 
On a quarter hour 15 18 36 34.8 38 40.3 89 93.2 
Other 5 minutes 69 72 97 139.3 39 161.3 205 372.7 
Total 108 209 242 559 
X2 8.18 63-36 575 405 
------------------------------------------- - -- - ------------- 
1,., Tith df=3, critical 17,2=7.82 (5%, 2 tails) 
=11-34 (1%, 2 tails) 
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5.4 The daily birth-curve. 
The Gauquelins (1972) found that their "planetary effect 
in heredity" did not apply to births that had been induced 
by medication or caesarian section. (Chapter Four above 
dealt with some possible reasons why this might be so). 
Consequently, for some types of astrological researc1h, it 
-night be important to eliminate those Ss whose births were 
riot natural and spontaneous. It was for this reason that 
the birth questionnaire asked for details of the type of 
birth. Table 5.4 shows the distributions of answers to this 
question. Separate distributions are given for Ss born 
before and after 1950. This date is somewhat arbitrary but 
was chosen because the induction of births became very much 
more common after this date. -However, 
the table shows that, 
according to the Ss, only a small Proportion of the birtlis 
were induced even among those born after 1950. In fact this 
proportion is so low (about 9% of the births for which a 
type of birth was specified) that there must be some doubt 
about the accuracy of the information. Consequently, two 
tests were run on these data. 
Table 5.4 Type of birth: 
frequencies in 4 categories. 
Type of birth Frequencies of births- 
before 1950 after 1950 Total 
(1) Natural 254 460 714 
(2) Medication 13 47 60 
(3) Caesarian 0 22 22 
(4) Unknown 22 93 115 
Total 289 622 911 
It has been known since the middle of the last century 
that there i sa natural periodicity in the diurnal 
distribution of births (Kaiser and Halberg, 1962). This 
distribution is characterised by a peak duri ng the early 
hours of the morning and a trough in the afternoon. 
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However, medical interventions are planned nowadays so that 
more births occur at more convenient times, especially 
during "office hours". As a result, distributions for 
induced births are roughly the inverse of the natural 
distribution (Gauquelin, 1971). 
Table 5.5 Diurnal distributions of births 
for 3 samples. 
Time Data of: 
--Present sample-- Charles 
pre-1950 post-1950 (1953) 
0000-0059 8 13 507 
0100-0159 14 16 531 
0200-0259 9 19 618 
0300-0359 9 19 680 
0400-0459 8 10 643 
0500-0559 10 12 581 
0600-0659 20 29 606 
0700-0759 10 20 593 
0800-0859 18 20 544 
0900-0959 10 19 482 
1000-1059 9 13 445 
1100-1159 9 19 494 
1200-1259 12 12 470 
1300-1359 4 7 470 
1400-1459 12 21 445 
1500-1559 8 11 445 
1600-1659 15 11 457 
1700-1759 5 13 457 
1800-1859 14 18 457 
1900-1959 5 11 445 
2000-2059 9 9 420 
2100-2159 5 16 494 
2200-2259 5 12 470 
2300-2359 15 19 606 
Total 
---------- 
243 
----- --- 
369 
---------- 
12360 
---------- 
If the births of Ss born af ter 1950 and recorded as 
natural births really contain an appreciable proportion of 
induced births, then their diurnal distribution should 
differ significantly from that of the Pre-1950 natural 
births. The numbers of births during each of the 24 hours 
of the day for these two groups are shown in Table 5-5. 
Only those with birth-times recorded as accurate to the 
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nearest hour or better were retained for this analysis. 
Legal time (ie. including daylight saving time) was used 
rather than Local, Solar, or any other time. It seems 
likely that the daily rhythm of social life would be more 
important than the natural rhythm of light and dark but the 
authorities are not clear on this point. In any case, the 
difference would be only one hour approximately and would 
apply only to the summer born in most cases. Table 5.5 also 
gives a comparable distribution for 12,360 spontaneous 
normal deliveries recorded by Charles (1953) and published 
by Kaiser and Halberg (1962). Chi-square analyses revealed 
that the distribution of the post-1950 births did not 
differ significantly from the pre-1950 births (X2=15.3, 
d. f. =23, p>. l) nor from Charles' sample of natural births 
(X2=28.4, d. f. =23, P>. 05). Hence there is no evidence, from 
these analyses at least, that the nost-1950 births were 
non-natural if the Ss recorded them as natural. 
Standardisation of scores. 
The question of how personality scores should be 
standardised (if at all) for astrological research is 
intimately bound up with the issue of what elements of an 
individual's existence can be predicted -from the horoscope. 
Some astrologers speak as if every detail of an 
individual's life is predictable from the positions of the 
planets at birth, in principle if not in practice. If this 
were so, there would be no need to standardise scores 
against sex norms, for example, because sex itself could be 
deciphered from the horscope. It would be better to look 
for the astrological indicators of sex. However, other 
astrologers (almost certainly the majority) regard the 
planets as only one source of influence 
(or the signs of 
one such soi)rce) among many. This was the view of Ptolemy 
who discussed this issue at greater length than is usual 
with astrologers, in his book "Tetrabiblos". In one passage 
he states that: 
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"We should not object to astrologers using, as a basis 
for calculation, nationality, country, and rearing, or 
any other already existing accidental qualities. " 
(Quoted in Lindsay, 1971, page 347) 
According to Ptolemy, the planets exert the greatest, or 
most important, influences on character and destiny but are 
by no means the only influences. 
Most of the scales of the EPQ and 16PF show quite large 
differences according to age and sex, but not according to 
social class. Astrologers, however, do not claim to be able 
to determine either the sex of an individual or age related 
changes in personality from a horoscope. Hence the variance 
in personality scores associated with sex and age is error 
variance as far as astrological research is concerned. 
Rather than leaving it in as error, to obscure any 
planetary effects there iaight be, it is better to remove it 
by standardisation. 
Scores on the EPQ were standardised against the age and 
'able 4 sex norms published as T of the "Manual of the EPV 
( Eysenck and Eysenck, 1 975). The 16PF scores were first 
standardised for sex against the norms for the British 
general population (Saville, 1972) and then corrected for 
age using the quadratic model developed for the general 
population of the U. S. A. (IPAT, 1970, Tables 31 and 32), no 
age corrections having been developed yet specifically for 
Britain. 
Even af ter these corrections had been applied, 
appreciable correlations with age were still found for the 
16PF scales F (r=-0.34), Q1 (r=-0.25), and N (r=0.2). 
5.6 Calculation of planetary positions. 
The positions of the planets , ascendant<*>, and 
midheaven<*> were calculated on a Commodore Pet 
microcomputer using a program called "M-33" marketed by 
I7 
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Matrix Software (Erlewine, 1980). This program provided the 
longitudes and latitudes of the planets and the longitudes 
of AS, MC, and SO. Times of birth were converted to 
Greenwich Mean Time using the table of standard times 
published by Mayo (1964). 
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THE SELECTION OF PERSONALITY SCALES 
6.1 Introduction. 
The personality questionnaires chosen for the present 
investigations of astrological theory were the Eysenck 
Personality Questionnaire (EPQ: Eysenck and Eysenck, 1975) 
and Form A of the 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire 
(16PF: Cattell, Fber, and Tatsuoka, 1970). Both of these 
inventories were chosen for a number of reasons. First, 
they both comprise factored scales and therefore, in theory 
at least, should be univocal and consequently clearly 
interpretable. Secondly, they have both been intensively 
investigated over many years and are provided with 
comprehensive documentation, including inf ormation 
specifically drawn from the British population. Thirdly, 
they have both been used previously to investigate 
astrology. This means that direct comparisons with other 
studies can be made and replications can be undertaken. 
Finally, the two of them were selected, instead of just 
one, because they measure traits at different levels of 
generality; while the EPQ measures traits of broad semantic 
scope, the 16PF measures more narrowly defined "primary 
factors". Each of these two levels of measurement has its 
strengths and drawbacks, in general and in the particular 
context of astrological research, and these will be 
discussed next. Afterwards it will be necessary to examine 
the scales contained in these inventories in more detail, 
both in order to determine just what they measure and 
because some selections amongst the scales have been found 
to be desirable. 
6.2 Primary versus higher-order factors. 
The main argument in favour of primary factors is that 
they provide valuable inforrnation which is lost when they 
are coalesced into higher-order factors (eg. Cattell et al, CD 
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1970, pp. 111-112). Cattell (1972) gives an example of such 
a loss of information in the following statement; 
"It has been ýýhown that research scientists differ 
from the general population on IOPF factors A-, F-, C3 H+ and Q2+. That is to say, they have the marlýers for 
the second-order introversion factor on A, F and Q2 
but are extraverted on H. An Eysenck E scale score 
would be partially self-cancelling, through failing 
to recognise the different direction of the 
H priinary. 11 (Page 181). 
Now, such loss of information could in theory be 
particularly damaging in the investigation of astrology 
since astrologers usually describe astral influences in 
terms of narrow rather than broad -traits. If there is any 
validity to these descriptions then higher-order constructs 
would be clumsy and inappropriate since -traits which covary 
in the general population (giving rise to higher-order 
factors) might not covary for sections of the population 
categorised according to astrological criteria. To give an 
example, the construct "extraversion" refers to the fact 
that sociability, impulsiveness, and a few other traits 
tend to be highly correlated and all load significantly on 
a single factor (thoiigh this itself is a matter of 
controversy, as we shall see presently), and yet, for 
certain subsections of the population, some of these traits 
could conceivably be negatively correlated. It is possible 
that astrological parameters might serve to define such 
subsections (it is the contention of astrologers that they 
do) and there is even some evidence that this is so. 
Research by Gauquelin (1 980) into the personality 
characteristics of people born when various planets were 
either rising or culminating, suggests that there are 
different planetary types of extraversion. People born 
"under" the moon are extraverted in that they are 
gregarious and humorous, and yet they are also religious, 
-poetic, sentimental and prone to daydreams, which are 
considered introverted traits. People born under Mars, on 
theotherhand have the extraverted traits of 
assertiveness and restlessness and yet are not notably 
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sociable. If one were to investigate these "astrological 
types" with Eysenck and Eysenck's (1964) measure of 
extraversion, (which chiefly comprises sociability and 
impulsiveness items), then a "lunar" person who is sociable 
but not impulsive is likely to appear merely average. 
Even Eysenck, who has long been a champion of the 
higher-order factors, concedes that primaries, i-'Lý they 
could be measured in a satisfactory way, would make a 
definite contribution to prediction (eg. Eysenck, 1972). 
However, it is his contention that, in the field of 
personality measurement at least, primaries are usually 
either "tautological" factors or else unreliable and 
unreplicable (eg. Eysenck, 1977a). (A "tautological" factor 
is one which is obtained by merely repeating the same item 
several times with slightly different wordings). Along with 
a number of other researchers (eg. Peterson, 1965), Eysenck 
has maintained that only the factors with broad semantic 
scope (notably Extraversion and Neurot, icism) are 
dependable. 
Undoubtedly there is good evidence in support of the 
validity and dependability of these higher-order L'actors 
and this is the main reason for choosing Eysenck's most 
recent revision of his -measures 
for them. However, evidence 
has also been accumulating to suggest that earlier 
strictures against primary factors were premature. With the 
advent of new computer technology it has been possible to 
analyse very large item pools and Browne and Howarth 
(1977), Cattell (1973), and Howarth (1980), amongst others, 
have presented evidence from such analyses showing that 
some factors at the primary level are indeed replicable. Tt 
is interesting to note also that Eysenck and Eysenck (1978) 
have recently begun to champion certain primaries. They 
have also argued that whether primary or higher-order 
factors emerge from an analysis is largely dependent upon 
the arbitrary choice of items to be included in the 
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analysis; primaries can be made to coalesce by the 
inclusion of items written to lie at intermediate positions 
between them, and higher-order factors can be split into 
subfactors by the exclusion of such items. 
If both primary and higher-order factors can be valid, 
as the research suggests, it seems advisable to employ 
measures at both levels of generality in a preliminary 
investigation of the kind undertaken here. The claim that 
astrological parameters serve to define subsections of the 
population for which traits are organised idiosyncratically 
can only be tested with measures of quite narrowly defined 
traits. On the other hand, it has been found that some of 
the astral influences for which good evidence has already 
been obtained can be described in terms of the broader 
constructs of Extraversion and Psychoticism (Gauquelin, 
Gauquelin and Eysenck, 1979,1981). Therefore, both kinds 
of measure were included iq the present investigations. 
6.3 The Eysenck Personality Questionnaire. 
The EPQ, like the earlier Maudsley and Eysenck 
Personality inventories, of which it is a development, 
measures the personality variables Ne (neuroticisrn vs 
emotional stability) and Ex (extraversion vs introversion) 
and includes a lie scale (Li) in order to detect social 
desirability responding. Unlike its predecessors, it also 
incorporates a scale to measure a relatively new variable 
called Psychoticism (Ps). 
Evidence in favour of Ile and Ex has accumulated over 
more than thirty years and is derived from both 
psychometric and experimental testing (Eysenck, 1967, 
1976). Eysenck (1970) has reviewed a large number of 
studies showing that these factors emerge repeatedly and C: ) 
unmistakably from factorial studies. In recent years Ne and 
Ex have been replicated in a higher-order analysis of 
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Browne and Howarth's (1977) 19 primary factors (Eysenck, 
1978a), in a conjoint scale factoring of the EPQ and 
Howarth's personality scales (Barrett and Kline, 1980a), 
and in a joint item factor analysis of self-reports and 
ratings using the Neuroticisrn-Exraversion-Openness 
Inventory (McCrae and Costa, 1983). Good convergent and 
discriminant validity for Ne and Ex have also been shown 
for appropriate scales selected from the EPQ, the MMPI, and 
the Comrey Personality Scales (Montag and Comrey, 1982). 
As regards interpretations of Ne and Ex, there has been 
little controversy about the nature of neuroticism, but the 
same cannot be said for extraversion. The unidimensionality 
of Ex has been doubted by Carrigan (1960), Guilford (1975, 
1 977 ), Howarth and Browne (1972) and Howarth (1 976a) . On 
the other hand, Eysenck and Eysenck (1963,1969) have 
argued that, although Ex can be split into the separate 
traits of sociability and impulsiveness, these traits 
correlate together sufficiently highly to define Ex as a 
unidimensional higher-order factor. So long as an 
impossibly strict definition of "unitary" is not adopted, 
this is ample evidence for the unitary nature of Ex. 
However, recent investigations by Eysenck and Eyenck 
(1977,1978) into the nature of impulsiveness have led to 
some modifications of these authors' views. They found that 
a measure of narrowly defined impulsiveness was only very 
slightly related to either sociability or extraversion but 
was quite highly correlated with both Ps (r=O-48) and Ne 
(r=0.37). Only when a much broader definition of 
impulsiveness was used could a reasonably high correlation 
with Ex be obtained. However, even this broad measure was 
found to be more highly related to Ps than to Ex. Eysenck 
and Eysenck concluded that "this finding suggests that both 
sides to the original controversy dere right" (page 67). 
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As far as the EPQ extraversion scale is concerned, the 
Ynost important result of this controversy is that 
impulsiveness items have been excluded (Eysenck and 
Eysenck ,1 977 - In a recent 
investigation, Rocklin and 
Revelle (1981) found that the correlation between the EPI 
and the EPQ extraversion scales was almost entirely due to 
the sociability subscale of the former; EPQ extraversion is 
almost purely a measure of sociability. 
The Ps scale of the EPQ is relatively new, although there 
have been forerunners of it in Eysenck's PI and PEN 
inventories. A great deal of evidence in favour of 
psychoticism as a dimension of personality, and of Ps as a 
measure of that dimension, has been summarised by Eysenck 
and Eysenck (1976). However, Ps has been severely 
criticised by Bishop (1977) and Block (1977a & b, 1978). 
These authors have expressed doubt that the scale really 
measures a predisposition to psychotic breakdown, as it is 
supposed to, and have pointed out that it is very poor at 
discriminating psychotics from normals and from criminals. 
-Block (1977a) has also criticised the Ps scale for having a 
very skewed distribution. This is bad on psychometric 
grounds and also because it means that psychotics could 
earn high scores merely as a result of their characteristic 
fluctuations of attention (ie. through random responding). 
Block (1 977b, 1 978) has also argued that some of the 
evidence offered as construct validity for Ps is of 
doubtful value. Spirited replies to these criticisms have 
been published by Eysenck (1 977b), Eysenck and Eysenck 
(1977) , and Claridge and Birchall 
(1978). Thus the status 
of the Ps scale as a measure of a predisposition to 
psychotic breakdown remains controversial. 
The claim that the psychoticism dimension underlies 
psychopathic disorders has also been questioned recently. 
In a series of studies of criminals, Hare (1982) found 
little evidence that the Ps scale was related to primary 
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psychopathy. Ps was found to be quite highly correlated 
with traits associated with general criminality, such as 
impulsiveness and lack of socialisation, but not with those 
traits that mark out psychopathy itself, such as 
callousness, and lack of remorse and guilt. This failure of 
Ps to correlate with psychopathic traits has also been 
reported by Forbes (1980). Using a conjoint factor analysis 
of the scales of the EPQ, the Cornrey Personality Scales, 
and the Foulds Personality Deviance Scales, Forbes 
discovered that the Ps scale did not load on the same 
factors as any of Fould's hostility scales, nor did it load 
on an empathy factor. Instead, it found its place on two 
factors identified as Orderliness and Conformity (with 
negative loadings, naturally). It is true that Bristow 
(1981) found the Ps scale to be quite lriighly correlated 
with the Extrapunitiveness subscale of the Personality 
Deviance Scale, -which does indicate hostility. However, the 
subjects in this study were all psychiatric patients, so 
their results may not be applicable to normals. 
While the foregoing criticisms of the Ps scale throw 
considerable doubt on the claim that it is a valid measure 
of a personality dimension underlying psychotic and 
psychopathic disorders, they do not invalidate it as a 
dimension of personality as such. Although both Loo (1979) 
and Helmes (1980) have both reported unsatisfactory 
recovery of the claimed factor structure of the EPQ, these 
analyses have, in turn, been severely criticised by Barrett 
and Kline (1980b, 1982a) for using incorrect factor 
analytic methodology. The latter authors have published 
their own independent analyses of the EPQ in which the 
purported factors emerged very clearly. They emerged from 
three separate item analyses based on samples of British 
adults, British students, and Thai students (Barrett and 
"line, 1 982a) and also from two radial parcel factor 
analyses of the same British adults and students (Barrett 
and 'Kline (1 981 ). A number of cross-cultural studies of 
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factors found in the EPQ have also been undertaken. In all 
cases, indices of factor comparison, for samples from other 
countries and the original British standardisation sample, 
have been satisfactory and, in most cases, these indices 
have reached very high standards (Eysenck, 1978b). 
Additional support for the Ps dimension has been 
obtained from Eysenck's (1978a) higher-order analysis of 
Browne and Howarth's (1977) 19 primary factors and from 
Barrett and Kline's (1980a) conjoint scale factor analysis 
of the EPQ and Howarth's scales. The Ps factors which 
emerged from -these analyses may not have shown the 
dimension to have exactly the correlates claimed by Eysenck 
and Eysenck (1976), but they did reveal it as a replicable 
factor. To summarise the findings obtained to date, Ps 
appears to combine the traits of disorderliness, 
non-conformity, impulsiveness, amorality, and social 
insensitivity, but not hostility, cruelty, or lack of 
empathy. 
6.4 The Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire. 
According to Buros (1978), Cattell's 16PP is the most 
widely used personality factor inventory of all. None the 
less, the psychometric adequacy of this questionnaire has 
been the subject of controversy for more than 20 years. The 
scales of the 16PF have been criticised for their extreme 
heterogeneity (Levonian, 1961; Greif, 1970; Howarth, Browne 
and Marceau, 1972; Adcock, 1974), for not measuring factors 
that are unique in any meaningful sense (Becker, 1961; 
Eysenck, 1972), and for failing to reveal a replicable 
factor structure in fresh samples, or from males to females 
(Eysenck and Eysenck, 1969; Sells, Demaree and Will, 1970; 
Howarth and Browne, 1971; Adcock, Adcock and Walkey, 1974; 
Karsen and O'Dell, 1974). 
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Naturally, these criticisms have not gone unanswered by 
Cattell. Many of the critical studies mentioned above were 
published prior to 1971 and were summarised in a paper by 
Eysen ck (19 71 )-(Amore complete and recent summary has 
been published by Howarth, 1976b). Cattell replied to this 
with a number of powerful arguments in a paper of his own 
(1972) and in his subsequent book (1973). In reply to the 
criticism that the 16PF factor structure is not replicable, 
he answered that the 3tudies on which these criticisms were 
based all failed to meet certain minimum methodological 
requirements for satisfactory factor analysis in the 
personality domain. Tn defense of his identification of his 
10 primary factors, he cited the replication by 
parcel-factoring published by Cattell et al. (1970) and also 
presented the results of two new replications derived from 
item factor analyses, one on adults and the other on 
students, in which his claimed factor structure was 
recovered. 
Cattell also used these new factorings of his items to 
counter Eysenck's (1 971 , 1972) claim that the 16PF 
primaries are unnecessary because almost all of their 
variance can be accounted for by Extraversion and 
Neuroticism. He showed that all nine of his own secondary 
factors, which include equivalents o. f Ex and Tie, account 
for only 59%, on average, of the variance of the primaries. CD 
The extent to which the scales of the 16PF cover ground 
which is ignored by Eysenck' s Ex and Ne has also been 
investigated by Saville and Blinkhorri (1976) and by Krug 
(1 978) . Saville and Blinkhorn, using a method for the 
extraction of arbitrary orthogonal factors targeted on 
particular variables, found that the Ex and Ne scales of 
the EPI taken together, account for only some 23% of the 
reliable variance of the 16PF factors. At least five more 
factors are required to account for the covariation among 
the 16PF primaries. Krug (1978) employed a different method 
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f or calculating the redundancy of the 16PF and the EPI 
against each other, but came to very similar conclusions. 
Using canonical correlation in conjunction with Stewart and 
Love's "redundancy index", he found that only 22% of the 
information contained in the 16PF is also contained in the 
EPI. However, turning the comparison about, some 70% of the 
EPI information was found to be already contained in the 
16PF. 
Finally, Cattell (1972) addressed the frequently voiced 
criticism that his scales are invalidated by the very low 
intercor relations among the items assigned to one and the 
same scale. Cattell agreed that these intercorrelations are 
low but, far from seeing this as a fault, announced that 
this was actually a deliberate feature of the design of the 
16PF. Statistical heterogeneity of items can be a virtue in 
factor scales for various reasons. Since individual items 
cannot be expected to represent only a single common 
factor, the items forming the final scale should be chosen 
so that, in composite, they balance out each other's 
unwanted common and specific factor variances. This is 
called using "suppressor effects" and "balancing 
specifics". These methods lower the internal consistency of 
the scales, but they actually increase "factor trueness" by 
reducing contamination from unwanted common factors. They 
also maximise "transfer reliability", that is, they incease 
the replicability across different ages, sexes, and 
cultural groupings. The homogeneit -y of a scale can always 
be increased by adding more items with Similar content but 
this only leads to what Cattell calls "bloated specifics" 
and what Eysenck and Eysenck (1969) call "tautological 
factors". Such scales do not per-form the necessary broad 
sampling of the given behaviour. 
While there is general agreement that Cattell's factors 
are not at all tautological and that his arguments 
concerning homogeneity are entirely adequate in theory, 
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there are now strong reasons to doubt that these principles 
were put into practice during the construction of the 16PF 
scales. Using data on the 16PF drawn from large samples of 
British adults and undergraduates, Saville and Blinkhorn 
(1 981 ) were -unable to discover any evidence of the 
"structured homogeneity" that Cattell advocates. Instead, 
they found that the majority of the scales had internal 
consistencies (alpha coefficients) that met the 
conventional standards of psychometric adequacy. They also 
found that conventional psychometric indices give good 
estirnates of the factor -and item validities. Thus, although 
there was no evidence -for 
the balancing of specifics or for 
the use of suppressor effects, qualified support could be 
given to a number of the 16PF scales. The scales which 
seemed to be least adequate for use with individuals were 
B, 1J, M, and N. The anxiety scales, 21,0, and Q4 were found 
to be equivalent measures of the same trait, as Eysenck 
(19112) had earlier discovered. 
Another recent examination of the 16PF also revealed 
that several of its scales are psychometrically adequate, 
though no support could be found for the overall factor 
structure claimed by Cattell. Using methodology very 
similar to that recommended by Cattell, -Barrett and Kline 
(1982b) performed both item and radial-parcel factor 
analyses of Form A of the 16PF but were unable to locate 
the expected 16 factors. However, when Catt ell Is 
hypothesised structure was ignored and psychometric 
criteria were used instead to identify valid scales, a 
satisfactory seven factor solution was found. 
6.5 The selection of scales from the 16PF. 
Thus, in spite of the many criticisms that have been 
levelled against the 1OPF, it appears -1. ý'rom recent evidence 
that at least some of its scales are psychometrically 
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adequate. Moreover, the questionnaire as a whole contains 
decidedly more (reliable) information than is captured by 
the Inigher-order factors Ex and Ne. This last fact is of 
special importance in the investigation of astrology since 
it is not at all clear what features of individual 
differences (if any) might be influenced by astrological 
factors. In such a sitiiation it is advantageous to cast 
one' snet as wide as possible. A comprehensive 
questionnaire is more likely to trap isolated influences, 
if they are in fact isolated, than is a narrow one. 
Consequently, it was decided that as many of the 16PF 
scales would be retained as (a) showed adequate internal 
consistency, (b) showed appreciable independence from the 
scales of the EPQ, and (c) showed evidence of factorial 
validity. 
While the alpha coefficients published by Saville arid 
Blinkhorn (1981) and the studies by Barrett and Kline 
(1982b) provide evidence for internal consistency and 
factorial validity respectively, the appropriate method for 
measuring the redundancy of Cattell's scales against 
Eysenck's has been the subject of controversy recently. The 
method used by Saville and Blinkhorn (1976) was criticised 
by Krug (1978) because it involved excessive adjustments 
for unreliability. According to Krug, the method of choice 
is f irst to predict each of the 1 6PF scales from the 
optimum linear combination of the Eysenck scales. Then the 
squares of the resulting multiple Rs should be subtracted 
f rom the reliabilities of the 16PF scales to show what 
proportions of these scales are both reliable and 
independent of the Eysenck scales. This method appears 
quite correct and the only argument that remains is what 
constitutes an appropriate measure of reliability. Saville 
and Blinkhorn employed parallel-form reliabilities but Krug 
objected to these on the grounds that Cattell had pursued 
the balanced specific principle across, as well as within, 
- 
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different forms of his test. If so, this would mean that 
parallel forms methods underestimate the true reliability 
of the test. 'However, in their most recent studies, Saville 
and Blinkhorn (1981) were unable to find any evidence that 
this was so. Instead, they confirmed that the alpha 
coefficients and the alternate form reliabilities were in 
good agreement, just as they should be for two tests of the 
same length (Nunally, 1967). Therefore, in the following 
calculations, Krug's (1978) method was used except that, in 
this case, alpha coefficients were employed as measures of 
reliability. Of course, this investigation also differs 
from previous ones in using the three scales of the EPQ 
instead of the two scales of the EPI. 
Method. 
Subjects. A total of 911 subjects, of which 305 were male 
and 606 female, completed both the EPQ and Form A of the 
16PF. Full details of the composition of this sample and of 
the administration of the questionnaires are given in 
Chapter Five. 
Procedure. Scores on all 20 of the personality scales were 
standardised against the population norms, full details 
again being given in Chapter Five. For the sake of 
completeness, four second-stratum factor scores were 
derived from the 16PF primaries using the weights and 
constants published by Cattell et al. (1970, Table 10.9, 
pp. 128-9). These higher-order factors are QI, Exvia, QII, 
Anxiety, QIII, Cortertia, and QIV, Independence. They were 
derived separately for males and females. Reliabilities for 
the 16PF primaries were alpha coefficients calculated for a 
general -British adult sample by Saville and Blinkhorri 
(1981; Table 1). For the second-order 16PF factors, 
alternate-form reliabilities, for Form A with Form B, were 
used. These were calculated for males and females combined 
0 
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f or the same British adult sample and were taken from 
Saville and Blinkhorn's (1976) Table 4.2 
With each of the 16PF scales acting as criterion in turn, 
and with the Ps, Ex, and Ne scales of the EPQ as 
predictors, multiple regression weights were calculated by 
Aitken's (1937) method. For the sake of completeness, 
multiple regression weights were also calculated with only 
Ex and Ne as predictors. This allowed the contribution of 
Ps to the prediction of 16PF scores to be assessed. 
Results and Discussion. 
1. Scale intercorrelations. 
The Pearson intercorrelations amongst the EPQ scales and 
the correlations between these scales and the 16PF 
primaries are shown in Table 6.1. It is interesting to 
compare these results with Saville and Blinkhorn's (1976) 
Table 5.1, which shows similar correlations. Although the 
latter is based on the EPI extraversion and neuroticism 
scales and Forms C and D of the 16PF, there are very few 
substantial discrepancies in the results. The only major 
Table 6.1 Correlations between EPQ and 16PF scales. 
----------------- 1----i 
Ex Ne Li ABCEFGEILMN0 Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 
Ps 04 16-26-10-10-19 30 15-40 01-02 27 08-25 16 29 00-34 19 
Ex -22-06 29-05 20 39 62 02 72-03 13-01-28-21 11-35-05-18 
Ne -14-08-15-58-06-05-01-33 10 23-10 01 61-06 03-26 63 
Li 03-02 19-21-14 30 05 02-17-09 14-16-17 01 37-25 
Decimal points omitted. 
Where N=911, correlations greater than 0.09 are 
significant at the 1% level (2 tailed). 
------------------------------------- - -------------- 
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difference in the correlations with Eysenck's Ne is that 
the significant relationship with factor Ii, reported by 
Saville and Blinkhorn, is non-significant in the present 
investigation, but this change is likely to be due to the 
very poor reliability of ýi (as shown in Table 6.3 below). 
Saville and Blinkhorri also reported rather higher 
correlations between Eysenck's Ex and factors A, G, and Q3 
týian have been found here and an appreciably lower 
correlation with factor H. These changes probably reflect 
the removal of impulsiveness items from the EPQ 
extraversion scale (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1977) since 
impulsiveness is likely to be an element of both G-, 
Expediency, and Q3-, Undisciplined self-conflict. The 
higher positive correlation with 11H, Socially bold, is to be 
expected because EPQ extraversion is now almost purely a 
measure of sociability (Rocklin and Revelle, 1981). The 
change in the extraversion scale may also be reflected in 
the increased negative correlation observed between Ex and 
Ne (r=-0.22). Sociability has long been known to be 
inversely related to neuroticism (Eysenck and Eysenck, 
1 963) -A similar, though rather higher, negative 
correlation between Ne and H is also shown in Table 6.1 
The highest correlations involving EPQ psychoticism are 
with factors E (0-3) ,G 
(-0.4) 
, and Q3 
(-0.34). These 
results are in line with previous findings showing that 
psychoticism, as a higher-order factor, is highly loaded by 
other primary scales measuring dominance, lack of superego, 
and disorderliness (Eysenck, 1 978a; Barrett and Kline, 
1 980a) . It is rather surprising, however, that the 
correlation between Ps and factor 1, Tough/tender-minded, 
is negligible, for Eysenck and Eysenck (1975) suggest 
"tough-minded" as an alternative appellation for the Ps 
scale. It appears that Ps and I have nothing in common 
except a name; 16PF Tough-mindedness is concerned with 
traitsIikeunsentimenta1, hard, and practical 
(Cattell et al, 1970) whereas EPQ "tough-mindedness" has CD 
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more to do with disorderliness and non-conformity (Forbes, 
1980) 
The correlations between the EPQ Lie scale -and 
the other 
scales are of interest since the main purpose of this scale 
is to detect social desirability bias. The ability of the 
EPI Lie scale to do this has been doubted by Rump and Court 
(1 971 ) and by Dunnett, Koun, and Barber (1981), amongst 
others. However, the corresponding scale of the EPQ is a 
revised version and has received support from Furnha-m and 
Henderson (1982) in the only study devoted to it so far. 
In order to detect the presence of dissimulation, 
T, Pysenck and Eysenck (1975) recommend that the correlation 
between Li and Ne should be inspected. Table 6.1 shows 
that, with this sample, this correlation is -0-14. Although 
highly significant because of the sample size, this value 
is very small, as is the correlation between Tji and scales 
C and 0, the main measures of neuroticism in the 16PF. 
Thus, from these indices, there is little evidence for 
social desirability responding. Considering that the 
subjects in this irivestigatiori were told -that their scores 
would only be used for research and were allowed to answer 
the questionnaires anonymously, this result is as expected. 
However, Table 6 .1 also shows that the Lie scale 
correlates above 0.2 (absolute value) with Ps and witýi the 
1 6PF scales E, GT , Q3, and Q4, and this might indicate some 
(slight) tendency to "fake good" on these measures. On the 
other hand it is possible that these correlations merely 
reflect the ability of the Lie scale to measure a 
personality variable to some degree similar, though 
opposite, to psychoticism. This possibility is supported by 
three strands of evidence. Firstly, scales E, G, and Q3 are 
the three scales with which Ps correlates highest. 
Secondly, the Lie scale has considerable internal 
consistency and this consistency is unaltered by special 
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faking instructions or by warnings to be honest (Eysenck, 
Eysenck and Shaw 1974). This shows that the scale measures 
some stable trait though the exact nature of this trait is 
still unclear. Thirdly, Barrett and Kline's (1980b) study 
of the psychometric properties of the EPQ showed that about 
half of the Lie items correlate significantly with the 
total Ps score and, amongst British students at least, 
nearly half of the Ps items correlate significantly with 
the total Lie score. 
The correlations between the EPQ and four of the 16PF 
second-order factors are shown in Table 6.2 . Again, there 
Table 6.2 Correlations between EPQ scales and 
16PF second-order factors 
EPQ. 16PF factors 
QI QII Qill QIV 
PS .1 . 19 . 20 . 34 Ex . 71 -. 26 . 32 . 28 Ne -. 12 . 72 -. 07 -. 19 Li -. 09 -. 24 -. 10 -. 21 
Where N=911, correlations greater than 0.09 are 
significant -at the 1% level 
(2 tailed). 
is very little difference between the present results with 
Ex and Ne and those reported by Saville and Blinkhorn 
(1976) in their Table 5.2 . 
2.16PF variance that is reliable and independent of the 
EPQ. 
Table 6.3 shows the alpha coefficients for each of the 
16PF primaries and the multiple correlations between Ps, Ex 
and Ile and each of the 16PF scales. The multiple Rs were 
squared and subtracted from the reliabilities to give the 
proportion of the variance that is both reliable and 
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unpredictable from Eysenck's three scales. These values are 
shown in the third row of the table. The average proportion 
of unshared, reliable variance for the 16 scales is 0.29 
(SD=0.1). 
Table 6.3 Proportion of the variance in the 16PF scales 
that is reliable and independent of Ps, Ex, & Ne. 
16PF scale 
ABCEFGHILMN0 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
Alpha 37 40 53 60 68 52 77 56 44 21 27 57 39 43 48 69 
R 31 18 59 48 63 40 74 11 36 15 36 62 31 35 41 64 
Alpha-R2 28 37 18 38 28 36 22 55 31 19 14 19 29 31 31 28 
De-Cimal points omitted. 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
Table 6.4 gives the equivalent results for the four 
second-order 16PF factors except that, in this case, 
alternate-form reliabilities were used. Since the 
second-order factors are derived from the primary scales, 
alpha coefficients for them cannot be calculated. 
Table 6.4 
Proportion of the variance in the second-order 16PF 
factors that is reliable and independent of Ps, Ex, & Ne. 
16PF factor 
Q1 QII QIII QIV 
Equivalent-form 
reliability (r) . 84 . 82 . 58 . 67 Multiple R . 71 . 73 . 37 . 48 
r-R2 . 33 . 29 . 44 . 44 
Previous estimates of the redundancy of the 16PF-against 
Eysenck's factors have been based on the EPI, which does 
not measure Ps. Equivalent estimates are presented in 
Tables 6.5 and 6.6 where the multiple Rs are for -Ex and Ne 
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only. Thus, the third rows of both tables show the 
proportions of the reliable variance of each factor riot 
accounted for by Ex and Ne. The fourth rows of both tables 
show the proportion of the variances accounted -for 
by Ps 
over and above that accounted for by Ex and Ne. These 
figures were obtained by subtracting the figures in the 
third rows of Tables 6 .3 and 6.4 from the third rows of 
these tables. It is clear from these results that Ps adds 
very little to the prediction of 16PF scores; its largest 
contribution is to the prediction of G for which it only 
accounts for an extra 16% of the reliable variance. These 
findings are in line with Cattell and Bolton's (1969) 
discovery that pathological dimensions are largely outside 
the scope of the 16PF. 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
Table 6.5 
1. Proportion of the variance in the 16PF scales 
that is reliable and independent of Ex and Ne. 
16PF scale 
ABCEFGHILKN0 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
Alpha 37 40 53 60 68 52 77 56 44 21 27 57 39 43 48 69 
R 29 17 58 39 62 03 74 10 29 11 28 62 12 35 29 63 
Alpha-R2 29 38 19 45 29 52 22 55 35 20 19 19 38 31 40 29 
2. Proportion of the variance in the 16PF scales accounted 
for by Ps over and above that accounted for by Ex and Ne. 
16PF scale 
ABCEFGHILMN0 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
01 01 01 08 01 16 00 00 05 01 05 00 09 00 09 01 
Decimal points omitted. 
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Table 6.6 
1. Proportion of the variance in the second-order 16PF 
factors that is reliable and independent of Ex and Ne. 
16PF factor 
QI QII QIII QIV 
Equivalent-form 
reliability (r) . 84 . 82 . 58 . 67 Multiple R . 71 . 72 . 32 . 31 
r-R2 . 34 . 30 . 48 . 57 
2. Proportion of the variance in the second-order 16PF 
factors that is accounted for by Ps over and above that 
accounted for by Ex and Ne. 
QI QII Qill QIV 
. 00 . 01 . 03 . 13 
The average proportion of unshared, reliable variance 
(alpha - -R2) for the 16 scales in Table 6.5 is 0.33 
(SD=0.12) 
. The corresponding average from 'Krug's (1978: 
Table 3) investigation of the same issue was 0.56 
( SD=O. 18) . The difference between these figures chiefly 
reflects the differences in the measures of reliability 
used. The retest reliabilities employed by Krug were 
substantially higher than the alpha coefficients employed 
here but the latter are preferable on psychometric grounds. 
It is also interesting to compare the results presented 
in Table 6.5 with Saville and Blinkhorn's (1976) Table 5.8 
which shows the alternate form reliabilities of the 16PF 
scales after the extraction of EPI extraversion and 
neuroticism. Although different methods were used, the 
proportions of reliable and independent variance in the 
16PF scales shown by the two tables are very similar. 
After extracting extraversion and neuroticism by Cooley 
and Lohnes' method for the extraction of arbitrary 
orthogonal factors targeted on particular variables, 
- 
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Saville and Blia-khorn went on to extract factors B, 
Intelligence, I, Tough-mindedness, and Q1 , Radicalism/ 
conservatism. They then found that there was still a 
considerable proportion of reliable variance remaining, 
especially for factors G, Superego strength, A, 
Reserved/outgoing, and E, Dominant. Similarly in the 
present analysis, the 16PF factors with large proportions 
of variance independent of Ex and Ne are B, I, Q1 , G, and 
E. In addition, factors Q3, L, and Q2 all have more than 
30% of their variance independent of Ex and Ne, though 
factor A has slightly less than this figure. 
Eysenck (1 972 ) has shown that the 16PF primaries that 
load highest on the second-order Anxiety factor - scales Cy 
L, 0, Q3, and Q4 - correlate together almost perfectly when 
corrected for attenuation. This suggests that "practically 
all the information contained unreliably in the primaries 
is contained reliably in the second-order factor" (page 
267) . However, it does not follow that all of this 
information is also contained in Eysenck's Ne and, turning 
to Table 6.6, we find that 30% of the reliable variance of 
Cattell's Anxiety (QII) factor is independent of both ILýTe 
and Ex. Table 6.5 shows that it is Q3 and L that are 
chiefly responsible -for this; 40%o and 35% respectively of 
their reliable variances are independent. 
In a similar fashion, Eysenck (1972) showed that 5 
primaries which load highest on the second-order 'Exvia (QI) 
f actor also correlate very highly when corrected for 
attenuation. However, these intercorrelat ions were not as 
high as those amongst the Anxiety primaries. In particular, 
E and Q2 seemed to be somewhat independent of A, F, and H. 
Eysenck called them "contrasting extraverted attitudes 
leading to either leadership or group adherence" (p. 268). 
A similar situation is found in the present results where 
34% of the variance of Exvia is independent of Ex and Ne 
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(Table 6 .6). Table 
6 .5 shows that it is E and 
Q2 which 
contribute most to this independence. 
General discussion. 
The main purpose of the present analysis was to provide 
a basis for selecting scales from the 16PF for use, in 
conjunction with Eysenck's scales, in the investigation of 
astrological theory. The results shown in Table 6.3 are the 
most relevant for such selections. The first requirement 
set out above was that the scales should show adequate 
internal consistencies. The question is, what would be 
adequate for the present purposes? An arbitrary cut-off 
value of 0.4 was set. Clearly, such a low consistency would 
be unacceptable for use with individuals, but for research 
with a large subject sample, it should be adequate. This 
led to the rejection of scales A, M, N, and Q1 . The second 
requirement was that the scales should show appreciable 
independence f rom Eysenck' s scales , as measured by 
Alpha - R2. Again, an arbitrary cut-off point was needed 
and, in this case, it was set at 0.3. Only 7 scales met 
both of these requirements. They were B, E, G, I, L, Q2, 
and Q3. 
The third requisite stated earlier was that the scales 
should show some evidence of factorial validity. The 
present analysis qas not addressed to this issue but some 
relevant data have been published recently by Barrett and 
Kline (1 982b) . These authors found that they could not 
replicate Cattell' s 16 factor structure but could, 
nevertheless, identify individual scales possessing 
acceptable factor validities. It is encouraging to find 
that almost all of the scales which met the first two of 
the present requirements, also met this third requirement. 
Barrett and Kline found that scales B, I, and L were 
adequate on their own and G and F, were adequate when 
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combined with Q3 and H respectively. The remaining scale, 
Q2, was rejected but this was a borderline decision. 
Tn conclusion, it was decided that all seven scales that 
have at least 30% of their reliable variance independent of 
Eysenck' s scales would be retained. Descriptions of the 
traits measured by these scales, and by the three scales of 
the EPQjare presented in Table 7.1 in Chapter Seven. The 
validity of some of these scales may be doubtful but the 
benefits of covering as much of the personality sphere as 
possible seems to outweigh the possible drawbacks. 
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THE ASPECTUAL CIRCLE. 
7.1 Astrological conceptions. 
In astrology, the influences of the planets are said to 
be modified by their mutual angular separations at the time 
of birth. Certain particular angles between planets, with 
permissible degrees of inexactitude, called "orbs", are 
regarded as especially important. These are the "aspects". 
They correspond to the division of the circle by small 
whole numbers. Aspects are frequently categorised, 
according to their relative strengths, as "major" and 
"minor". The former correspond to the division of the 
circle by 1 2,3,4, and 6 (called "conjunction, 
opposition, trine, square, and sextile" respectively). 
Minor aspects correspond to divisions bY 5 and numbers 
higher than 6. Aspects are also commonly categorised as 
"soft" and "hard" (in ancient terminology "good" and 
"bad" ). Planets in soft aspect are said to promote 
desirable traits and an easy life while planets in hard 
aspect give rise to personal problems, hardships and vices. 
Of the major aspects, the trine and sextile are soft, the 
opposition and square are hard, and the conjunction is 
variable, depending on the planets involved. 
Another basis for differentiating aspects is according 
to whether the angular separation is less or greater than 
the exact aspect. The former are called "applying", and the 
latter "separating", aspects. There appears to be no 
general agreement among astrologers on the significance of 
this distinction which is generally ignored in practice 
(Dean et al., 1977). However, one frequently cited piece of 
research, which we shall examine later, appears to show 
that the distinction is empirically important. 
Only the geocentric separations between planets are 
normally considered, though a few astrologers use 
heliocentric measures. Also, the appropriate reference 
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plane is normally taken to be the ecliptic<*>, but there 
are astrologers who advocate using absolute angles (ie. the 
shortest distance between the bodies), or projecting onto 
the equator or the prime vertical. In this thesis, the 
terms "aspects" and "angular separation" refer to 
measurements made in celestial longitude unless otherwise 
specified. Other possible reference planes, and other bases 
for differentiating aspects are given in Dean et al, (1977). 
7.2 Research on aspects. 
On the strength of a thorough review of research into 
astrology, Mather (1979) felt that -the balance of evidence 
was in favour of the validity of aspects. Not a great 
number of studies on the topic had been completed then, 
chiefly because the expected frequencies of aspects are 
difficult to calculate, due to the non-uniform geocentric 
ýaotions of the planets. However, there had been three 
large-scale investigations and they all appeared to give 
firm statistical support to the concept. 
One of these investigations was conducted by Nelson 
(1974; 1978; a complete list of Nelson's publications is 
given in Dean, 1983a) who studied disturbances in 
short-wave radio reception. The most important of such 
disturbances are caused by storms in the ionosphere which 
are caused, in turn, chiefly by solar flares. This much is 
widely accepted. However, Nelson claimed that predictions 
of short-wave radio quality could be improved above the 
level attainable from the monitoring of solar activity, by 
taking into account the heliocentric aspecto, between the 
planets and he devised a system for combining aspects 
between different planets (summarised in Dean et al., 1977; 
Playfair and Hill, 1978; Dean, 1983a). In this systern, the 
most important aspects are maltiples of 90o, which 
correspond to the "hard" aspects of astrology. However, 
recent statistical analyses by Nias (1981), Ianna and 
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Margolin (1 981 ), Meus (1 982), and Dean (1983a) have all 
failed to support Nelson's claims. Of these, Dean's 
analysis is by far the most comprehensive. He studied 
nearly 7000 forecasts of radio quality, made by Nelson 
between 1966 and 1982, in a series of analyses designed to 
give Nelson's system every opportunity to show its worth. 
He had to conclude that the system was originally inspired 
(in the 1940s) by a statistical artefact and that it had 
been defended ever since by inappropriate statistics and 
post hoc data selection. 
A second study that was reviewed favourably by Dean et 
al. (1 977 ) was by Di es chbourg (unpublished, but details 
given in Dean et al. ,1 977 
), who investigated the 
associations between aspects and success in a number of 
careers. Specifically, he examined the numbers of aspects 
between 27 pairs of planets at the births of individuals 
eminent in ten different professions, and compared them 
with the aspects for a control group. Out of a total of 270 
comparisons, 17 were significarit at the 1% level, which 
gives an overall significance of approximately 10- In 
this study, aspects were not differentiated (eg. as soft 
versus hard) but the orb was varied with the type of 
aspect. The semisextile (30 ) and quincunx (150 were 
included together with the major aspects. 
Positive results have also been reported by Jayne and 
Schaeffer (1970). In this study, the aspects between Mars 
and the sun, moon and seven other planets were studied for 
549 eminent French sportsmen (birth-data from Gauquelin, 
1955) - The rationale for studying Mars aspects 
in 
particular was that Mars has traditionally been associated 
with athletics and has been shown, by Gauquelin, 1955), to 
be associated with success in sports. The frequencies of 
each of the five major aspects, plus the semisextile and 
quincunx, were examined individually and compared with 
expected frequencies. For aspects involving the sun, 
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Mercury, Venus, and Jupiter, these expected frequencies 
were calculated exactly from ephemerides but for the 
remaining planets they were generated theoretically on the 
assumption of equal probability of all angular 
relationships. Thirteen of the 63 individual comparisons 
were significant at the 5% level. Combining the different 
types of aspects, those involving Venus and Jupiter were 
individually significant and, combining the results for 
different planet pairs, results for the sextile, square and 
trine were individually significant. 
Unfortunately, Jayne and Schaeffer's results are not 
comparable with Dieschbourg's because the latter did not 
include sports among the professions he studied. However, 
sports were included together with science, acting, and 
writing in an investigation of aspects and career success 
by Shanks (1977), who also used Gauquelin's data. For these 
four career groups, the frequencies of aspects between 115 
pairs of chart factors (including AS, MC, VX and EP) were 
compared with those for four, matched, randomly generated, 
control groups. Aspects between SO and MC were found to be 
significantly more common for the scientists, writers and 
actors than for their respective control groups, but this 
was the only pair of chart factors to give consistent 
results. However, even this result can probably be 
explained reductively as an artefact due to the tendency 
for birth-times to be recorded to the nearest hour. Le 
Clercq (1983) has recently pointed out the equivalence 
between having a SO-MC aspect and having a birth registered 
to a whole hour, and Gauquelin (1971) has reported that the 
majority of all births-times in the records are rounded to 
the nearest hour. It is also noteworthy that C'Tauquelin 
found that precision in minutes is scarcer in the old 
records than in the more recent ones. This may explain why 
Shanks failed to find significant SO-MC aspects for 
sportsmen since, of all Gauquelin's eminent subjects, these 
tend to be the most recently born (Startup, 1983c). 
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Although Shanks f ound that the SO-MC pairing was the 
only one that gave consistently significant results across 
different professional groups, he did also discover over 60 
other pairings which gave results significant at the . 005 
level with at least one of the professional groups. 
However, these results emerged f rom nearly 11 000 
individual comparisons and thus represented only . 0055 of 
the total number of tests (excluding SO-MC aspects). 
Therefore, they are well within the range of the expected 
number of significant results. Furthermore, none of these 
individually significant aspects replicated those found by 
Dieschbourg or by Jayne and Schaeffer when the same 
professional groups were considered, that is, scientists 
and sportsmen respectively. In the case of the sportsmen 
particularly, this itself requires explanation for the 
s amples used in the two investigations partially 
overlapped. 
It is likely that the discrepancies between the results 
of these three studies of professional groups are chiefly 
due to the different methods of calculating expected 
frequencies employed in each of them. Dieschbourg generated 
control groups of roughly the same sizes as his 
professional groups by sampling dates at random from the 
epochs in which his experimental subjects were born. Jayne 
and Schaeffer, on the other hand, used ephemerides to 
determine the proportion of the time that each aspect was 
in orb during the epoch in which the subjects in their 
study were born. However, neither of these rdethods takes 
into account the rate at which the subjects were born 
within the relevant epochs. Within any given period, the 
rate of birth of individuals who later become successful is 
likely to vary considerably for reasons which are 
unconnected with the movements of the planets. In 
particular, the rate has tended to increase linearly over 
time quite simply because the opportunities ror 
participating in the professions has increased. Since the 
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frequencies of aspects obtained from ephemerides are 
dependent on the actual years involved - the slower the 
planets in their orbits, the more critical the dependence - 
any differences between observed and expected frequencies 
could be due to the differences in the rate of sampling for 
the experimental and control samples. 
The method used by Shanks, by contrast, was to match 
each member of his experimental groups with a control 
selected for the same year, and then to pick a 
day-of-the-year and a time-of-day for each control at 
random (subject only to the constraint that the 
distributions of these days and times matched the 
corresponding distributions for the entire experimental 
group). Of course, the choice of the year as the period for 
which the experimental and control subjects are matched is 
somewhat arbitrary, and may not be the optimum period for 
any of the planetary pairs, but at least this method 
controls for varying rates of birth over time. Thus it is 
to be preferred over the other two methods. 
However, it is also possible that Shanksl failure to 
find consistent aspect effects is due to his unconventional 
method of defining aspects. He used a technique, called 
"conjunction counting", which involved generating, for each 
subject, all of the first 36 harmonic charts (Addey, 1976a) 
and then looking for conjunctions between pairs of chart 
factors in each of these charts. Since the orb was held 
constant at 5" during this process, the effective orb for 
most of the traditional aspects was considerably smaller 
than is normally thought appropriate. To give an example, 
an orb of 5 'ý in the 6th harmonic chart means that the 
traditional aspect series corresponding to this harmonic 
(ie. conjunction, sextile, trine, opposition) are allowed 
orbs of only 50/6 = 0.830, whereas an orb of -ý)0-7' is more 
usual. knother possibly detrimental consequence of the 
conjunction-counting method is that none of the major 
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aspects except the conjunction itself can be studied 
separately from others, that is, from their submultiple 
harmonics. In theory, this would be most important for the 
sextile (a soft aspect) which cannot be studied separately 
from the opposition (a hard aspect). Finally, it should be 
mentioned that astrologers do not normally use any aspects 
corresponding to harmonics higher than the 12th. To include 
higher harmonics may be to obscure the effects of the 
aspects that astrologers do regard as effective. 
Despite these shortcomings, Shanks was able to report 
some results, significant at the 1% level, for particular 
harmonics when all pairs of chart factors were summed 
together. For the scientists, the 3rd, 6th, and 24th 
harmonics showed higher Výian expected frequencies of 
conjunctions. For the actors and writers, similar results 
were only found for the 7th and 6th harmonics respectively. 
The sportsmen showed no such results at the 1% significance 
level. However, since 36 harmonics were examined for each 
of the four groups (=144 tests overall), and haritionics 
which are multiples of each other are not perfectly 
independent, these results may be spurious. They are also 
inflated by the SO-MC aspects which are probably 
artefactual, as we have seen. 
In addition to the career groups which featured in three 
of the studies reported above, groups of nonagenarians, 
hemophiliacs, suicides, and babies who died from 
respiratory distress syndrome have also been investigated 
-rological in studies which included aspects among the ast 
variables. 
In order to test the astrological notion that the sun in 
some sense represents the "life force" and that its 
position in the horoscope indicates the length of the 
individual's life, Addey (1958a) examined the associations 
between solar aspects and longevity. To do this, he 
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obtained the birth dates of 970 nonagenarians from four 
volumes of "Who Was Who" and calculated the frequencies of 
the major solar aspects to MA, JU, Sk, UR, NE, and PL. 
However, none of these frequencies differed significantly 
from the expected values. 
In a subsequent analysis of the same data, Addey (1958b) 
noticed that, amongst these solar aspects, applying aspects 
were far less frequent than separating ones. This led him 
to suggest, at first, that the applying versus separating 
distinction was of fundamental importance, but in a later 
publication (Addey, 1976a) he re-analysed this result and 
reinterpreted it in accordance with the theory of Harmonics 
that he had subsequently developed. This reanalysis, and 
the implications of Harmonics for the study of aspects, 
will be examined later in sections 7.7 and 7-8. 
Lichtblau, Sansbury and Emerson (1975) investigated 
whether hemophiliacs could be distinguished from 
non-hemophiliacs on the basis of the geocentric and 
heliocentric aspects at their births. Stepwise multiple 
discriminant analysis of nearly 500 aspect pairs, for 75 
hemophiliacs and 75 controls, revealed a (unspecified) 
number of discriminating variables. An index constracted as 
a weighted sum of these predictors, subsequently achieved 
significant (P<. 05) discrimination between fresh samples of 
23 hemophiliacs and 25 controls. 
Promising results using aspects (among other variables) 
as discriminators have also been obtained by Michelson, 
Wood, Wilson, Silverstein and Piland (1977a & b) in a study 
of the possible planetary indicators of respiratory 
distress syndrome (IRDS) in neonates. Samples of 122 TqDS 
babies and 145 randomly selected normal babies were 
gathered and a number of astrological variables were 
examined, eleven of which were found to discriminate 
between the two groups at the . 001 level. Six of these were 
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aspect variables. Multiple regression was also used to 
derive weightings for the 11 significant variables for an 
RDS prediction index. When the index was applied to 121 RDS 
and 144 normal neonates, classification was correct in 69% 
of cases. 
However, Eysenck and Nias (1982) have identified two 
important reasons , qhy little confide--rice should be placed in 
Michelson et al. 's results. First, the reports do not say 
how many variables were investigated in the process of 
finding the 11 significant ones. If it was a large number, 
as seems most likely from the nature of the discriminators 
that were identified, then it is to be expected that 
several would appear to be highly significant by chance 
alone. Secondly, it is not clear whether the RDS prediction 
equation was tested on fresh samples or on the same samples 
that were used to obtain the regression weights. If it was 
the latter, the test is clearly worthless. Eysenck and Nias 
tried to obtain clarification on these points from 
Michelson and his associates but without saccess and this 
must tend to diminish our confidence in these results even 
further. I 
Aspects have also been included as independent variables 
in an investigation of the possible indicators of suicide, 
undertaken by the New York Chapter of the National Council 
for Geocosmic Research (Press, 1 978). A sample of 311 
suicides, with 311 controls matched for place and year of 
birth, was divided into three subgroups according to the 
years of death of the suicides. About 100,000 astrological 
variables were examined but no factor that significantly 
discriminated the suicides from the controls in one of the 
subgroups was found to do so in the other two subgroups. 
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7.3 Aspects and personality. 
Planets in aspect are said to promote characteristics 
(personality, physiological, anatomical etc. ) which are a 
blend of the influences of the planets involved in the 
aspect. Criterion groups have been studied, as in the 
investigations reviewed above, because it is assumed that 
membership of such groups is facilitated by, or associated 
with, the possession of particular traits. However, the 
influences of aspects on personality have also been 
investigated directly in three studies employing 
questionnaires. 
Hume and Goldstein (1977) administered the MMPI and the 
Leary Interpersonal Checklist to 196 students and then 
divided this sample into two groups; those who had an 
extreme score on any of the 13 personality measures 
employed and those who did not. For each of the measures, 
comparisons were the-n made, for a large number of 
astrological variables, between the distributions of the 
two groups. The independent variables included the major 
aspects along with the zodiac signs (tropical and sidereal) 
and the houses. Altogether 632 chi-square tests were 
performed but the number of these that were statistically 
significant did not exceed chance expectation. Results for 
individual variables were not reported. 
It should be noted, however, that the sample in this 
investigation was comparatively small; the maximum size of 
the experimental group was only 86. Hence, for many of the 
individual tests there would have been fewer than seven 
subjects per cell of the contingency table. Also, only a 
very few of the 632 tests could have involved aspects since 
429 of them must have been devoted to testing signs and 
houses. This leaves only 20ý tests for aspects. If each 
pair of planets was tested with each of the 13 measures, a 
maximum of only 15 pairs could have tested (unfortunately 
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the report does not give details). Moreover, no attempt was 
made to discover what predictions astrologers would make 
about the effects of aspects on the traits that were 
investigated. Thus, -many of 
the analyses may have tested 
predictions that astrologers would not make. 
The relationship between astrological variables and 
hostility as a personality trait has been investigated by 
Tiggle and Fiebert (1979) - In this study, three 
astrological scales of hostility were developed by 
consulting a textbook. There was one scale each for Mars, 
Venus and Pluto and the score for each planet was based on 
three components: the house position of the planet, the 
number of aspects formed with other planets (weighted 
according to orb), and the amount of hostility associated 
with the aspected planet. Scores on these scales were 
computed from the horoscopes of 72 students and were then 
correlated with the students' scores on the Buss-Durkee 
measure of hostility. The correlation with the Mars scale 
(r=0.25) was significant but those for the Venus and Pluto 
scales were not. This result is intriguing because Mars, of 
all the planets, is particularly associated with hostility 
in astrology. Unfortunately, it is not known whether 
aspects contributed significantly to the correlation 
because the components of the Mars scale were not analysed 
separately. 
Two studies of the possible relationships between 
aspects and the traits measured by Cattell's 16PF have been 
conducted by Noblitt (1978). For each of 155 subjects, he 
obtained the ecliptic positions of the planets and, from 
this information, the numbers of each of the major aspects 
(0"' orbs) between the 45 possible pairs of planets. These 
numbers were then used, in the first study, as predictor 
scores in a multiple correlation with the Q4 scale of the 
16PF. This was a test of the doctrine that the hard aspects 
lead to tension (Q4+) whereas the soft aspects promote 
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relaxation (Q4-). However, the multiple R was not 
significant and neither were any of the individual 
correlations between number of aspects and Q4 scores. 
In the second study an attempt was inade to predict 
scores on each of the 16PF scales from a linear combination 
of 21 astrological variables. The latter consisted of the 
12 sun-signs plus the nine angular separations between the 
sun and the planets. The sun-sign variables were scored 
dichotomously but unfortunately it is not clear how the 
aspect variables were quantified. The report appears to say 
that the angle between the sun and each of the planets, 
measured in degrees of longitude, was entered as a measure 
of the aspect between the bodies. However, this would seem 
to have nothing to do with astrology since the latter does 
not claim that influences incease linearly with increasing 
separation. Consequently the results from this study will 
not be reported. 
7.4 Overview of research on aspects. 
The foregoing review of research suggests that Mather's 
(1979) favourable estimation of the validity of aspects was 
premature. The recent discovery that Nelson's results with 
aspects and radio disturbance are spurious, is particularly 
damaging. Many astrologers had come to view these results 
as a triumphant vindication of their doctrines (Ianna and 
Margolin, 1981) and even the admirably critical review by 
Dean et al. (1977) cited it as some of the best support for 
astrology. The evidence for aspects provided by two earlier 
studies of professional groups (Dieschbourg; Jayne and 
Schaeffer, 1970) is also in doubt now owing to Shanks' 
(1977) more recent failure to Cind clearly significant 
results with similar professional groups, using an improved 
experimental method. Of the remaining four studies ýoThich 
have used the technique of counting the frequencies of 
aspects at the births of individuals belonging to criterion 
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groups, only the study of hemophiliacs, by Lichtblau et al. 
(1975), was clearly successful, and this study has not been 
replicated. 
However, this latter sacces. ý-:, , together with the 
ambiguity of the results with professional groups and with 
Tiggle and Fiebert's (1979) success in predicting hostility 
scores, suggest that aspects still require further 
research. If this is -to be done, research employing 
measures of personality is preferable to research with 
criterion groups not only because the former avoids the 
latter's problems with the calculation of expected 
frequencies, but also because astrologers generally claim 
that the planets are only linked with various groupings of 
people through the mediation of personal traits. That is to 
say, it is only because the members of criterion groups 
tend to share particular traits that the planets come to be 
associated with those groups. The real influences are on 
the traits of individuals and can be detected most easily 
by studying these traits. Some of the research by 
Gauquelin, which will be examined in detail in the next 
chapter, gives strong support to this view, at least where 
the diurnal positions of the planets are concerned. 
So far there have been only three direct investigations 
of the links between aspects and personality and each of 
them has rather severe limitations, as was shown above. The 
studies to be reported below were designed to overcome some 
of these limitations. They employ a considerably larger 
subject sample than has been used before, they investigate 
the majority of the 45 possible planetary pairs and they do 
so individually so that it is possible to determine which 
pairs (if any) have effects on personality, and they employ 
a carefully selected battery of personality -measures which 
covers a large proportion of the personality sphere. In 
Study I, to which we turn next , care is also taken to 
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determine what predictions astrologers are prepared to make 
with regard to aspects. 
7.5 Aspect Study I 
The method of this study consists of two major parts: 
the determination of astrological predictions and the 
testing of these predictions. 
7.5.1 Astrological predictions. Predictions were obtained 
by canvassing the opinions of a group of individuals who 
are familiar with both astrology and personality testing 
with self-report measures. Ten such individuals were 
contacted, all of whom are members of a London-based group 
dedicated to scientific research into astrology. They were 
asked to complete a questionnaire with the following 
instructions; 
"I am investigating 32 of the possible pairings 
of the 10 planets and I have measurements on 10 separate 
(though not perfectly independent) personality scales. Thus 
there are 320 possible results. However, astrology does not 
necessarily claim that aspects between each pair of planets 
have an effect on each of the 10 traits. Pairs of Planets 
in aspect are said to have a powerful effect on some traits 
but are neutral for others. What I would like you to do, 
then, is to consider each of the 10 traits in turn and to 
indicate which of the aspects should have an effect 
according to astrology. 
However, aspects are not all of one kind. The most common 
way of classifying them is as 'soft' and 'hard' (='good' 
and I bad' ). Amongst the major aspects, the sextile and 
trine are soft and the square and opposition are hard, 
while the conjunction is variable, depending on the planets 
involved. Now, soft and hard aspects do not necessarily 
affect personality in the same way, though they might do. 
The personality scales that I am using are all bipolar. 
That is, they measure dimensions of personality which have 
two opposite poles. With a given personality scale, then, a 
particular pair of planets might affect the scores in one 
direction when in soft aspect and in the opposite direction 
when in hard aspect. For example, JU and SA in hard aspect 
might promote neuroticism but in soft aspect they might 
promote stability. Alternatively, a pair of planets might 
affect personality in only one way whether in soft or hard 
aspect. For example, both the soft and hard aspects of JU 
and SA might promote conscientiousness riot its opposite, 
expediency. 
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Thus, when you are judging the effects of aspects, could 
you consider; (a) which pairs of planets have an effect on 
each of the 10 personality scales, and (b) whether the 
effects are in the same or the opposite direction for soft 
and hard aspects. 
In the pages that follow, each of the personality 
dimensions will be taken one by one. For each of thern there 
will be a brief description of the two opposite poles, 
which will be named and also labelled with 1+1 or 1-1. This 
will be followed by an aspect grid showing the 32 planetary 
pairings. When you have read the description carefully, 
indicate your judgements on the grid in the following 
inanner; - 
(1)If the soft and hard aspects operate in opposite 
directions, indicate the directions with the symbols IS' 
for soft, IHI for hard, 1+1 for the pole marked thus, and 
'-' for the opposite direction. Thus, if the soft aspects 
operate in the positive direction, and the hard aspects 
operate oppositely, write S+H-. Place these symbols in the 
approprite box in the grid. 
(2) If the soft and hard aspects promote the same trait, 
write either S+H+ or S-H-. 
(3) If the personality dimension is not affected by the 
given pair of planets, leave the relevant box blank. 
(4) Since the conjunction is considered to be variable, 
leave it out of consideration altogether. " 
The ten personality dimensions that the astrologers were 
asked to consider are the same ten that were selected in 
Chapter Six above (see section 6-5). The descriptions of 
them that were provided are presented in Table 7.1. 
The questionnaire required 32 aspects to be considered. 
In fact there are 45 possible pairings of the sun, moon and 
eight planets but the mutual aspects between SO, ME, and VE 
were omitted because the possible angles between these 
bodies are limited to 72() or less. The ten mutual aspects 
between the slow moving planets, from Jupiter outwards from 
the sun, were also omitted because their synodic periods 
are in excess of 12 years. With such long periods, any 
effects due to aspects could not be distinguished from 
effects due merely to the passage of years. 
Five replies to this questionnaire were received. After 
examining the responses it was decided that all predictions 
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Table 7.1 Descriptions of the opposite poles 
of each of ten personality dimensions. 
SYMBOL. DESCRIPTION. 
Ps + PSYCHOTICISM: dislikes order and routine, 
impulsive, has little respect for convention or 
social approval, attracted to odd and unusual 
people and pursuits, has little belief in ability 
to control own fate. 
PS - NORMALITY: orderly, conventional, respectful of 
established ideas and majority views, perceives 
much of life to be under own rational control. 
Ex + EXTRAVERSION: sociable, likes parties, has many 
friends, needs to have people to talk to, is 
carefree, easy-going, optimistic, likes to "laugh 
and be merry". 
Ex - INTROVERSION: quiet, retiring, introspective, 
fond 
of books rather than people, reserved and distant 
except to intimate friends, serious, does not like 
excitement, reliable, prudent, pessimistic. 
Ne + NEUROTICISM: affected by feelings, easily upset, 
apprehensive, self-reproaching, worrying, troi)bled., 
tense, overwrought, quickly roused, hot-headed. 
Ne - STABILITY: calm, confident, serene, relaxed, 
tranquil, does not let emotions obscure judgements. 
B+ MORE INTELLIGENT: bright, insightful, fast learning 
intellectually adaptable. 
B LESS IgTELLIGEqT: dull, low mental capacity, 
intellectually slow, unable to handle abstract 
problems. 
E+ ASSERTIVE: dominant, vigorous, forceful, bold, 
adventurous, inclined to be boastful and conceited, 
can be aggressive and pugnacious when crossed, 
independent. 
E- SUBMISSIVE: humble, mild, accomodating, modest, 
considerate, supportive, dependent. 
+ MORALISTIC: staid, dominated by sense of duty, 
concerned about conventional moral standards, 
insistently ordered, somewhat rigid, conforming, 
conscientious, disciplined. 
G- EXPEDIENT: low regard for conventional moral 
standards though not necessarily immoral, may be 
fickle, frivolous, self-indulgent, undependable, 
but may simply be unwilling to impose own standards 
on others, loathe to moralise, non-conforming. 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Table 7.1 continued. 
SYMBOL. DESCRIPTION. 
I+ TENDER-MINDED: sensitive, kindly, gentle, indulgent 
to self and others, dislike of crude people and 
rough occupations, aesthetic sense, perhaps fussy 
and fastidious. 
I- TOUGH-MINDED: realistic, no-nonsense, unsentimental 
hard (to the point of cynicism), practical, 
down-to-earth, lacking artistic feeling, rejects 
fancies. 
-------------------------- L+ SUSPICIOUS: self-opinionated, dogmatic, hard to 
fool, jealous, irritable, easily annoyed by people 
putting on airs, skeptical of alleged idealistic 
motives, dwells upon frustrations. 
L- TRUSTING: adaptable, easy to get along with, 
tolerant, conciliatory, understanding, permissive, 
free of jealousy, accepts personal unimportance. 
Q2 + SELF-SUFFICIENT: resourceful, prefers own decisions 
independent, resolute. 
Q2 - GROUP DEPENDENT: a joiner and follower, dependent 
on social approval, likes to be one of the group, 
fashion-conscious. 
--------------------------- --------- 
Q3 + CONTROLLED: exacting, socially precise, concern for 
etiquette, good form, and own social reputation, 
tries to follow a consistent and respectable path 
through life, somewhat compulsive. 
Q3 - UNDISCIPLIgED: follows own urges, careless of 
protocol, unintegrated behaviour and chaotic life, 
uncontrolled, lax. 
---------------------------------------------- ------------ 
on which at least three of the astrologers agreed, would be 
tested. There were 133 of these. They are listed, together 
with the results, in Table 7.2 below. This table also 
indicates those 57 predictions on which at least four of 
the five astrologers agreed. 
7.5.2 Tests of Predictions. Chapter Five above gives 
detai1s of the subjects, the questiorinaires , the 
standardisation of scores and the calculation of planetary 
positions. For each of the 32 pairs of planets 
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individually, Ss were assigned to one of three groups on 
the basis of the angular separations, in celestial 
longitude, between the planets. The "Soft Aspect" group 
consisted of all Ss with a sextile or trine between the 
planets. The "Hard Aspect" group gathered those Ss with a 
square or opposition. The "Non-aspect" group comprised all 
the remaining Ss. An orb of 7.50 was used for all aspects. 
. 
Because of the speed of the moon's longitudinal -motion 
(about 1210 per day) only those 715 Ss whose births were 
recorded as being accurate to at least the nearest hour 
(accuracy category 4 or better in Table 5.2) were used to 
test aspects involving the moon in this and all subsequent 
aspects studies. For all other aspects the entire sample of 
911 was used. 
The astrological predictions were each tested 
individually by means of analysis of variance followed by a 
planned comparison. The three aspect groups constituted 
three levels of a single factor and the comparison either 
contrasted the Soft with the Hard aspect groups or else 
combined the Soft and Hard groups and contrasted them with 
the Non-aspect group, depending on the prediction. A 
prediction of "S+H-" of 'IS-d+" involved the former 
comparison while either "S+H+" or I'S-H-11 involved the 
latter kind of comparison. The within-group mean square 
provided the error term for all comparisons. The analyses 
were carried out by the SAS computer package (Freund and 
Littell, 1981) using the MANOVA and CONTRAST options of 
the GLM procedure. 
7.5 .3 Results. The results of these analyses are shown in 
Table 7.2. This gives all of the 133 predictions on which 
at least three of the astrologers agreed and also indicates 
(with a superscripted "4") which of these was agreed upon 
by at least four of the astrologers. The predictions are 
indicated by first giving the planetary pair to which they 
apply. This is followed by the symbol of the personality 
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Table 7.2. Aspect-personality relationships; 
predictions and results. 
PLANET PREDICTION. RESULT. 
PAIR. TRAIT. TREND. F ratio 
---------------------------- 
so-mo Ne S-H+ 
SO-MA Ne S-H+ 0.72 
E S+H+ 
41 S-H- 
Q2 S+H+ 
---- ------- so-ju 
-------- 
EX 4 
------- 
S+H+ --- 
S+H+ 
G S-H- 0.50 
L S-H+ 
Q3 S-H- 1.80 
SO-SA PS S-H- 'Ex 4 S-H- G S+H+ 0.75 
1 S-H- 4 L S-H+ 2.12 
4Q3 S+H+ 
SO-UR PS S+H+ 0.00 4 
,lB 
S+H+ 0.81 
rE S+H+ 1 -65 
4G S--9- I S-H- 4L S+H+ 0.07 4Q2 S+H+ 
Q3 S-H- 
SO-NE PS S+H+ 
Ex S-H- 
Ne S-H+ 
4E S-H- 
G S-H- 0.11 4 I S+H+ 0.61 
L S-H- 
ýQ2 S-H- 0.38 
SO-PL PS S+H+ 1 -40 
4L Q2 
S-H+ 
S H + + 
------- 
MO-VE 
--- ---- 
E 
--- ---- 
S-H- 
-------- 
4 
4G S-H- I S+H+ 
L S-H- 
Q2 S-H- 0.85 
PLANET PREDICTION. RESULT. 
PAIR. TRAIT. TREND. F ratio 
---------------------------- 
MO-MA 4Ne S-H+ 1 -30 
E S+H+ 
4(1 S-H- 2.63 
I S+H- 
L S-H+ 
Q2 S+li+ 
mo-ju Ex S+H+ 
Ne S-H+ 1.61 
4G S-H- 
I S+H+ 
Q2 S-H+ 
Q3 S+li- 
MO-SA 4EX S-H- 1 -03 Ne S-H+ 
E S-H- 
4G S+H+ 
I S+H- 1 . 45 L S-H+ 0.92 
4Q3 S+H+ 0.13 
MO-UR 4Ps S+H+ 0.14 
G S-H- 0.13 
I S-H- 1 . 20 4L S+H+ 
4Q2 S+H+ 1 -15 4Q3 S-H- 
MO-NE 4Ps S+H+ 
4E S-H- 
4G S-H- 
41 S+H+ 
L S-H- 
4Q2 S-H- 
MO-PL L S+H+ 3.02 
------- 
Q2 
------ 
S+li+ 
------- -------- 
ME-MA Ne S-H+ 0.97 
4B S+H+ 
I S-H- 0.03 
L S+H+ 
Q2 S+H+ 
ME-JU Q2 
------- 
S-H+ 
-------- 
ME-SA 4G S+H+ 3.93* 
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Table 7.2 continued. 
PLANET PREDICTION. RESULT. 
PAIR. TRAIT. TREND. F ratio 
--------------------------- 
ME-SA L S+H+ 
(contd. Q3 S+H+ 2.20 
ME-UR 4Ne S-H+ 2.68 B S+H+ 
T S-H- 
L S+H+ 0.26 
Q2 S+H+ 
-------- ME-NE ----- I ------- S+H+ ------- 
L S-H- 
Q2 S-H- 
ME-PL L S+H+ 1.45 
VE-MA Ne S-H+ 0.15 
VE-JU Ex IG 
I 
L 
Q3 
---------- VE-SA 4 Ex 
4E G 
L 
S+H+ 
S-H- 
S+H+ 1 . 95 S-H- 
S+H- 
S-H- 0.50 
S-H- 
S+H+ 
S-H+ 2.12 
-'Q3 S+H+ 
PLANET PREDICTIO& REWIT. 
PAIR. TRAIT. TREND. F ratio 
---------------------------- 
VE-NE 4G S-H- 
41 S+H+ 1.63 
L S-H- 
Q2 S-H- 
MA-JU 4Ex S+H+ 
4E S+H+ 
4G S-H- 
L S-H+ 5 . 75* Q3 S-H- 
-- ---------- 
MA-SA PS 
------ 
S-H- 
-------- 
G S+H+ 4.1 l* 
I S-H- 0.21 
L S+fl+ 
4Q2 S+H+ 
'rQ3 S+H+ 2.02 
MA-UR PS s+Ii+ 
4Ne S-H+ 
4E S+H+ 
G S-H- 0.20 
41 S-H- 
4L S+H+ 
4Q2 S +TH + 
Q3 S-H- 0.59 
-------------- MA 1 -NE G 
------ -- s-H- - -- ------ 
VE-UR Ps S+H+ MA-PL Ps S+H+ 
Ne S-H+ E S+H+ 
G S-H- Q S-H- 
4 Q2 S+H+ ------------ ---------------- Q3 S-H- 
-------------- 
Traits symbols 
------- 
are as 
----------------------- 
given in Table 7.1. 
--------------- 
Superscripted "K = prediction made by at least 4 
astrologers. 
3= soft aspec ts; H= hard aspects; + and - indicate higher 
and lower scor es respectively than for non-aspects. 
4 blank in the RESULT column indicates that the predicted 
trend was weak er than alternative trends. 
D. f. = 2& 712 for all aspects involving MO. 
D. f. = 2& 908 for all other aspects. 
* P<. 05. 
-------------- -------- ---------------------- --------------- 
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dimension on which differences among the aspect groups are 
expected. The third column shows the direction of the 
expected differences and the last column gives the value of 
the F ratio for the test of these differences. Where the 
sums of squares for the predicted trend were found to be 
smaller than the residual sums of squares, the prediction 
is taken to be falsified and the F ratio is omitted. 
Only three of the tests gave a result that was 
significant at the 5% level (none at the 1% level). Given 
that 133 tests were run, the overall result is well within 
chance expectation. Only 44 of the results, which is 0.33 
of the total, were in the predicted direction. This is 
exactly the expected proportion given that a prediction 
could be wrong in two ways; by prediting a trend in the 
wrong direction and by predicting the wrong kind of trend. 
The results do not improve if we consider only those 
predictions on which at least four astrologers agreed. 
There were 57 of these but only one of thern gave a 
significant result. Seventeen of the 57 (30% of the -total) 
were in the right direction. This is also very close to the 
expected number. 
It might be thought that better results should be 
obtained with the EPQ measures than with those from the 
16PF since the former are probably more valid measures and 
two of them at least (Ex and Ne) are very familiar 
psychological constructs. However, none of the 29 
predictions involving the EPQ variables was significant and 
only 11 of them (38% of the total) were in the right 
direction. This is only slightly higher than the expected 
number. 
7.5.4 Discussion. This study provided -no evidence 
that 
aspects work in the way that astrologers suppose they work. 
Altho-, -igh agreement was 
found among at least three of the 
astrologers on each of the predictions, only three of them 
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led to significant results. This many significant resi-Ilts 
are to be expected among so many statistical test, 3 even in 
the absence of real planetary effects. 
It might be suggested that the design 
vitiated by the use of excessively large 
tendency among modern astrologers to use 
50 even for the major aspects, and even 
the sextile (Dean et al. , 1977). Howei 
of the study was 
orbs. There is a 
orbs as small as 
smaller ones for 
rer, it is just as 
common to use orbs of 4' or even 100. The choice of exactly 
7.5' for all aspects in the present study was influenced by 
computational convenience, but it seems to be well in line 
with astrological practice. 
It might be that aspects have an effect but the 
soft-hard distinction which the present study 
, ated, is not 
the relevant one. It is possible, for investig 
example, that the differences between the sextile and trine 
(the two soft aspects) are greater than the differences 
between these two combined and the square a-rid opposition. A 
similar claiai could be made for any of the numeroiis other 
distinctions between aspects that astrologers have 
elaborated. However, it should be noted, first, that great 
emphasis is normally given to the soft-hard distinction in 
astrological textbooks and secondly, that the present study 
also made allowance for what is probably the most 
fundamental distinction of all: aspects versus non-aspects. 
Indeed, 110 of the predictions that were tested (83% of the 
total) were that both the soft and the hard aspects would 
promote the sartie traits, that is traits that deviate from 
the mean in the same direction. 
Some of the astrologers who were asked to complete the 
aspects questionnaire but failed to do so, complained that 
it was unrealistic because the traits that are promoted by 
aspects, though stable, are situationally dependent. For 
example, an aspect between VE and MA might consistently 
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promote assertiveness (MA) but only among intimate friends 
(VE) . If this is so, then one cannot expect 
to be able to 
detect the influences by means of personality 
questionnaires becaase the latter are designed on the 
assumption of considerable trans-situational consistency in 
behaviour. Certainly this is a telling criticism, 
especially in view of much recent research which suggests 
that individuals are not as consistent in different 
situations as has often been supposed (eg. Mischel and 
Peake, 1982). However, it is a criticism that is relevant 
to all research into astrology using personality 
questionnaires, and so will be examined in the general 
discussion of Chapter Ten. 
One other possibility to be considered is that 
astrologers do not know in detail how aspects work though 
aspects do in fact influence personality. This suggestion 
ni, g, ht sound bizarre but there is actually some evidence for 
a similar position with the diurnal circle. In this case, 
the traditional claim that personality varies with the 
planets' positions has been vindicated by Gauquelin's 
results (eg. Gauquelin, Gauquelin, and Eysenck, 1979, 
1981). Howver, when it comes to more precise claims about 
the significance of particular diurnal positions, astrology 
has been regularly falsified (see section 8.2 below). Thus, 
this possibility merits investigation. Aspect Study II, to 
be reported next, represents one possible approach. It 
employs the same distinction between soft, hard, and 
non-aspects, as was used in Study I, but instead of testing 
predictions by means of univariate contrasts between 
treatment groups, it merely looks for significant 
differences between the means of the three groups and it 
does so with multivariate analyses. 
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7.6 Aspect Study II. 
_ 
7.6.1 Method. The design of this study is similar to that 
of Study I in many respects. Aspects between the same 32 
pairs of planets were tested using the same Ss and the same 
ten measures of personality, and the Ss were assigned to 
the same three aspect groups: Ooft aspects, Hard aspects, 
and Non-aspects. Orbs of 7.5' were used throughout. The 
only difference iri the present study is that multivariate 
rather than univariate analysis of variance was used. That 
is, Manova was used to test the very general null 
ýiypothesis týiat the three populations froin which the three 
aspect groups were sampled do not differ in their means on 
any of the ten personality measures. Separate one-way 
Manovas were calculated for each of the 32 planetary pairs 
by means of the MANOVA option of the GLM procedure in the 
SAS package. 
7.6.2 Results. Several competing principles are available 
for effecting significance tests in multivariate analysis 
of variance and the MANOVA procedure of SAS provides four 
such test statistics: the Hotelling-Lawley Trace, Pillails 
Trace, Wilk's Maximiam Likelihood Criterion, and Roy's 
Maximum Root Criterion. None of these has been demonstrated 
to be universally superior or inferior but Pillails Trace 
seems to be most powerful for small differences between 
means (Timm, 1975). Since only small differences, at best, 
are expected in astrological research, the F ratios that 
are reported in this and subsequent multivariate analyses 
are those derived from Pillails criterion. 
The results of the multivariate analyses are shown in 
Table 7-3. Out of 32 Manovas, one for each planetary pair 
under test, only one was significant at the 5% level. This 
is for MA-UR aspects, which gave an F approximation with an 
associated probability of 0.01 . An examination of the 
greatest characteristic vector from this analysi,, 3 reveals 
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that the four dependent variables most responsible for the 
significant result are, in order, B, intelligence, I, 
tender-minded, L, suspicious, and E, assertive. Further 
insight into this result could be gained by using the 
coefficients that are the elements of the greatest 
c 
to compute a discriminant characteristic vector as weights 
score for each subject and then to plot these scores for 
Table 7.3. Results of maltivariate analyses of aspects. 
Mo ME VE MA JU SA UR NE PL 
so 0.79 ---- ---- 1.40 0.83 0.91 0.55 0.55 0.80 
MO 1.18 0.74 0.90 0.83 1.05 0.95 1.22 1.34 
ME ---- 0.86 0.67 0.81 0.78 1.11 0.65 
VE 0.53 0.90 0.76 1.27 0.50 1.17 
MA 1.00 1.15 1.84* 1.41 1.31 
The grid represents the planetary pairs. 
Lhe figures in the grid show the F approximation associated m 
gitýi Pillails Trace criterion. 
D. f. = 20 & 1404 for all aspects involving MO. 
D. f. = 20 & 1796 for all other aspects. 
* P=0.01 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
each of the aspect groups. This would show the extent and 
direction of differences reflected by the significant 
characteristic root. However, such an exercise is hardly 
worthwhile since MA-UR aspects were the only ones out of 32 
to give a significant result. Among so many tests it is to 
be expected that one will appear to be significant even in 
the absence of planetary effects. 
As a rule it is not worthwhile -to report the results of 
univariate results from a Manova unless the multivariate 
result is significant. However, in the present study the 
6et of univariate results for the Neuroticism dimension is 
of particular interest since it is often assumed that hard 
aspects tend to promote -maladjustment. Thus it is of some 
importance that not orie of the 32 Anovas involving Ne as 
the dependent variable gave a significant 7 ratio. 
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7.6.3 Discussion. This second study has provided no 
evidence that individuals with either soft or hard aspects 
differ from each other, or from those without aspects, in 
personality. Only one out of 32 Manovas provided a 
significant F ratio and such an overall result is within 
chance expectation. Moreover, there was no evidence that 
individuals with hard aspects differ in neuroticism from 
those with soft aspects between any of the pairs of 
planets. This last result is in agreement with Noblitt's 
(1978) finding that the number of hard aspects at an 
individual's birth does riot correlate significantly with 
scores on the Q4 scale of the 16PF, an alternative measure 
of maladjustment. 
Thus, this and the previous study together deal a severe 
blow to the traditional concept of aspects. Study I 
provided no evidence that astrologers ! ý: now in detail how 
aspects work and Study II suggests that neither soft nor 
hard aspects have any efl-ect on personality. However, it is 
still possible that personality varies in some manner with 
the angular separation between planets, even if it does not 
vary according to the traditional asp(: ýcts, and there is 
even some evidence that this is so. The experiment frorn 
which this evidence is derived, together with an attempted 
replication of its results, are the subject of the next 
section. 
7.7 Aspect Study III. 
7.7.1 Introduction. It was reported, in section 7.2 above, 
that Addey (1 958b) had discovered that separating aspects 
are far more frequent than applying ones at the births of 
nonagenarians. At the time, he suggested that this might 
indicate that separating aspects promote traits (allegedly) 
associated with longevity, such as passivity, tranquility 
and stability, while applying aspects promote th-e opposite 
traits: striving, activity and tension. In order to test 
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this hypothesis, he studied the aspects at the births of a 
group of people who (allegedly) tend to have the latter 
traits, namely 1025 polio victims, and reported that they 
did indeed have more applying than separating aspects. 
However, this result was never evaluated statistically, the 
only data presented were for selected pairs of planets, and 
in any case, Addey soon changed his interpretation of these 
results. 
The reason for the change in interpretation was that 
Addey noticed that, when the frequencies of births for a 
variety of criterion groups are plotted against the 
positions of the planets in various frameworks (including 
aspectual relationships), the resulting curves do not show 
the abrupt discontinuities demanded by traditional 
astrology, but continuous, wavelike fluctuations instead. 
These waves are usually complex, in the sense that they can 
be analysed into several prominent sinusoids, and they 
often have wavelengths and phasings that do not coincide 
with what would be expected according to tradition. These 
observations led Addey (1976a) to conclude that much of 
tradition was simply mistaken. However, it also led him to 
c1aimthat he had discovered a new scientific 
starting-point for astrology which he formulated in the 
following terms; 
"(1) Every point or factor in astrology (whether a heavenly 
body or a point in the mundane or ecliptic circles) is 
ideally related to every other point by harmonic intervals, 
and the symbolic effects which flow from -these harmonic 
relationships may be measured in terms of the frequency, 
amplitude and phasing of the waves associated with them in 
any class of horoscope. 
(2) ... the frequency of a series represents a quality or 
attribute, the amplitude equals the degree to which it is 
present, and the phasing represents its relationship to 
other factors. " (Addey, 1976b, P-34. Author's emphases 
omitted for clarity). 
Of course, these principles can also be interpreted as 
methodological prescriptions; they suggest that research 
should ignore the traditional astrological categories and 
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concentrate instead on discovering the most prominent 
harmonic waves for each criterion group. When Addey (1976a) 
applied these principles to the solar aspects at the births 
of nonagenarians, he discovered that the strongest peaks in 
the birth-frequency curves occurred every 3.3f of angular 
separation. This corresponds to a prominent 108th harmonic 
(in 4ddey's use of the term, where the fundamental is known 
as the 1st harmonic). This harmonic was found to be strong 
for four sun-planet pairs - SO-MA, SO-JU, SO-SA, and SO-UR 
- and in each case was phased in such a way that peaks 
appeared just after each of the major aspects. This 
explains why separating aspects originally appeared to be 
so important. 
Addey did not evaluate these results statistically but 
merely plotted the frequencies of births against the 
sun-planet angle as a multiple of 100. That is, he combined 
0 
Uhe 36 possible sectors of 10 angular separation for each 
of the four sun-planet pairs separately, and then 
accumulated the births falling in each of the ten degrees 
of these 36 sectors. The distribution of births for each 
sun-planet pair then showed three clear waves. Dean et al. 
(1977) later analysed these distributions statistically and 
found that each differed significantly from a rectarigular 
distribution. When combined, the four distributions 
differed from chance expectation at the 0.0001 level by 
chi-square. Furthermore, the majority of the pairwise 
correlations between these curves were significant at the 
5% level. 
This is possibly the best aspects-related result of all 
but unfortunately it has not yet been repeated. Replication 
is especially important in this case since the 108th 
harmonic was selected after inspection of the data. Thus, 
in Aspect Study III, an attempt is made to replicate this 
finding using personality measures. It may be that this is 
not a reasonable t1ning to attempt since longevity may not 
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be associated with any life-long personality traits but, 
perhaps, only with physiological ones. The present author 
is not aware of any research bearing directly upon this 
to ic and Addey cited none. However, it is now fairly well pV 
established that there is a particular pattern of 
behaviour, namely Type A behaviour, that is a risk factor 
in coronary heart disease, a major cause of premature death 
(Rosenman et al., 1975; Haynes et al., 1980). Therefore, it 
is feasible that Type B behaviour, the opposite of Type A, 
might be associated with longevity. 
The possibility that Addey's finding was mediated by 
personality is investigated by testing the 108th harmonic 
with the same phasing as that found for nonagenarians and 
with the same sun-planet pairs. Specifically, this involves 
contrasting the scores of all subjects for whom the 
sun-planet angle is the same as one of the angles for which 
Addey found peaks in his data, with the scores for the 
remaining subjects for whom the angle is the same as for 
Addey's troughs. 
7.7.2 Method. The same subjects and personality measures 
-were used as in the previous two studies. For each of the 
f our sun-planet pairs (30-MA, SO-JU, SO-SA, and SO-UR) 
separately, Ss were assigned to one of ten groups depending 
on the angle between the bodies expressed modulo 100. That 
is, the angle was divided by 10 and the remainder was used 
to define the group membership of each S. There were ten 
such groups, one for each degree, centered on the whole 
degree. Thus, the range of angles defining each of these 
groups is as follows (expressed in modulo 10 degrees); 
Gr oup. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
FROM: 0&9.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 
TO:. 5 & 10 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 9.5 
For each of the sun-planet pairs separately, Anovas were 
computed for each of the personality variables using the 
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ten angle groups as independent levels of a single factor. 
These Anovas were followed by planned comparisons which 
contrasted the scores for groups 1,2,3,5, and 8 combined 
with groups 4,6,7,9 and 10 combined. These correspond to 
the groups which showed peaks and trolighs respectively in 
Addey's (1976a) study of nonagenarians. 
7.7.3 Results. Table 7.4 shows the results of the attempted 
replication of the 1 08th harmonic. Only one of the 40 
F ratios for the planned comparisons between groups reached 
the 5% significance level. Such an overall result is to be 
expected from random fluctuations alone. 
Table 7.4. Contrasts between peaks and troughs of the 108th 
harmonic for four sun-planet pairs. 
Personality Angular separation between 30 and; 
dimension. MA JU SA UR 
Ps 0.29 0.04 1 . 91 1 . 95 Ex 0.07 0.00 0.38 0.00 
Ne 2.07 1.86 0.07 0.00 
B 0.12 3.05 0.04 1.69 
E 0.71 0.73 1.32 0.74 
G 0.82 0.01 0.20 0.25 
1 1.38 0.44 0.19 0.02 
L 2.70 0.04 0.08 1.93 
Q2 3-85* 0.21 0.19 1.65 
Q3 0.11 0.07 1.26 1.51 
The figures in the table are the F rat ios for planned 
comparisons bet ween those ang le groups exp ected to show 
differences in personality in the 108t h ha rmonic. 
D. f. = 1& 901 for all analyse s. 
* P<-05 
--------------- -------------- --------- ---- ----------------- 
7.7.4 Discussion. This study has provided no evidence that 
personality varies according to the 108th harmonic of the 
aspectual circle for four of the sun-planet pairs. Thus 
Addey's finding with nonagenarians has not been replicated 
with personality measures. Of course, this failure could be 
due to a number of factors apart from lack of genuine 
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planetary effects. It could be, for example, that survival 
into one's tenth decade is not associated with personality 
traits manifested earlier in life. A long-term prospective 
study would be required to establish such an association 
and, to the author's knowledge, this has not been done. 
Even the well-known association between Type A behaviour 
and coronary heart disease may not be particularly relevant 
in this context since there is now some evidence that this 
association concerns the tendency to complain of chest 
pains -more 
than to suffer from real heart defects. Bass and 
Wade (1982) found that a group of patients suffering 
serious cardiac disease scored far lower on a measure of 
Type A behaviour than did another group that complained of 
angina but were free from actual cardiac damage. 
Furthermore, it should be recalled that Addey's subjects 
were not only long-lived but were also eminent (they were 
sampled from "Who Was Who") . If the harmonic which he 
discovered is genuine, it might relate either to longevity, 
to eminence, or to the combination of the two. Hence, it 
might not be reasonable to expect to replicate this finding 
except with a comparable sample. 
7.8 Aspect Study IV. 
7.8.1 Introduction. Although the 108th harmonic in the 
charts of nonagenarians is the only harmonic of the 
aspectual circle that has been evaluated statistically, 
Addey (1976a) maintained that all integral divisions of the 
circle have their significance. According to his theory, 
different harmonics are related to different personality 
traits, but unfortunately he was not able to predict with 
any precision which harmonics would be related to which 
traits. He felt that such predictions would only be 
possible once the symbolism of the numbers by which the 
circle is divided is understood and such understanding 
could only emerge from numerous exploratory studies. 
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However, he did suggest that the low-numbered harmonics 
indicate broad character traits while the progressively 
higher harmonics are related to progressively more specific 
traits. If true, this could provide a further reason why 
the attempted replication in Study III failed, for the 
108th would be considered a high harmonic while the 
personality scales employed in the replication measure 
comparatively broad traits. It would also mean that it is 
only appropriate to investigate the low harmonics with 
these measures. 
Addey did not attempt to investigate the low harmonics 
of the aspectual circle because the complex (geocentric) 
motions of the planets would themselves cause harmonic 
patterns to appear in birth frequencies and these would 
have nothing to do with planetary influences. In order to 
disentangle such effects of mere planetary motion from the 
possible astrological effects, reliable expected 
frequencies would have to be generated. However, such 
expectation curves are difficult to compute, as we saw in 
section 7.2 above. Fortunately, these problems do not arise 
when raeasures of personality are available. In this case, 
harmonic influences can be detected by different mean 
scores for subjects with different angles between the 
planets at birth, rather than by different frequencies of 
birth. If it were possible to make precise predictions 
aboi-i-t the effects of the low harmonics on personality, it 
would be an easy matter to test them by means of Fourier 
analysis applied to the means of the appropriate angular 
separation groups. Quite sensitive techniques exist for 
testing the significance of the amplitudes of particular 
narmonics whose existence is predicted in advance (Brooks 
and Carruthers, 1953). However, even in the absence of such 
precision, it is still possible to test the general 
hypothesis that personality varies as a functiori of the 
angular separation between planets. 
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There are two principal methods by which this might be 
done when the data are in the form of personality scores. 
Both of them initially require that the subjects should be 
collected together into a number of groups defined by equal 
ranges of angular separations between the pairs of Planets 
under study. Then, for the first method, the mean score of 
all the subjects in each group is found and Fourier 
analysis is applied to these means. The results of such an 
analysis can then be evaluated by a test, such as 
Shimshoni's (1971), for which tables are available for 
estimating the significance of the spectral peaks obtained. 
I 'iowever, such a method has the disadvantage of being very 
conservative. The reason for this can be expressed 
informally as follows; since the test is required not only 
to indicate whether there are any real waves among the 
random fluctuations in the data, but also to identify which 
waves they are, it has to set a high criterion for 
accepting that a given amplitude, chosen post hoc, 
represents a signal and not just noise. The second method 
is to use analysis of variance to test simply whether the 
means of the various groups differ significantly one from 
another. If there are genuine waves in the data then these 
will incresae the variance of the means above what would be 
expected from random fluctuations alone. This method will 
not reveal which harmonics are present, but it will 
indicate whether any at all are present. It is this latter 
method that is employed in the following investigation of 
the low-numbered harmonics of the aspectual circle. 
7.8.2 Method. The same Ss and personality -measures were 
used as in the previous three studies and the angles 
between the same 32 pairs of 
_planets as 
in Studies I and II 
were investigated. For each of these 32 pairs separately, 
Ss were assigned to one of 24 groups on the basis of the 
angle between the planets at birth. The range of angles 
defining each of the groups was 15' in extent and each 
group was centered on a multiple of 150, beginning at 00. 
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Thus the first group consisted of all those Ss for whom the 
angle between the planets was between 0' and 7.50 or 
between 352-510 and 3600 (which is equivalent to 00). The 
second group gathered all Ss for whom the angle was between 
7.51 0 and 22-50. The third group comprised those Ss born 
when the angle was in the next 1 range, and so on up to 
the 24th group. 
A separate Manova for each of the 32 planetary pairs was 
then computed using the angle groups as 24 levels of the 
independent variable and the ten personality -measures as 
dependent variables. Each Manova was a test of the null 
hypothesis that the populations from which the angle groups 
were sampled do not differ in their means on any of the 
personality variables. All of the analyses were computed by 
the GrLM procedure and MANOVA option of the SAS computer 
package (Freund and Littell, 1981). As in studies I and II, 
only those Ss with birth-times recorded as accurate to the 
nearest hour or better were included in the analyses that 
had the moon as one of the "planets". 
7.8.3 Results. Table 7.5 shows the results of the 
multivariate analyses of the differences in means for the 
24 angular separation groups. The figures in the table are 
the F approximations associated with Pillails Trace 
criterion. Only three of these are significant at the 5/,, 
level. The probability of obtaining as many as three 
results significant at this level, out of a total of 32 
tests, is 0.21 (by the binomial test). Hence, the overall 
result is not significant. 
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Table 7.5. Results of multivariate analyses of the 
differences in means for 24 angular separation groups. 
Mo ME VE MA JU SA UR NE PL 
so 1.10 ---- 1-22* 0.85 1.02 1.04 1.01 1.06 
MO 0.94 0.94 0.98 1.12 0.95 1.06 1.14 1.09 
ME ---- 1.05 0.98 0.97 0.96 1.01 0.95 VE 1.08 0.98 1.06 0.91 1.09 1.01 
MA 1.12 1.08 1.07 1.16* 1.16* 
---------------- 
The grid represents the planetary pairs. The figures in the grid show the F approximation associated 
with "ill-ails Trace criterion. 
D. f. = 230 & 6910 for all pairs involving MO. 
D. f. = 230 & 8870 for all other pairs. 
* V-05 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
7.8.4 Discussion. This fourth study has provided no 
evidence that personality varies according:, to the harmonics 
of the aspectual circle. The design was such that any of 
the low harmonics, up to the 12th, would have been detected 
if present in sufficient strength (the highest harmonic 
detectable is the L'ý/2 th., where N is the number of data 
intervals). 
7.9 Conclusion. 
In this chapter, four investigations of doctrines 
concerning the aspectual circle have been reported and in 
none of them was any evidence of planetary effects found. 
In Study I, precise predictions of how personality varies 
with the aspects between particular planets were obtained 
from astrologers and tested against the data. Since no 
greater success was found than would be expected by chance 
alone, it was concluded that astrologers do not know in 
detail how aspects work. Study II was a test of the idea 
that aspects do in fact influence personality even though 
they do not do so in exactly the manner that astrologers 
imagine. It compared the scores of subjects with soft 
aspects, hard aspects and no aspects between each of 32 
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pairs of planets, using multivariate analyses, but again 
found no evidence of planetary effects. The next two 
studies dispensed with the traditional concepts of aspects 
and instead investigated the idea that personality might 
vary in the manner described by the theory of Harmonics. 
Study II was an attempt to replicate a particular harmonic 
which Addey (1976a) had found to be present in the charts 
of nonagenarians. It was unsuccessful, but this failure 
could be due to a number of factors, not the least of them 
being the possible lack of any association between 
personality and longevity. The final study was a test of 
Addey's (1976a) idea that the low harmonics are related to 
variations in broad personality traits. This was tested by 
assigning subjects to 24 groups on the basis of the 
planetary angles at birth and then analysing the variance 
of the means of these groups using Manova. Since the number 
of these analyses that gave significant results did not 
exceed what is expected by chance alone, there was no 
evidence that personality varies according to any of the 
first 12 harmonics. 
The four studies of this chapter were designed to give 
aspects every opportunity to reveal their validity. Since 
no evidence of validity was found, there must be 
considerable doubt that the astrological doctrines have any 
basis in reality. There must also be doubt that the few 
positive results that have been reported by previous 
researchers represent real effects rather than chance 
t findings. This conclusion is not inescapable, of course, 
because the studies reported were not exhaustive. 
Astrologers have put forward a number of hypotheses about 
aspects which have not been tested. For example, they have 
suggested a number of reference planes for aspects but only 
the plane of the ecliptic was investigated here. Also, out 
of the infinite number of possible harmonics, only one 
higher than the 12th has been tested and that test involved 
only one of the possible phasings of the harmonic. However, 
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the analyses that have been performed have tested all of 
the ideas that currently enjoy the greatest support among 
astrologers. 
Although by far the most likely explanation for the 
negative results is that aspects do not have any basis in 
*ea1ity, three other possibilities deserve some 
*onsideration. One of them is that self-report 
questionnaires, such as the ones used here, do not provide 
appropriate measures with which to test astrology. A second 
is that the sample size in the present studies, though 
comparatively large, was too small for positive results to 
be expected. The rationale behind this criticism is that 
astrology postulates so many different planetary influences 
that the proportion of the variance accounted for by each 
must of necessity be very small. Therefore, quite enormous 
samples are required to detect any of them. A third 
possible explanation for the failures is that it is 
inappropriate to study planetary influences in isolation 
from one another because they interact and are not simply 
additive. However, since all of these considerations apply 
equally to the studies reported in the next two chapters, 
their discussion will be delayed until later. 
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THE DIURNAL CIRCLE. 
8.1 Astrological conceptions. 
In astrology, the influences of the planets are said to 
be modified by their positions in the diurnal circle at the 
time of birth. As the earth rotates once each day, so the 
sun, moon and ei,, -,, ht planets appear to rise, culminate, set, 
and move again towards their rising positions. This is 
their diurnal motion. To define the position of a planet in 
this circle, a grid is required and the houses of the 
11ioroscope supply such a grid. 
According to Dean et al. U 977) , there is more 
disagreement over houses than any other area of astrology, 
but not all of the issues are equally contentious. In 
modern, Western astrology it is widely accepted that there 
should be 12 houses and that they should be numbered in an 
anticlockwise direction starting at the ascendant<*> 
(eg. Hone, 1978) . It is also commonly agreed that the 
position of a planet by house shows the sphere of life in 
which the planet has its strongest effect. There is a close 
connection between the meanings of the 12 signs of the 
zodiac and those of the 12 houses that correspond to them 
in sequence (hence the importance of the direction of the 
sequence of houses). As H-one (1978) explains; 
"... whereas the sign-meaning will give an understanding 
of a MODE of action or behaviour, the house-meaning 
will give an understanding of the SPHERE OF LIPE-To 
which this may be expected to relate. " (page 89). 
To give an example, Taurus, the second sign, is said to 
denote possessiveness. The corresponding house, the second, 
has to do with money and possessions. 
1)isagree-fnents are most acute over methods of dividing I 
the diurnal circle. Some 20 different systems have been 
described in the literature (Dean et al., 1977). They 
differ as to whether the boundaries of the houses (known as 
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it cusps" ) should divide the ecliptic<*> equally or 
unequally; whether the cusps should be equal divisions of 
the equator, the prime vertical<*>, or the horizon; whether 
equal divisions of time or of space should be used and on a 
number of other points. The arguments, invariably centring 
on theoretical issues rather 'than empirical data, have been 
reviewed by Holden (1977). 
A concept which is closely related to houses is 
"angularity". There are four "angles" in a horoscope: the 
ascendant (AS) and descendant (DS), which are defined by 
the intersections of the horizon with the ecliptic, and the 
MC (= Medium Coeli = the midheaven) and the IC (= Imum 
Coeli), defined by the intersections of the meridian with 
the ecliptic. The AS and DS correspond closely with the 
rising and setting points of the planets respectively, 
while the MC and IC are identical with the upper and lower 
culminations. in modern usage, planets which are close to 
these points are said to be angular and it is generally 
agreed that the influence of such planets is especially 
strong (Dean et al., 1977). 
8.2 Research on planets and career. 
TheM0stcomprehensive investigations of the 
astrological houses and angles are undoubtedly those of 
Michel and Francoise Gauquelin (1972,1979a) . Their work 
has been discussed at several places above. They have found 
that the diurnal distribations of four of the planets at 
the births of highly successful individuals in 11 
professions are consistently non-random. For eminent 
writers, politicians, actors, journalists, soldiers, sports 
champions, business executives, doctors, and scientists, at 
least one planet was found more often than expected in the 
rising and culminating positions of the diurnal circle. 
(For convenience, these two positions will be referred to 
as "key sectors". The Gauquelins' method of dividing the 
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diurnal circle into sectors and of defining "rising" and 
"culminating" will be given in detail below). For some 
professions the associations found were ones involving a 
significant under-representation of the planet in 'Key 
sectors and over-representation at other positions. This is 
the case, for example, for painters and musicians who seem 
to avoid being born when either Saturn or Mars is in a key 
sector. Significant results have been found for MO, M. A, JU 
and SA but not for SO or the remaining planets. For most, 
but not quite all, of the associations between planet and 
occupation, the resiilts are in line with astrological 
tradition (Dean et al., 1977). 
Although these results give support to the concept of 
angularity, they give none to that of houses. According to 
tradition, planets in the first and tenth houses are most 
indicative of career but in the Gauquelins' research the 
key sectors correspond quite closely with the twelfth and 
ninth houses, where they are contra-indicated. Gauquelin 
(1955) has also tested the idea of houses directly and 
found no evidence in support of it. Since the houses are 
supposedly associated with different spheres of life, then 
an individual's success in a career should be reflected in 
a preponderaace of planets in the corresponding house. For 
example, the fifth house is said to be concerned with 
creativity and the ninth house with the church. However, 
painters and sculptors do not have an excess of planets in 
the fifth nor do priests have an excess in the ninth. 
8.3. Planets and personality. 
In a later series of experiments, Gauquelin and 
ýTauquelin (1973,1974 a&b, 1976,1977a) were able to show 
that the associations that they had found between the 
planets and careers are mediated by personality. To do 
this, they first ascertained, from publisqed studies and by 
canvassing opinions, iqhat personali'Uy traits are associated 
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with membership in four of the professions (sports, 
science, acting, and writing). This allowed them to draw up 
a list of typical traits for each profession and also a 
list of the opposite traits (these will be referred to as 
the "typical profile" and "antiprofile" respect i vely) - 
Then, for each of the members of these professions that had 
featured in the earlier studies, they consulted 
biographical dictionaries, and other biographical reference 
works, from which they extracted every word related to 
personality. These trait words then functioned as the units 
in the statistical analyses. Just as the positions of the 
planets at birth were associated with each individual in 
the career studies, so the planetary positions were 
associated with traits in these personality studies. For 
each trait in each typical profile (one for each 
profession) the diurnal positions of the planets for people 
who were described by that trait were plotted. The 
positions of the planets for traits which did not feature 
in the lists of typical traits qere used to generate 
expected frequencies. This is known as the "character 
traits 
-method". 
It was found that the distributions- for the 
relevant planets showed the peaks in the key sectors that 
are characteristic for that profession. When the 
antiprofiles were used, on the other hand, the 
distributions for the relevant planets were the inverse of 
those found for the typical traits. That is, they showed 
troughs where the previous distributions had shown peaks 
and vice versa. This suggests that the real link is between 
the planet and the personality characteristics which are 
shared by the majority of the members of a profession, not 
with the profession per oe. 
Further confirmation that this is the case was obtained 
rrom a series of studies that showed that the same traits 
are associated with the same planets no matter in which 
profession the subjects were engaged. Týiis was done by 
applying each of the four typical profiles to t -he three 
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other professions apart from the one for which the given 
profile was drawn up, and then using the same Character 
Traits Method. For example, the typical profile for 
sportsmen was used with the other three professions 
combined. When the positions of Mars were plotted for each 
actor, writer and scientist who was described by one of the 
traits in the typical profile for sportsmen, the 
distribution showed the same characteristic peaks in the 
key sectors as had been obtained for sportsmen alone. This 
confirmation was strong enough for the Gauquelins to speak 
of four "planetary temperaments", initial characterisations 
of which were supplied by the four typical profiles. 
A closely related study of personality and the planets 
has been reported by Gauquelin, G-auquelin, and Eysenck 
(1 979) . This was conducted in order to test Eysenck's 
(1975) hypotheses concerning possible relations between the 
influences of some of the planets and his own system of 
personality typology. Specifically, Eysenck had predicted 
that introversion would be linked with SA and extraversion 
with JU and MA. These predictions were derived from the 
evident similarities between the typical profiles for 
scientists, actors and sportsmen on the one hand, and the 
traits making up extraversion on the other. They were 
tested by examining the catalogue of all the traits which 
the Gauquelins had extracted from their subjects' 
biographies and classifying each trait according to its 
connection with extraversion, neuroticism, or psychoticism. 
In this way lists of traits associated with ', iysenck's three 
major dimensions of personality were compiled and these 
, were then used, in place of the typical profiles of each 
profession, in statistical analyses which were otherwise 
identical to those employed before. It was found that JU 
and MA are indeed linked with Ex+ and SA with Ex-, 
irrespective of the professions of the subjects 
investigated. Although not predicted, additonal though 
weaker links between JU and Ps+, MA and Ps+, and SA and Ps- 
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were found. This study has been repeated recently with a 
new sample of American subjects with essentially the same 
results, including the weaker associations between the 
three planets and Ps (Gauquelin, Gauquelin and -Eysenck, 
1981). 
It should be noted, however, that these stadie,, _; 
employing trait words taken from biographies 'nave been 
criticised by Vergo (1982) because they allow the positions 
of the planets at the birth of each individal to count more 
than once in the frequency distributions. In fact they 
count once for every word used to describe the individual 
that is also found in the typical pro-file. Since many of 
these wordg are synonyms, the units entered into the 
staistical analyses are not all independent. Thus the 
assumptions of the critical ratio and chi-square tests are 
violated. 
T However, the Gauquelins have performed other analyses 
which are free of these criticisms and yet give similar 
-hey analysed results. In the most important of these'. 
particular trait words in isolation from all others. 
Instead of grouping individuals according to their 
membership of one profession or another, they grouped them 
according to whether they had been described by particular 
individual words. The positions of the planets for people 
so described were then analysed in the same manner as for 
the studies of profession. For each of five planets - MO, 
VE, MA, JU and SA - at least ten words were found which 
gave the characteristic peaks in the key sectors (Gauquelin 
1 980) . These words are referred to as "positively 
significant isolates". Tjists of them can be found in Table 
9.1 below. These clusters of words form psychologically 
coherent groupings that are broadly in agreement with the 
earlier studies (Eysenck and Nias, 1982), though the 
present author has given a number of rea,, -ýons for regarding 
them as better character i sat ions of the planetary 
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temperaments than are the typical prof iles (Startup, 
1 982a) . Moreover, considerable agreement 
has been shown 
between these clusters and the descriptions of the 
planetary temperaments provided in both ancient and modern 
astrological textbooks (F. Gauquelin, 1980; Startup, 1982a; 
Gauquelin, 1982). 
8.4. The importance of being eminent. 
One very important feature of the Gauquelins' findings 
is that, in their career studies, significant associatiorls 
with the positions of t1rie planets were only obtained for 
the most eminent individuals in each profession. Those who 
are moderately successful, but not of the first rank, do 
not show the planetary effects (Gauquelin, 1960). For 
example, Kurtz, Zelen and Abell (1979a) found that a sample 
of athletes who were successful enough to feature in 
selective directories of sports personalities, did not show 
the Mars Effect (see section 3.4 above). It was only when 
Gauquelin and Gauquelin (1979b) selected from this sample 
the athletes of international standing that the Mars 
distribution showed its characteristic fluctuations. 
In their explanation why this should be the case, 
Gauquelin and Gauquelin U979b) first drew attention to 
their discovery that the link between the planets and the 
professions is -mediated 
by personality. They then suggested 
that only the most successful members of each profession 
are, on average, extreme enough on the relevant traits to 
show a planetary effect. This idea is partly supported by 
the finding that, when the eminent members of a given 
profession are divided into those whose traits are typical 
of the profession and those whose traits are not, only the 
former show the planetary effect for that profession 
ýGauquelin and Gauquelin, 1976). This shows that it is only 
those whose personalities are similar to the typical 
profile for the profession that contribute to the link 
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between planet and prof( 
members of each profession 
individuals with non-ty] 
eminent members, this woi 
planetary effects for the 
been able to test this I 
extracting trait terms 
reason that biographies ari 
However, their studies of 
and Gauquelin, 1972,1977c) 
a kind can be obtained i 
oersonalitv is not necessa 
Dsion. If the less successful 
include a larger proportion of 
Lcal personalities than do the 
Ld explain the weaker or absent 
ormer. The Gauquelins have not 
Tpothesis with their method of 
-om biographies for the simple 
only written for the eminent. 
planetary heredity" (Gauquelin 
show that planetary effects of 
Lth ordinary people, even if 
Llv im-olicated here. But it is 
likely, given the other findings, that this effect is also 
-mediated somehow 
by personality. 
However, a major problem with the Gauquelins' suggested 
explanation for the importance of eminence, at least where 
sportsmen are concerned, has been identified by Eysenck and 
Nias (1982) . They point out that previous research 
(reviewed by Eysenck, Nias and Cox, 1982) has shown that 
there is no general association between extraversion and 
success in sports, though sportsmen do tend to be 
extraverted by comparison with the general population. 
Indeed, it might be added that a recent investigation of 
athletes at three levels of excellence (representatives of 
the nation, the county and the region) revealed that the 
top-class athletes were actually less extraverted than the 
second-class ones (Kirkcaldy, 1982). Therefore, Eysenck and 
Nias argue, if Mars is associated with extraversion, and 
sportsmen are also more or less uniformly extraverted, as 
the research suggests, then the Mars Effect should apply to 
all sportsmen, not just the elite. Thus, the fact that it 
does not so apply remains unexplained. 
Howeve r, th is argument is less f orceful that it might 
appear at first sight, for two reasons. First, Mars has 
been found to be associated with psychoticism as well as 
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extraversion (Gauquelin et al., 1979,1981 ). In these 
otudies, the relationship with Ps appeared to be far weaker 
than that with Ex, but there are reasons for thinking that 
the opposite is really the case. Secondly, success in 
sports has been found to be related to psychoticism and to 
characteristics which bear a close relationship to 
psychoticism. Since the evidence bearing on both of these 
points is somewhat confused, it will be examined in some 
detail. 
It will be recalled that , in order to examine 
the 
relationship between the planets and Eysenck's system of 
personality typology, Gauquelin et al. (1979,1981) 
classified each of the traits in the 'Gauquelins' catalogues 
according to its connection with Ex, Ps and Ne. If the 
lists of traits assigned to Ex+ and Ps+ (published by 
, xauquelin et al., 1981) are examined, 
it will be found that 
these operationalisat ions of extraversion and psychoticism 
are neither independent nor do they correspond very closely 
to the alternative operationalisations of the same concepts 
in the Eysencks' questionnaires. These two points will be 
taken one at a time. First, over 20't of the traits assigned 
to Ps+ are also assigned to Ex+. These shared traits have 
mostly to do with impulsiveness, ventures omeness and 
sensation-seellcing (eg. "daredevil, impulsive, reckless, CD 
pleasure-seeker, risk-taker"). This shows that the -two 
personality types, as defined here, are not independent. 
Secondly, about 46% of the traits assigned to Ex+ are 
connected with impulsiveness, sensation-seeking, 
venturesomeness and dominance, all of which have been shown 
to correlate as well or better with the Ps scale of the EPQ 
t1nan with the Ex scale (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1977,1978; 
Eysenck and Zuckerman, 1978; Eysenck, 1978a). The remaining 
54% of the traits assigned to Ex+ relate to sociability, 
liveliness and jociilarity, which are the traits that the Exx 
scale of the EPQ does measure (Rocklin and -Revelle, 1981; 
Eysenck and Eysenck, 1977). This shows that Gauquelin et 
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al. Is(1 979 ,1 981 ) operat ionalisat ion of extraversion is 
actually a mixture of extraversion and psychoticism 
according to -the Eysencks' latest questionnaire measure of 
these constr-ticts. 
It appears, then, that Mars is related as much to Ps+ as 
to Ex+. Therefore, if it can be shown that success in 
sports is also related to Ps+, as seems likely on 
theoretical grounds (Eysenck et al. , 1982) , then the link 
between MA and eminence in sports can be explained. 
Unfortunately, only a very few of the -many existing studies 
of sportsmen are (well-designed) investigations of the 
differences in personality between high- and average-level 
competitors ýDowd and Innes, 1981 ; Eysenck et al. , 1982), 
and only one of the latter has employed a measure of 
psychoticism. However, this study, by Kirkcaldy (1982), did 
show that top-level male athletes score higher on Ps than 
those of the middle or low levels. A similar association 
was missing amongst the females that were studied at the 
same time but, since the correlation between Ps and the Lie 
scale was very high for this sample (r=-0-5), a real 
difference may have been obscured by dissimulation. 
Further evidence bearing on this issue can be obtained 
by examining those studies of sporting success which have 
employed measures that are related to psychoticism. Of 
particular interest here is a review paper by Williams 
U978), dealing entirely with the personality of the female 
athlete, which concluded that the successful female is more 
assertive, dominant, independent and aggressive than her 
less successful colleagues. Also of interest is a study by 
Fiegenbaum (1981 ; reviewed by Eysenck et al. , 1982) which 
found that hig'-ri-level marathon-runners are more masculine 
than low-level runners or controls. Unfortunately, most of 
the other studies on this topic have used Cattell's 16PF, 
the scales of which are only slightly related to 
psychoticism (see Table 6 .1 above) . However, in their 
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conclusions to their review of all this research, Eysenck 
et al. (1982) felt that the linTc between Ps and success in 
sports was fairly well established. 
Although there is no general association between 
extraversion and success in sports, it is worth pointing 
out that extraversion may promote success in some sports 
while hindering it in others. This possibility has not been 
investigated extensively, but there is evidence that team 
p1ayerstend to be more extraverted and less 
self-sufficient than participants in individual sports 
ýPeterson et al., 1970; Ogilvie, 1968; Dowd and Innes, 
1 981 ). This is particularly interesting in the present 
context because Gauquelin 1ý1 960) has found a planetary 
difference between the two kinds of sport. Those of his 
subjects who were involved in individual sports (cyclists, 
aviators, boxers and racing drivers) -tended to avoid being 
born -when JU was in -key sectors, while his football players 
(the only team-sport studied) showed the opposite pattern; 
more of them were born with JU in key sectors than would be 
expected by chance. This suggests that it is JU, not MA, 
which is connected , qith extraversion, or at least with 
the 
sociability component of this dimension of personality. 
Further support for this interpretation of the planetary 
effects comes from the G'atiquelins' work on the "significant 
isolates" . It will be recalled that 
these are the trait 
words which were found to give significant effects when 
tested individually. An examination of these words (see 
Table 8.1 below) shows that there is little in the Mars 
type suggesting sociability or jocularity. Instead, Mars 
seems to be primarily strong-willed, dominant and active. 
Jupiter is also -associated with 
dominance but in this type, 
sociability and jocularity appear to take the place of 
resolution and dynamism. 
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It would appear, then, that there is no compelling 
reason at present to doubt the Gauquelins' explanation for 
the importance of eminence in the planetary effects on 
career. These effects obtain only for the most successful 
individuals because success comes most easily to those who 
possess the traits which are associated with the planets 
when in key sectors. This hypothesis is plausible as far as 
the Mars Effect on sportsmen is concerned and there seer-as 
no reason to doubt that it also holds for the other 
professions that the Gauquelins have studied, though 
detailed examinations of each of these is beyond the scope 
of this thesis. There are other ways in which a part of 
this hypothesis can be tested, however. If the planets are 
associated with personality in a general way, not just with 
the personalities of the eminent, then planetary effects 
should be detectable with ordinary people. It is to the 
existing investigations of this idea that we turn next. 
8.5 Planets and the personalities of ordinary people. 
There have been six studies reported in recent years 
(and one unpublished study) that have investigated the 
effects of diurnal factors on ordinary people by employing 
personality quest ionnai res . Unfortunately, they have 
provided only rather ambiguous and conflicting results. In 
these studies two different basic research designs have 
generally been used, which will be called designs A and B 
for convenience. In design A, subjects with extreme 
personality scores are separated from the remainder of the 
sample and the latter are used only as controls, to provide 
expected frequencies. The frequencies of the planets in the 
diurnal positions, for the extreme subjects, are then 
compared with the expected frequencies using statistical 
tests for nominal-scale data. In design B, on the other 
In a ri d, all subjects are assigned to two or more 
classificatory conditions (which are usually one-way, but 
could be higher-order, class if icat ions) according to the 
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positions of the planets at their births, and then tests 
suitable for ordinal- or interval-scale measurements are 
applied to the subjects' scores. No control group is used; 
one simply tests for significant differences between the 
means of the (two or more) groups. The relative merits of 
these two designs will be considered later. 
Gauquelin (1981) has reported on three experiments using 
design A that all had negative outcomes. The first two of 
these are probably best ignored since the validities of the 
questionnaires used are unkown, but the third employed a 
French translation of the EPQ. Scores on the four scales of 
this questionnaire and the relevant birth-data were 
obtained for 561 subjects. Then, for tests with each of the 
measures separately, the sample was divided into those with 
and those without extreme high scores on that measure. MO, 
MA, JU and SA were each investigated in turn with each of 
the EPQ scales. The results for MA in key sectors were in 
the predicted direction with Ex+ and Ps+ but were reported 
to be non-significant. The only result to reach the 5%, 
significance level - for MO with the lie scale - was not 
predicted. However, these analyses were probably too 
conservative since the extreme subjects were included with 
the controls in the calculations of expected frequencies. 
The results are published in sufficient detail so that 
expected frequencies can be recalculated from the 
frequencies in key sectors of the control subjects alone. 
When this is done, the result for MA with Ex+ reaches 
significance (z=1.93; p=. 027 one tail) and for MA with Ps+ 
it is highly significant (z=2.41; p=. 008 one tail). The 
result for MO with Li+ is also highly significant (z=3.0; 
P=. 003 two tail). Clauquelin (personal communication) agrees 
that these re-analyses are correct. 
Research design A, and one of Eysenck's -measures of 
extraversion and neuroticism, have also beeri employed by 
Dean (1981). In this case the EPI was used to select 
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subjects who were extreme in one direction or the other on 
either Ex or Ne. Thus there were four groups (E+, E-, N+ 
and N-) and 108 subjects were found for each. The numbers 
born with a planet in key sectors were compared, by 
chi-square, with the average frequency of all subjects with 
a planet in a key sector, the planets being MA, JU, SA, VE 
and MO. None of the analyses were significant and the 
results with Ex for MA, JU, and SA were all in the opposite 
direction to those found by Gauquelin (1981 ). It should be 
noted, however, that the method for deriving expected 
frequencies in this study is not to be recommended for two 
reasons. First, the 20 groups of subjects (4 extreme 
personality types X5 planets) are not independent since 
being extreme on Ex does not exclude being extreme on Ne, 
and having one planet in key sectors does not exclude 
having another planet in the same positions. Secondly, the 
expected frequencies for dif-Ferent planets in key sectors 
cannot be taken as equivalent; the distributions of VE and 
MA in particular are likely to interact with the diurnal 
distribution of births. Expected frequencies should have 
been derived instead from -a control sample of non-extreme 
subjects. However, this methodological flaw does not alter 
the fact that Dean's results were not in the same direction 
as the comparable ones from Gauquelin. 
A third investigation of the diurnal circle with 
meastares of Ex and Ne has been reported by Smithers and 
Cohen (1982), this tirae with the use of design B. The 
positions of SO, MO and the eight planets were calculated 
for 2704 subjects and then the subjects were assigned to 
groups according to two methods. In the first, the four 
cadent<*> sectors, and in the second, the -key sectors were 
compared with the remaining sectors. Comparisons between 
the means for these pairs of groups, for both Ex and Ne, 
were made with t tests. Significant differences were only 
f ound with MO, giving Ex- with the first method of 
grouping, and with SA, giving Ne- with the second method of CD 
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grouping. Among so many tests, two apparently significant 
results could easily have arisen by chance. 
The personalities of those born with JU rising or 
culminating have been compared with those born with SA in 
the same positions in two studies. Blaas (1983) split 200 
subjects into pairs of groups depending on their scores on 
the 12 scales of the Freiburger Personlicheitsinventar and 
then classified them a second time according to the 
positons of the two planets at the time of birth. 
Chi-square analyses applied to the resulting contingency 
tables showed that both sociability and extraversion were 
associated with birth with JU in key sectors, shyness and 
introversion with SA in the same positions, -as would be 
predicted from astrology and from the Gauquelins' earlier 
investigations. However, since the other 10 scales of the 
inventory gave non-significant results and many details of 
the experimental design were not reported, no great 
confidence can be placed in these findings. 
The present author (Startup, 1979) has also investigated 
differences in personality of those with either JU or SA in 
key sectors in a very small-scale study with only 18 
subjects. Despite the sample size, a significant difference 
(P<. 005 by t ratio) was found between these two groups on 
Bannister and Fransella's (1965) "Intensity" index, a 
measure of cognitive style derived from the Repertory IG-rid. 
As expected, the Jupiter subjects were found to be "loose 
construers" compared with -the Saturn subjects. However, the 
study also included seven other measures and none of these 
gave significant t ratios. When all eight measures were 
included in one multivariate analysis, the resultant value 
of Hotelling's T2 was found to be non-significant. 
Hume and Gold8tein (1977) and Tiggle and Fiebert (1979) 
have also published studies which included the diurnal 
positions of the planets (using unspecified house systems) 
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among other astrological variables. The former failed to 
find any evidence of planetary effects but unfortunately 
their sample size was so small that positive results could 
hardly be expected. The latter, on the other hand, found 
that the house position of Mars could be used, together 
with other positions of this planet, to construct an 
astrological scale of hostility that correlated 
significantly with the Buss-Durkee measure of hostility. 
(The designs of these studies were described in greater 
detail in section 7.3 above. ) 
8.6. Overview of research on the personalities of ordinary 
people. 
No clear pattern has emerged from these investigations 
with questionnaires applied to ordinary people. Gauquelin 
(1 981 ), it appears , has discovered associations between 
Mars and Ex+ and Ps+ that replicate Gauquelin et al. 's 
(1 979 ,1 981 )f indings with eminent professionals but the 
link with Ex was missing from Dean's (1981) and Smithers 
and Cohen's (1982) results. Blaas (1983) and Startup (1979) 
have provided some evidence that subjects born under JU and 
SA differ in ways that are in agreement with the 
Gauquelins' earlier findings, but comparable effects were 
missing from the three other studies of these planets. In 
the absence of replication, these and all the other 
apparently significant results can only be taken as 
suggestive at present. 
However, a number of possible explanations for these 
-17ailures can be advanced. The most obvious one is that -the 
samples employed in all but Smithers and Cohen's study were 
rather small, given that planetary effects are expected to 
be only very weak. In their studies of eminent people, the 
('I ýT auquelins found that the frequency of planets in plus 
zones was only some 20-25% greater than expected for 
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occupational groups and only 20-35% greater than expected 
Cor personality types (Dean, 1981). 
Closely linked to the issue of sample size is t1ne 
question which of the two research designs, A or B, is 
preferable. The main advantage of design A is that it deals 
with extreme personalities. This is appropriate if one's 
hypothesis is that links between planet and personality 
only hold for the extremes. However, there is little reason 
to believe that planetary effects on personality operate in 
such a categorical fashion. Dean's (1981) rationale for 
using only extreme subjects in his study was that he 
imagined that only extreme scorers are likely to show much 
cross-situational consistency in behaviour and thus, that 
the validities of his measures would be greater if he dealt 
, with only extreme scorers. However, Bem and Allan (1974) 
have shown that extremity of position on trait dimensions 
is not related to consistency on the same dimensions. At 
1eastthisWasthe case for friendliness and 
conscientiousness, and there is no indication that 
extremity and variability are related for any other traits. 
-Furthermore, Stones (1977) has shown that the comparabilty 
between direct self-ratings of extraversion and neuroticism 
and the E. P. I. measures of the same traits, is higher near 
the midpoints of the respective distributions than at the 
extremes. If the comparability between these two types of 
measure is taken as some indication of the validities of 
the psychometric measures, as it often is, then the 
conclusion must be that the psychometric measures are less 
valid at the extremes of their distributions than they are 
near the centre. Incidentally, this last finding might help 
to explain why Dean's ý1981) results for extraversion with 
MA, JU and SA were inconsistent with Gauquelin's (1981) 
results for the same planet/trait pairs. Although both of 
these studies employed extreme subjects, Dean's subjects 
were far more extreme. It now appears that, instead of 
increasing the validities of his measures by selecting 
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subjects from the ends of the personality dimensions, Dean 
may have actually achieved the opposite. 
Another reason for preferring design B to design A is 
that the latter discards both subjects and inforination. 
Subjects are in effect discarded because the average ones 
are only used for calculating expected frequencies, which 
is something that could be accomplished in other ways. 
Information is discarded because scores, which give 
interval-scale measurements, are reduced to mere nominal 
data which have to be analysed with comparatively weak 
non-parametric tests. 
Smithers and Cohen (1982) employed a very large sample, 
and also made use of research design B, and yet they found 
no unambiguous effects. However, their negative findings 
could be due in part to the questionnaire they used which 
was not a standard one. Although it was said to be similar 
to the Eysenck questionnaireý3, the Ne scale contained only 
5 items and the internal consistencies of both scales were 
appreciably lower than those for the Eysenck scales. 
Moreover, their subjects were British. This is important 
because birth-times are not recorded officially in England 
and Wales (though they are in Scotland). This means that 
the crucial time of birth must often have been derived from 
parents' fallible memories. Smithers and Cohen detected a 
certain (unspecified) amount of rounding of birth-times to 
particular hours of the day but were not able to eliminate 
subjects with inaccurate birth-times because they had no 
information about the accuracy of the stated times. This 
was also the case in Dean's (1981) study. Furthermore, in 
neither of these studies was it known whether the subjects' 
birthshadbeen induced. This is an important 
consideration, it will -be recalled, because Gauquelin and 
Gauquelin (1 972) have shown that planetary effects only 
hold for those whose births were natural. If the proportion 
of inaccurate birlh-times and induced births in these two 
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studies were great, then significant results could not be 
expected. Thus, there is a need for further replications 
which avoid -the shortcomings of the earlier studies. 
The f irst study of the diurnal circle to be reported 
below was undertaken with three -main purposes 
in mind. 
First, it was desigy replicate Gauqueliri et al-'s gned to 
(1979,1981) findings regarding the links between MA, JU 
and SA and the dimensions of psychoticism and extraversion, 
and to do so using research design B with ordinary people 
as subjects and employing -Eysenck and Eysenck's (1975) 
standard measures of these dimensions. 
3econdly, it was designed to investigate the subfactors 
of the Eysencks' higher-order dimensions, and other 
relatively independent ", primary" factors, by including 
those scales from Cattell's 16PF which were selected in 
Chapter Six above. The Gauquelins' research into the 
"significant isolates" suggests that the planetary 
temperaments cannot simply be equated with the Eysencks' 
personality types. This was discussed in part in section 
3.4 above where it was argued that, though the JU and MA 
temperaments both show similarities with both Ex+ and Ps+, 
they are actually composed of different combinations of the 
traits that make up these higher-order factors. Another 
example of this phenomenon was given in section 6.2, where 
it was pointed out that the MO temperament shows signs of 
being introverted in some ways and extraverted in others. 
In that section of this thesis it was suggested that 
astrological parameters might serve to define subsections 
of the population for which traits are organised 
idiosyncratically and, if this is so, then the planetary 
te-, riperaments are best investigated with measures of quite 
narrowly defined traits. Such an investigation is 
undertaken in the first study below by having a panel of 
judges draw up profiles for the planets in terms of the 
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traits that appear to correspond most closely to the 
components of each planetary temperament. 
No positive results have been found so far for SO, ME, 
UR, NE or PL. However, this does not necessarily mean that 
these planets have no effects. It could be, for example, 
that they are connected with various careers bat the 
relevant careers have not been studied. That no heredity 
effects for them have been found is telling but even this 
does not rule out effects on personality. These planets 
have been investigated once with quest ionnaires filled out 
by ordinary people, uith non-significant results (Smithers, 
and Cohen, 1982), but only two measures, both of unknown 
validity, were used. Thus, a third objective of the 
following study is to investigate the possible effects of 
these other planets, when placed in the key sectors at 
birth, by means of multivariate analyses. 
8.7 Diurnal Study I. 
_ 
The method of this study consists of three major parts: 
the determination of astrological predictions, the testing 
of these predictions, and the investigation, by 
multivariate analyses, of the effects of the planets ME, 
UR, NE, PL and SO. 
8.7.1 Astrological predictions. Predictions were obtained 
by canvassing the opinions of a group of individuals who 
are f amiliar both with the Gauquelins I scientific 
researches and with personality testing with self-report 
measures. Five such individuals were contacted, all of whom 
are members of a London-based group dedicated to scientific 
research into astrology. They were asked to complete a 
questionnaire with the following instructions; 
"As you are well aware, the Gauquelins have discovered 
that personality varies with the positions of some of the 
planets in the diurnal circle. The positions that they have 
found to be especially important are the rising and 
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culminating sectors, which are usually called "key sectors" 
for convenience (sectors 1,2,3,9,10,11,12 and 36 in a 
36-sector circle) . The planets which have been found 
to 
give positive results when investigated by means of trait 
terms taken from biographies are MO, VE, MA, JU and SA. 
What I am doing is testing whether these restilts can be 
replicated with questionnaire measurements of ordinary 
people. I have made measurements on ten separate (though 
not perfectly independent) trait dimensions. What is needed 
now is for independent judges to match up these trait 
dimensions with the planetary types discovered by the 
Gauquelins in order to predict what should be found when 
subjects who have the planets in key sectors are compared 
with subjects who have the planets elsewhere. You could 
help me a great deal if you are prepared to make such 
matching judgements. If you are willing, here is what you 
have to do; 
In the pages that follow, you will find three tables. 
The first provides descriptions of the opposite poles of 
each of the ten personality dimensions on which I have made 
neasurements. The second table lists all the trait words T 
which Francoise Gauquelin found to be significantly 
associated with the five planets when the given planet was 
in a key sector at birth (called the "positively 
significant isolates"). These represent the planetary types 
as identified by the Gauquelins. Please consider only these 
descriptions of the planetary types and ignore the 
traditional astrological descriptions where the two are in 
disagreement. The third table is for you to record your 
matchings. It has the symbols of the trait dimensions along 
the top and the symbols for the planets down the side. Your 
judgements are to go within the (mostly blank) grid in the 
following manner; 
ý1 ) Take each trait dimension in turn and carefully study 
the descriptions of the two opposite poles. 
(2) Then take each planetary type in turn and carefully 
study its description. (NB. Ignore the traditional ideas). 
ý3) Judge whether the personalities of individuals who have 
the given planet in key sectors are likely to be similar to 
the 11+11 end of the trait dimension that you are 
considering, the 1111 end of the same dimension, or neither. 
(4) If you decide that having the given planet in key 
sectors should lead to the traits described by the 11+11 end 
of the dimension, place a 11+11 in the appropriate box on the 
grid. Alternatively, if the description of the planetary 
type seems more similar to the "-11 end of the trait 
dimension, place a 1111 in the corresponding box in the 
grid. If the planetary description does not appear to 
resemble either end of the -trait dimension, leave a blank 
in the grid and go on to consider t"ie next planetary type. 
(5) When you have considered all five of the planetary 
types relative to one trait dimension, go on to the next 
and try to match it with each of the five planetary types 
again. 
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You will f ind that some of the boxes in the grid are 
already filled in. These are the boxes that relate MA, JU 
and SA to the dimensions in Eysenck's system of personality 
analysis. Predictions for these planets in combination with 
these traits have already been made and tested and so you 
are not asked to provide judgements for these. That leaves 
41 trait-planet combinations for you to consider. " 
The ten personality dimensions that the judges were 
asked to consider are the same ten that were selected in 
Chapter Six. The descriptions of them that were provided 
are those that are set out in Table 7.1 above. The lists of 
trait words associated with the five planets that the 
judges were asked to consider are given in Table 8.1. They 
were taken verbatim from Table VII in Gauquelin (1980). 
Five replies to this questionnaire were received. hfter 
examining the responses, it was decided that all 
predictions on which at least four of the judges agreed, 
would be tested. There were 16 of these. They are listed, 
together with the results, in Table 8.2 below. This table 
also indicates (1) those eight predictions on Khicfl all of 
the judges agreed, (2) the predictions concerning the linICs 
between the planets and Ex and Ne which were derived from 
Gauquelin et al. 's (1979,1981) investigations, of the 
diurnal circle, and (3) the prediction that MO should be 
associated with Li+, which was derived from Uauquelin's 
(1981) highly significant finding with this planet-trait 
pai r. 
8.7.2 Tests of predictions. In order to test the judges' 
predictions, Ss were assigned to one of two independent 
groups on the basis of the diurnal positions of the 
relevant planets: a "key sectors" group and an "other 
sectors" group. For each prediction, a comparison between 
the means of these groups was then made by a one-tailed 
t test. 
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Table 8.1. The Planetary Types. 
(Positively significant isolates). 
The Moon. 
Charitable, Choleric, Comic, Dreamer, Eccentric, Facility 
( has ), Funny, Gay, Generous, Group (in a) , Humoroi)s, 
Lightness, Loves freedom, Loves nature, Lyrical, Mystic, 
Naive, Poet, Poor, Religious, Sentimental, Susceptible to 
influences, Witty, Worldly, Youthful. 
Venus. 
Benevolent, Dandy, Dreamer, Erudite, Facility (has), Fame 
(tasted), Gracious, Great hearted Great beauty, Influences 
others, Intransigent, Love (iný, Scandalous, Successful, 
Traveller, Youthful. 
Mars. 
7ý-C-7-E-1-ve, Animates others, Ardent, Audacious, Bold, Chief, 
Combative, Courageous, Director, Dynamic, Efficacious, 
Energetic, Financially (not motivated), Great beauty, Group 
(in a), Hard, Heroic, Idea1ist, Lively, Realistic, 
Religious, Resolute, Self-willed, Stubborn, Tenacious, 
Vigorous, Vitality. 
Jupiter. 
Abundant, Admirable, Ambitious, Authority (has), Bantering, 
Bohemian, Brilliant, Charming, Dandy, Ease (with), 
Expressive, Gay, Good tempered, Harsh, Impetuous, 
Influences others, Ironic, Lively, Mastership, Merry, 
Mordant, Original, Personalitv, Poet, Popular, Powerful, 
Self-willed, Smiling, Sparkling, Successful, Sympathetic, 
Verve, Vitality, Warm, Witty. 
Saturn. 
Calm, Careful, Cold, Commonsense, Conscieritious, 
Deep, Dignified, Discreet, Distant, Esteemed, Experimenter, 
Family (likes), Financially (not motivated), Good, Good 
fellow, Hard working, Innovator, Intellectual, Meditative, 
Methodical, Minute, Modest, Observant, Patient, Pedagogue, 
Poor, Precise, Prudent, Pure, Reflective, Reserved, 
Research-worker, Respectful, Retires, Scrupulous, 
Secretive, Serene, Severe, Silent, Solemn, Solitary, 
Teaches, Timid, Trustworthy, Unsociable. 
The lists of traits above are taken verbatim from Table VII 
in Gauqueli-n (1980), the "Positively Significant Isolates". 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
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The positions of the planets in the diurnal circle were 
calculated according to Gauquelin and Gauquelin's (1957) 
method. This involves, in the -first place, finding the two 
times when the plariet itself, not its ecliptic longitude 
(as in astrological house systems), crossed the horizon on 
the day of birth. If the planet was above t'ne horizon at 
the time of birth, then that fraction of the time between 
rising and setting that has elapsed since the planet rose, 
gives the planet's relative position in the diurnal arc. 
Similarly, with a planet below the horizon, the fraction of 
the time between setting and rising that has elapsed since 
the planet set, gives the relative position in the L, 
nocturnal arc. The two arcs are divided into equal numbers 
of sectors and the sectors within each arc are equal in 
size. Any even number of sectors -may be arbitrarily chosen. 
Thus, the sector Position of a planet, for an arbitrary 12 
sector division of the circle, can be found as follows; 
(a) for a planet above the horizon: 
3ector = INT ý(LST - RT)/(ST - RT) * 6) +1 
(b) for a planet below the horizon: 
Sector = INT ý(LST - ST)/(RT - ST) * 6) +7 
Where LST = Local sidereal time of birth. 
RT = Rising time. 
ST = Setting time. 
INT = take -the integral part of the expression within 
brackets. 
If either the numerator or the denominator in either of 
these equations is negative, 24 (hours) must be added. 
The positions of the planets were initially calculated 
and stored as celestial longitudes and latitudes, as 
specified in section 6.6 above. From this information, 
together with the longitude of the MC and the geographical 
latitude of birth, sector positions can be found by 
trigonometry. The listing of a FORTRAN program, called 
11-DIURNL", which accomplishes this, can be found in Appendix 
Ii. 
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A program similar to IIDIURqLII was used to find the 
positions of the sun, moon and eight planets in a 36-sector 
circle, with the ., 3ector numbering beginning at the rising 
position and following the diurnal motion (ie. the opposite 
direction to the numbering of the astrological houses). Ss 
were then assigned to the "key sectors" or "other sectors" 
group depending, on the position of the planet under study. 
Ss with the planet in sectors 1,2,3,9,10,11,12 or 36 
formed one group and the remaining Ss formed the other 
group. The sectors listed for the former group correspond 
to Gauquelin's (1 981 ) preferred definition of "key 
sectors", the rising and culminating positions qhere the 
planets appear to exert their strongest influences. Since 
ei7 ,:, 
ht out of the 36 sectors comprise the key sectors, 
approximately 0.22 of the sample is expected to fall into 
this group, though the proportion is bound to vary slightly 
with different planets owing to astronomical and 
demographic factors (k"'Tauquelin and Gauquelin, 1957). 
Since diurnal positions change rapidly (about 10 every 
four minutes), only those Ss with birth times accurate to 
'able within 15 minutes or better (categories 1,2 or 3 in T 
6.2) were employed in this study. Also, since Gauquelin and 
Gauquelin (1 972) have shown that planetary effects 
disappear Cor those whose births were induced by medication 
or caesarian section, only those S's whose births were 
recorded as having been natural were retainel. There were 
468 Ss who met both of these conditions. 
8.7-3. Multivariate analyses of SO, ME, UR, NE, and PL in 
the diurnal circle. The judges were not required to make 
predictions about the effects of 30, ME, TJR, NE or PL in 
the diurnal circle because the Gauquelin3 have not obtained 
convincing, results with these planets. The judges could 
nave been asked to base their predictions on astrological 
tradition instead but it was felt that this would be too 
confusing since they were specifically requested to ignore 
- 
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tradition, and to concentrate on the Gauquelins' findings, 
with the other planets. Consequently, the effects of these 
planets were investigated in a multivariate manner. 
As in the first part of this study, Ss were assigned to 
either the "key sectors", or the "other sectors", group on 
the basis of the diurnal positions of the planets. The two 
groups were defined in the same manner as before and the 
same Ss were employed. In this case, ho,,, 7ever, all ten of 
the personality measures were entered into the analysis 
simultaneously. These multivariate tests were computed by 
means of the SAS computer package, using the MANOVA option 
of the GLM procedure (Freund and Littell, 1981). 
8.7-4. Results. The predictions of which traits would be 
associated with the planets when the latter are placed in 
key sectors at birth, and the results of the tests of these 
predictions, are shown in Table 8.2. At least four of the 
judges agreed on 16 predictions and seven others, derived 
from previous studies with positive findings, were also 
added. However, only one of the tests of these 23 
predictions gave at ratio that was significant at the 5% 
level. This was for the association between MA in key 
sectors and Ps. The probability associated with two of the 
other results was less than 0.1. These were for MA with Ex+ 
and SA with Ex-- Out of the 23 tests, 13 were in the 
predicted direction while 10 were in the opposite 
direction. The probability associated with this result is 
0.34 by the binomial test. 
Overall, the results of this study are not significant 
since one result at the 5% level, or three at the 10% 
level, are within chance Pxpectation. However, all three 
results that were significant at the 10% level have been 
found at least twice in previous studies and so they merit 
sonie further eKar. nination. Consequently, the way in which 
personality varies with the diurnal position of the planet 
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----------------------------------------------------------- 
Table 8.2. Traits associated with planets in key sectors: 
Predictions and results. 
PERSONALITY PLANETS. 
DIMENSION. MO VE MA JU SA 
Ps. Prediction. <++> 
t ratio. 1.79** 0.50 0.29 
------------------ 
Ex. + <++> <++> 
-1.82 1-34* 0.58 -1-48* 
Ne 
------------- 
B 
------------------- 
E ++ ++ 
-1-07 0.38 0.18 
G + 
-0-93 0.90 0.99 
++ + 
-2-32 -0.27 -0-07 
L 
0.21 
------------------- 
Q2 + 
-0.25 
------------------ 
Q3 - -- ++ 
-0.27 -0.06 1.13 -0.28 
------------------- 
Li <++> 
-------------------- 
-1-40 
- -1 ----------------- 
For each personality 
---------------- 
dimension, the 
------- 
upper rows in t. qe table 
show the predictions and the lower rows show the t ratios 
for tests of these p redictions. 
+ or Predic tions agreed by at least 4 jud ges. 
++ or It it it it 11 5 it 
<++> or if derived f rom previous fi ndings. 
* P<0-1- P<0-05- 
-------------------- --------------- ---------- ----- --------- 
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has been plotted for these three trait-planet pairs and 
presented in Figures 3.1,8.2 and 8.3. These graphs require 
some explanation. On each of them, 64 points have been 
plotted. The reason for this apparently arbitrary number is 
that the graphs were drawn automatically by a plotter that 
was driven by a computer program written primarily to 
perform Fast Fourier Trans-form using the Cooley and Tukey 
algorithm (as implemented on the CED Alpha computer). This 
algorithm operates on 2" data points, where n is a positive 
integer. Consequently, the diurnal positions of the planets 
were first calculated for a circle of 21600 sectors and 
then the program calculated the largest 21 number of equal 
sectors that the data would fit into while ensuring that at 
least one subject was located in each sector. For these 
data, that largest number turned out to be 64. Thereafter, 
the mean of all the scores for all Ss falling in each 
sector was found and finally, a 5-Point triangular moving 
average was computed as follows; if A, B, C, D and E are 
the means for five consecutive sectors and Na, Nb, Nc, Nd 
and Ne are the corresponding sample sizes, then the moving 
average for the third of these sectors, S3, was computed 
as; - 
S3 = (A + 2B + 3C + 2D + E) / (Na + 2Nb + 3Nc + 2Nd + Ne) 
The point of all these manipulations is to show the 
general shapes of the functions linking personality to the 
positions of the planets ýie. by smoothing out higher 
frequency variations). Because of the smoothing, the scores 
on the ordinate are not very meaningful. These rather 
arbitrary numbers were obtained because, after the raw 
scores had been standardised against the norms (see section 
5.5 above), they were multiplied by 100, to make decimal 
points unnecessary, and had 500 added to them to eliminate 
negative values. Týius tIne -nean scork-, of each personality 
limension is close to 500 and the standard deviations are 
close to 100. 
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Table 8.3. Results of multivariate comparisons: 
Key sectors versus other sectors for ten planets. 
so Mo ME VE MA JU SA UR NE PL 
T2 1.84* 1.53 1.43 0.51 0.62 0.64 0.83 0.57 1.09 1.00 
The figures in the table are the values for Hotelling's T2. 
D. f. = 10 & 457 throughout. 
* P=0-052. 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
The results of the multivariate comparisons of scores 
for key sectors versus other sectors are presented in Table 
8.3. Although these analyses are performed chiefly to 
investigate the possible effects of the planets for which 
predictions were not available, the planets which feature 
in the first part of this study are included for the sake 
of completeness. Where there are only two treatment groups 
in a Manova, as there are here, all of the test criteria 
are equivalent to Hotelling's T2 (Jones, 1966). Of the ten 
values of T2 shown in the table, only one comes close to 
being significant. This is the result for SO, whose 
associated probability is 0.052. This is not sufficient to 
give the analysis overall significance. 
8.7.5 Discussion. Only one of the results in the first part 
of this study was clearly significant. This showed that 
subjects who have MA in a key sector tend to score higher 
on Ps than those who have MA elsewhere. On its own this 
does does give the study overall significance. However, 
this association has been found on every occasion that it 
nas been investigated, which is now four times. It was 
first found in Grauquelin et al. 's (1979) study of more than 
7,000 eminent Europeans and this study was then replicated 
with an independent sample of some 1,500 eminent Americans. 
A second replicatiori employing a sample of 561 ordinary 
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people measured by the Ps scale of the 
Gauqueli n(1 981 ) as having a non-si 
this has since been re-analysed (by the 
found to be signi-fLcarit after all (see 
the present replication is the third, 
attention. 
EPQ was reported by 
gnificant result but 
present author) and 
section 8-5). Since 
it deserves serious 
I. e smoothed curve of Figure 8.1 shows the general shape Th 
of the variations in Ps scores when plotted -against the 
diurnal positions of MA. Prominent peaks occur in sectors 1 
and 4 of the 12 sector circle as was expected. Three other 
clear peaks and troughs can also be observed. This is 
somewhat different from a comparable plot for MA and Ps 
published by Grauquelin et al. (1981) in which only the 'Key 
sectors gave clear peaks. However, the numbers and 
locations of subsidiary peaks for planetary effects tend to 
vary from one investigation to another when different 
research methods are used. Addey (1974,1975) has noted 
these variations and suggested that they may be both 
systematic and -meaningful. His ideas on this topic will be 
examined in some detail below. 
None of the other results attained the conventional 5% 
level of significance but two that were predicted were 
Co r MA , narginally significant at less than 0.1 . These were -1 
in key sectors associated with Ex+ and SA in key sectors 
associated with Ex-. Both of these associations have been 
found twice before with eminent professionals (Gauquelin et 
al. , 1979,1981 ) and the one involving MA has also been 
obtained with ordinary people (Gauquelin, 1981 , after the 
present author's re-analysis). However, it should be noted 
that both Dean (1981 ) and Smithers and Cohen (1982) f ailed 
to find either of these two associations using different 
measures of Ex. 
Figures 8.2 and 8.3 show, in general outline, how Ex 
scores varied with the diurnal positions of MA and SA for 
- lj7 - 
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this sample of subjects. The shape of the curve for MA does 
not show a very strong resemblance to the comparable curves 
published by Uauquelin et al. 1981). In particular, M79, 
the peak in -Tx scores just before the culminating point and 
the trough which coincides with culmination are unexpected, 
and the several fluctuations in the second half of the 
graph correspond to no previous result. The curve for SA, 
on the other hand, is more similar to previous findings. 
The expected troughs in key sectors overlap with the rising 
and culminating points. Only three other clear waves are 
found and, remarkably enough, these are in much the same 
phase as those of Figure 8.1 . Indeed, the correlation 
between the 64 moving averages for these two curves, if the 
corresponding sectors are paired, is -0-34, which is 
s ignif icant at less than 0.01 . This correlation was not 
predicted and may well be coincidental, but it is 
remarkable enough for attention to be drawn to it. 
Among the present results there are also several notable 
failures to replicate. In their two studies, Gauquelin et 
al. (1979,1981) found JU to be associated with Ex+ and Ps+ 
and SA to be associated with Ps-, but none of these 
findings were repeated here or in Gauquelin's (1981) 
previous investigation with the 7, PQ. Furthermore, the 
highly significant link between MO and Li+, discovered by 
Gauquelin (1 981 ), is actually reversed (though not 
significantly so) in the present results. 
The multivariate analyses for ME, UR, NE, PL all failed 
to reach significance. This is, perhaps, just what one 
should expect since the Gauquelins have never obtained 
positive results with these planets. The result for 00, 
however, was very close to being significant and it will be 
well to bear Ithis in mind when the diurnal positions of the 
sun are examined in further detail below. Multivariate 
analyses for MO, VE, MA, JU and SA were also included since 
it was possible that these planets -might have had effects 
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which differed from those anticipated by the judges. 
However, no evidence for such effects was found. 
In Seneral, the findings of this study are very 
disappointing. The one clearly significant, and two 
marginally significant, results do not inspire great 
confidence when set against the numerous non-significarit 
results and when considered in the light of the inherent 
implausibility of any planetary influences on personality. 
However, there are a number of ways in which these failures 
could be explained apart from the lack of planetary 
influences. Firstly, it will be recalled that the planetary 
effects discovered by the Gauquelins are quite weak even 
with erninent professionals and that these effects can be 
obscured by inaccurate birth-times. Furthermore, planetary 
effects do not hold for individuals whose births were 
medically induced. Now, it was shown, in section 55-3 above, 
that the birth-times in this study are almost certainly not 
as accurate as the subjects stated and in section 5.4 
reasons were also given for thinking that many of the 
subjects who claimed that their births were riatural must 
factors really have had their births induced. Both of these I 
would tend to obscure planetary effects as would also any 
errors of measurement in the personality scales. This 
latter factor is likely to be particularly important for 
the seven scales from the 16PF that were included in the 
analyses, for the mean alpha coefficient for these scales 
is only 0.49 (see Table 6-5). This means that over half of 
the variance (on average) of these measures is error 
variance. When all of these sources of error are combined, 
it might be that a sample size of 468 is simply not large 
enough to detect weak planetary effects. 
-However, 
there is another possible explanation for the I 
poor results that deserves attention. The present study 
tested the effects of the planets when placed in key 
sectors, that is, just after the rise and just after the 
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culmination of the planet. These are the positions that 
have most reliably given significant results in the 
,, Tauquelins' research. However, there are other positions of 
the planets which have also given results with considerable 
regularity. Of special note are the sectors just after the 
setting and lower culmination. Either peaks or troughs in 
the frequency distributions were frequently observed in 
these two positions in the Gauquelins' studies of career 
(Gauquelin, 1960) and in their studies of personality 
('11auquelin, 1976a). When Gauquelin (1960) combined the 
distributions for all of the planet/career pairs that 
reliably gave significant results, these subsidiary peaks 
were quite prominent both for the French subjects and for 
the subjects from other countries independently, and the 
correlation between the two curves was a highly significant 
0-83. This led Gauquelin to speak of four cycles of 
planetary influence of six hours each. 
However, such composite curves tend to blur important 
distinctions since the frequency distributions for some of 
the individual planet/career pairB reliably show wave-forms 
that are clearly not four-fold. Of special note are the 
distributions of Mars at the births of sportsmen, which 
usually give a three-fold wave, with a single peak halfway 
between setting and lower culmination in addition to the 
fold waves were not usual peaks in key sectors. Such three-. 
only present in the total sample of 1485 sportsmen but were 
also found among four of the five subsamples: footballers, 
boxers, pilots and "other sports" (Glauquelin, 1960). 
Moreover, the same pattern was replicated in an independent 
study of the Mars Effect by the Belgian Committee Para 
(Gauquelin, 1976b). Thus the three-fold wave in the Mars 
Effect on sportsmen cannot be regarded as the result of 
random fluctuations. 
Furthermore, it should be noted that planetary effects 
do not always manifest as peaks even in the key sectors. 
. -ýUj 
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For some planet/career a-ad all planet/ ant iprofile 
combinations, the peaks appeared between the angles and it 
was troughs that were found in the key sectors. The 
Gauquelins generally interpret this as showing that 
individuals with particular genetic endowments tend to 
avoid being born when certain planets are in key sectors. 
However, it is equally true to the data to say that they 
seek to be born at other times. The only justification for 
expressing it the first way is that results have most 
regularly been associated with the key sectors, but this 
should not be used to disguise the fact that peaks have 
also been reliably observed in other positions. 
All of this suggests that personality does not vary in a 
discrete way with the positions of the planets, being 
extreme when the planets are in key sectors but being 
unaffected at other times. Instead, it appears that 
personality may vary continuously as a function of the 
-planets' diurnal positions, with the shape of the function 
changing, perhaps, according to the particular planet/trait 
combination. This view has been strongly championed by 
Addey (1979a, 1981b). If it is correct, then it would mean 
that, for some of these combinatioris, the key sectors , nay 
have no special importance. This would be the case, for 
example, if the function linking planetary position with 
character trait is close to the mean at these points. In 
fact there is already some direct evidence that this is so 
and the best of it has been provided by the Gauquelin s 
themselves. This evidence will be reviewed in the 
introduction to Diurnal Study II which follows and which 
was designed as a further investigation of these ideas. 
8.8 Diurnal Studv II. 
8.8.1 . Introduction. The best evidence that personality 
varies continuously as a function of the planets' diurnal 
positions comes from data published by Gauquelin and 
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Gauquelin (1973,1974a & b, 1977a). It is derived from the 
same studies that showed that certain personality types 
tend to be born when particular planets are in key sectors 
(see section 8.3 above). These studies used the character 
traits method. That is, typical profiles and antiprofiles 
were first drawn up for eacil of four professions and then 
the positions of the planets at the births of individuals 
described by the traits in these profiles were compared 
with the positions of the same planets at the births of 
individuals not so described. The most clear-cut results 
f rom these studies were the ones that catap, frorn pairing, 
each prof ile with the planet to which it belonged. The 
sense of "belonged" here is that each profile was drawn up 
f or a particular profession and membership of each 
profession had previously been found to be associated wit'-Ii 
one particular planet. (Writers, sporstsmen, actors and 
scieritists were chosen in preference to any of the other 
professions presumably because each was linked with only 
one planet). These results were clear-cut because they 
consistently gave either peaks ýfor typical profiles) or 
troughs (for antiprofiles) in the key sectors (though they 
did not always give four-fold waves). However, the 
Grauquelins (lid not only pair each profile with the planet 
to which it belonged but also paired it with the three 
other planets. When the Character Traits Method was used on 
all of these planet/profile pairs, with VE thrown in for 
good measure, all of the 40 resulting frequency 
distributions differed significantly from their 
corresponding expected frequencies. 
The Gauquelins have published the observed and expected 
frequencies, in both 12 and 18 sector,,:,,, for each of these 
distributions but have reported the associated chi-squares 
for only a few of them. Therefore, since these results are 
central to the present discussion, the opportunity will be 
taken to report these statistic8 in full. Table 8.4 shows 
the chi-squares for the distributions of the five planets 
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for the four typical profiles and the four antiprofiles. It 
will be convenient here if the pairings of the profiles 
with the planets to which they belong are called "proper 
pairings" and the remainder are called "cross-pairings". 
Table 8.4. Chi-square for the distributions of 5 planets 
for 4 typical profiles and 4 anti-profiles. 
TYPICAL PROFILES. MO VE MA JU SA 
Writers 299 151 88 81 31** 
285 176 129 135 41** 
Sportsmen 31** 42** 157 33** 63 
50** 62** 178 41** 71 
Actors 159 124 337 891 466 
289 297 408 922 423 
Scientists 49 54 40** 42 118 
87 81 125 78 158 
ANTI-PROFILES. 
Writers 351 186 106 100 35** 
332 228 173 197 81 
Sportsmen 42** 62 163 20* 33** 
94 102 135 32* 36** 
Actors 197 171 316 726 568 
341 292 348 804 566 
Scientists 102 36** 82 52 38** - 137 40** 125 87 1T5 9 
For each profile, the upper r ow of figures giv es chi-s quare 
for 12 sectors, the l ower row gives chi-square for 18 
sectors. 
The underlined values are the ones obtained by pairing the 
profiles with the pla nets to which they "belon g". 
* P<0.05. ** p<0.01. 
--------------------- 
For the 
-------- 
remaining values, 
----------------- 
p<10 _0 
-------- ----- 
It can be seen that, though the chi-squares for the 
proper pairings (underlined in the table) tend to be larger 
than those for the cross-pairings, this is not quite 
uniformly the case (viz the results for the anti-profile of 
the scientists). Moreover, all of the results are 
sigmificant, the majority being highly so. Nevertheless, 
the Gauquelins have had very little to say about the 
- 
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cross-pairings. The main reason for this reticence seerns to 
be that the distributions for the cross-pairings rarely 
show clear peaks or troughs in the key sectors, nor do they 
betray any other obvious patterns. Peaks and troughs appear 
in different sectors apparently at random, are not 
regularly spaced, and vary to some degree in number. It is 
no wonder the Gauquelins (I 974a) have called them 
"anarchical". 
Another reason why the Gauquelins have virtually ignored 
these results -may 
be that one of the assumptions of 
chi-square is violated in the character traits method. In 
this method, the positions of the planets at the births of 
each subject count once in the frequency distributions for 
every word used to describe the subject that is also found 
in the given profile. Since many of these words are 
synonyms, the units entered in to the statistical analysis 
are not all independent as they are required to be. Thus, 
the probabilities associated with the resultant extreme 
values of chi-square cannot be taken as accurate estimates 
of the probabilities that the related null hypotheses are 
true. In short, none of the chi-square tests based on the 
character traits method can be trusted. 
Of course, this flaw in the method, which was pointed 
out by Vergo (1982), applies equally to the proper pairings 
as to the cross-pairings. With the former, however, 
independent support for the results has been obtained from 
a number of sources, some of which were mentioned in 
section 8.3 above. Of particular importance in the present 
context is the finding that, when the method was applied to 
different professions independently, the proper pairings 
gave very similar distributions, with peaks always being 
found in the key sectors (Gauqueliri and Gauquelin, 1976). 
For example, when the distribution for JU at the births of 
subjects described by the actor's typical profile was 
plotted (1 ) for actors and (2) for sportsinen, scientists 
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and writers combined, the two resultant curves showed a 
highly significant correlation of 0.78. 
No similar independent support for the results of the 
cross-pairings has been offered so far. However, data on 
which similar tests could be made have been published by 
Gauquelin and Gauquelin (1973,1974a & b, 1977a). These are 
the same data from which -the chi-square values in Table 8.4 
were derived. It will be recalled that, for each planet in 
the cross-pairings, results were obtained for both the 
typical- and the anti-profile of each of the four 
professions. Since these pairs of profiles are composed of 
mutual antonyms, the distributions of the planets for each 
pair ought to be the inverse of each other. This can be 
tested simply by calculating the correlation for each 
typical- versus anti-profile pair. The distributions for 
the two members of each pair are, of course, independent 
because the words making up the two kinds of profile are 
exact opposites of each other. 
Such analyses have not been reported before but since 
they are central to the present discussion, they are 
reported here. Table 8.5 shows the correlations between the 
distributions for the typical profiles and anti-profiles 
for each cross-pairing. In each case, the distributions 
that were entered into the analysis were for an 18 sector 
division of the circle and were derived by subtracting the 
expected from the observed frequency for each sector, as 
given in the Gauquelins' publications (op. cit. ). It can be 
seen that evey one of the 16 coefficients is negative and 
is significant at the 0.01 level. This suggests, that the 
fluctuations observed in the distributions for 
cross-pairings are not merely random but represent, at 
least to a first approximation, the ways in which certain 
bundles of character traits vary with the diurnal positions 
of the planets. 
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Table 8.5. Correlations between the distributions 
of five planets for four typical- and four anti-profiles. 
PLANETS 
PROFILES. mo VE MA SA 
Writers -. 80 -. 80 -. 81 -. 67 
Sportsmen -. 71 -. 81 -. 64 -. 71 
Actors -. 83 -. 85 -. 82 -. 89 
Scientists -. 86 -. 61 -. 76 -. 74 
D. f. = 16 throughout. 
All coefficients are significant at <0.01. 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
In this analysis, the correlations between the 
distributions for all the other cross-pairings were also 
calculated. There are 32 cross-pairings altogether, so the 
matrix contained 496 non-repeated coefficients, of which 
the 16 in the table were expected to give negative values. 
iTo predicitons were possible for the remining 4,130 T 
correlations but it is of interest to know if they contain 
any patterns nevertheless. In fact only 15 of them gave 
significant correlations (two-tailed tests), which is well 
within chance expectation. Thus this analysis did not 
reveal any general patterns for the cross-pairings. 
In conclusion, the results provide evidence that 
personality varies continuously with the diurnal positions 
of five of the planets but reveal no pattern to the 
variations except among the proper pairings. This is an 
awkward state of affairs because, without any pattern, one 
hardly knows how to begin to construct an explanation for 
what appear to be the facts. When placed in key sectors, 
the planets are linked with certain temperaments (ie. the 
profiles, and their opposites, of four professional 
groups) . These temperaments are complex in 
that they are 
composed of various traits and yet they do not correspond 
exactly to any recognised higher-order factors, such as 
those identified by Eysenck. When placed elsewhere, the 
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planets are still linked to the same temperaments but in 
complex ways, the underlying patterns of which are obscure. 
The only suggestion that can be offered at present is that 
these relationships are, complex because the temperaments 
that have been examined are complex. If measures of simpler 
traits or "purer" factors were employed instead, it could 
be that simpler patterns linking planet to personality 
would be found. 
This possibility has been investigated by Addey who, it 
was mentioned in the previous section above, considered it 
to be am istake to suppose that planetary effects only 
apply to the key sectors. He held that the effects are 
always in force wherever the planet is placed and i'le 
suggested that the functiori, 3 linking personality to 
planetary position take the form of harmonic waves. He 
began to investigate these ideas systematically using 
individual trait words taken from the Gauquelins' data but 
unfortuna tely he died before being able to complete the 
project. Tae five interim reports on his work that he 
published (Addey, 1979a & b, 1981a & b, 1982) provide very 
promising results but alas, rigorous statistical analyses 
were omit ted. Since the descriptions of his methods of 
analysis and evaluation are somewhat complex and are 
scattered throughout his publications, a summary and 
critical appraisal of them is provided in Appendix IIT. 
iopefully, someone will undertake to complete his analyses 
in the near future. 
The analysis of the Gauquelins' data that was presented 
above suggested that personality varies continuously with CD 
the positions of the planets. If this is true not only of 
the particular personality types that the ', Tauqueli-qs have 
studied, but of personality in general, then it should be 
possible to repeat the general finding -with ordinary people 
-measured by questionaaires. This is the aim of Diurnal 
Study II which follows. Since this study uses measures of 
- 
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less complex traits than those employed by the Gauquelias, 
it is also hoped that simpler, more coherent, results will 
be obtained. However, there is at present no firm basis for 
predicting any particular patterris in the results and any 
search for a simplifying redaction will have to be 
conducted a posteriori. Hence, the central aim of the study 
is merely to investigate whether individuals who were born 
with the planets ia different positions throughoat the 
circle differ in personality more than is expected by 
chance. Since no precise predicitons about the results are 
possible, a multivariate approach is used. 
8.8.2. Method. The same 468 Ss and the same ten personality 
scales as in Diurnal Study I were used. However, in this 
case the positions of the planets were calculated for a 
12-sector circle and, for each of the planets separ-ately, 
Ss were assigned to one of 12 groups depending on the 
position of the given planet. The choice of exactly 12 
sectors is to some extent arbitrary but was guided partly 
by the fact that the 'Tauquelins have : frequently used this 
number and partly by the need to keep the sample size per 
sector reasonably large - With 12 sectors, the average 
number of Ss per group is 39. 
Differences in the mean scores of the 12 groups were 
examined for the ten personality scales simultaneously by 
means of a one-way Manova. As before, these tests were 
carried out by the SAS computer package, using the MANOVA c 
option (Freund and Littell, 1981). 
8.8-3. Results. The results of the ten Manovas are shown in 
Table 8.6. As in the aspect studies reported above, 
Pi11aiIs Tr ace criterion was used to provide F 
approximations. It can be seen from the table that only one 
of these F ratios is signifiLcarit. This is the result for 
30. However, the probability associated with it is only 
0.005 and the binomial test shows that the probability of 
200 - 
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Table 8.6. Results of multivariate comparisons 
of the means of 12 sector-groups for 10 planets. 
PLANET. 
so MO ME VE MA JU SA UR NE PL 
F 1.39* 1.00 0.99 1.05 0.93 0.81 0.91 0.92 0.89 0.94 
The figures in the table are F approximations associated 
with Pillails Trace criterion. 
D. f. = 110 & 4560 throughout. 
* P=0.005. 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
obtaining one result out of ten significant at this level 
is less than 0.05. Thus this result has overall 
significance. 
. 
An examination of the anivariate results for 30 reveals 
that the personality 3cales Ex, Ne, G and Q3 all gave 
significant F ratios (51- level). Graphs showing the general 
shape of the variations in these personality traits with 
the positions of 30 are presented in Figures 8.4-8-7. These 
graphs were drawn by the same raethod as those presented in 
section 9-7-4 above. The most salient feature of the graphs 
tor both G and Q3 is the prominent peak in sector 1, the 
rising position. The graph for Ex also shows a peak in this 
position but, in this case, a trough coinciding with the 
setting point is more prominent. None of these features 
appear in the graph for Ne. However, this is perhaps the 
most striking of the four relationships on account of its 
large and gradual fluctuations. There are two clear peaks, 
which are Irialf of the circle apart, and two troughs, which 
are also half of the circle apart. 
8.8.4. Discussion. The only significant result in this 
study was the one for the sun. This was quite unexpected 
because no associations between personality and the diurnal 
positions of the sun have been reported before. The 
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Gauquelins 
-have 
found no profession that is linked with the 
sun, no heredity effect involving the suri and no 
relationship betqeen the astrologers, ' postulated solar 
temperament and the traits of individuals born ý, vith the sun 
in key sectors (Gauquelin, 1980). Moreover, Gauquelin, 
Lampe and Paruta (1975) found that the planetary effects 
for MO, MA, JU and SA are all independent of the solar 
birth-hour. 
However, -none of 
these negative findings is directly at 
variance with the present positive results and there are, 
in fact, two studies showing the influence of the sun on 
biochemical reactions which reveal certain parallels with 
some of these res-alts . In one of them, Takata (1951 ) 
studied variations in the floculation index of blood, which 
is a measure of the amount of albumen, an o rganic colloid, 
in human blood serum. In a long-term study, Takata 
that Ji-scovered this index is responsive to variations in 
solar output and also varies on a daily basis. It shows a 
sudden increase which begins about 15 minutes before 
sunrise and reaches a peak some 45 minutes later. Also of 
ri ote is Rothen's (1976) discovery that certain 
immunological reactions in vitro vary according to a 
diurnal cycle. The rate of these reactio ns decreases at 
sunrise and increases again at sunset. 
The parallel between these discoveries and the results 
of the present otudy is that, in all of them, significarit 
changes occur around the tirne of sunrise, beginning just 
before and reaching a peak a short while after, the rise of 
the sun. In the present study this is the case with three 
of the personality dimensions: Ex, G and Q3. Admittedly, 
the similarity is only one involving a pattern of 
variations lin1ced to the movement of the sun and it does 
seem unliTCel, IT that, even if a child's blood or immune 
system is affected by the sun at the time of birth, this 
would have permanent effects on its personality. However, 
- -1 ", 
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it is important to consider the mechanism by which the sun 
affects biochemical processes. It seems probable that these 
effects are mediated by Extra Long Frequency (ELF) waves in 
the atmosphere. Playfair and Hill (1979) report that recent 
experiments have shown that the ability of the blood to 
coagulate quicl-,, ly is affected by magnetic fields in the ELF 
range. Schumann (1957) has shown that ELF waves are set up 
between the earth's surface and the ionosphere where they 
resonate at frequencies which coicide with many of the 
important frequencies of the human brain and body (1-100 
Hz). Bec au seth ey have extremely long wavelengths, these 
waves are very penetrating and difficult to shield. 
Finally, Konig and Ankermuller (1960) have discovered that 
naturally occuring ELF waves vary locally with a 24-hour 
period, increasing at sunrise and decreasing at sunset. All 
of this suggests that ELF radiation forms just the sort of C3 
mechanism that might have far-reaching, and even 
long-lasting, effects on living organisms. Whether they 
could permanently affect the new-born child so as to 
influence personality in later life may seem unlikely but 
the possibility should be considered. Obviously, the 
unexpected results of the present study need to replicated 
before any effort is spent on discovering their cause, but 
if they are replicated, it is encouraging to know that 
clues to a possible cause exist already. 
The fourth of the significant univariate results for the 
sun, that for the neuroticism dimension (Figure 8-5) , did 
not show any sudden rise or fall at sunrise. Instead, it 
gave a remarkably even two-fold wave with a major peak in 
mid-afternoon and a major trough just before midnight. To 
the author's knowledge, this pattern does not correspond to 
the variations in any geophysical effects. However, it may 
be of some significance that a recent study of the health 
of infants born at different times of day showed that 
births between 2 and 4 P. m. have the greatest prevalence of 
low (poor) Apgar scores and more often present serious 
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problems upon departure from the delivery room (Breart and 
Rumeau-Rouquette, 1979) . Thus birth in mid-afternoon 
appears to be associated with tendencies towards both -poor 
neonatal health and slightly elevated nearoticis-, ri scores. 
If it could also be shown that Apgar scores correlate with 
neuroticisým, then the case for a connection between these 
two findings would be quite strong. 
Unfortunately, the relationship between Apgar ratings 
and adult personality does riot appear to have been 
investigated and the existing studies of the correlates of 
Apgar scores in children are inconclusive. Associations 
vit'q I. Q. in pre-school children have been reported by 
Serunian and Broman (1975) and Edwards (1968) but were not 
found by Shipe et al. (1968) or by Broman et al. (1975) 
when race, sex and socioeconomic status qere controlled. 
Only one study of personality correlates appears to have 
been conducted so far. This was by Shipe et al. (. 1968) who 
found no evidence of personality difference,: -, among 
three-year olds when high and low Apgar scorers were 
compared. However, only 24 matched pairs of subjects were 
used in this study and personality was rated by the 
parents, so the results are hardly conclusive. 
The multivariate comparisons for ;, -: ill of the nine other 
planets were rion-significant. This is not surprising where 
ME$ UR, NE and PL are concerned, for significant effects 
for these planets have never been found previously. 
However, in view of the Gauquelins' findings and the new 
analyses reported in the introduction to this study, the 
results for MO, VE, MA, JU and SA are disappointing indeed. 
In section 8.7.5 above, a number of factors were identified 
which would have the effect of obscuring planetary 
influences: inaccurate birth-times, the presence of 
subjects whose births were induced, and errors of 
measurement in the personality scales. It was pointed out 
then that, with all of these sources of error, a sample 
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size of 468 may simply not be largre enough to detect weak 
planetary effects. This isque will be addressed in detail 
in Chapter Ten where estimates will be made of the sizes of 
the effects thatare expected in astrological 
investigations and where otatistical power analysis Twill be 
used to determine what size of effect could be detected, 
with a reasonable probability of success, given samples of 
varying sizes. 
8.9 Summary and Conclusions. 
The purpose of the two studies reported in this chapter 
was to investigate whether the personalities of ordinary 
people vary with the diurnal positions of the planets. Such 
associations were expected not only on the basis of 
astrological theory, but also because the I'Taucluelins have 
f otirid such associations with eminent people. The most 
clear-cut of the latter findings are ones showin,,,,, that 
individuals with certain traits tend to be born just after 
particular planets have either risen or culminated. 
There appears to be no reason why these associations 
should be restricted to the eminent and indeed, one 
plausible theory advanced to explain earlier discoveries 
actually requires that the links between the planets and 
personality should apply generally. It has been found that 
the most successful members of a number of different 
. professions 
tend to be born when certain planets are in key 
sectors, but the same does not apply to the average members 
-hat of the same professions. T"he Gauquelins have suggested t 
the reason for this is that success in these professions 
tends to be contingent on the possession of particular 
traits and only the most successful individuals are, on 
average, extreme on these traits. However, some doubt has 
been cast on this idea by Eysenck and Nias's (1982) 
identification of an anomaly with respect to sports-men. 
Mars in key sectors has been found to be associated with 
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eminence in sports and also appears to be linked with 
extraversion. According to the Gauquelins' explanation for 
the importance of eminence, this suggests that success in 
sports is partly contingent on the possession of 
extraverted traits. However, research in the psychology of 
sports fails to corroborate this suggestion; the -most 
successful sportsmen are no more extraverted than their 
less successful colleagues. 
However, this anoialy turned oat to be less oerious than T 
it seemed at first sight. On closer examination it was 
f ound that Mars is associated at least -as strongly with 
psychoticism as it is with extraversion and that success in 
sports is also associated with psychoticism and traits 
related to this personality factor. Thus, there appears to 
be little reason to doubt that the Mars Effect with 
sportsmen is mediated by personality in the manner 
suggested by the Gauquelins; Mars in key sectors promotes 
psychoticism and psychoticism, in turn, promotes sporting 
success. Mars also promotes extraversion but this happens 
to be irrelevant to the connection between Mars and sports 
because extraversion itself is irrelevant to sporting 
success. It seems probable that the other connections 
between the planets and careers that have been discovered 
are also mediated by personality in parallel ways though 
detailed examinations of each of these were not attempted. 
Despite the coherence of the Gauquelins' discoveries 
with eminent people, and the plausibility of the idea that 
the links between the planets and ersonality should apply p 
generally, the results of experiments with ordinary people 
have been disappointing. Associations between Mars and Ps+ 
and Ex+ that replicate earlier findings with eminent 
professionals liave been found in one study but the link 
with Ex+ was missing from two other studies. Again, 
evidence that people born under JU and SA differ in 
predicted ways has been provided by two small-scale studies 
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but comparable effects were missing from three other 
studies of these planets. A few other significant results 
with ordinary people have also been reported but no trust 
can be placed in them until they have been replicated. 
Against this background, two further investigations of 
ordinary people were undertaken. In the first of these, 
predictions of the ways in which personality should differ 
between those born with the planets in key sectors and 
those born with the planets elsewhere were obtained from 
previous experiments and from judges, and were tested 
against the data. Only one of these tests gave a clearly 
significant result, while -two others were marginally 
significant. Since 23 predictions were tested in all, these 
results could have arisen by chance. However, the three 
significant results had all been obtained on at least two 
previous occasions and so they are likely to represent more 
than chance variations. Graphical representations revealed 
that the shapes of the functions linking personality to the 
position of the planet throughout the diurnal circle, were 
very similar to previous findings by the Gauquelins, for 
two of these three planet/trait pairs. 
A number of explanations why so few of the results of 
this first study were significant were offered. It was 
noted that planetary effects have always been found to be 
very small in previous investigations and that inaccurate 
birth-data, the presence of subjects whose births were 
medically induced, and errors of measurement in the 
personality scales, ýqould all combine to make it difficult 
to obtain significant results. However, in the second study 
reported in this chapter, a different possible explanation 
for the poor results was investigated. It was suggested 
that personality may vary continuously as a function of the 
planets' diurnal positions throughout the circle and that, 
for some of the planet/trait combinations at least, the ý<ey 
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sectors, which were examined in the first study, may have 
no special importance. 
This suggestion was offered on the strength of a number 
of results that have already been published, by the 
Gauquelins and by Addey, and also on the basis of new 
analyses of data provided by the Gauquelins. The best of 
the latter analyses were ones that showed that the 
distributions of each of five of the planets at the births 
of eminent individuals described by the traits contained in 
the typical profiles of four professions, were the inverse 
of (were negatively correlated with) the distributions of 
the same planets at the birt', as of individuals described by 
the antiprofileýs for the same professions. This was found 
to be the case even when the planets were paired with the 
professional profiles to which they did not belong. This 
shows that the fluctuations observed in the distributions 
for these "cross-pai rings" are not merely random but 
represent the ways in which certain bundles of traits vary 
with the positions of the planets throughout the circle. 
The aim of Diurnal Study II, týien, was to investigate 
whether the personalities of ordinary people also vary with 
the positions of the planets throughout the circle. For 
each of the ten planets separately, subjects were assigned 
to one of 12 equally spaced sectors depending on the 
position of the given planet at birth and then the 
differences in the mean scores for the 12 groups were 
examined for ten personality scales sirialtaneously by means 
of a one-way Manova. 
Only one of these multivariate analyses gave a 
significant result. This was the analysis for the sun which 
was significant even when set against the nine other 
non-significant re. gults. An examination of the univariate 
results for the sun revealed that four of the ten 
personality scales provided significant F ratios. These 
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werethesca1esfor extraversion, neuroticism, 
conscientiousness and self-control. Graphs of these results 
were presented and compared with the manner in which a 
number of other biological and geophysical variables have 
been found to fluctuate on a daily basis. Several 
intriguing parallels between these findings were 
identified, suggesting possible mechanisms by which the sun 
might affect the personalities of the newborn, but it was 
concluded that the new result should be shown to be 
reliable before any effort is spent in attempting to 
explain it. 
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THE ECLIPTIC CIRCLE 
9.1 Astrological conceptions. 
In astrology, the influences of the planets are said to 
be modified according to their positions in the ecliptic 
circle at the time of birth. As seen from the earth, the 
sun appears to move throagh the fixed stars along a path 
called the ecliptic, completeing one cycle in a year. The 
moon and planets also appear to move relative to the stars, 
with various periods, and their paths all lie close to the 
ecliptic. The band of the sky within which they move is 
called the zodiac. 
As is well known, there are 12 signs of the zodiac and 
they begin with a sign called Aries. According to 
astrologers, the influences of the planets in the ecliptic 
circle are modified primarily by the sign in which they are 
placed at birth. What is -riot quite so widely recognised 
is 
that there is a fundamental disagreement among astrologers 
about where the beginning of Aries should be located. In 
the West, the great majority of astrologers use what is 
called the "tropical" zodiac, which begins where the 
ecliptic intersects with the equator at the northern vernal 
equinox. In India, and among a minority of Western 
astrologers, on the other hand, the beginning of the zodiac 
is located at a fixed point among the stars. This is called 
the "sidereal" zodiac. Because of a phenomenon called the 
precession of the equinoxes, the two zodiacs constantly, 
though very gradaally, diverge. At present they are nearly 
one sign, or 300, apart so that sidereal AR coincides with 
tropical PI, sidereal TA coincides with tropical AR and so 
on. However, there is also a certain amount of disagreement 
among proponents of the sidereal zodiac as to where exactly 
the first point of AR should be located. Dean et al. (1977) 
give details. In both kinds of zodiac the signs follow the 
same sequence, are all of the same size (300 of longitude 
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each) and signs bearing, the same names in the two zodiacs 
are attributed virtually identical influences. In this 
chapter, whenever the signs are mentioned, it is the 
tropical zodiac týiat is i mplied unless it is stated 
otherwise. 
M I raditionally , the 12 signs are classified in 
three 
major ways. One such classification is according to the 
f our 11 tri 101 
iciti es "or 11 elemental' :f ire , earth, ai r and 
water. The three signs which belong to each element are 
said to have char acteristics in common. For example, the 
three fire signs, AR, LE and SG are all supposed to promote 
ardour and enthusiasm. N second classification, which is 
crossed with the elements, is by the three 
Ilquadruplicities" or "qualities": cardinal, fixed and 
mutable. Again, the four signs which belong to the same 
quality are said to share characteristics. For example, the 
four cardinal signs, AR, CN, LI and CP, are all said to be 
active and enterprising. Finally, signs are classified 
according to their "polarity" as either positive or 
nagative, with the former supposedly being extraverted and 
the latter introverted. In the terminology of the analysis 
of variance, the elements are nested within the polarities. 
These three forms of classification, in the orders given 
above, all begin with A. R and follow the sequence of the 
signs. Thus the signs can be represented with respect to 
the three classes as in the following table. 
Table 9.1. Signs of the zodiac 
classified by polarity, element and quality. 
POLARITY. 
'POSITIV ý, ' 
FIRE 
CARDINAL AR 
QUALITY. FIXED LE 
MUTABLE SG 
NEGATIVE 
ELEMENT. 
AIR WATER EARTH 
LI cii CP 
AQ sc TA 
GE Pi vi 
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Other bases for classifying the signs into groups and for 
subdividing them into parts have also been proposed by 
astrologers in different places and at different times but 
none of the--, -a is in wide use in the West. Details can be 
found in Dean et al. (1977) and in I'lone (1978). 
9.2. Zodiac-signs and group membership. 
9.2.1 . Sun-signs. Astrologers claim that people born with 
the sun in different signs of the zodiac tend to differ in 
personality and consequently are attracted to, and tend to 
excel in, different occupations. On the face of it, this 
, seems to be the easiest of all astrological doctrines to 
investigate because one orily needs, to know an individual's 
date of birth to determine his sun-sigri, and biographical 
directories listing the eminent members of various 
professions are readily available. Moreover, the ecliptic 
rnotion of the sun is comparatively simple and so, if the 
sign distribution for a given profession is to be compared 
with that of the general population, the expected 
frequencies for each sign would appear to be easy to 
calculate. Thus it is not surprising to find that a large 
number of studies of sun-sign and occupation, collectively 
sampling over half a million births, have already been 
carried out. Unfortunately, on closer examination, things 
do not turn out to be so straightforward. 
Dean et al. (1977) undertook a meta-analysis of 60 major 
sun-sign studies for which data had been published and 
found that none of them made proper allowance for the fact 
that the distribution of births in the general population 
is not uniforru. They reviewed the existing literature and 
found that the seasonal distribution of births varies 
considerably from country to country, from place to place 
within larg ge couatries, Crom year to year, and from one 
kind of person to another. Wýien the 60 sun-sign 
distributions were compared with the various control groups 
- 
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that had been used by the original researchers, it was 
found that about half of them gave significant chi-square 
values. However, Dean et al. 1, %Tere able to show that such 
control groups could be a standard deviation of 10% or more 
in error and that it was impossible to tell what the error 
might be for any particular study. Thus a significant 
difference between the distributions for a professional 
group and a control group is not convincing evidence for 
sun-signs. 
Faced with this situation, evidence for sun-signs could 
still be gained if it could be shown that independent 
sa: nples from a given profession have similar distributions. 
De an et al . managed to locate 11 such pairs of 
distributions which were indubitably independent. They 
calculated the correlations between the corrected sign 
totals for each of these pairs but found that none of the 
resulting coefficients was significant. Gauquelin (1978) 
has also compared the results of his sun-sign studies of 
nine professions ((-'Tauquelin, 1955), which employed French 
data, with Van Deusen's (1976) American data for the same 
professions and found that there was no more than chance, 
agreement between the appropriate pairs of distributions. 
Cooper and Smithers (1975), on the other hand, found that 
the distributions of births in sun-signs for both British 
and American army officers have very similar shapes with 
peaks in the signs corresponding to the summer and 
. qi id -autumn. However, they corrected the American 
distribution using the general population birth-pattern for 
Britain, when the American birth-pattern differs 
appreciably from the British by showing a pronounced autumn 
peak (Eysenck and Nias, 1982). Thus the replicability of 
the British pattern is uncertain. 
Of course, even if some sign-dist. ributioris were shoqn to 
be both significantlýr different from the general population ZD 
and reproducible in independerit 3amples, this still would 
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not support traditional astrology unless it could also be 
shown that the occupations in question are associated with 
the signs predicted by astrology. Van Deusen (1976) claims 
to have discovered such associations in his huge 
investigation of a large number of different occupations, 
but there is considerable doubt that astrology did actually 
predict the results that he obtained. Gauquelin (1978) has 
accused him of ". .. a veritable distortion of the 
astrological tradition for which even astrologers -might 
reproach him" (page 123). Eysenck and Nias (19,82) have put 
his claims to the test by supplying, a group of ten 
psychology graduates with a standard personality 
description of each sun-sign and asking them to say which 
personality type would be likely to succeed in each of ten 
of the occupations studied by Van Deusen. The test did not 
lend itse, 111 to exact statistical evaluation, but it seems 
quite clear that the agreement with Van Deusen's results 
was no better than charice. Dean et al. (1977) have also 
compared some of the available data with previous 
astrological predictions and failed to find any clear 
agree, ment . 
On the basis of their meta-analysis of the existing 
studies of sun-sign and group membership, Dean et al. 
(1977) concluded, "... -none of this vast work has produced 
convincing evidence for the validity of signs" (p. 88). 
Since that time there have been two further important 
studies on the topic. Shaffer, Nurco and Bonito (1977) 
attempted to replicate Newmeyer and Anderson's (1973) 
finding that heroin addicts tend to be born more often when 
the sun is in AQ, and less often when it is in SC, than -the 
general population. They were not success-11 7ul and so 
suggested that the original result was likely to be 
spurious because the normative data employed was not 
adjusted for race, sex or geographic area. The other major 
recent study is by Tyson (1980) who looked for associations 
between sun-sign and the chosen course of study at CD 
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university of over ten thousand South African students. 
Twenty-three types of course were studied but only one of 
them gave a significant result and this was not clearly in 
agreernent with astrology. Thus there appears to be no 
reason to revise Dean et al. 's conclusion. 
9.2.2. The moon, the planets and the angles. Astrologers 
claim that people differ in their group memberships not 
only according to their sun-signs but also accordin, - to the 
zodiac sign occupied at birth by the inoon, the planets and 
the angles<*>. However, only a few studies have been 
devoted to investigating tnese other factors, for reasons 
which vary according to the nature of the factor. The 
zodiacal motions of the outer planets are very slow and 
those of the inner planets are very irregular over time. In 
both cases, the expected frequencies needed -for statistical 
tests of association, between group membership and 
planetary sign position, are difficult to establish eitner 
from a theoretical basis or from a control group. 
Dean et al. (1977) give details. The astronomical 
corrections needed for research with the moon and the 
angles are far easier to calculate. However even these 
factors 'nave been rather neglected because they move 
through the zodiac so rapi-dly that their positions at birV1 
can only be ascertained with the required accuracy when 
birth-times are available. A few studies involving the 
planets have been reported but their outcomes are all 
inconclusive owing to the uncertainties surrounding the 
expected frequencies that they employed (Dean et al., 1977). 
Four studies involving either the moon, or the angles, or 
both have been published and it is to these that we turn 
next. 
Newmeyer and Anderson (1973) -tested an astrologically 
derived prediction that individuals born with the mooýi in 
PI or SC would be especially prone to heroin addiction. 
They collected two samples of addicts, of 278 and 1107 
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subjects respectively, and tested the distributions of 
their moon signs against an expected rectangular 
distribution. The distribution for the smaller sample was 
not significant as a whole but the sign PI, though not SC, 
was individually significant. The overall distribution for 
the larger sample, on the other hand, was significantly 
different from what was expected (p<. 02), but in this case 
neither PI nor SC was individually significant. Both CTR and 
VI occured more frequently, and CP occurred less 
frequently, than chance in both samples. However, the 
correlation between the 12 sign totals for the two samples 
was not significant (r = . 08). Thus it is doubtful that 
there is a genuine association between moon-sign and 
addiction. 
A, n opportunity to look further into this matter is 
afforded by another study of drug addiciton by Martinek 
(1983) who has preserited rnoon-. sign totals for a sample of 
812 addicts. In this case, the distribution for the moon 
does not differ significantly from a random distribution 
and the correlations between the 12 sign totals for this 
sample compared \with Newmeyer and Andersori's smaller and 
larger samples are -. 07 and . 08 respectively. Both fall far 
short of significance. 
In his study, Martinelk also presented data on the 
distributions of Ag and MC in týie zodiac signs for 116 drug 
addicts for whom birth-times were available. However, when 
these distributions were corrected for astronomical 
factors, they were found not to differ significantly from 
what was expected (F. Uauquelin, 1983; Startup, 1983c). 
Hence, the evidence for any zodiacal effect on drug 
addiciton is extremely tenuous. 
The possibility that having red hair is associated with 
having one of the angles of the horoscope in particular 
signs has been investigated by Addey (1968) with a sample 
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of 100. The ascendant, midheaven, east point<*>, and 
vertex<*> were all studied but none of their distributions 
differed from chance. 
By far the largest and most systematic study of the moon 
and the MC in the zodiac has been conducted by Gauqueli-q 
and Gauquelin (1978) using data on nearly sixteen thousand 
Europeans. These subjects had all achieved eminence in one 
or another of ten professions. However, no clear 
associations were found between professional membership and 
zodiac sign occupancy by MO or MC (nor by 30). Ascending 
signs have also been examined for over five thousand 
celebrities in eight professions by Reverchon (1962) and 
for 813 famous writers by LeClerq (1975). Both of these 
eauthors used data published by the Gauquelins and both 
failed to obtain any signifý(--ant results. Thus, it seems 
very unlikely that these astrological factors have the 
influences claimed for them by astrologers. 
9.3. Harmonics of the ecliptic circle. 
In the previous section it has been implied that a 
successful zodiac-sign study requires three properties: 
statistical significance, repeatability and agreement with 
tradition. Addey (1970), however, has identified another 
desideratum. If the positions of the planets for any given 
group are plotted for each degree of the ecliptic then, 
according to tradition, the resulting distributiori should 
show abrupt discontinuities at the boundaries of at least 
some of the signs. Addey plotted such distributions for a 
number of different groups but found that whatever abrupt 
changes in slope were in evidence did not ofteri coincide 
with sign boundarie,. b-. Instead, the distributions revealed 
, wavelike fluctuatioris which appeared to be unrelated to 
zodiacal divisions. 
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While Addey regarded this as clear evidence against the 
validity of traditional astrology, he nevertheless 
mr aintained that the waves he observed in the data were not 
random fluctuations but actually revealed "astrological" 
influences in line witq his theory of Harmonics (see 
section 3.5 above). In support of this theory, he offered 
five different kinds of evidence for the reality of 
harmonics in the ecliptic circle. This evidence has been 
examined carefully by Dean et al. (1977) and the following 
account follows their neta-analysis closely. Addey did not 
attempt to analyse distributions for the moon or the 
planets in this fashion, but concentrated solely on the 
position of the sun. 
A central idea of Harmonics is that the distribution of 
births (with respect to the positions of any heavenly body) 
for any particular group of subjects, such as doctors or 
victims of poliomyelitis, is characterised by a unique set 
of dominant harmonics (Addey, 1971). Unfortunately, A'ddey 
never attempted to replicate the results from one harmonic 
analysis of the ecliptic circle with an independent sample 
drawn from the same group. Dean et al., however, managed to 
locate six pairs of independent sun dist r ibut ions, for 
doctors, clergymen and polio victims, which they analysed 
in two ways. They calculated correlations between the 360 
degree totals and also between the amplitudes of the first 
60 harmonics, for each pair of distributions, but found 
t In at all of theresu. 1ting coef f icients were 
non-significant. 
A second claim that Addey (1976a) made was that, for any 
sample of subjects that share some salient characteristic, 
the harmonic riiimbers of the strongest waves in the sun 
distrib, ation tend to be related as multiples. For example, 
large amplitudes for a sample of nonagenarians were 
obtained for harmonic numbers 9,18,153 and 171, which are 
all multiples of nine. However, when Dean et al. calculated 
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the probabilities of obtaining given numbers, of multiples, 
they found that even Addey's best example of this 
phenomenon was not significantly improbable. 
Thirdly, kddey (1 971 ) suggested that the phase angles 
f or harmonics that are separated by a constant interval 
between their harmonic numbers, tend to bunch together. For 
example, he noted that, for a group of 7302 doctors, the 
phase angles for the first 20 harmonics that are separated 
by nine harmonics, starting with the seventh (i. e. 7-th, 
16th, 25th, 34th... ), are almost all located in one half of 
the circle instead of being evenly distributed throughout 
the circle. However, as Dean et al. noted, the only data 
that he presented in support of this hypothesis were 
selected, so no conclusions can be reached. 
With respect to phase angles, Addey (1976a) also 
suggested that the peaks, troughs or nodes of the strongest 
har-, ionics froin each distribution tend to cluster around the 
beginning of the tropical vzodiac, thus giving support to 
the -tropical, as opposed to the sidereal, framework. 
T However, when Dean et al. systematically examined the 60 
most prominent harmonics from 15 of the avail-able sun 
distributions, they could find no significant evidence for 
this kind of clustering, nor for any other kind. 
Finall NT 4ddey (1 974b, 1 976a) has reported that several 
h arraon i cs , for particular solar distributions, are 
significant by correlation analysis. This technique 
involves averaging together, in two groups, , all those 
segrnents of a solar distribution which correspond to the 
wavelength of the harmonic of interest. For example, to 
examine the 'Dth harmonic, all six segments of 600 in length 
are averaged as two groups of three segments each. Once the 
pairs of averaged segments have been formed in this way, 
the significance of the harraonic in question, and its 
multiples, can be tested by correlation because all 
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harmonics with other wavelengths will be cancelled out. 
However, a systematic survey by Dean et al., of the first 
60 harmonics of all 17 of the available solar 
distributions, showed that the -quryiber of 
individually 
significant positive correlations did not differ 
significantly frorn the number of individually significant 
nagative correlations or from the number of apparently 
significant positive correlations obtained with randorn data 
generated by computer. Thus, there was no satisfactory 
evidence in 'Cavour of harinonics from this analysis. 
Thus, in conclusion, there is no evidence for the 
existence of harmonics of the ecliptic circle. Addey has 
identified five different kinds of phenomenon that appear 
to support 'his theory of 'Harmonics when reference is made 
to selected cases. However, when these phenomena are sought 
in systematic surveys of the available data sets, they are 
found to be present no rriore often than expected by chance. 
9-4. Zodiac sign and personality. 
In the two previous sections we have examined the 
evidence Cor the clair,, i that ýqerribersýiip of various groups is 
associated with the natal Positioris of the planets in the 
ecliptic circle. Some of the groups that have been studied 
are defined by physical characteristics (eg. red hair) but 
the majority have been occupational groups. The rationale 
for studying the latter is that choice of occupation, and 
especially conspicuous success in an occupation, is assumed 
to be partly determined by personality, and personality, 
according to -astrology, is 
(at least partly) determined by 
the positions of the planets. Since psychological research 
supports the first of these assumptions (eg. Cattell et al., 
1 970; Eysenck et al., 1982; Gauquelin & Gauquelin, 1973, 
1974a & b, 1977a), then the failure that we have noted to 
find associations between occiipation and the ecliptic 
positions of the planets suggest, 3 that the latter Iriave no 
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influence on personality. However, there have been several 
studies that have addressed this issue directly by 
assessing personality and these will be reviewed in the 
present section, beginning vith those that have 
investigated only the : 3i-zri and then proceeding to those that 
have included the planets and other factors. 
Silverman (1 971 ) consulted four textbooks to discover 
what values are supposed to be held most dear by the 
various ý3un-signs and then tested these predictions, by 
means of the Rokeach Value Survey, on a sample of 954 
psychology graduates. He found, contrary to astrological 
expectations, that Librans and Aquarians did not tend to 
rank the value "equality" especially highly, Sagittarians 
did not differ from others in the importance they attached 
to honesty, 'Disceans 
-and Aquariaris did not regard being 
helpful as more important than did other signs, nor did 
those born with the sun in TA or CN consider family 
security to be particularly valuable, and finally, subjects 
%rith the sun in VI, PTE and CP did not differ -from others in 
the importance they attached to being intellectual. In 
short, no differences were found among the sun-signs in the 
values that were espoused. 
Pellegrini M73) chose 12 males and 12 females for each 
of the sun-signs from a larger pool of undergraduates who 
had been required to complete the California Psychological 
Inventory (CPI). Significant differences between sun-signs 
were found by -means of analysis of variance, on four of the 
18 scales of the inventory. 11loger examination revealed 
that the differences on three of the scales were almost 
certainly spurious, but a powerful effect on the measure of 
Femininity still rerauined. Standen (1975) later pointed out 
that, when the six signs which scored significantly highly 
on this scale are arranged in their order in the zodiac, 
they comprise the consecutive signs whose corro-3pondirigg 
lates run from late July to late January. However, 
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attempted replications of this finding by Illingworth and 
Syme (1977) and Tyson (1977) failed to find any 
associations between the signs and any of the scales of the 
CPI, and Mayes and Klagh (1978) also failed to replicate 
Pellegrini's findings with the Flexibility and Femininity 
scales. Since Pellegrini obtained no differences between 
males and any of the scales, including females on 
Femininity, when such differences are a regular feature of 
this inventory, it now seems to be generally agreed that 
the original result must have been produced by some 
"undetected gross error in the data", as Standen (1975, 
p. 260) suggested. 
J ourard (1 978 ) has conducted an exploratory study of 
sun-signs by testing 240 students vith his own standard 
self-disclosure quest ionriailre. This instrument requires 
respondents to indicate how much information on each of 40 
topics they have disclosed to both of their parents and to 
friends of the same and of the opposite sex. their closest 1. 
It yields scores for each target-person as well as an 
overall score. When these scores were entered into a 
two-way Anova, the 
-main effect 
for signs was found to be 
non-significant but the sign by target-person interaction 
was highly significant. Inspection of the data revealed 
that the only consistent pattern in the results was that 
Capricorns disclosed siginifLcantly less than members of the 
other signs to three of the four target-persons. However, 
since there was no main effect for signs, Jourard was 
inclined to regard this result as being due to chance 
variation. 
The study of sun-sign and personality that has attracted 
the most attention is undoubtedly that by Mayo, White and 
Eysenc', c (1978). They administered the Eysenck Personality 
Inventory (EPI) to 2324 adults in order to test two 
astrological predictions: that the positive signs would 
score higher on Ex than the negative signs and that the 
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Water signs would score higher on Ne than the remaining 
signs (see section 9.1 for "positive", "negative" and 
"Water" signs). Both of these predictions were , ý, upported by 
the data, with the forraer reaching a very high level of 
significance. When mean personality scores -were plotted 
against sun-sign it was found that Ex scores showed a 
saw-tooth pattern with all of the means for positive signs 
being above -t -he grand mean and all the negative signs being 
below. A similar plot for Ne scores revealed that the three 
Water signs were the only ones, apart from AR, whose means 
were greater than the average for all subjects. 
This study has now been repeated at least ten times. 
Since non-significant re, 3ults have been reported for six of 
these replications, some doubt has been raised as to 
whether the effects might be artefactual after all (eg. 
Jackson and Fiebert, 1980) . In order to resolve this 
qaestion, a further replication will be undertaken below 
and then a meta-analysis of the majority of the existing 
studies on this topic will be reported later in section 
9.7. To anticipate the main outcome of this meta-analysis, 
it can be said that the effect of zodiacal polarity on 
extraversion is reproducible under a variety of condition, 3 
and that 8everal of the failures to replicate can be 
accounted -for by inadequate oarqPle sizes. The effect of 
Water signs on neuroticism, on the other hand, is elusive. 
Details will be ý-iven below. C" 
Of course, to establish that having the sun in a 
positive sign is reliably associated with greater thari 
average extraversion (which will be called the "polarity 
effect" for convenience), does not necessarily -mean 
that 
the sun itself affects personality according to its 
4 position in the zodiac. Since the alleged I-nfluences of the 
3igns are 8o 4ell known nowadays, and since the majority of 
people in Western countries know what their own sign is C-1 
(Gauquelin, 1973), it is possible tnat the opinions of at 
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least sorne people about their own personalities, have been 
affected by what astrology asserts. That is to say, some 
small proportion of the population might alter their 
self-images as a result of their exposure to astrology and 
attribute to themselves some of the traits which astrology 
claims they ought to possess. It has been calculated that 
the polarity effect is so weak that it could be brought 
about by one person in ten changing his response to three 
questions or one person in 3.3, on average, changing his 
response to one question in the direction predicted by 
astrology (Dean, 1983c). And in fact, there is a variety of 
evidence suggestiricy,, that this is the correct explanation 
for the effect. 
Firstly, there is evidence that people do indeed alter 
their responses to questionnaire iterns to conform to 
astrologgical information. Delaney and Woodyard (1974) have 
shown that this can happen even when the information is 
bogus. In their experiment, 55 students were asked to read 
descriptions of the characteristics of their own signs and 
were then required to complete a quest ionriair(--ý designel to 
i"deasure the traits Dominance and Change. Unknown to the 
subjects, the sign descriptions had been specially prepared 
so that they emphasised either 'nigh or low levels of these 
two traits. When the scores on the questionnaire were 
analysed it was found that the mean scores on the two 
scales differed significantly in the direction in which the 
astrological material had been slanted, thus showing 
conformity with astrological ideas. 
A second demonstration of the power of astrological 
information to affect individuals' self-images has been 
undertaken by Eysenck and Nias (1982). In this study, 122 
adults were first presented vith 12 lists, consisting, of 
six traits each, which were in fact standard descriptions 
of the characteris tics of the signs, though this was not 
revealed at fist. The subjects' task was to select the 
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three descriptions which best matched their own 
personalities. Following this, they were told that the 
descriptions were really portraits of the sun-signs 
arranged in random order and they were then given three 
chances to identify the description that corresponded to 
their own signs. This second task allowed the experiýaenters 
to identify which subjects probably had some knowledge 
-about sun-signs and which had none. 
In fact, they 
classified Ss as "knowledgeable" if they correctly 
identified their own sign on the first guess and 'lignorarit" 
if all three guesses were incorrect. Those who guessed 
correctly only on the second or third attempt were treated 
as borderline cases. Finally, the numbers of Ss in each of 
I these three "knowledge" groups who had chosen the traits 
for their own sun-signs as good descriptions of their own 
personalities at first, were compared. It was found that 
both the Ilignorarit" and the "borderline" groups showed no 
tendency to select the traits belonging , to their own signs 
whereas the "knowledgeable" group showed a marked tendency 
to assess themselves in accordance with astrology. 
The two previous experiments show that individuals' 
self-images caa be affected by knowledge of astrology and 
strongly su,, ý:,,,,, est that the polarity effect can be explained 
by such self-attribution. However, Mayo et al. (1978) 
considered this possibility before they published their 
Lindings and failed to find any evidence in support of it. 
Each of their subjects had beeri asked, "how much do you 
know about interpreting an astr-ologgical chart? " but when 
the sample was divided into those who replied "nothing" and 
those who claimed to know "a little" or "a lot", there was 
found to be no difference in the polarity effect between 
the knowledgeable and the apparently naive groups. T-lowever, 
it has been pointed out by Eysenck and Nias (1982) that the 
; aeaq3 of a3sesSir1ý7, '-KýnowledSe here was riot appropriate 3irice 
orie may well disclairri any knowledge about interpreting a 
chart and yet be quite familiar with one's own sun-sign. 
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Indeed, since almost all the subjects in this study were 
interested in astrology, it is likely that the great 
majority of them had at least a rudimentary knowledge about 
sunN -signs. In fact, in a later study, Eysenck and Tias 
almost reversed the prediction that had been tested in the 
original study. They argued that people who knoq a good 
deal about astrology are aware that the sun-sign is only 
one of the many factors tnat are taken into -account 'oTheri 
assessing character and, as a result, they should riot be 
unduly influenced by their familiarity with their own 
sun-signs. Consequently, such people should not show the 
polarity effect to the same extent as those who know only a 
little about astrology. This prediction was tested in an 
exact replication of Mayo et al. 's study and Eysenck and 
Nias report that the results were as expected; the polarity 
effect was only significant for Ss who claimed only a 
little knowledge or no 'Knowledge at all about astrology. 
A similar experiment to this last one has also been 
conducted by Pawlik and Buse (1979) using a German 
translation of the EPI, together with a questionnaire 
desisned to measure amount of belief in astrology. On the 
basis of their resPonseý-3 to the latter, the 799 subjects 
were divided into equal groups of "non-believers", 
"believers" and "strong believers" and then the polarity 
effect was tested for each of these groups separately. It 
was found, as expected, that -the non-believers did not show 
the effect while the two groups of believers did. Moreover, 
the effect for the "believers" was stronger than for the 
"strong, believers" in a way which parallels the finding 
that very knowledgeable subjects do not show the effect 
whereas slightly knowledgeable siibjects do. 
It should be recogni8ed, however, that all of this 
evidence showing an association between the polarity effect 
and knowledge about, or belief in, astrology does not rule 
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out the possibility that the sun really does effect 
personality since, as Eysenck and Nias (1982) put it, 
"It is conceivable that astrology is trae only for a few 
people who, on finding that their lives followed the 
astrologically predicted pattern, became believers. " 
(page 57). 
However, Eysenck and Nias have conducted another experiment 
which seems to preclude even this possibility; they 
attempted to replicate the polarity effect with a sample of 
1160 schoolchildren. The rationale for this is that 
children have far less knowledge about astrology than 
adults and so, if sun-sign effects could be found with 
them, they would be unlikely to be due to self-attribution. 
However, no such effects were found either for the positive 
signs with Ex+ or for the Water signs with Ne+. 
Despite all the evidence reviewed above, Smithers (1981, 
1982) has expressed two lingering doubts that the sun-sign 
effects discovered by Mayo et al. can be completely 
accounted for as the resalts of self -attribution. At first 
3mithers suspected that there might be a true seasonal 
component to the polarity effect because a gradual trend in 
the mean Ex scores seemed to be present in the results of 
several independent studies. TA frequently gave the lowest 
inean and SG the highest and these two signs are just over 
six months apart. In order to check this possibility, 
Smithers (1981 ) repeated the study in Australia, where the 
seasons are reversed, with a sample of subjects who were 
IT all born in the Southerr Uemisphere. Since the results 
showed the usual polarity effect, riot a reversed one, and 
SG still scored highest on Ex while TA scored second 
lowest, 3mithers concluded that no seasonal effect was 
present. However, there was one surprising result i-ri the 
data which led Smithers to express his second doubt. Among 
the questions asked of the 1494 subjects was one requesting 
a list of all major illnesses suffered. The 70 illness'es 
that were mentioned in response to this question were 
categorised according to the nature of the disease and one 
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of these categories included all complaints of a neurotic 
kind. When the frequency of these neurotic complaints was 
plotted against the sun's ecliptic position, it was found 
that a three-fold wave was formed with peaks very closely 
corresponding to the three Water signs. Smithers found it 
difficult to believe that people , would take astrology so 
seriously as to perceive and report themselves erroneously 
as suffering major neurotic illnesses. 
ri 
Certainly this last result is suprising but it oeerns 
that we have little choice but to accept that people are 
prepared even to report more illnesse., -. ill that is what 
astrology says should be the case. The main reason for 
reaching this conclusion is that there is evidence that the 
Water signs are qo more frequent than is expected among 
those who are really suffering from major neuroses. Pearson 
and Crookes (1979) tested this with a sample of 920 
psychiatric outpatients all diagnosed as neurotic or 
personality lisorders. 
Finally, if the sun-s ic:,, n ef f ects discovered by 
Mayo et al. were due to real differences in personality 
rather than differences in self -attribution, we would 
expect these differences to be apparent when personalit'; T is 
rated by others rather than by the self. However, kGrauquelin 
(1981b) has found this not to be the case in a large-scale 
study of over 2000 European celebrities. This study 
employed a modified form of the "character traits -method" 
which -the Gauquelins Iriad previously used to investigate the 
diurnal circle (see section 9-3 -above). That is, to 
characterise each of the subjects for whom they had 
previously collected birth-data, they consulted 
biographical dictionaries from which they extracted every 
word related to personality. This provided descriptions 
uhicIq are, in most respects, equivalent to rating data. 
Then, in order to discover what traits are alleged to be 
associated with having a major horoscopic factor in each of 
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the signs of the zodiac, Cauquelin consulted the textbooks 
written by eight widely regarded astrologers and extracted 
all the keywords used to describe each sign. This provided 
96 sets of keywords (12 signs for each of 8 astrologers). 
Then, taking each of these sets of keywords separitely, the 
position of the sun in the zodiac was plotted for every 
individual in the cataloSue who had been described by each 
word in the given set of keywords. The positions of the sun 
for traits which did not feature among the keywords were 
used to generate expected frequencies. It was found that, 
of the 96 sets of keywords, only 40 gave greater than 
expected frequencies in the appropriate sun-signs while 56 
of them gave less than expected frequencies. Thus, there 
w as no evidence that the subjects' personalities 
corresponded to what astrologers would expect from their 
3un-signs. Of course, this finding not only fails to 
support the reality of the polarity effect but equally 
-fails to su s pport all other astrological idea, about 
sun-sign and pero:, oriality. 
It is quite 
-possible, 
however, that the moon and planets 
might affect personality according to their positions in CD 
the zodiac even though the sun, apparently, does not. This, 
after all, has been found to be the case in the diurnal 
circle (see chapter 8). Gauquelin (1981b), however, did not 
confine his study to sun-signs but also examined the 
possible effects of the moon-sign and the ascending sign. 
That is, for each of the 96 sets of astrolog , ers' 
keywords, 
he also plotted the positions of MO and AS in the zodiac 
and comapred the resulting distributions with expected 
frequencies. The results were no better than for the sun; 
subjects who had MO or AS in a given sign were rio more 
likely to be described by the keywords thought appropriate 
for that sign than by any other 'Keywords. Furthermore, when 
,, auquelin repeated the whole experimerit using the sidereal 
instead of the tropical zodiac, the results for 30, MO and 
AS were equally poor. 
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Apart from this last experiment, there have been four 
studies of the (tropical) zodiac which have investigated 
o ther factors in addition to the sun. In one of these 
Silverman and Whitmer (1974) first rated each of the signs 
on eight personality traits ori the basis of descriptions 
found in several astrological books. This task was then 
repeated by a professional astrologer. Good inter-rater 
reliabilities were found for the traits aggressive, 
ambitious, creative, extraverted and intuitive. Next, each 
of 130 students rated themselves on these five traits and, 
for 86 of the subjects, similar ratings were also obtained 
from close friends. Finally, -Cor each of the five traits, 
correlations were calculated between the two sets of 
ratings (self and friends) and the weights assigned to 
their sun-signs, moon-signs and ascending signs. Only one 
out of the 30 resulting coefficients was sigaificant, which 
is not sufficient for overall significance. When the sun, 
moon and ascendant signs were combined by taking the 
average of their ratings for each trait, the results were 
-no better. 
A study investigating all of the planets (plus AS and 
MC) at once, using a weighting system, has been reported by 
Metzner, Holcombe and Holcombe (1980). The signs as such 
were not studied but the main categories into which they 
fall: the two polarities, the four elements and the three 
qualities (see section 9.1 ). The planets were weighted by 
giving three points to the polarity, element or quality in 
which SO, MO and AS were found, two points for the type of 
sign occupied by MEf VE, MA and MC, and one point for each 
of the remaining planets. In this way, eight planetary 
scores were computed for each of the 156 subjects; scores 
for positive signs, for earth, fire, air and water signs, 
and for cardinal, fixed and mutable signs. The astrological 
hypothesis that signs of different polarity are associated 
with different degrees oý extraversion 4as then tested by 
correlating the polarity scores with scores from two 
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measures of extraversion: the EPI and the Gray-Wheelwriolits 
Type Survey (GWTS). Both of these correlations were 
ý:, ignificant for the 60 males in the study but not for the 
96 females. 
The second hypothesis to be tested was that each of the 
four elements is associated with one of Jung's four 
"functions" according to the following pairs: air-thinking, 
water-feelin, )., -, fire-intuition, earth-sensation. However, 
when scores on the GWTS, which provides measures of these 
four functions, were correlated with scores on the four 
elements, only one of the predictions was supported. This 
was the association between earth and sensation, which was 
significant for females but not for males. Metzner et al. 
actually reported correlations for all of the elements with 
all of the functions, among which they obtained. five 
significant results altogether. However, since the indexes 
LOr the elements are not independent of one -another, and 
neither are the scores 'Lor thinking versus feeling or 
sensation versus intuition in the GWTS, the overall 
significance of these results is hard to assess. In this 
part of the study, the Ne scale f rom the EPI was also 
correlated with scores on the four elements but none of 
these coefficients was significant. Perhaps the best way to 
appraise the combined results, for the four elements with 
the five personality measures, is to look for replications 
between the males and females, since the results are given 
separately for each. It is then found that only nine of the 
twenty pairs of correlations are in the same direction, 
which is slightly below the number expected by chance. 
Thus, the evidence for differences between the four 
elements was very poor indeed. 
A third experiment by Metzner et al. was desi,, -, -ri(-Dd as @. 
test Of the idea that eac, i of tne three qualities is 
related to one of the three personality types based on 
Sheldon' s somatotype systera. The predicted pairs are 
- 
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somatotonia with cardinal signs, viscerotonia with fixed 
signs and cerebrotonia with mutable signs. These hypotheses 
were tested by correlating scores oa Cortes and G-attils 
measure of the three perý3onality types with the appropriate 
astrological indices bat none of the predicted coefficients 
was significant for either sex. The Ex and Ne scales of the 
EPI and the Ex scale of the GWTS were also correlated with 
the indices for the three qualities but none of these 
coefficients was significant either. 
Thus , arnong the 22 predictions that Metzner et al. 
tested, only two produced significant results in the 
expected direction. These showed a relative preponderance 
of planets in positive signs and in earth signs to be 
correlated with extraversion and the sensation function 
respectively. However, both of these results were obtained 
for only one of the 8exes. Hence, no reliance can be placed 
on them. 
The association between one of the elements and one of 
the four functions of Jung's system has also been tested by 
Whisenant (1978) in two small pilot studies. In this case, 
however, a perusal of the astrological literature led the 
author to predict that a preponderaqce of planets in Water 
signs would be linked with intuition rather than feeling, 
as Metzner et al. expected. In order to test this, the 
planets were weighted according to a slightly different 
system in which the element occupied by 30 and MO received 
two points, and the elements occupied by the remaining 
planets, plus AS and MC, were given a score of one each. 
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator was used to assess the 
subjects' standing on the sensing-intuition dimension. The 
correlation between the Water index and the intuition 
scores was calculated for two samples, of 12 and 14 
subjects each. The coefficients obtained were . 82 and . 67 
respectively, which are both significant at the 1% level. 
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It is noteworthy that Metzner et al. also obtained a 
significant, though unanticipated, correlation between 
intuition and Water-sign preponderance (r = . 23) for -the 
females in their sample, though the males provided an 
equally large correlation in the opposite direction. It 
ought also to be noted, however, that self -attribution 
effects cannot be ruled out in either of these studies 
since the sun features quite heavily in both of the 
weighting systems used. Moreover, several of the subjects 
in Whisenant's small samples were friends of the 
experimenter and five of them "had -more than -a layman's 
knowledge of astrology" and thus probably knew their own 
horoscopes well. Hence the results of this study need to be 
repeated with naive subjects, and with a weighting systeýn 
which excludes the sun, before any confideace can be placed 
in them. 
Finally, the moon and the planets ME, VE and MA, in 
addition to the sun, have been investigated by Russell and 
Wagstaff (1983) using the Ex and Ne scales of the EPI. This 
was a test of the same hypotheses as those investigated by 
Mayo et al. except that, in this case, the 350 subjects 
were classified not only according to the element of the 
sun-sign, but also according to how many of the other 
planets mentioned above were in t'ne same element as the 
sun. The rationale ror this design, as with the two 
previous studies, is that astrology predicts that the more 
planets individuals have in one of the elements, the more 
they should tend to have the traits attributed to that 
element. Thus each subject was placed in one of the 20 
cells of a four (elements) by five (number of additional 
planets) matrix and the means for these cells were compared 
in two-way analyses of variance. Neither of the main 
effects -nor 
the interaction was significant for either Ex 
or Ne, thus giving no support to either of the hypotheses. 
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9-5- overview. 
We have seen, in the foregoing review of the literature, 
that there is no convincing evidence that the sun affects, 
personality, or physical characteristics, according to its 
position in the ecliptic circle. Although many studies have 
been reported which appear to show significant associations 
between sun-signs and membership of various groups, on 
closer examination these have been found to lack clear 
statistical significance, repeatability in independent 
samples, and agreement with astrological tradition. The 
case for solar harmonics in the ecliptic circle has also 
been found to lack acceptable statistical support. 
Fartherfaore, when traditional claims concerning the 
influences of the sun on personalit-7 were tested directly 
with rating data, no evidence in support o-P those claims 
was found. Since the number of studies that have been 
conducted is now quite large, the predictions that have 
been tested are varied, and the data that have been sampled 
are voluminous, and yet the evidence is so poor, it is 
probably time for all to agree that enough is enough; the CD 
sun-sign idea is simply not valid. (Of course, this 
conclusion does not encompass possible sea,, -ion-of -birth 
effects, which are beyond the scope of the present review). 
Although the sun almost certainly does not affect 
personality according to its position in the zodiac, one 
discovery to emerge fro; a all this research is that 
astrology itself does affect personality, or at least it 
affects some individuals' perceptions of their own 
personalities. A variety of evidence was reviewed above 
which, taken together, strongly suggestýs that exposure to 
astrology can lead a small Proportion of the population to 
attribute to themselves the traits which astrology claims 
they ought to possess. This has been found to be the case 
with extraversion, at least, and perhaps with ieuroticism 
also. It would be interesting to know if similar effects 
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obtain with other personality dimensions. Since the traits 
ascribed to the signs of the zodiac are riot limited to 
those measured by the EPI, there seems to be no reason why 
self-attribution effects should not be found on a variety 
of dimensions. It is true that several different 
self-report measures have already been used in sun-sign 
studies (eg. the CPI) without finding evidence of 
self-attributiori, but the sample sizes employed have been 
rather too small to detect the sort of effect sizes that 
are expected. Therefore, in the study that is reported 
below, all ten of the personality scales selected in 
Chapter Six above are used in a multivariate analysis C in 
which the means for the san-signs, grouped in various ways, 
are compared. 
While the evidence suggesting that sun-signs are invalid 
is very strong now, the same cannot be said -for the moon, 
planets and angles. Admittedly, the existing studies 
(especially those of the I'Tauquelins) of the effects of moon 
sign, AS sign and MC sign on group membership and 
personality suggest that these two factors are invalid. 
HT owever, the investigations 'nave not yet been extensive 
enough for this verdict to be brought in with complete 
confidence. The effects of the planets in the zodiac have 
been studied even less. Because the motions of the planets 
are either very slow or else very irc-egular, it is 
difficult to conduct decisive tests of association between 
planetary position and group membership. Fortunately, the 
irregularities of the planets' motions are far less of a 
problem when quest i onriai are used to assess personality 
because, in this case, it is not necessary to calculate 
expected frequencies within groups. However, none of the 
existing studies of personality have investigated the 
planets individually; they have all used weighting systems 
to form composite measures. Although these systems have 
been suggested by astrologers, and are therefore part of 
the doctrine that one wishes to test, it seems inadvisable 
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to use them for tvo reasons. First, when an a priori 
geighting system is used to quantify astrological 
variables, one is not only testing whether the planets have 
any effects but also the particular weights that have been 
applied. Secondly, it could be that some planets have 
effects while others do not, as seems to be the case in the 
diurnal circle, and yet a weighting system throws them all 
in together. For example, the sun is invariably included 
with a large weighting even though the research suggests 
that it is ineffective. Thus, it is preferable to establish 
,, vhich, if any, of the planets affect personality and then 
to determine their appropriate weights a posteriori. 
This is the method which is adopted in the study that is 
reported next. It is not possible to include the planets 
URy NE and PL because their sidereal periods, all in excess 
of 84 years, are greater than the range of birth-dates 
covered by the sample. It is not possible to include SA 
either but for a different reason. Daturn's ecliptic -motion 
is so slow that it spends nearly two and a half years in 
each siSn, on average. This is important because the sample 
employed in this study is composed of two distinct groups 
with quite different inean ages. The groups are students and 
astrologers whose mean ages are 23.3 years (s. d. 6.8) and 
37.5 years (s. d. 11 -3) respectively. The comparatively 
small standard deviation for the students' ages means that 
the great majority of students have SA in the same four 
signs. Since astrologers and students are ipso facto likely 
to differ in personality, differences between signs are 
likely to be found for reason, -:, which are quite unconnected 
4ith planetary influences. The same problem also arises 
with JU but it is not so acute with this Planet since it 
spends only about one year in each sign. 
Since the categories into which the signs fall are 
-videly accepted as being i,, riportant in astrology, a 
factorial design is used. The elements are nested within 
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the polarities and these two factors are then crossed with 
the qualities, as in Table 9.1 . Each of the 12 signs is 
thus located in one of the 12 cells of the matrix and the 
second-order interaction term provides a test of the 
differences among all of the signs. 
9.6. Ecliptic Study I. 
9.6.1 . Method. Chapter Five above gives details of the 
subjects, the questionnaires and the calculation of 
planetary positions used in this study. Only tho, 73e Ss whose 
births were recorded as being accurate to the nearest hour 
or better (N = 715) were retainel for analyses involving MO 
because of the comparatively rapid ecliptic motion of this 
body. The ecliptic motions of AS and MC are even more 
rapid, so birth times accurate to within 1-ý) minutes (N=559) 
were required for these factors. All 911 Ss were retained 
for the sun and the planets ME, VE, MA and JU. 
For each of the eight astrological Lactors individually, 
Ss were assigned to one of the two Polarity groups, one of 
the four Element groups, and one of the three Quality 
, groups on 
the basis of the sign occupied by the factor at 
birth. This is, therefore, a three-factor, partially 
'qierarchical desi,,,, n in which the factor Element is nested 
within the factor Polarity and these two are crossed with 
the factor Qualitv. All three effects are fixed and so the 
error mean square is used as the denominator for all 
F ratios. All ten of the personality scales selected in 
chapter six above were entered simultaneously into 
multivariate analyses of variance. These analyses were 
carried out by the SAS computer package (Freund and 
Littell, 1 981 ) and, since the design was unbalanced, the 
', -T'LM procedure was used. 
9.6.2. Results. The results of the Manovas are presented in 
Table 9.2. F approximations associated with Pillai's Trace 
-2 -'Ir 
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criterion are shown for all eight astrological factors and 
for three main, and two interaction, effects. It can be 
seen that only one out of the 40 ratios is significant 
(p=. 008) . This is for MO with 
the factor Quality, 
suggesting that individuals born with the inoori iri signs 
belonging to the three Qualities differ in personality. kn 
inspection of the resalts of the univariate Anovas based on 
Type III sums of squares (as recommended by Freund and 
Littell, 1981) reveals that individually significant 
results for this effect were provided by the scales Ne, 
neuroticism, E, dominance, G, conscientious, and L, 
suspicious. The means for the three Qualities for these 
four scales, expressed as T-scores, are shown in Table 9-3. 
--------------------------------------------- ------------- 
Table 9.2. Results of multivariate comparisons 
for three sign categories and eight astrological factors. 
factor 
Effect. so MO ME VE IvIA JU AS MC 
Polarity 1.35 0.43 0.81 0.53 1.16 1.01 0.87 0.87 
Element(Polarity) 1.08 1.25 0.93 0.85 1.13 0.53 1.13 1.06 
Quality 0.62 1-93*1-37 0.83 0.67 0.85 1.23 1.12 0 
Plrty*Qlty 1.23 1.34 1-04 0.73 0.75 1.52 0.84 1.37 
Elmnt(Plrty)*Qlty 0.81 1.00 0.99 0.95 1.16 1.37 0.86 1.21 
-------- -------- - -------------- --- - ---- -- ---------------- ------ 
The figures shown are F approximations associated with 
Pillails Trace criterion. 
* P=-008 
------------------------------------------- --------------- 
It is important to note, however, that since a separate 
test of the null hypothesis (of no diCference among the 
groups on any of the dependent variables) is conducted for 
each of the components of the among-group variation, the 
experimentwise Type I error rate is compounded. In effect, 
this means that the probability associated with one F ratio 
in the table must be judged not only against the fact that 
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eight separate Manovas were calculated but also against the 
fact that five effects were anal ITsed for each Manova. The V 
probability of obtaining one F ratio signiricant at p=-008, 
out of 40 independent results, is greater than . 27 by the 
binomial test. Hence, this apparently significant result is 
probably due to chance variation. 
Table 9.3. Means for MO in the three Qualities 
for four personality scales. 
------------ --- -- -- --- ------- 
QUALITY. Ne. E. G. 
Cardinal 53.2 57.4 45.0 50.4 
Fixed 'ý)0.2 60.3 42.1 52.6 
Mutable 51.4 58.8 44.2 52.3 
F ratio 5.17 4.36 4.63 3.17 
p- . 006 . 01 . 01 . 04 
F ratios are based on Type III sums of squares. 
D. f. =2& 703 throughout. 
-- -------------------------------------------------------- 
Although none of the multivariate results for SO were 
significant, the -univariate results are still of interest 
in the search for self -attribution effects. In fact only 
two of these were signif icant; the positive signs had a 
I "or Ex than the negative Big-as i gn ific ant ly ii gh er , riean -- 
(F=8.45; d. f. =2 & 899; P=. 004) and there was asi,,,:,, nif i cant 
effect of Element on E, dominance (F=3.29; d. f. =2 & 899; 
P= . 04) - Inspection of the means for this second result 
shows that Fire and Water signs both scored higher than Air 
, and Earth signs. 
9.6-3. Discussion. This study provided no evidence that 
individuals differ in personality according to the ecliptic 
positions of the angles, the planets or the moon. Although 
one of the results for the latter body proved to be highly 
significant on its own, this could easily have arisen by 
chance among 40 significarice tests. Since this paucity of 
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effects for M0, AS and MC is in line with previous negative 
outcomes with these factors and since the present tests, 
and several of the previous ones (eg. Gauquelin and 
Gauquelia, 1978; Gauquelin, 1981b), have had large enough 
samples to make them quite powerful, it now seems highly 
-unlikely that MO, AS or MC have the effects which are 
claimed for them. Only very tenuous evidence for the 
effects of the planets in the zodiac has been found 
previously (eg. Whisenant, 1978; Metzner et al., 1980). 
Thus, the negative results with the planets in the present 
study make it very unlikely that these bodies have the 
effects claimed for them either. 
The usual polarity effect with the sun in the zodiac was 
f ound for Ex but no other convincing evidence for 
self -attribution was obtained for any of the other nine 
personality scales according to Polarity, Element or 
Quality. One significant result was found that suggested 
, ns belon that sig-- ging to different elements differ in degree 
of dominance, but this can be discounted since the 
multivariate analysis in which this result was embedded was 
non-significant. Such an absence of results is actually 
rather surprising since the traits that are ascribed to the 
signs of the zodiac are not limited to those comprising 
extraversion. Silverman and Whitmer (1974) found that it 
was possible to rate the signs differentially on the traits 
ambitious, creative and intuitive as well as extraverted 
and aggressive and to obtain good inter-rater reliabilities 
(between psychologist and astrologer) on these ratings. 
Therefore, if astrological doctrines can influence some 
individuals when replying to extraversion items, it is not 
at all clear why they should not equally influence replies 
to items on other 3cales. This is not to doubt the validity 
of the polarity effect with 'Ex, however. The meta-analysis 
which follows next shows that the polarity effect is 
genuinely reproducible. However, it also shows that the 
Water sign effect with neuroticism is elusive, so it will 
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be necessary to return later to the question why astrology 
seems to affect self -attribution reliably on only one 
cal e 
9.7. Sun-sign studies of Ex and Ne: a meta-analysis. 
9.7.1 . Introduction. Two years -after Mayo et al. 
(1978) 
f irst provided evidence for the polarity effect, Jackson 
and Fiebert (1 980) declared, "It is unclear i4l sun-sign 
effects, at least in terms of introvers iori-extravers ion, 
are elusive or ill-usory". Two years later again, Xelly and 
Saklofske (1982) echoed this doubt. By now, however, there 
have been sufficient replications of the original study for 
it to be possible to conduct a rneta-analysis to decide 
whether or not the effect is reproducible arid, if so, under 
what conditions. 
Table 9.4 lists the 14 studies which are used in the 
meta-analysio. This table -also shows what 
kinds of Ss, and 
which quest ioqaai res, were emloyed in each study. TýIe last 
column, headed "Naive? ", shows whether the Ss were aware 
that astrology was being tested at the time they answered 
the questioririairez3. Studies 9 and 11-14 require a few extra 
comments. The quest iorinaire used in Study 9 comprised two 
scales, one for Ex and one for Ne, which were modelled on 
the EPI. However, the Ne scale included only five items and 
the internal consistencies of both scales were considerably 
lower than those of the EPI. Study 11 is the one which was 
reported in the previous section above in which all 911 of 
the Ss on the database were te, -, ted. For Study 12, only 
those Ss who were experimentally naive were selected. These 
were all university students. The remaining Ss were 
included in Study 13. Eighty per cent of these were 
,. 3tudents of astrology. Two different quest ionnaires were 
employed in Study 14. The I-X Test, an adaptation of 
Marston's Personalit7 Rating Scale, is a measure of 
extraversion. The Payne Feradcom Test is said to be a 
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Table 9.4. Studies of sun-sign and personality. 
STUDY 
NO. AUTHORS. SUBJECTS. TEST. NAIVE? 
1. Mayo, White, British adults applying E. P. I. No. 
& Eysenck -0 for astrological form ? 
U978) predictions. 
2. Smithers ('c Introductory science and E. P. I. Yes. 
Cooper (1978). technology students. forrn ? 
3. Veno & 1st-year undergrads., FI. P. I. ? 
Pamment born in southern forja ? 
(1979) hemisphere. 
4. Jackson. Adults born in New E. P. I. No. 
(1979) Zealand. Responded to form A 
newspaper advertisement. 
5. Pearson & Psychiatric outpatients. E. P. I. Yes. 
Crookes Neurotics and form A 
(1979) personalitj lisorders. 
6. Jackson & Psychology undergrads. E. P. I. Yes? 
Fiebert (1980) form ? 
7. Saklofske 1st-year undergrads. E. P. Q. ? 
et al. Born in southern 
(1982) hemisphere. 
8. Mohan et al. Indian children, Junior No. 
(1982) aged 12-14 years. TIM. P. I. 
9. Smithers & British adults, Non-standard 
Cohen (1982) contacted via a T. V. test. No. 
programme. 
10. Jackson. Introductory undergrads E. P. I. No. 
unpublished. living in N. Z. form ? 
11. Present study. Undergrads & astrologers. 'A. P. Q. Mixed 
12. Present study. Undergraduates only. E. P. Q. Yes. 
13. Present study. Astrologers only. 71. P. Q. No. 
14-Forlano Male college students, (1) I-X Yes. 
Ehrlic'a _'Tew York City. test. 
(1941) (2) Payne 
Feradcom. 
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measure of feelings of inferiority, but an inspection of 
its items suggests that it can be regarded as a measure of 
introversion, albeit of a rather anxious kind. Forlano and 
Ehrlich (1941) did not investigate astrology but 
season-of-birth, for which purpose they published the 12 
monthly mean scores of 7897 male college students. These 
data are not in a suitable forrn to enter into the first 
part of the present analysis but they will be used in 
correlation analyses later. 
9.7.2. Effect size, significance and power. Table 9.5 shows 
, me important statistics, for the polarity effect with x S 0' 
7, 
f or 13 of the studies listed in Table 9.4. The column 
headed "d" gives sample values of Cohen's d, the scale-free 
measure of effect size that Cohen (1977) recommends for the 
comparison of two means. It is the difference between the 
two sample means divided by the pooled witlain sample 
estimate of the population standard deviation. The last 
column of the table shows whether sex dif Cerences were 
controlled either by entering sex as a separate factor in 
an Anova of factorial design, or by standardising scores 
against sex norms. 
It can be seen that seven out of the 13 results are 
non-significant. However, when the probabilities associated 
with the first 11 studies (Studies 12 & 13 are not 
independent of Study 11) are combined by the method of 
adding weighted Zs (Mosteller and Bush, 1954), using the 
studies' degrees of freedom as weights, the overall 
probability that the results are due to chance is found to 
be less than 10, -5. The Stouffer method of adding Zs also 
permits the calculation of what has come to be called the 
"fail-safe N" (following Cooper, 1979). When reviewing 
studies there is often a nagging doubt that a number of 
studies might not have been uncovered because they provided 
non-significant results and so were riot thought worth 
publishing. (Rosenthal, 1979, refers to this as the "file 
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drawer problem"). However, iri this case, calculations show 
that some 71 non-significant studies of the polarity effect 
would be needed to raise the meta-analysis probability 
above the 5%, significance level. Tt seems extremely 
ariliIýýely that as many stadies as this are lying around 
unpublished in researchers' 'Liles for want of a significant 
result. 
------------------------------------------------------ 
Table 9.5. Sun-sign and extraversion: a meta-analysis. 
Study Control 
numbe r N***P ower. t or F. d. f. pe d. for sex? 
1. 1162 F= 20-83 1& 2300 <. 0001 . 19 Yes. 
2. 295 . 71 t= 1.96 589 =. 
025 . 16 No. 
3. 342 . 79 t= 1.50* 
685 >-05 .11 Yes. 
4. 169 . 52 t= 1.42* 
336 >-05 . 16* No. 
5. 460 . 88 t= 0.57* 918 >-05 . 
02* No. 
6. 87 . 33 t= 0.68 172 >-05 . 
10 No. 
7. 120 . 42 t= -. 65 239 >-05 -. 
08 Yes. 
8. 595 . 94 t= -. 74 1188 >-05 -. 
04 No. 
9. 1740 --** F=28-73 1& 3380 <. 001 . 18 
Yes. 
10. 256 . 67 t= 1.66* 510 =-05 -15* 
No. 
11. 454 . 88 t= 2.71 908 
<-005 . 18 Yes. 
12. 241 . 05 t= 2.67 480 
<-005 . 21 Yes. 
13. 213 . 61 t= 1.13 426 
>-05 . 11 Yes. 
*t and d estimated using the s. d. for the stan(larlisation 
sample. 
** power cannot be estimated because a non-standard 
personality questionnaire, of unknown comparative validity, 
was used. 
*** N here refers to the size of each group in 'Uae 
comparison or, where sample sizes were uneq-tial, it is the 
harmonic mean of the two sample sizes. 
Though the average effect size is certainly very small 
(-nean d=. 13; s. d. =. 08), the foregoing statistics give ample 
evidence that it is not illusory. This being so, it is 
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possible to explain several of the failures to replicate in 
terms of inadequate sample sizes. The table shows that the 
power of the tests in Studies 4,6 and 7 was . 52 or lower. 
These power values are based on an estimate of the 
population effect size derived from the F ratio obtained by 
Mayo et al. for the polarity effect, using the eqaation',, -' 
The power of each of the provided by Hays (1973) - 
subsequent replicatioris to obtain a result significant at 
the one-tailed, . 05 significance level, given the sample 
size, and given the estimated population effect size, was 
then calculated by the equations provided by Cohen (1977). 
Actually these power values are probably overestimates for 
all of the studies in which sex dif ferences were not 
controlled since the variance due to -, --ex was removed in the 
Mayo et al. study by having sex as a factor independent of 
sun-sign polarity. Thus, there was something , less than a 
fifty-fifty chance of obtaining a significant result in 
three of the studies listed in Table 9.4. 
The failures of 3tudies 8 and 13 to find significant 
differences between the positive and the negative signs can 
be accounted for within Eysenck and Nias's (1982) 
explanation for the polarity effect. In fact, the, -,, e two 
,s that studies provide replications of two of the finding, 
qere used in support of the explanation in terms of 
self-attribution. The Ss in Study 8 were children and, it 
will be recalled from section 9.4 above, children are not 
expected to show the polarity effect because few of them 
are familiar with astrology. Actually, if this study were 
to show the effect, it would be expected to be reversed 
since the Ss were Indian and the sidereal zodiac, which is 
out of step with the tropical zodiac by nearly one whole 
sign, is in widespread ase in India. In fact, a slightly 
reversed effect was obtaiqed but it was not signifLcant. 
The Ss employed in Study 13 were students of astrology. Tt 
was pointed out earlier that such people are not, expected 
to show a marked polarity effect because they are aware 
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that the sun-sign is only one of the many factors taken 
into accoant when assessing character from the horoscope. 
It -might also be possible to account for the 
non-significant results of Study 5 in terflis of the type of 
Ss employed. In this case the Ss were psychiatric 
outpatients. Now, the most plausible explanation for the 
polarity effect is that it is caused by a small proportion 
of people altering their self-images as a result of their 
exposure to astrology. If this explanetion is correct then 
the question arises why astrology should have such an 
influence. One possible answer to this is that astrology is 
one of the very few apparently objective sources:, of 
informatioq about personalitj that is : iccessible to most 
people. Personal self-images are, Presumably, built up fron 
various types of feedback that are received throughout life 'D 
L o, and, -for some People, astrol gy is one of these sources of 
feedback. However, psychiatric Patients tend to receive 
very large amounts of feedback about their Personalities 
f rom authoritative f igures during the course of their 
illnesses and this f eedback generally owes nothing to 
astrology. It would not be surprising, therefore, if this 
feedback were enough to efface any previous influences from 
astrology itself. 
if six of the non-significant results reported in Table 
9.5 can be accounted for in terms of either inadequate 
sample sizes or the type of Ss employed, there is still one 
non-sig, nificant result - that of Study 3- which cannot be 
explained in either of these ways. However, even with a 
power as great as . 79, such as this study has, there is 
still a probability of . 21 of making a Type II error. Thus, 
it is probably best to regard this failure to replicate as 
being due to sarapling, error. 
It will -be recalled that, 
-2hrlicIri (1 941 ) invest igated 
in Study 1 4, Forlano and 
possible seasori-of-birth 
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effects on two personality Jimensions by calculating mean 
scores for each of the 12 months of birth. The data that 
they published are not suitable for direct tests of the 
polarity effect. However, there is a slight saw-tooth 
pattern in their monthly means and the agreement between 
this pattern and similar patterns obtained in sun-sign 
studies can be investigated via correlation analyses. That 
is, the means for t1ne 12 months investigated by Forlano and 
Ehrlich can be correlated with the -Tiearis for trie 1-0 
sun-signs that correspond most closely to the respective 
ra o rit hs. The appropriate data for such analyses is 
available, or else has been obtained from the authors, for 
eight of the sun-sign studies. The results are presented in 
Table 9.6. 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
Table 9.6. Correlations between 12 group means 
for independent studies of the polarity effect. 
STUDY NUMBER 
QUESTIONNAIRE. 123459 10 11 
I-X Test -61* . 61' -18 -58* . 30 -. 22 . 12 -. 12 
Payne Feradcom -. 63*-. 50*-. 52*-. 46 -. 05 -. 45 -. 20 -. 39 
----------------------------------------------------- 
* P<-05 (one-tail). 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
Since the Payne Feradco---m test measures (anxious) 
introversion, it is expected to correlate negatively, if at 
all, with the other studies. In fact, all eiaht of the 
coefficients involving this test are negative and three of LD 
them are significant. Three of the coefficients involving 
the I-X Test are also significant. These results suggest 
IcIriat astrology had already begun to influence individuals' 
self-images over 40 years ago. Moreover, since Forlano and 
Ehrlich's subjects presumably never imagined that the data 
they provided would be used to investigate astrology, these 
results are unlikely to owe anything to the demand 
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characteristics of the experiment. Thus they suggest that 
astrology was already at that time having a permanent 
influence upon some individuals. of course, we know that 
astrology had become very popular by the 1940s (Bok and 
Mayall, 1 941 ; see Chapter One above) , but it is still 
surprising to find that it was so influential among college 
students at that time. 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
Table 9.7. Sun-sign and neuroticism: a meta-analysis. 
Study 
number. N*** Power. t or F. d. f. 
1. 886 F=4-49 2& 2300 
2. 255 . 34 t= -99* 685 
7. 90 . 18 t= -. 34 239 
8. 415 . 47 t= . 79 1189 
9. 1328 -- F= 1-46 3& 3380 
11. ** 419 . 48 t= . 76 908 
12. ** 220 . 31 t= -. 28 480 
13. ** 199 . 29 t= 1.44 426 
p- d 
. 011 . 11 
> . 05 . 09* 
> . 05 -. 05 
> . 05 . 05 
> . 05 -02 
> . 05 . 05 
> . 05 -. 03 
> . 05 . 15 
*t and d estimated using the s. d. for the standardisation 
sample. 
Tested Water signs plus AR versus the remaining signs. 
N here is the harmonic mean of the sample sizes for the 
two groups in the comparison. 
Not all of the replications of Mayo et al's (1978) study 
of sun-signs have included tests of the Water sign effect 
with neuroticism. Relevant statistics are available -for 
only eight of the studies and these are presented in Table 
9.7. In this table, Id" is the same measure of effect size 
as in Table 9 . 5. As in that table also, the power values 
are based on an estimate of the population effect size 
derived from the Mayo et al. study. In Studies 1,2,7,8 
and 9, t he testsf or dif f erences between groups compared 
the mean for the three Water signs witji the mean for the 
remaining signs. In Studies 11,12 and 13, on the other 
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hand, the sign Aries was included with the Water signs 
becat, ise the original study by Mayo et al. showed that the 
ýnean ILTe score for this sign was second only to the mean. for 
PI. Smithers (1981) also has found that Aries subjects tend 
to score highly on rating-scale measures of anxiety. 
Furthermore, astrolog , ical textbooks tend to portray 
AR as 
having neurotic traits, albeit of an extraverted kind 
(Smithers, 1981). 
It can be seen from Table 9.7 that the original study is 
the only one out of the eight considered here, to have 
obtained a significant resiAlt. However, it can also be seen 
that the power of the test in six of the other studies was 
than Thus, these replication failures might be 
entirely due to inadequate sample sizes. Study 9 employed 
an even larger sample than did Mayo et al. but in this case 
a non-staadard test consisting of only five items was used. 
Hence its relative power cannot be assessed. 
'However, the Water sign effect has been replicated in 
one other study, by Smithers (1981), though the data frorn 
this study were not suitable for inclusion in Table 9.7. 
Smithers used four self-rating scales to asseos qeuroticisra 
and, ý, Theri the responses to these scales were cot-abined- a-rid 
plotted against the sun-signs of 1108 women borri in the 
r1i Southern Hemisphere, peaks were found for each of the Water 
signs and for the sign Aries. As we have seen earlier, 
9mithers (1981) found that those os who were born with the 
sun in Water signs also reported having suffered raore ? Z3 
neurotic illnesses than did other Ss (see section 9.4 
above). 
'--'qese results suggest that the Water , sigm effect is 
reproducible though it requires very large samples to be 
detected. Why it should be even wea'. Iler than the polarity 
effect is unclear, especially when one considers that the 
relation between the Water signs and emotion is much better 
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known than that between the polarities and extraversion 
(Mayo et al. , 1978). One possible explanation 
is that 
neuroticis-ra traits, being socially undesirable, are not so 
readily incorporated into the self-image as are traits 
associated with the extraversion dimension, which are more 
neutral. However, there are no data to support this 
speculation at present. 
9.7-3. Conclusions. From the foregoing analysis it appears 
that the polarity effect is readily obtainable, given 
adequate sample sizes, with normal adults from "Western" 
countries (so far it has been obtained in Britain, 
Australia, New Zealand, Germany and the U. S. A. ). This 
conclusion seems to apply even to people who probably take 
very little tnterest in astrology, such as science and 
engineering students (Smithers and Cooper, 1978), and who 
are unlikely to believe in astrology with any great 
conviction. If an adequate gar-aple size is defined as one 
that gives a test a probability of .8 of obtaining a result 
that is significarit at the level (as recommended by 
Cohen, 1977), and if the original study by Mayo et al. is 
regarded as suitable to provide an estimate of the 
population effect size, then calculations show that at 
least '550 subjects are required for each of the groups in 
the comparison. The effect seems to have been obtainable 
ever since astrology acquired gei,, eral popular appeal, that 
is for the last 40 years, and it cannot be explained as 
being due to t1rie dernand characteristics of the testing 
situation. 
Not enough research has I- yet 
been devoted to the Water 
sign effect to say under what condition, -3 it can be 
detected. It appears to be very much weaker than the 
polarity effect - possib ly only one seventeenth of the 
strength - and so requir es even larger samples for its 
detection, but it is likely that it can be found with Tnuch 
the same subjects. 
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So far, a few groups have been identified amongst which 
the polarity effect is either absent or very much reduced. 
, about astrology, These include subjects who know nothing 
such as children, and those who know a great deal, such as 
students of astrology. Psychiatric patients have also been 
found not to display the effect and it has been suggested 
that this may be because whatever influence astrology might 
havehad on suchpeop1ehas been effaced by 
psychotherapeutic treatment. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION. 
10.1 Review. 
Chapter One of this thesis briefly surveyed the revival 
of astrology in the Twentieth Century. Having been moribund 
in the Western world for two centuries, astrology began to 
show new signs of life in Europe about 100 years ago. At 
f irst it was very much a minority interest pursued by 
Theosophists and a few intellectuals but after 1930 it 
rapidly acquired an immense popular following as a result 
of "Lucky Stars" columns appearing in newspapers and 
magazines. So successful has this revival been that, at 
present, about 45% of the population professes some degree 
of belief in astrology. Moreover, most developed countries 
have at least one major society devoted to the serious 
study of astrology and the abundance of practising 
astrologers is now about the same as that of osycholo6ists. 
As would be expected, psychologists viere not slow to 
respond to this astonishing upsurge of interest in 
astrology. Since most of the astrology that is presented 
f or mass consumption is patently absurd, it is not 
surprising that a good deal of psychological research has 
been designed to explain belief in astrology in terms of CD 
the psychological characteristics of the believers. This 
research -was reviewed in Chapter Two. It was argued there 
that most of the early work was vitiated by inadequate 
taxonomy and measurement but that recent studies which have 
concentrated on astrology itself , rather than general 
11 superstitiousness" , have made some progress- In 
particular, there is now a reliable body of evidence that 
belief in astrology helps people to cope with anxiety and 
social deprivation. At least this appears to be the case 
for the majority of believers, though there is also 
evidence that the interest of a small proportion of 
believers stems from a constructive attempt to found an 
alternative culture based on a new value consensus. This 
-, 
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latter I,,, ind of belief does not appear to be associated with 
personal maladjustment. 
Of course, the motivations of those who believe in 
astrology have no direct bearing on the validity of 
astrology itself. However, the research which was reviewed 
in Chapters Seven, Eight, and Nine, and the new studies 
that were reported therein, strongly suggest that astrology 
as it is traditionally practised is invalid. Reliable 
evidence has been obtained for only one traditional 
-ive and negative horoscopic interpretation - that the posit 
sun-signs are associated with extraversion and introversion 
respectively - but this effect has been found to be due, 
almost certainly, to the beliefs and knowledge of the 
subjects who took part in the research. There-Lore, if the 
perceived accuracy of horoscopes is illusory, it is a 
matter of some interest to discover what factors give rise 
to the illusion of accuracy. The factor to which most 
attention has so far been paid is the "Barnum Effect". 
However, when the existing research on this effect was 
reviewed in the second part of Chapter Two, it was found 
that it contributed little to the explanation of the 
perceived accuracy of any of the three major kinds of 
horoscope: Lucky Stars columns, astrological textbooks, and 
professional birth-chart interpretations. 
ocientists and philosophers have responded to the 
current enthusiasm for astrology not only by investigating 
the basis for belief in it, but also by questioning its 
scientific status. Several important approaches to this 
question were examined in Chapter Four. It was argued there 
that two of these approaches are untenable because they are 
contradicted by the history of research into astrology, 
which was reviewed in Chapter Three. Contrary to what 
Popper and Kuhn claim, astrology does advance hypotheses 
that are falsifiable and it is capable of supporting a 
puzzle-solving tradition. It was noted, however, that 
- 
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astrology has traditionally involved a kind of theorising 
which is alien to science and therefore might be excluded 
as a branch of science ori these grounds. Nevertheless, it 
has also been shown that, in most other respects, it has a 
structure much like that of the most respected Scientific 
Research Programmes and futhermore, it has already led to 
the discovery of novel facts. This is probably its 
strongest claim to scientific status. The support for this 
last claim was reviewed in Chapter Three where it gas 
argued that the evidence produced by the Gauquelins for 
some astrological ideas is already as good as that for 
almost any area of research in the social sciences. 
Although there has been one apparent failure to replicate 
one of the Gauquelins' planetary effects, close scrutiny of 
the conduct of this replication suggests that insufficient 
safeguards were implemented, against bias on the part of 
the team of independent investigators, for any firm 
conclusions to be drawn from the replication. 
Although the present author believes that astrology has 
received sufficient support that its underlying (acausal) 
theory should be examined with great care, several of the 
leading researchers in this field take a different view. 
They hold that any real planetary effects must be mediated 
by causal mechanisms and they have attempted to elaborate 
-mechanistic 
theories to explain the effects that have been 
discovered. However, when two such theories were examined 
in Chapter Four, it was found that neither of them is 
consistent throughout with other well-es tabli shed 
scientific theories. It was concluded, therefore, that 
further research is required into the nature of planetary 
effects before the question of scieritific status can be 
settled. 
Astrology claimo that personality varies with the birta 
positions of the planets within three -main 
frameworks: the 
aspectual circle of the angular separations between pairs 
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of planets , the diurnal circle of the houses, and the 
ecliptic circle of the zodiac signs. Hypotheses about these 
f rameworks were tested, by means of personality 
measurements of ordinary people, and the results of these 
tests were reported in Chapters Seven, Eight, and Nine. 
Each of these chapters began with a review of the previous 
investigations of these frameworks and the whole series of 
studies was preceded by one chapter giving details of the 
database that was used for the new investigations, and 
another chapter in which the rationale was given for 
selecting ten particular personality scales. 
Astrological doctrines concerqing aspects have not been 
extensively investigated and the previous research on this 
topic has produced equivocal results. Therefore, a series 
of four studies was designed in order to explore these 
doctrines thoroughly. In the first, a group of astrologers 
-9y how personality varies with specific was asked to speci. 
angular separations - called "aspects" - between 32 pairs 
of planets and these predictions ýArere tested against the 
data. In the second, a comparison of the traditionally 
categorised "soft" and "hard" aspects was made using 
multivariate methods, while the fourth study ignored the 
traditional categorisation into aspects and non-aspects and 
simply looked for any effect of angular separation. The 
third study was an attempted replication of a previous 
f inding showing support for the 108th harmonic of the 
aspectual circle. No evidence of the validity of 
astrological ideas was found in any of these studies. 
Evidence that personality varies with the positions of 
some of the planets in the diurnal framework has already 
been obtained but most of it is confined to eminent 
individuals. Therefore, a second series of two studies was 
desiSned to test for similar effects with ordinary people. 
The first of these studies tested 23 predictions, derived 
f rom previous research, concerning the personality 
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correlates of planets placed in the Gauquelins' "key 
sectors" at birth. In general, the results were very poor. 
Only three of these predictions were supported and the 
results for two of these were only marginally significant. 
Howeverl all three effects had been found on at least two 
previous occasions. The second study investigated whether 
personality varies in any manner according to the positions 
of the planets in 12 diurnal sectors. The rationale for 
this was drawn from a new analysis, which was presented in 
Chapter Eight, of some data published by the Gauquelins. 
This analysis shows that personality varies continuously 
with the diurnal positions of the planets. With personality 
questionnaires, however, significant results were orily 
obtained for the sun. These suggest that personality varies 
on at least four dimensions according to the time of day of 
birth. 
A third group of studies was devoted to two topics 
related to the signs of the zodiac. Firstly, the doctrine 
that personality varies with the signs occupied by the 
planets was tested. The only reliable result was one 
showing that people born with the sun in a "positive" sign 
tend to score higher on extraversion than those with the 
sun in a "negative" sign. This effect has been obtained 
several times previously but there have also been several 
failures to replicate it. Therefore a meta-analysis of most 
of the existing studies of this effect was undertaken. It 
was found that the effect can be reliably obtained under 
certain ordinary conditions though no influences from the 
oun need be invoked to explain it. It appears -1. -o be due to 
individuals altering their responses to questionriaire items 
in conformity with astrological expectations. 
10.2 General discussion of the exDerimental results. 
The results of the studies reported in this t, iesis 
provided very little support for the tenets of astrology. 
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No evidence was found for the validity of aspects or zodiac 
signs and the findings for the diurnal circle were much 
weaker and more limited than was expected on the basis of 
the Gauquelins' results with eminent people. However, in 
the discussions featured in the three previous chapters, a 
number of possible criticisms of the experimental designs, 
and of the personality measures, were briefly mentioned. 
These criticisms will be considered next before any final 
conclusions are drawn. 
10.2.1 . Situational dependency. It was noted, in section 
7 .5 above , that some astrologers consider it to be 
inappropriate to investigate astrology with ordinary 
personality questionnaires because the traits promoted by 
astrological factors are situationally dependent. For 
example, an aspect between MA and TY, might promote 
assertiveness, which is of the nature of MA, but only among 
intimate friends, who are signified by VE. Quest io-nnai res, 
however, are constructed on the assumption of general 
cross-situational consistency in behaviour and do not allow 
for situational discriminativeness. 
While there is no evidence that astrology is actually 
able to predict interactions between personality and 
situation, there is certainly ample evidence for the 
discriminativeness of behaviour. For exarnple, it is a 
persistent finding that scores from personality 
questionnaires usually account for less than 10% of the 
variance in criterion measures of behaviour in particular 
situations (Mischel, 1968). Furtherrnore, when behaviours 
relevant to particular traits, such as conscientiousness, 
are -neasured in a variety of different situations, the -,, nean 
correlation between them tends to be very low, even when 
the behaviours are reliably measured by aggregating over 
TnUltiple OCCaI3jOrj. S (Mischel and Peake, 1982). However, it 
is also a consistent finding that the great rriajority of 
correlations between behaviour measures from difýerent 
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situations, though small, are positive and the behaviour 
measures themselves, when aggregated across situation!., >, 
tend to have considerable internal reliabilities (Epstein, 
1983). This shows that one can predict reasonably well the 
average behaviour in one sample of situation,, -3 from the 
average in a different sample of situations. Moreover, the 
literature contains many examples of strong relationships 
between observers' ratings of personality and 
experimentally measured behaviour. Since the observers tend 
to witness behaviour in quite different situations from 
those prevailing at the time psychologists make their 
measurements, these findings provide further evidence of 
cross-situational consistency (Funder, 1983). 
Thus, although there is evidence for substantial 
discriminativeness in the patterning of individuals' 
behaviour from siti)ation to situation, there is also good 
evidence for substantial coherence and continuity Arithin 
the lives of individuals. Which Of these two, variability 
or consistency in behaviour, appears to be dominant largely 
depends on the type of analysis carried out. For astrology, 
the relevant level of analysis would seem to be one that 
concentrates upon the broad trends in individuals' lives 
rather than the discriminations that individuals make hour 
by hour and day by day. At Ghe former level t, Liere appears 
to be considerable consistency and therefore it is unlikely 
that astrological results could be improved by taking 
situations into account. However, psychological research 
into the interactions between personality and situation is 
still in its infancy and a variety of ways of classifying 
situations usefully --For personality studies are still being 
investigated (Lord, 1982; Cantor, Mischel and Schwartz, 
1 982) . Therefore, it is not impossible that astrological 
results could be improved by some future interactiorial 
approach. 
- L'., 
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10.2.2. Astrological effects: multiplicative or additive? 
Another frequently voiced criticism of research into 
astrology focuses on the fact that the typical study takes 
astrological factors in isolation from one another. This is 
inappropriate, it is argued, because astrological effects 
are mui-tiplicative rather than additive. That is, a variety 
of different factors may indicate the same personality 
traits and when several of these are present at an 
individual's birth, the effect of them in combination is 
greater than the sum of the effects in isolation. For 
example, having SO in a positive sign of the zodiac, having 
JU close to one of the angles, and having a major aspect 
between JU and MA all (allegedly) indicate extraversion. 
Now each of these on its own may account for, say, 1% of 
the variance in extraversion scores, but when all three 
factors are present they might account for 6% or more of 
the variance. 
&gain, this possibility cannot be ruled out. However, it 
ought to be noted, first, that this conjecture is at odds 
with the postulated situational discriminativeness that was 
discussed in the previous section above. If astrological 
factors indicate behavioural dispositions in particular 
types of situation, then it is difficult to see how they 
could combine in any but an additive way. Secondly, a 
number of studies of astrology have employed designs which 
would permit multiplicative effects to be observed but 
these have not been conspicuously more successful than 
other studies. It is true that Tiggle and Fiebert (1979) 
and Whisenant (1978) obtained significant results when they 
combined planetary indicators by means of weighting 
systems, but these are unreplicated results in which little 
confidence can be placed. Noblitt (1978), Metzner et al. 
(1980) and Russell and Wagstaff (1983) have also used 
designs in which different indicators of the same traits 
were combined, but the results of these studies were not 
significantly different from chance. Thirdly, the 
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Gauquelins' studies, which have yielded by far the most 
reliable results, have all concentrated on planets taken in 
isolation. Of course, it might be possible to improve on 
these results if one knew which factors to combine and in 
what ways. However, factorial designs generally require 
much larger samples than one-way designs and are usually 
not worth undertaking unless theoretical considerations 
clearly indicate them. 
10.2-3. The longitudinal stability of personality. In 
contrast to the cross-situational consistency of behaviour, 
the temporal stability of personality is uncontroversial 
(Mischel, 1968; Mischel and Peake, 1982). However, if there 
are any associations between personality and the positions 
of the planets at birth, these are, presumably, ones that 
involve only those features of personality that are stable 
over the life-time (or at least over the 50 or so years of 
normal adult life). If so, personality questionnaires are 
valid measures of the personality variables with which 
astrology deals only to the extent that they measure 
life-long characteristics. Naturally, it would be no easy 
matter to estimate this degree of validity for any 
particular personality scale, but one can at least place an 
upper bound to these validities by measuring the relevant 
reliabilities of the scales. In this case, the relevant 
reliabilities are the re-test correlations after several 
decades of adult life. 
Unfortunatelv there have been very few studies of the 
stability of personality over periods greater than ten 
years. However, in a very recent publication, Conley (1984) 
has argued that the re-test correlation (C) to be expected 
after any number of years can be estimated quite accurately 
from Converse and Markus's (1979) formula; 
C= Rsn 
where R is the internal consistency or period-free 
reliability of the measuring instrurnent, s is the 
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coefficient of annual stability, and n is the interval (in 
years) for which the re-test coefficient is required. Since 
R is known f or most standard tests, s is the only variable 
in this formula for which a value -must 
be calculated. 
Conley's approach to the estimation of the annual 
stability is to obtain the results of all the existing 
studies of the longitudinal stability of extraversion, 
neuroticism, and psychoticism and to plot the uncorrected 
re-test correlations against the interval between 
successive testings. He then seeks the value of s which 
gives the curve with the best fit to the resulting data 
points . It emerges that a value of s= . 98 gives a 
satisfactory fit for almost all the data in the personality 
field (though intelligence and self-opinion, which were 
also tested, require higher and lower values of s 
respectively). 
The expected re-test correlations for the ten scales 
that were employed in this thesis can easily be calculated 
using Conley's finding. For these purposes, the best 
measures of internal consistency are probably the alpha 
coefficients calculated for random samples of the British 
population. For the EPQ, these have been presented by 
Barrett and Kline (1982a) and for the 16PF, they have been 
published by Saville and Blinkhorn (1981). Since structural 
transformations in psychological characteristics take place 
in childhood (and perhaps in old age as well) , it is best 
to estimate re-test coefficients for no more than the 50 
years of normal adulthood. When this value is entered for n 
in Converse and Markus's formula, and when alpha 
coefficients are entered for R, it is found that the 
average re-test coefficient expected for the three scales 
of the EPQ is . 30 and the average for the seven selected 
scales of the 16PF is only . 18. 
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If this analysis is correct, even the best available 
measures of personality have quite limited validities as 
measures of the variables with which astrology is 
concerned. This means that the effect sizes expected in the 
studies reported in this thesis are very small. The 
implications of this conclusion for the power of the tests 
that were conducted will be considered next. 
10.2.4 . Power analyses. No evidence was found, in the 
studies reported in this thesis , for the validity of 
aspects or zodiac signs and the findings for the diurnal 
circle -were only suggestive. However, before conclusions 
can be drawn from these negative results, it is necessary 
to estimate the probabilities that significant results 
would be obtained with the sample sizes that were employed. 
In order to do this, some estimate must be made of the 
effect sizes (ESs) that are expected. The analysis in the 
previous section above only allows an upper limit to be 
placed upon these; it does not specify what they should be. 
Usually such estimates are drawn from previous, comparable 
research. This cannot be done directly for aspects and 
signs, of course, because no previous research has provided 
reliable, positive results. It can be done for the diurnal 
circle, however, because in this case there are the 
Gauquelins' results to draw upon. 
Since the present studies were concerried with 
associations between personality and planetary positions, 
estimated ESs should ideally be derived from previous 
studies which have investigated personality. However, this 
is not advisable with those of the Gauqueliris' studies 
which have employed the Character Traits Method because of 
the violations of statistical assumptioris that this method 
involves (as noted in section 8.3 above). Nevertheless, 
some idea of the size of planetary effects can be gained 
from the Gauquelins' studies of career. Since these studies 
have employed very large samples, they provide good 
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estimates of population ESs, and since it has been shown 
that professional eminence is linked with personality, it 
is reasonable to use them as indirect measures of the 
effects expected with personality. 
Rather than examine all of the Gauquelins' career 
studies, the Mars Effect of sportsmen will be considered 
alone since it has been studied in most detail and is, in 
any case, typical of the other effects. Gauquelin (1976b) 
has published the observed and expected frequencies for MA 
in key sectors for 1553 champions. From these data, the 
value of w, the index of ES that Cohen (1977) recommends 
for use with goodness-of-fit tests, is found to be . 114. 
This index is actually equivalent to the sample value of 
phi, the fourfold point correlation coefficient. Since the 
latter is a bona fide product moment coefficient, it may be 
squared to estimate the proportion of the variance (PV) 
accounted for by group memebership. Thus, in týie case under 
consideration, PV = . 013. Such a conversion has the 
advantage of assisting comparisons with studies using 
different designs. In the present analysis it can be used 
as an estimate of the kind of ES expected in the univariate 
studies reported above. 
Most of the studies reported in this thesis employed 
multivariate analyses. Unfortunately, it is difficult to 
conduct power analyses for such tests because the expected 
ES varies with the dimensionality of the effect. In the 
case of a one-dimensional departure from the null 
hypothesis, the power of the criteria for Manova decreases 
as the number of dependent variables increases, but the 
opposite occurs when the dimensionality of the departure 
from the null hypothesis is close to the numbers of D. V. s 
(Bock, 1975). Since the expected dimensionality of the 
effects in astrological studies is unclear, power analyses 
of the multivariate tests will not be attempted. 
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Nevertheless, two of the major studies reported above 
relied on univariate tests of predicted effects and these 
are amenable to power analysis. These are Aspect Study I 
(section 7.5 above) and Diurnal Study I (section 8.7). The 
power of the tests to obtain a result significant at the 
. 05 level in these studies is shown in Table 10.1 for three 
population ESs. In this table, f is the index of ES that 
Cohen (1 977) recommends for use with the analysis of 
variance. It is the standard deviation of the standardised 
means. In Diurnal Study I, the means of only two groups 
were compared. For such comparisons the normal index is d, 
the standardised difference between means. However, the 
relationship between f and d is simply f= d/2, since the 
standard deviation of two values is half their difference. 
For each value of f there is also a corresponding 
proportion of the variance (PV) accounted for by population 
membership. These values are related to f by a simple 
function and are equivalent to eta2, which is itself a 
generalisation of the point-biserial r2- The associated 
power values, which depend upon the sample sizes, were 
derived from the tables published by Cohen (1977). 
------------- ------------------------ ------ ---------- ------ 
Table 10.1. Power analyses of Aspect Study I 
and Diurnal Study I. 
STUDY. EXPECTED EFFECT f. P. V. Power 
Aspect Study I. Predicted differences . 05 . 002 . 25 
between three . 10 . 010 . 78 
aspect groups. . 15 . 022 . 99 
Diurnal Predicted differences . 05 . 002 . 23 
Study I between Icey sectors . 10 . 010 . 56 
and other sectors. . 15 . 022 . 85 
It can be seen from the table that the probability of 
obtaining a significant result was quite low in both of the 
studies if the population PV is as small as . 002. If the 
population PV were as great as . 01, however, there is a 
reasonable chance that significant results would have been 
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obtained in Aspect Study I, though the probability of 
signif icaqt results in Diurnal Study I would be little 
better than fifty-fifty. A high probability of significant 
results in the latter study would only occur if the PV were 
at least . 02, or about twice as great an ES as that found 
in the Gauquelins' career studies. 
Of course, it is always strictly invalid to conclude, 
when results are non-s ignif i cant, that the null hypothesis 
is true, and it is functionally invalid also unless the 
power of the test is high even for a tiny ES. From the 
analysis above, however, we can be reasonably confident 
that aspects must account for less -than 1% of the variance 
in personality scores if they account for any of it at all. 
Since less than 30% of the variance of personality scores 
could be associated with differences in life-long 
personalitu (section 10.2.3) , one might suggest that 
aspects are unlikely to account for more than . 002 of the 
overall variance. Tn this case a sample of more than 3000 
subjects would be required to ensure a reasonable 
probability (i. e. a power of about . 8) of obtaining 
significant results. Since the evidence in favour of 
aspects from previous studies is extremely tenuous, even 
though very large samples were used in sorne of these, it is 
the present author's opinion that the effort required to 
gather such a huge sample can hardly be justified. 
The situation with the diurnal circle is quite 
different, however. In this case, the power of the tests 
was only sufficient for the conclusion that planets in 'Key 
sectors probably account for less than 2% of the variance 
in personality scores. In order to reach the same degree of 
confidence that PV is less than 1%, a sample of about 1000 
subjects (instead of the 468 available in the present 
study) is required. 
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10.2-5. Recommendations. The previous section showed that 
-the power of the tests in kspect Study I was high enough to 
detect quite weak effects and yet this study provided no 
support for traditional doctrines about aspects. The three 
other studies of aspects reported in Chapter Seven likewise 
failed to support any of the ideas about this framework 
that are most popular among astrologers at present. Of 
course, it is not possible to conclude that personality 
does not vary in any way with the angular separations 
between planets but since the evidence from previous 
studies is only very weak and equivocal, further research 
on aspects cannot be recommended. 
The power of the tests of zodiac effects in Ecliptic 
Study I was not estimated in the previous section. However, 
there is no reason to believe that the power was not 
sufficient to detect quite small effects. Considering the 
quantity and variety of previous studies of the ecliptic 
circle, and the paucity of the evidence that has resulted 
f rom them, it is probably time to call a halt to all 
further investigation of this area of astrology also. 
Of the three ma. jor astrological frameworks that have 
been studied, only the diurnal circle has received any 
support from the research reported in this thesis. This 
support is quite meagre but the calculations reported above 
show that the tests used to investigate this framework had 
only low power to detect effects of the size that are 
expected. Considering this, and considering the reliability 
of previous findings for the diurnal circle, further 
research seems to be well justified. In the remainder of 
this chapter some steps that might be taken to increase the 
chances of obtaining better results in future will be 
considered. 
The most direct way to increase the power of any test 
is, of course, to increase the sample size. Apart from this 
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obvious step, any measures that would serve to increase the 
effect size are also clearly recommended. Ensuring that the 
subjects' birth-times are accurate and that their births 
were natural, are two such measures. Misinformation about 
these two factors needlessly reduces the strength Of any 
(possib1e associations between the planets and 
personality. It might also be possible to increase effect 
sizes by using moderator variables or by using different 
kinds of measuring instruments. These possibilities will be 
discussed next. 
Five variables have been proposed in recent years which, 
it is claimed, moderate either the predictability of 
behaviour from ratings, or the congruence between self- and 
observer-ratings, or both (Penner and Wymer, 1983). Of 
these, Bem and Allen's (1974) self-ratings on consistency 
in behaviour is the technique that is probably the most 
relevant to astrological research. Although there is some 
doubt that these ratings enhance the correlations between 
behavioural measures from particular situations (Mischel 
and Peake, 1982), there is good evidence that inter-rater 
agreement is higher for those subjects who rate themselves 
as consistent compared with those who rate themselves as 
inconsistent (Bem and Allen, 1974; Mischel and Peake, 
1982). Furthermore, it has been found that self-rated 
consistent subjects are more temporally stable on 
behaviours which are considered to be prototypical of 
certain traits (friendliness and conscientiousness have 
been studied so far) than are self-rated variable subjects 
(Mischel and Peake, 1982). 
It is this last finding that makes Bem and Allen's 
technique particularly relevant to astrology. It was noted 
earlier that only those features that are stable throughout 
the lifetime are likely to be associated with the birth 
positions of the planets. It was also shown that even the 
best available questionnaires are probably quite limited in 
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their ability to measure these features of personality. 
This last finding leads to the recommendation that only 
questionnaires with appreciable internal consistencies 
(alpha coefficient at least . 75) should be employed in 
astrological research. It also suggests that any technique 
which allows temporally stable subjects to be selected 
could be of benefit. 
At this point it is worth reconsidering the reasons why 
the Gauquelins obtained good results only with the most C> 
eminent members of each profession. So far the tendency has 
been to assume that this occurs because eminence in most 
professions is associated with extremity of position on 
various trait dimensions. However.. it could be that 
temporal stability is at least as important as extremity, 
if these two are separable. For example, a scientist who is 
very studious during one part of his life but quite 
neglectful of his studies during another part is unlikely 
to be as successful as another scientist who is moderately 
studio-as throughout his life. 
In fact there is evidence that extremity and consistency 
are separable to some degree. Rushton, Jackson and Paunonen 
(1981) have found that self -rat in,,,:, s of extremity correlate 
significantly with self-ratings of consistenc on 10 out of Iy 
16 personality dimensions, but the relationships between 
the two types of variable are quite weak in most cases. 
Furthermore, when separate frequency distributions were 
calculated for subjects' scores on their most consistent 
traits and on their least consistent traits, it was found 
that high consistency can occur at all points along the 
trait score continuum whereas inconsistency is confined to 
the centre of the continuum. In other words, subjects who 
rate themselves as inconsistent on a trait do not tend to 
rate themselves as extreme on that trait, but those who 
rate themselves as consistent are as likely to be average 
as they are to be extreme. 
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Given this finding, it might be thought that the best 
policy for astrological research would be to select only 
those subjects who score extremely since they are likely to 
be temporally stable as well as extreme. However, there are 
two considerations that weigh against this. Firstly, there 
is some evidence that the validity of questionnaire 
measures is somewhat reduced for extreme scorers (Stones, 
1977). Secondly, if subjects who score at the centre of 
continua are discarded, it is not possible to use 
parametric tests on the scores of the remaining subjects 
because such tests assume continuity in the scale of 
measurement. It is only valid to use non-Parametric tests 
which are weaker and which do not include counterparts to 
many of the most useful parametric tests. Thus, it is 
probably preferable to select subjects for consistency over 
time rather than extremity at any particular time. 
.A second recommendation 
is that different kinds of 
measuring instruments f rom trai t-based questionnaires 
should be tried. This idea stems from the observation that 
the planetary temperaments that have been identified by the 
1-4 aauquelins (eg. F. Gauquelin, 1980) do not all sort well 
into the equivalence classes that are assumed in the 
construction of questionnaires. The Moon temperament is a 
good example because it appears to combine some features of 
both extraversion and introversion (which was discussed in 
section 6.2 above). The nomothetic approach to personality, 
which guides the construction of questionnaires, assumes 
that a common set of trait dimensions can be used to 
characterise all people and that individual differences are 
to be identified with different locations on these 
dimensions. Undoubtedly this approach is valid and useful 
for many purposes but it may not be the ideal approach for 
astrology since astrological variables appear to define 
types of people among whom traits are configured in 
distinctive ways. In short, astrology seems to require a 
type, rather than a trait, approach to personality. 
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An approximation to a typological approach was adopted 
in the research that was reported in this thesis by using 
scales which -measure 
"primary" traits and by having judges 
predict which configurations of these traits should be 
associated with birth under various astrological 
conditions. This approach was not successful but, as we 
have seen, this might be due to the very limited 
reliability of the 16PF scales that were employed. It might 
be, also, that even "primary" scales make too many 
assumptions about which behaviours are equivalent 
manifestations of universal traits. An alternative approach 
would be to abandon all assumptions about equivalent 
behaviours and to deal with individual quest ionriaire items 
instead. Since planetary positions are well defined and 
objectively ascertainable, they can easily be used as 
criteria against which the relevance of particular items 
may be judged. Initially, items could be targetted upon the 
traits that have already been shown to be associated with 
the planets. They could then be selected on the basis of 
their empirical associations with planetary positions and 
finally tested on cross-validation samples. Of course, this 
is just a version of criterion keying but in this case, in 
contrast to most other applications of this technique, the 
only doubts about the reliability and objectivity of the 
criterion would be those imposed by the inaccuracy of the 
birth-data. 
10.2.6. Conclusions. Both the previous and the present 
research into zodiac signs and aspects have failed to find 
any clear evidence for the validity of these doctrines 
despite using quite powerful tests to investigate them. 
Therefore, it is suggested that farther research into the 
validity of the astrological theory of personality should 
ignore these frameworks and concentrate on the diurnal 
circle instead. During 30 years of research, the Gauquelins 
have provided a large body of reliable findings showing C) 
that individual differences in personality are associated 
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with particular diurnal birth positions of some of the 
planets. The new analysis of some of the Gauquelins' data 
that was reported in section 8.8 above, and Addey's 
harmonic analyses of the Gauquelins' trait-word data, also 
suggest that personality varies continuously with the 
diurnal positions of the planets. So far, these positive 
results have been mostly confined to eminent persons. 
Efforts to find similar effects among ordinary people have 
provided only meagre evidence as yet. However, there appear 
to be no reasons why better evidence should not be 
forthcoming in the future if sufficiently large samples of 
subjects with accurately timed births are tested with 
appropriate instruments. 
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Appendix I 
Glossarv of Terms. 
Angles. In modern terrninology, the angles of a horoscope 
are the Ascendant (q. v. ), the Descendant, the Midheaven (or 
Medium Coeli) , and the Imum Coeli. The first two are 
located at the intersections of the horizon with the 
ecliptic, in the east and the west respectively. The second 
pair are located at the intersections of the meridian with 
the ecliptic, at the upper and lower culminations 
respectively. The vertex (q. v. ) might also be considered to 
be an angle. 
Angular, Angularity. There are four angular houses (q. v. ) 
in the horoscope: the first, the fourth, the seventh, and 
the tenth. These are the four houses which follow the 
angles (q. v. ) in an anticlockwise direction. Traditionally, 
a planet was said to be angular if it was found in one of 
these houses at birth. However, the modern practice is to 
call a planet angular if it is within eight degrees or so 
of one of the angles, no matter which side of the angle it 
is found. Thus, in modern usage, a planet can be angular 
even if placed in a cadent (q. v. ) house. Angular planets 
are said to be especially influential. 
Ascendant: one of the angles (q. v. ) of the horoscope. It is 
the eastern intersection of the horizon and the ecliptic 
(q. v. ). The sign of the zodiac in which the ascendant is 
placed at birth is known as the Ascending, or Rising, Sign, 
and is treated as especially important in horoscopic 
interpretations. 
Aspects. An aspect is an angular separation between a pair 
of horoscopic factors. Particular angles, with permissible 
degrees of inexactitude (called "orbs") are considered to 
be especially influential. The most important aspects, with 
their corresponding angles, are the conjunction (0o), the 
sextile (600), the square (900), the trine (1200), and the 
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opposition (180o). Further details are given in section 7.1 
in the main body of the thesis. 
Cadent . The f our houses (I q. v. ) which precede the four 
angles (q. v. ) in an anticlockwise direction, are known as 
the cadent houses. 
Descendant. See under Angles. 
Diurnal circle, Diurnal position. Because of the Earth's 
diurnal rotation, the planets appear to circle the Earth 
each day with a period of about 24 hours. Thus, at any 
particular point in time, each planet can be said to have a 
poisition in the diurnal circle. The mundane houses (q. v. ), 
of which there are many systems, are used to define these 
positions in astrology (see section 8.1). The Gauquelins 
have also devised their own diurnal framework (see section 
9-7.2). 
East Point: the eastern intersection of the horizon and the 
Prime Vertical (q. v. ). It is treated as an angle (q. v. ) by 
some astrologers. 
Ecliptic, Ecliptic circle. The ecliptic is the apparent 
path of the sun against the background of the fixed stars. 
It is inclined at an angle of about 23-50 to the equator 
and is the centre of the band of the sky known as the 
zodiac. Since all of the planets, as well as the sun, move 
relative to the stars, they all have varying positions in 
the ecliptic circle. Such positions are usually defined in 
terms of celestial latitude (and longitude) or in terms of 
a location within one of the signs of the zodiac. 
Houses. See Mundane Houses. 
Hypothetical planets. Some astrologers claim to have 
detected, by astrological or psychic -means, planets that 
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have never been observed in ordinary ways. There are at 
least 25 such "planets" for which ephemerides have been 
calculated. See Dean et al. (1977) for details. 
Imum Coeli. See under Angles. 
Judicial astrology: this refers to all those techniques 
whereby a judgement is made from a horoscope erected for 
the time of birth. It is contrasted with Natural astrology 
which attempts to account for non-personal occurrences (eg. 
earthquakes, floods) on the basis of the current positions 
of the planets. 
Midheaven. See under Angles. 
Mundane chart: a horoscope erected for the inauguration of 
an institution or a political entity, such as a natioq. 
Mundane houses. The 12 divisions of the diurrial circle 
(q. v. ) which feature in most horoscopes are known as the 
(mundane) houses. Many systems have been devised for making 
these divisions. More details are given in section 8.1 
above. 
Nodes: the intersections of the planets' orbital planes 
with some other plane, usually the ecliptic (q. v. ). 
Natural Astrology. See under Judicial Astrology. 
Planets. Although it is often said to be incorrect to 
include the sun and moon among the planets, it is often 
convenient to do so in astrology. Moreover, the Oxford 
English Dictionary still preserves this usage, which is 
derived directly from Ancient Greek. 
Prime Vertical. The vertical, great circle which passes 
through the East Point (q. v. ) , the West Poirit, the Zenith, 
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and the Nadir . The western intersection of the Prime 
Vertical with the horizon is known as the Vertex, and is, 
treated as an angle (q. v. ) by some astrologers. 
Sidereal period: the period (usually -average period) 
between two consecutive conjunctions of a particular 
heavenly body with a given fixed star. For the sun, this 
period is the sidereal year. 
Sidereal Zodiac: any zodiac of equal-sized signs whose 
beginning is defined as some point among the fixed stars. 
Synastry: the comparison of one individual's horoscope with 
that of another iqdividiial, usually for the purpose of 
judging compatibility. 
Tropical Zodiac. The zodiac for which the first point of 
4ries coincides with the intersection of the ecliptic and 
the equator at the vernal equinox of the Northern 
Hemisphere. 
Vertex. See under Prime Vertical. 
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LISTING OF PROGRAM "DIURNL". 
This FORTRAN program computes the diurnal position of a 
planet - according to Gauquelin's -method - 
from the 
longitude and latitude of the planet plus the longitude of 
the MC and -the geographical latitude of birth. Input is in 
minutes rather than degrees and output is in terms of a 
21600 sector circle. 
REAL MC 
E=23.45229*TP/180. 
WRITE(1,51) 
READ(1,52)I, J, K, L 
C 
C Convert to radians 
C 
MC=FLOAT(I)/10800. *! P 
GL=FLOAT(J)/10800. *! P 
ZL=FLOAT(K)/10800. *! P 
CL=FLOAT(L)/10800. *! P 
C 
C Calculate right ascension of MC 
C avoiding tang0o and tan2700 (=infinity). 
C 
IF(MC-(! P/2. ))2,1,2 
1 MC=MC+. 0001 
2 IF(MC-(! P*1.5))3,1,3 
3 RAMC=ATAN(TAN(MC)*COS(E)) 
IF(MC-(! P/2. ) 7,1,4 
4 IF(MC-(! P*1-fl)5,1,6 
5 RAMC=RAMC+! P 
GOTO 7 
6 RAMC=RAMC+! P*2. 
C 
C Calculate right ascension and declination of planet, 
C avoiding division by cos900 or cos2700 (=zero). 
C 
7 IF(ZL-(! P/2. ))9,8,9 
8 ZL=ZL+. 0001 
9 IF(ZL-(! P*1-5))10,8,10 
10 A=COS(E)*SIN(ZL)-SIN(E)*TAN(CL) 
B=COS(ZL) 
RA=ATAN(A/B) 
IF(B)11,8,12 
11 RA=RA+! P 
GOTO 14 
12 IF (A) 13,14,14 
13 RA=RA+! P*2. 
14 A=COS(E)*SIN(CL)+SIN(E)*COS(CL)*SIN(ZL) 
D=ATAN(A/SQRT(l. -A*A)) 
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C 
C Calculate rising and setting times 
C avoiding geolat or decl = zero. 
C 
IF(GL)16,15,16 
15 GL=GL+. 0001 
16 IF(D)18,17,18 
17 D=D+. OOO1 
18 A=-TAN(GL)*TAN(D) 
A=! P/2. -ATAN(A/SQRT(l. -A*A)) RT=ADJUST(RA-A) 
ST=ADJUST(RA+A) 
C 
C RT and ST in radians, not hours. 
C Calculate diurnal positions. 
C 
DURA=ADJUST(ST-RT) 
DURB=ADJUST(RT-ST) 
DSR=ADJUST(RAMC-RT) 
DSS=ADJUST(RAMC-ST) 
IF(DSR-DSS)19,19,20 
19 DP=ADJUST((DSR/DURA)*! P) 
GOTO 21 
20 DP=ADJUST((DSS/DURB)*! P+! P) 
C 
C Convert from radians to 21600 sectors 
C 
21 IDP=DP*10800. /! P+. 5 
WRITE(1,53)IDP 
51 FORMAT(IInput MC, GL, ZL, and CL 
+(of longitude or latitude) - 415 52 FORMATAM 
53 FORMAT('Diurnal position = ', 15) 
STOP 
END 
FUNCTION TAN(X) 
TAN=SIN(X)/COS(X) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTIO9 ADJUST(X) 
B=! P*2. 
X=X+B 
1 IF(X-B)3,2,2 
2 X=X-B 
GOTO 1 
3 ADJUST=X 
RETURN 
END 
in minutes 
format') 
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NOTES. 
!P= pi. For computers withoat this constant, it can be 
generated by: PI=4*ATAN(l. ) . E obliquity of the ecliptic. 
MC longitude of the MC. 
RAMC = right ascension of MC. 
GL = geographical latitude of birth. 
ZL = longitude 
CL = latitude 
RA = right ascension of planet 
D= declination expressed in radians. 
RT = rising 'time' 
ST = setting 'time' 
DURA = duration above horizon 
DURB = duration below horizon expressed 
DSR = duration since rise in radians. 
DSS = duration since setting 
DP = diurnal position. 
The mean obliquity of the ecliptic in 1900 was 23-4523' and 
will be 23-43930 in the year 2000. The actual value can 
vary from the mean by as much as +. /- . 0030. The value given in the program is the inean value for 1950. 
GL can be derived if the longitude of the Ascendant (AS) as 
well as RAMC is known, as follows; 
GL=ATAN(-l*(COS(RAMC)/TAN(AS)+COS(E)*SIN(RAMC))/SIN(E)) 
and no quadrant problem arises. However, this inethod is 
unreliable because at 6 and 18 hours sidereal time the 
equation becomes ill-conditioned. At these times Oo Libra 
and 00 Aries respectively are rising at all latitudes, 
hence knowing AS cannot reveal GL. Close to these times, a 
small error in AS gives a large error in GIL. 
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THE HARMONICS OF THE DIURNAL CIRCLE: 
An appraisal of Addey's methods of analysis and evaluation. 
1. Introduction. 
In chapter 8 (section 8.8 .1 it was 
mentioned that a promising investigation of the ways in 
which personality varies with the diurnal positions of the 
planets had been undertaken by Addey. The results of this 
investigation that have been published were not described 
in detail above since the methods on which they are based 
are somewhat complex and the results themselves have not 
been evaluated statistically and are therefore uncertain. 
The articles that Addey published (1979,1980,1981a & b, 
1982) were interim reports on a large-scale, systematic 
investigation based on data provided by the Gauquelins 
(1973,1974a & b, 1977). Unfortunately Addey died (in March 
1982) before he was able to complete this investigation and 
write up his findings in book form, as he planned. 
Apparently, he completed most of his analyses and was 
beginning to write just before his death, so his project 
could be completed by others. Addey was not trained in 
science or applied statistics and he wrote mainly for 
astrologers. Consequently, he did not always set out his 
methods of analysis and evaluation with the clarity 
normally required by scientists. Thus, it is the purpose of 
this appendix to elucidate these methods. This will be done 
in two parts: the first part describes the data with which 
Addey worked and the methods used to analyse it and the 
second part critically appraises the ways in which Addey 
evaluated his results. The results themselves will not be 
given in detail as the only ones available at present are 
already presented in the five articles cited above and 
should be sufficiently clear once the method is understood. 
The account of Addey's methods given below is based on 
t In esef ive articles, supplemented by personal 
communications from Addey in February and March 1982. The 
- 
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account is prefaced by a brief description of the theory of 
'Harmonics as Addey applied it to the diurnal circle. 
2. The Theory of Harmonics. 
Addey's starting point for his 
work on the harmonics of the diurnal circle was the 
1-1 Gauquelins' discovery that (eminent) people with different 
personality traits tend to be born when certain planets 
have just risen or have just passed their upper culmination 
(the "key sectors"). Addey, however, considered it to be a 
mistake to suppose that personality varies in a discrete 
way, being extreýne when the planets are in key sectors but 
being unaffected at other times (as the Gauquelins have 
tended to claim). Instead, he suggested that personality 
varies continuously as a function of the planets' positions 
and that the functions linking personality to planetary 
position take the form of harmonic waves. To take a 
hypothetical example, the function linking the trait of 
assertiveness with the position of Mars might form a fifth 
harmonic (a five-fold sinusoid wave) in the sense that the 
number of assertive individuals who are born throughout the 
diurnal cycle of Mars fluctuates smoothly with a wavelength 
one fifth of that of the whole circle. 
Addey suggested that different harmonics would be 
produced when the births of individuals with different 
traits are plotted agairist the positions of the various 
planets, but he was unable to predict which exact harmonics 
would be produced by any particular trait/planet 
combination. Instead, he hoped to be able to induce the 
principles on which such predicitons could be made from a 
close examination of the results of harmonic analyses of 
the Gauquelins' data. It is to the methods used in these 
harmonic analyses that we turn next. 
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The Method of Analysis. 
3.1 Trait-word data. The analysis atilised only those 
trait-words which had been applied most commonly to the 
writers, sportsmen, actors, and scientists investigated by 
the Gauquelins. Tt appears the criterion was that, to 
qualify for the analysis, the words must have been used at 
least 100 times by the biographers, vhen describing the 
celebrities, though Addey was not quite clear on this 
point. This made 199 words available for the analysis. 
3.2. Diurnal Positions of the Planets. Only four of the 
planets - MO, MA, JU and SA - were considered. Their 
positions in -5he diurnal circle were calculated by the same 
method as is employed by the Gauquelins (see section 8.7.2 
above and Appendix1j), except that Addey did not retrict 
himself to 12,18 or 36 sectors, as the Gauquelins have, 
but used whatever number was convenient for a particular 
analysis. For example, when examining, the seventh harmonic, 
he -used 70 sectors. 
3.3. Observed Frequency Distributions. Takincg, each of the 
four occupational groups separately, the frequency 
distribution for each of the 199 trait-words for each of 
the four planets was then calculated. That is, the number 
of individuals described by a given trait-word was plotted 
against the planet's sector positions. The position of the 
planet at the birth of each individual described by the 
given word was only counted once in the frequency 
distribution no matter how often the individual was 
described by that word in the biographical material that 
was consulted. Addey called this the "single count method". 
3.4. Expected Frequency Distributions. For each of the four 
professions separately, a correction was then applied to 
each of the distributions described above. This correction 
involved subtracting from each observed distribution, the 
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corresponding -expected distribution. The latter was 
calculated as follows. For each sector of the circle a 
computation was made of the total number of trait-words, of 
all descriptions, that had been applied to the individuals 
who were born when the given planet was in that sector, 
counting each word only once for each individual no matter 
how often it had been applied in the consulted biographies 
(i. e. "single count method"). This provided the set of what 
the Gauquelins (1974) have called "reference distributions" 
of trait-words for each planet. 
Next, for each of the 199 selected words, the number of 
times a given word was applied to all the members of a 
given proLession was obtained, still lasing the single count 
method. This might be called the "target-word frequency". 
Thirdly, the proportion of all trait-words represented 
by each target-word frequency was calculated. That is, for 
each target-word, it was found what fraction of the entire 
word frequency was represented by the target-word 
frequency. This can be referred to as the "target-word 
proportion". 
Finally, the expected frequency for each sector was 
provided by multiplying the appropriate reference 
distribution by the relevant target-word proportion. That 
is, the expected frequency for a given trait word in a 
given sector (for a particular planet and occupational 
group) is equal to the total number of words applied to 
people who were born when the planet was in that sector 
multiplied by the target-word proportion corresponding to 
the trait-word in question. 
EXAMPLE: 
Suppose one wants to calculate the expected 
fre, juency for a particular sector for KA at the birta of 
sportsmen desc ribed by the term "self -willed". First one 
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counts how many times this term was applied to the entire 
collection of sportsmen, counting the term just once for 
each sportsman no matter how many times it was applied to 
each. This might yield a count of, say, 556. However, the 
total number of traits, of all descriptions, attributed to 
the entire sample of sportsmen was 6184. Thus I'self-willed" 
is a sample of this entire collection representing only 
556/6184 = . 0899 of the total. This is the target-word 
proportion. Then, to find the expected frequency for this 
word for any given sector, one must multiply the total 
number of words belonging to that sector by . 0899. Suppose 
that the sportsmen who were born when MA was in sector 14 
were described by 62 words all told. In that case, the 
expected frequency for "self-willed" for sector 14 is . 0899 
X 62 = 5.5738. 
The final score for each sector (for each word, planet 
a-rid occupational group separately) was obtained by 
subtracting the expected from the observed frequency for 
that sector. Clearly, this means that some sectors had 
positive, and others negative, scores. 
The distributions were calculated for each professional 
group separately, as described above, in order to control 
for the fact that each of the professions has been found to 
be associated with an excess frequency in key sectors of 
one of the four planets. For example, SA tends to be in key 
sectors more often than expected at the births of 
scientists. Scientists also tend to be described by 
particular trait-words more often than do -members of the 
three other professions. if the dist ribution of SA for 
these words were examined for all four professions 
together, then there would automatically appear to be peaks 
in the key sectors. When the distributio ns are studied for 
scientists separately, however, it is possible to 
deteriaLne, for any particular trait-word , whether SA tends 
to be present in each sector either more or less often than 
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expected for the scientists as a group. In theory, each 
group should show the same result for a particular word. 
When group (nernbership is controlled, one can test whether a 
given trait is consistently indicated by a given planetary 
position regardless of group inembership. 
3.5. Harmonic Analysis. Once the expected frequency 
distributions had been subtracted from the observed 
distributions for each profession separately, the four 
resultant sets of distributions were added together for the 
sake of harmonic analyses. For these analyses, the data 
were grouped into 100 sectors and then amplitudes and 
phases for the first 20 harmonics were computed. 
3.6. The analysis then proceeded through the selection of 
single harmonics of one planet at a time for further 
scrutiny. It was very rare for any of the amplitudes from 
the harmonic analysis to be individually significant by 
Shimshoni's (1971) test. Consequently, alternative criteria 
for selecting harmonics had to be developed. A trait-word 
was taken to characterise the nth harmonic of a given 
planet if the amplitude of the nth harmonic for that 
trait/planet pairing was at least 25% greater than the -mean 
amplitude of the 20 harmonics in the given analysis. For 
example, the word "energetic" would be taken to 
characterise the 4th harmonic of MA if the amplitude of the 
4th harmonic of the distribution of MA for this word was at 
least 25% greater than the mean of the first 20 harmonics 
from this analysis. 
3.7. Having discovered all the words that characterise the 
nth harmonic of a given planet, according to the method in 
step 3.6, the analysis then proceeded by selecting one 
phase at a time of this harmonic for further scrutiny. By 
convention, onlY 4 out of a large number of possible phases 
were considered and these phases were at (notional) 90' 
intervals, with the first phase having a pealk at (notional) 
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00- except in the case of the 4th harmonic of MA where the 
position of the peak of the first phase was 450 (though the 
reasons for this departure were not clearly stated). The 
four arbitrarily chosen phases might be called the "ideal 
phases". 
Another feature of this method that has not yet been 
made clear is what qualified a word for inclusion in one of 
these four ideal phases. ('Tiven that phases vary 
continuously between 00 and 3590 , and yet a word must 
qualify for one of four discrete ideal phases, some 
criterion may have been used to decide when the phase of a 
given word was too discrepant from any of the four ideal 
phases to qualif, 7 f V-or 
inclusion in any of them. 
Alternatively, since the four ideal phases could be said to 
cover the intervals, 315'-44', 450-1340,1350-224-0, 
225('-314' ,a word could qualify for one or the other of 
these if its own phase fell within any of these limits. Tn 
one of his personal communications, Addey wrote that the 
phases of the words tended quite often to cluster together 
in four groups of their own accord, but he did not give 
details of this phenomenon. 
3.8. At this stage the analysis was mostly complete and 
lists of traits associated with the peaks of each of four 
phases, for each of 20 harmonics, for each of the four 
p1anets, were available. For clarity of graphical 
presentation, the distributions for all of the words found 
to characterise a given phase of a given harmonic (of a 
given planet. ) were added together and all of the n segments 
of the nth harmonic were also added together to give a 
composite distribution. 
Methods of Evaluation. 
It is not clear exactly how many of the possible 
planetary harmonics Addey studied in detail. With 20 
4+ 
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harmonics for each of four planets, 80 analyses are 
possible, and with four phasings for each of these, the 
full project would have entailed 320 separate results. In 
fact, Addey published results for only five harmonics in 
detail (including the foiir phases of each). These were the 
fourth harmonic of SA (Addey, 1979), the fourth of MA 
(Addey, 1979,1980,1981b), the third of MA (Addey, 1981b), 
and the first and second of MA (Addey, 1981a). He also 
published limited details of the sixth and fifteenth of MA 
(Addey, 1980). 
. -A, 
ddey evaluated these results in a number of different 
ways. In this section, seven such methods will be first 
described, together with an example of each, and then 
appraised. Of course, it hardly needs to be said, the fact 
that harmonic waves emerged frorn these analyses is, on its 
own, no argument in favour of Addey's theory, no matter how 
large the amplitudes of the waves. The method of analysis 
guarantees tqis result. Words were selected to characterise 
the four phases of the various harmonics simply because 
they showed strong amplitudes in the given harmonic and 
because they had the required phasing. Tf they had been 
selected only after passing an appropriate significance 
test, the situation would be different. 
Method 1. Synonyms and closely related words appear in each 
list for each phase of each harmonic of each planet, as 
expected. 
Example: Phase 1 of the fourth harmonic of MA contains 
flenergetic, vigorous, active". It also contains "audacious, 
courageo-as, combative". 
Appraisal: This looks very good at first sight. However, we 
are given no indication how often such results might be 
expected by chance nor are we told how to evaluate the 
relationship between words appearing together when those 
words are not actually synonyms. Moreover, the results are 
not always as clear as in the example above. Thus, in phase 
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2 of the second harmonic of MA, we f ind "clear" and 
I'drearner". But dreamers are usually considered to be vague 
and confused. 
Method 2: Antonyms and words which are broadly opposite in 
meaning appear in pairs of lists for phases which are 
(notional) 1800 apart, as expected. 
Example: With the first harmonic of MA, MA above versus MA 
below the horizon show the following pairs of opposites 
(synonyms belonging to the same phase are bracketed 
together) ; Rough Vs (charming, gracious, with ease): 1. 
(Solitary, shy) Vs. (gay, popular, natural, good fellow): 
CI Secretive Vs. abundant. 
Appraisal: Again, we are -riot 
told how often such a result CD 
is to be expected by chance. Moreover, words appearing in 
opposed phases sometimes look more like synonyms than 
antonyms. For example, with the first harmonic of MA again, 
we find; (powerful, vigorous, dynamic) Vs. verve. With the 
second harmonic of MA, phase 1 Vs. phase "5, we find; 
(Straight, frank, true) Vs. (lucid, sincere, simple). 
Method 3: The four phases of the nth harmonic together C 
contain words which are consonant with the character of the 
nth harmonic, these characteristics having been predicted 
beforehand on the basis of previous investigations and of 
theoretical considerations concerning the (symbolic) 
meanings of numbers. 
Example: The fourth harmonic had previously been thought to 
be concerned with "self-realisation" (Addey, 1979), whereas 
the third is concerned with "the ideal or formal cause of a 
thing" (Addey, 1981b). This predictioa has been confirmed, 
Addey claimed, with the finding that the -fourth harmonic of 
each planet does indeed show a process of self-realisation, 
"or each planet being characteri,:, tic of that the process 11 
planet. -By contrast, the third harmonic "shows the most 
ideal expressiori of a planetary position" (Addey, 1981b). 
Further confirmation is derived from the finding that 
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"there is nothing in the third harmonic (of MA) which 
corresponds in any way to the choleric temperament shown in 
phase 1 of the fourth (of MA)II (Addey, 1981b). 
Appraisal: This form of evaluatioq is too ad hoc to carry 
any weight at all. If definite characteristics had been 
clearly predicted beforehand, and the predictions had been 
confirmed by these results, then we might have some grounds 
for confidence in the theorising. As things stand, this 
1i rie of reasoning has far more the character of 
interpretation after the fact than experimental 
corroboration. One is reminded of Meehl et al. 's (1971) 
warnings about "... the malignant influence of human 
ingenuity to concoct ad hoc concepts, tailor-made to fit a 
finite set of facts. " 
Method 4: The four phases of each harmonic, when taken in 
order, show graduated progressions which are 
psycholo, a,, ically meaningful. 
Example: "In the fourth (harmonic) of Saturn we see the 
process of self-realisation through taking responsibility 
and 'making one's mark' in the world ... In the case of 
Saturn's fourth it is-the story of the great dictator who 
nearly always starts life under some kind of deprivation or 
sense of inferiority... 11 (Addey, 1979). 
Appraisal: This form of evaluation seems even more ad hoc 
than evaluation type 3 and the same comments apply here but 
with greater force. 
Method 5: Confirming instances of the evaluatioris outlined 
in methods 3 and 4 above are found in the planetary 
positions and corresponding lives of famous people. 
Example: People born with MA positioned just before the 
border of one of the odd-numbered houses of traditional 
astrology tend to see life in tragic terms, thus confirming 
the idea that the sixth harmonic of MA is concerned vit,, i 
"the pessimistic/optimistic contrast in character" (Addey, 
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1 980) . For example, there is Jean Paul Sartre, Albert 
Camus, Maupassant and Malarme. 
Appraisal: The usual strictures against seeking confirming 
instances after the fact apply here. In this case there is 
the additional danger of introducing circularity into the 
argument. For example, four of the celebrities who are used 
to illustrate the MA/6th harmonic tendency to see life in 
tragic terms are French writers and thus are probably 
featured in the Gauquelins' collection of writers from 
which Addey derived his results. However, it may be that 
such cases were only introduced for illustrative Purposes 
ýfith no intention of providing support for the results. 
Method 6: Split-half replicability: When the planetary 
distributions for the trait-words which characterise a 
given phase of a given harmonic of a planet are divided 
into two independent groups (roughly halves), according to 
the occupations of the subjects, the distributions for the 
two halves show the same waves with much the same phasings. 
Example: The distribution for MA for the words "sad, 
reserved, solitary, melancholy, worried, poor" shows a 
sixth harmonic phased at approximately 00 and it shows the 
same wave, with the same phasing for actors, scientists and 
sportsmen combined (word count = 310) as it does for 
writers alone (word count = 311) (Addey, 1980). 
Appraisal: This is by far the best kind of evidence of all 
favouring Addey's basic thesis. Similar split-half 
comparisons have also been presented graphically for two 
phasing7s of the first harmonic of MA (Addey, 1981a) and one 
phasing -each of the fourth (Addey, 1979) and the fifteenth 
(Addey, 1980) harmonics of MA. Unfortunately, kddey never 
publishel t. qe results of statistical analyses of such 
comparisons. Such evaluation is very easy; one only needs 
to calculate the correlation between the two independent 
'qalves and then discover what probability is associated 
with the coefficient. It is possible to estimate what these 
coefficients are for the results that have been presented 
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by reading off the scores for each sector from the graphs 
that have been published. The table below shows these 
estimates. 
PLANET. HARMONIC. GROUPS COMPARED. SPLIT-HALF CORRELATIOq 
r. df. P. 
MA 6th Actors Vs. sportsmen . 99 4 <. Ol 
+ scientists + writers. 
MA ist Sportsmen + scientists . 92 7 <. Ol 
phase 2 Vs. actors + writers. 
MA ist Actors Vs. sportsmen . 43 7 NS 
phase 4 + scientisto + writers. 
MA 4th Sportsmen + writers Vs. . 82 7 <. Ol 
" scientists + actors. 
MA 15th Actors Vs. sportsmen . 99 8 <. Ol 
" scientists + writers. 
It can be seen that f our of these five coefficients are 
highly significant, though the fact that the figures were 
estimated from graphs must diminish oiir confidence in tlýlem. 
Another factor that detracts frorn these results is that 
they may have been selected. Though Addey (1979) states, 
".. I have been able to show the result of breaking down the 
results at each phase into different groups ... and to show 
that the results are consistent right across the board", he 
never published a table giving these results. Considering 
that such a table is crucial to the evaluation of all this 
work, this is a curious omission. 
Method 7: Tests of specific predictions derived from the 
analysis of the Gauquelin data with new samples of subjects 
and alternative Tnethods of -measurement. 
Example: Only one such test has been attempted so far. 
Addey (1981b) devised a single question that was designed 
t0 measure a personality dimension similar to 
tough-mindedness. This was intended as a test of the 
finding that those born with MA above the horizon are cool, 
reserved and critical compared with those bor-ri with MA 
below the horizon, who were found to be trusting, 
responsive and soft-hearted. Týiis self-report item was 
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answered by 127 subjects. Once those with MA in houses 5, 
6,7, and 12 had been discarded, because for them MA was 
not clearly above or below the horizon, 84 subjects 
remained (personal communication). Their results can be 
summarised in the following contingency table; 
TYPE OF ANSWER GIVEN. TOTAL. 
Soft Hard 
MA IN RELATTOa Above 13 23 36 
TO HORIZON. Below 27 21 48 
TOTAL. 40 44 84 
The value of chi-square for this table is 2.59, which is 
not significant, although the result is in the predicted 
direction. 
In a later, post hoc analysis (personal communication), 
Addey excluded those Ss whose reply to the question had 
shown no strong feelings either way. In this case there are 
69 in the analysis and the results are as follows; 
TYPE OF ANSWER. TOTAL. 
Soft Hard 
MA IN RELATION Above. 13 21 34 
TO HORIZON. Below. 27 8 35 
TOTAL. 40 29 69 
"'he value of chi-square associated with this table is 9.18, L 
which is highly significant, though the result is rather 
dubious owing to the post hoc exclusions. Nevertheless, 
considering that the self-report measure consisted of only 
one question, and therefore would be expected to be subject 
to considerable error of measurement, and considering that 
the sample was relatively small, the experiment can perhaps 
be taken as "promising", even very promising. 
Conclusions. 
Given the theory of harmonics, Addey's method of analysing 
the way in which traits vary with the diurnal positions of 
the planets appears to be satisfactory, though the method 
he used to derive the four "ideal phases" for each harmonic 
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require, 3 elucidation. "Problems with this work arise when 
the results of the initial analyses are evaluated, that is, 
when one tries to establish whether the harmonic waves that 
Addey identified are lilkely to have arisen by chance. The 
fact that harmonic waves emerged from the analyses is, on 
its own, no evidence in favour of Addey's theory because 
words were selected to characterise the various harmonics 
after examination of the data. In this review, we have also 
seen that three of the seven methods of evaluation used by 
Addeycarry no weight becaiise they are ad hoc 
interpretations rather than rigorous appraisals (methods 3, 
4 and 5). It may be that it is doing Addey an injustice to 
suggest that he intended these as anything but tentative 
interpretations. 'However, he devoted much space to them, so 
it is well to be clear about their status . 
Th e remaining four -methods of evaluatiori are all 
promising though none of them has so far been developed , Z) CD 
sufficiently to allow objective assessments. According to 
the theory, synonyms should be found at-. qongst the words that 
characterise particular harmonics and antonyms should be 
found character is ing the opposite phases of the various 
harmonics. It should not be difficult to test these 
expectations systematically and the data presented so far 
suggest that they may well be corroborated, though no 
statistical tests have been reported. 
Probably the most straightforward 'Kind of test that 
could be conducted on these data would be to calculate what 
has been called the "split-half replicability" of the 
harmonics. Estimates of the replicability of five harmonics 
were reported above and it was found that four of them gave 
remarkably high correlations which were highly significant. 
oince which the data on these tests were based appear to 
have been selected, one cannot have great confidence in the 
results. However, if the number of possible sets of data 
f rom which these ý.,, ets were selected is not great, these 
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results on their own could amount to positive confirmation 
since they are so unlikely on the basis of chance 
variation. 
Finally, kddey's findings could also be tested quite 
easily by means of self-report questionnaires administered 
to fresh samples of subject,,:,,. On the only occasion when 
this has been attempted so far, surprisingly promising 
reskilts were obtained, especially considering that the 
measure that was employed consisted of only one question. 
Some remarkably strong evidence was presented in chapter 
eight (section 8.8.1) above showing that personality varies 
continuously with the diurnal positions of five of the 
planets. It was noted there, however, that there was no 
obvious pattern to the variations that were detected and it 
was suggested that this might be because the personality 
characteristics that were investigated were complex 
"bundles" of traits(ie. collections of traits 
characterising the typical personalities of four 
occupational groups). With his theory of Harmonics, and 
with the analytical method that he has developed, Addey 
provided one possible means of discovering underlying 
patterns in these variations. Most unfortunately, he died 
before he was able to complete his investigations. r1owever, 
the results that he presented are promising and deserve to 
be followed up. 
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'nlE ACCURACY OF ASTROLOGERS'KEYWORDS 
Part 11 The Origin of the Planetary types 
by 
Michael Startup, B. A. * 
ABSTRACT 
After oudining bnefly a control study for the analysis presented in Part 1, this 
article discusses four theories of the possible ongins of the planetary types '17he 
t- int three theones are often upheld by astrologers, by their critics, or by both, 
but A of' them, it is argued, are unsatisfactory as they smd. The fourth theory, 
,A hich is new in sonic respects, is based partly on widely accepted historical data 
and partly upon speculations derived from scientific methodology. It is claimed 
that this theory makes it possible to construe the astrological enterprise, from its 
beginnings to the present, as far more rauonal than is usually supposed - by 
Astrulogers and their critics alike. - 
KLYWORDS: Astrology, planetary traits, Babylonians, history of science, 
phjlL)--. c)phy of science 
IN-rRODUCTION 
Part I of this article" presented a re-analysis of sonic recently published data 
hom a study of astrologers' keywords for the planets. Pie study was by 
franýoise Gauqueline who, it was argued, seriously underestimated the 
sigrulicance of some of her results. It was sliown that chi-squared analyses - the 
agreement between 14 astrologers and the Gauquelins' independently derived 
lists of typical traits for four of the planets - yield extremely significant results 
for all of the astrologers, both ancient and modem. The aim of the present paper 
is to discuss this remarkable result, to attemp! to explain how astrologers come 
to possess this knowledge, orAt least to outline sonic possible approaches to 
such an explanation. 
Before beginning tlus discussion, however, I would like to report briefly on a 
study I have run recently to supply control data for the analysis in ftn 1. In that 
analysis, expected frequencies were calculated on a theoretical basis. This was, 
p. erhips, somewhat nsky since the calculations did not take account of the fact 
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THE ACCURACY OF ASTROLOGEIRS'KEYWORDS 
Part II The Ongin of the Planetary types 
by 
Michad Startup, B. A. * 
ABSTRACT 
After outlining bnefly a control study for the analysis presented in Part 1, this 
article discusses four theories of the possible origins of the planetary types. 'nie 
fir'st three theones are often upheld by astrologers, by their critics, or by both, 
but A of them, it is argued, are unsatisfactory as they stand. Die fourth theory, 
, Ahich is new in sonic respects, is based partly on widely accepted historical data 
and partly upon speculations derived from scientific methodology. It is claimed 
that this theory makes it possible to construe the astrological enterprise, fioin its 
beginnings to the present, as far more rational than is usually supposed - by 
, istrologers and their critics alike. - 
KEYWORDS: Astrology, planetary traits, Babylonjins, history of science, 
philo-sophy of science 
IN'rRODUCTION 
Part I of this article'$ presented a re-analysis of sonic recently published data 
from a study of astrologers' keywords for the planets. The study was by 
FranýDise Gauqueline who, it was argued, seriously underestimated the 
sigruficance of sonic of her results. It was shown that chi-squared analyses - the 
agreement between 14 astrologers and the Gauquelins' independently derived 
hsts of typical tr-&A3 for four of the planets - yield extremely significant results 
for all of the astrologers, both ancient and modem. I'lie aim of the present paper 
is to discuss this remarkable result, to attempt to explain how astrologers come 
to possess this knowledge, or-4t least to outline some possible approaches to 
such an exp"tion. 
Before beginning this discussion, however, I would like to report briefly on a 
study I have run recently to supply control data for the analysis in Part 1. In that 
analysu, expected frequencies were calculated on a theoretical basis. This was, 
perhaps, somewhat nsky since the calculations did not take account of the fact 
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that, due to implicit or explicit psychological knowledge, we know that certain 
traits go together. Even somebody who doubted that astrologers had xiy 
knowledge about the plancts at all would assume that astrologers associmed 
batches of psychologically linked traits, rather than individual traits, with tile 
planets, even though the associations between traits and plancts might be 
random. 
In the control study, then, portions of tile Gauquelins' eight lists of typical 
traits for tile planets (lists for NIO, SiA, JU, & SA, and their opposites, but 
excluding VE. ), in scrambled order. were given to Ib subjects who 'Acre asked to 
arrange the tiait words into eight groupings of their own such that at least sonle 
of tile groupings formed psychulogically coherent portraits. -nie subjects %kere 
given no clues that tile exercise had any connection with astrology. Once tile 
subjects had formed these groups to their satisfaction, the groups were paired 
vAith the plancts in an arbitrary fashion and the numbers of' 'hits' and 'rilisses' 
, Acre calculated as in the study in Part 1. It was found that the proportion of the 
total number of matý: hes that were hits was . -'16. 
In Part 1, the theoretically 
calculated proportioi was . 
21:. I'llese two proportions do 
+ 
not differ 
significantly and thus increase our confidence m the results in Part I. 
DISCUSSION 
In what follows I will outline three theories that are frequently used to 
explain how astrologers came by their descriptions of the planets' influences. 
niey have not always been used to account for astrologers' knowledge of the 
influences, of course, because it is often assumed that astrologers have no such 
knowledge - they only have descriptions of what they iniagine the influences to 
be. I'he position adopted here, by contrast, is that the Gauquelins have provided 
good evidence that at least some of the planets do indeed exert an influence on 
human personality, and Franqoise Gouquelin's study8, together with the 
re-analysis provided by the present paper, give strong support to the idea that 
astrologers have been quite accurate in their descriptions of those influences. It 
may be that these views are mistaken - after all Michel Gauquelin's personality 
studies, in contrast to his career studies, have received little by way of 
rephcation so far. Yet the fact that his personality studies are in such good 
agreement with astrological opinion is a remarkable finding which, it seems, is 
most easily explained by assuming that both stem Qpm a real knowledge of real 
planetary influences. 17his view may eventually turn out to be faulty but it 
appears to be the most reasonable interpretation of the evidence at present 
The three theories of the origin of the planetary typology that I intend to 
discuss are all, in my opinion, unsatisfactory as they stand. I shall outline each in 
tum and point out their inadequacies. Afterwards I shall offer a theory which 
C 
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mAes sense of many of the 'facts' at our disposal an(] which allows 'IS to 
,: ojistrue the astrological enterprise, 
from its beginnings to the present day, as tar 
moic rational than is usually supposed -by astrologers and their critics alike. 
In tbe following d&ussion of' (lie first three theories, I shall use Fruný, olse 
descriptions of those theories as they, appear on page -12 of' 
her 
hooke 
. 
I! ) *'... the present astrological 'Knowledge is only a deformed rcinaindei of' 
an c: ahorate science revealed to the first astrologeis by higher intelligences 
floin 
C, % lie re. " 
li) WHIC accounts these 'higher ijitelligcnccs froni elsewhere' were rion-hutnan 
inielligent beings, presumably froin space. By other accounts they were gods or 
-iiiýcls or, depending on your niural outlook, 
demons. 'Me trouble with this 
111cory is thit, if they are taken to be intelligent aliens, then we have riot 
accounted for the origin of the typology at Lill because 'Ae have riot explained 
iiow these aliens got their knowledge, And in any case it is riot clear how this 
theory could be independently tested. 11iis is also the problem with the theory if 
the intelligent beuigs are taken to be spiritual , in the absence of any 
ýndeperident 
test, not only of the abihty of spiritual beings to tcach astrology, but also of 
their very existence, we are left with only a circular explanation. 
A sinular theory to the above suggests that the ancient astrologers acquired 
their knowledbv paranonnally. I call this explanation similar not only because it 
appt: Als to the marvellous and mysterious, but also because it appears to be 
circular. In order to avoid circularity bi an explanation, the explicans (the 
statenwnt of the explaining laws and conditions) inust draw support froni 
ieasons that are other Lhan, and independent of, the explicandum (the thing to 
be explained). Perhaps one trught wish to argue that F-SP has been independently 
ime, tigated in many ways, yet I ani riot convinced by this. Which particular 
psi ability is to be invoked? Surely telepathy is no good since, prior to the 
est. iblishment of the typology, there was no one's mind to read. Clairvoyance is 
equally dubious since it is difficult to imagine what state of affairs could have 
been paranomially perceived which was not available to ordinary perception. 
-Diat leaves precognition, which is possible, I suppose, but which would 
presumably requLre that the ancient astrologers somehow saw the results of 
modem investigations which were themselves, in tum, inspired, albeit indirectly, 
by the 'insights' of the ancients. For myself I would prefer to find a less mind- 
boggling explanation, if possible, and only invoke ESP if all else fails. 
(2) "The origin of the planetary symbolism seems related to the aspect 
(='appearance'? ) of the planets when we observe them in the sky ... Ile 
apparent movements of the planets are also responsible for many keywords 
tradiuonally attached to eac-h celestial body. " 
The idea here seems to be that the origmatorts) of the planetary typology 
started out with the simple theory that the planets influence human personality 
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and then, to discover what these influences are, they took note of tile gross 
apivatances of the planets arid interpreted these appearances analogically in 
terms of personality characteristics. Frunqoise Guuquelin gives a typical 
explanation of how the ancients were supposed to have thought: "... the large 
and brilliant Jupiter suggests power, the red Mars suggests fire and war, tile light 
blue Venus suggests tenderness, the ashy yellowish Saturn suggests remoteness 
and old age, etc. " 
'Mis explanation is a great favourite amongst those who think that the whole 
of astrology can be disn-dssed as a typical product of the muddled, superstitious, 
irrational human mind prior to its illumination by science a rnere 400 or so years 
ago. It may be that niany astrologers have tried to give a rationale for their 
beliefs through this analogical mode of reasoning but it does not follow that this 
is how the Babylonians proceeded initially, The analogies may have been put 
forward as a defence of the typology, even by the Babylonia-iis themselves, but it 
is implausible that the analogies alone were the source of it. Each of the planets 
has many characteristics visible to the naked eye, so how were the Babylonians 
to know which were the relevant ones" Ilie Moon is not only changeable III 
shape and brightness but it also moves through the zodiac very rapidly and yet 
speed is not attributed to the Moon but to Mercury. Venus (and other planets to 
some extent) varies a good deal in visible brightness and yet is not thought to be 
changeable in character. 'Me Sun, and also the Moon, are glanngly different 
from the planets in appearance and yet the temperaments attributed to all 
these bodies are of much the same order. Jupiter is comparatively large arid 
bright and brightness may perhaps suggest power but Venus appears even larger 
and brighter. And as for the Sun... 
This theory is unsatisfactory enough even if one supposes that the 
astrologers' descriptions do not correspond with the facts. It still requires us to 
believe that the learned men of Babylonia proceeded in a completely 
unsystematic, inconsistent man-ner. It suggests that the planets were judged by a 
hotch-potch of different types of characteristic, the Moon was judged by its 
phases, Mars by its colour, Jupiter by its brightness or size. Saturn by its 
apparent speed and so on. T"he theory becomes simply absurd as soon as we have 
evidence that the astrological descriptions are accurate. We are then asked to 
believe that tl-ds chaotic process of judging by appearances alone is actually a 
route to knowledge. 
(3) "(The planetary symbolism)-was slowly elaborated through constant 
observations of the possible effects of the cosmic surroundings upon mankind. " 
I think this theory is also unsatisfactory but I wish to make it quite clear that 
it is only unsatisfactory when the word 'observation' is interpreted In a 
particulax way, or within a certain philosophical context. Observation also plays 
an important part in the theory that I will put forward later but it plays a 
different part to that which it has here. As I understand her, Franýoise 
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believes that astrology, and any other science for that niatter, could 
have been built up from observations. Our knowledge consists either ot 
accumulated pciceptionsor else of assunilated, sorted, in(! Llassified perceptions. 
I-idicr )Aaý our knowledge of the external world fits itself together like a self- 
jig-saw puzzJc. Michel Gauquclin also seems to be drawing oil this 
ýic,, Allen lie says: "it is even I-K)ssible that among all tile fal. w intuitions based 
on doubitul analogies, tile Claldcwi priests could have obserNcd certain facts 
ibo, it the niode of uilluence of die plancts. -9 I inay be misrepresenting the 
k_xjuqýehns but these two cluotatioiis froin thein suggest that they, adhere to 
strwt cnipiricisin, or what Popper's has called "the bucket theory Of tile 111ind". 
Accor, 'Lng to this theory our minds resemble a bucket in which perceptions and 
kno, Aledýr accumulate. Fhe perceptions gain entry to tile inind arid once there 
un, Jcrýo some automatic process - perhaps they aie classified systematically, 
perhaps an induction process takes place - the end reýult of which is knowledge 
ofj uruýcrsal law of Nature. We have observations arid they look after themselves. 
(In ýýon)e ýersjons of tfus theory we are cýcn encouraged to interfere as little as 
possible with the process of knowledge accumulation because intericience 
al%ay s introduces error). 
F,, pper rtgards this 'bucket theory' as completely unsatisfactory wid I din 
convi. nced by his arguments. While oudining his alternative, which lie dubs 'the 
searchlight theory', he points out that, "... observation is a process in which we 
p'aý -in intensely active part. An observation is a peiception, but one which is 
pianned and prepaýied. We do not have an o6wryation but we make wi 
ohstrýjtion. An observation is always proceded by a particular Uiterest, a 
question, or a problem - in short, by sonictlung theoretic&L. Alus is why 
,, bse --ations are Lways selective, and why they piesuppose something like a 
P! -, pie of selection. 
" Add to these-comments Popper's ti, ýýtive solution to the 
Ti, . em of Induction' (see, for example, Popper") and it can be seen that 
a, lr, logy could never have been built up from observations. Observations must 
have pljýcd much the same part as they do in all science, that is, as tests of 
hypoLheýes in the course of the critical exanunation of those hypotheses. It was, 
ilawst certainly, never possible to stage clear and decisive tests of astrological 
h)poLhe3es until very recently, but that is another matter and will be discussed 
later. The important point here is that it is inconceivable that the Chaldean 
pnests simply stood on their ziggurats and had observations wNch, in the 
fuLlness of Lime, arranged themselves automatically into astrological knowledge. 
Observations must have been made because of the intuitions based on analogies, 
not in spite of them, asMichel Gauquelin stems to suggest. 
(4) Having dismissed three theories of the origin of the planetary typology, I 
now come to the fourth, which I shall preface with a few remarks. The ker-nal of 
Lhu thoery u not new, it was put forward by historians of rebgion in the early 
part of this century and may have been suggested many times before and since. 
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However, I have never seen it treated in the context of scientific discovery 
Historians, basing their opinions on historical and archeological records, have 
outlined the way in which the typology probably arose, but they have generally 
regarded this typology as make-believe. For example, Frunz Cuniont called 
astrology, ".., that desperate error on which the intellectual powers of Countless 
generations were spent". 3 Yet we now have some evidence that gives stiong 
support to some of the astrological hypotheses or, to put this another Aay, 
the activities of' the founders of astrology seeni to have led to real knowledýe 
about the way the world is organised. If this is so, then it is about time that 
those activities were reappraised, The theory that follows depends largely of, 
facts which arc already well-known and widely accepted. 'Allat is new- about it is, 
I believe, that the facts are presented in such a way that the activities of the 
ancient astrologers aýpcar very similar to those that take place in any scientific 
research programme. In other words, I shall be giviaig a rational reconstruction 
of' die development of one part of what I regaid as a scientific research 
programme, Viis means interpreting the facts in ternis of plidosophy of science 
and, where there are gaps in the historical record, it mearis speculating about 
what may have taken place in the past, the speculations being guided bý the 
Philosophy 
I can iniagine that some people might look askance at the idea of interpreting 
historical facts in terms of scientific methodology, or anything else for dial 
inatte.. It is often assumed that history is just a question of' presenting facts 
systematically and any attempt at interpretation is likely to introduce distortion. 
This view is similar to the 'strict empiricist's' view of science discussed above and 
suffers from sirnýlar misconceptions. Die historian must choose the problems he 
deals with from an indefinitely large number of possible problems. Wil-ly-nilly he 
also interprets the facts he presents, the interpretations normally being 
conditioned to a large degree by theoreucal considerations which led to die 
choice of problem in the first place. Since this process is ordy as good as the 
interpretive system which is brought to bear on history, it is important to be 
+. -en explicit on this point In the presentation that foHows, astrology will be tak- 
as a 'scientific research progranime'. 
tne term 'scientific research programme' comes from Imre Lakatos and makes 
reference to his "Methodology of Scientific Research Programmes" (see Lakatos, 
197012 ), one of the leading contemporary phOosophics of science. Astrology has 
already been analysed in terms of this ine thodology by Curry4 .5 and Startup II 
+1 would like to draw attention to two recent discussions of the mteraction 
between history of science and phdosophy of science, one is by Lakatos 1 3. the 
other by Worrall'9. 
Wi by lonian'neory 
lk-aring these prefatory remarks in mind, the fourth theory of the origin of 
the planetary typology can be introduced in the words of Franz Cuniont, the 
Imt, )rian of religion, who wrote in 1912: "By a logical and fully justified 
deýclopnient of primitive belief, whicli attributed to the Sun and Moon a 
poAcrtul ct'fcct upon the earth, a preponderating influence over the 
&IC1111111JU011 of destiny has also been assigned to the five planets... 'llicy were 
therefore ident-ified with dic pruicipal figures of the Assyriu-Babylonian 
pantheon ... 
Pius... divinities assumed a double character, the one traditional 
and based on ancient beliefs, the other adventitious and inspired by learned 
theories. " 3 
This is a theory About the Babylonians' theorising and clearly suggests that 
the onprial astrologers began ui the sanic manner as scientists nornially do they 
started out with a bold conjecture. I intend to Argue that they also proceeded in 
the nornial manner, that is, by trying to put their conjecture to Lhe test. But 
first, a few comments about this initial i&a. 
It secins almost incredible but not one of the three popular theones, discussed 
abo%c inakes anything of the fact that the planets are named after the gods, that 
they Acre so named right from the Babylonian beginnings and, in a sense, have 
always been named after the same gods. According to Cumont again. "... the 
iiames of the planets which we employ to-day, are an English translation of a 
Latin translation of a Greek translation of a Babylonian nomenclature. - 
3 
Presumably we can take 'translation' here to mean that each successive culture 
did its best to find a inember of its own pantheon whic. 11 corresponded in 
Jiaracter to the respective god of the earlier culture. Although this is widely 
ac,: ý,. ptcd by students of astrology, theories two and three Above (and possibly 
nuiiibtr one also) seem to suggest that the influences of the planets were 
diý, covcrcd pnor to their receiving names, as if the matching between god and 
planet was based on similarities between the gods' attributes and the 
chAiactensucs of the planets which had been independently derived. But the 
process took place the other way round. 'Me Babylonian gods 'existed' long 
befom their names were also given to the planets. 17he Babylonians theorised 
that the planets were the gods, or symbolised the gods, and therefore had the 
same influence over the terrestrial affairs that the gods in their pantheon were 
suppowd to have. lliusý to discover what influences each of the planets had, all 
they had to do was to find the correct pairing of god and planet. 
Tha theory about the Babylonians' theorising not only makes the typology an 
intnguing and very bold conjecture, some of whose fundamentally important 
social, ethical, and political implications have been discussed by Cumont 3, 
it aLu) gives observation a more credible role to play. In this account, observation 
W-21 11%Ptl 1A ý-holok tho 'znnrnn6-itono-** nf tho. arul-nlano-t mairinov th-it wpro 
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proposed arid, where tile initial pairings proved misatisfactoly, it jilay jiaýc 
promoted a new round of conjectures and observations. Moreover, tills theor" 
even leaves sonic room for judging by appearances. For example, if you liave 
belligerent god of war in your pantheon arid you Oh&CTVC a red 111aliCt III tile SkY. 
perhaps these two belong together. Perhjpý tile did 
include the idea that the planets' appearaiiccs sliould corresponu somello'A 
with the gods' characters. It is even possible that the reason why the Giuquelins 
have been unable to corroborate the astrologers' ideas about the Sun arid Mercury is that, with these two bodies, tile method t. ailed - tile gods Illatched 
with these two were wrong all along! Yet it seenis unlikely that this judging by 
appearances represents the whole story. Surely the Babýloniaris 'Aould have tried 
it) check up on their scheme by making empirical observations III the lijit of' the 
rest of their astrological theory Jliey may have even reýised ilicir ideas about 
tile nature of' their gods as a result of such empirical checks. ilk), Aevei, ill viev, of- 
the weakness of the planetary influences, when taken singly . it is tiot clear 
ho'A 
such checks could have been made. Unfortunately it is at this stage that tile 
historical record lets us down I do not know of an) evidence bear-mg upon Ehjs 
crucial stage of tile development of astrology arid must resort to speculation 
myself 
Astrological Observations 
It is Possible that, in the distant past, either astrological influences %kere 
stronger than they are now or else people were more susceptical to them Perhaps 
these two amount to the same thing. Obviously this conjecture is ad hoc. Ae 
have no reason to expect it to be true apait from it heing difficult to unagine 
how any astrological influences could have been observed in the past. even in the 
light of a theory, it they were as weak then as the) seeni to be now Taken 
singly, planetary influences are so weak now that clear evidence for dieni has 
only been gained with the help ot itatistics, weil-kept public records. accurate 
time-pieces, very large samples. and an experimentaJ inethod If the influences 
had been very much stronger in the past. so strong in fact that everý individual 
had a character corresponding to his rising or culininaung planet observations 
would have been easy to make However we have n, independent evidence that 
this was so The theory seemed worth inentionLirig )nly as i possibLLity and as a 
reminder that it is the very weakness of the influem-es that make it so difficult 
to account for astrologers' accuracy 
The great problem in observing planetar), uffluences is that each horoscopit, 
factor gives off only a weak signal which is embeuded in noise Fhe great 
advantage of statistics in astrological work is that when used properly . 1, 
allow us to filter out the noise ana thus leave the signal exposed But is the,, it, 
. 1.9- ... - -4r _.. # #1- -i-, ) I ,, ý...... -t -- th ýi thors- miuhf he 
(4. 
( 
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,, nother way and that this 
is connected with the way in which astrological 
ýonuiiunifics typically operate. T'hey are composed of' people who make a 
particular study of a restricted domain and these people not only study their 
topic with great application but also feed back the results of their thoughts 
. ind observations to the group which 
discusses their ideas at lengtht. New ideas 
arc produced in profusion: the members of the gioup take the ideas and test 
them against their ow, n experiericei most of the ideas arc ditched sooner or later 
without anyone being able to say exactly when they were discarded nor why, 
but sonic of thein are preserved: the body of opinion evolves ever so giadually 
and it is rjrcly certain who was responsible for the changes, nor is it ever clear 
what the present state of the art is: at any one time the doctrine comprises a 
nuxture of time--honoured tradition plus the latest ideas that are being loyed 
with by the current practitioners. nothing is settled, nodiing clear, all is in a 
state of flux, all is 'intuitive'. 
'ATiile rnany sceptics might agree that this is how astrologers have generally 
beha, ved, they are unlikely to allow that this could be a route to genuine 
kno%hlcd6v. However, this sort of process has been regarded as a possible source 
of knowledge by some modem episteniologists. For example, Walter Buckley , 
has said: "From the view of science as simply a recording and logical 
organLsauon of extemal data we are coming to recognize it as a fully 
morphogenic pro-cess, in which the socio-cultural aspect may act, not only as a 
distorting process, but also as a purifying, noise-Filtering device by gradually 
filtering out the idiosyncratic, the purely subjective, and the empirically false, 
and leaving a residue of the relatively verified and true. "I 
Perhaps this notion of a 'societal noise filter' can be made clearer by giving an 
example from a non-astrological field, in this case from folk medicLne. Attempts 
to ust substances derived from one organism to inhibit or kill others began at 
least 2,500 years ago when the Chinese became aware ofthe curative properties 
of the muuddy curd of soya beans and used this substance to treat boils, 
7 
carbuncles, and similar infections . 
Similarly, extracts of lichens have been used 
from early times in folk medicine as a dressing for wounds and in treating 
tuberculosis2. It was not known why these extracts were helpful and the 
phenornenon of antibiosis was not recogrused. Moreover, if the true curative 
properties of these substances are regarded as 'signal', Lhen the signal given 
off must have been greatly obscured by noise, that is, the 'noise' created by 
tMorris Jastrow' ýnother historian of religion, had this to say about the early 
astrologers: "An astral theory of the universe is not an outcome of popular 
thought, but the result of a long process of speculative reasoning carried on in 
restncted learned circles. Even astrology, which the theory presupposes as a 
foundation, is not a product of Wirrutive popular fancies but is, rather, an 
, IdvanL-td scicritific 
hypothesis. " 
10 
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many unsuccessful apphca(ions of these medicines. Many a wound must have become septic, many a case of tuberculosis must have proved fatal, despite tile 
use of a medicine that had some real efficacy. Yet that efficacy was still detected 
somehow, without the aid of controlled experimental analysis. Possibly it was detected by the 'societal noise filter'. 
When the three planets discovered in modern times are considered, it seenis 
very probable that the main method used to discover their influences has been 
described above. Astrologers, and their criUcs also, often write as if these 
characteristics were derived from the attributes of their eponymous gods but this 
seems unlikely except, perhaps, with Plutot. Uranus, in Greek mythology, was a 
rather vague, dl-detined sky-god, consort of Gaea; he was chiefly fained for having been emasculated by Cronus, one of his soris. 10 There is httle in dus that 
could lead to the striking characteristics attributed to Uranus the planet. Ile was 
often depicted as a bewfldered old manlo - not at afl like the ori6ýirial, inventive, 
and strong-willed planet. Neptune was a rather slight diety, with ill-defuied 14 duties, in early Rome . 
When lie was later identified with Poseidon, lie grew in stature and became lord of the inaritime empire Being associated ýkitli tilt: sea may be appropriate for a planet that is nebulous and dreamy. but it should not be overlooked that Poseidon was of a surly, impetuous, and quarrelsome nature, 
much given to causing earthquakes when in a rage' 4 And in aiiý case, isn't the 
sky just as nebulous and dreamy as the sea9 
Rather than the characteristics of these modern planets being derived from tile 
attributes of the gods, the gods were probably used ordy to give a starting point fur discussions and for the trial and error process But witichever way it happened, there should be enough documentation of the relevant facts to make 
speculation unneccesary Hopefully, someone will write this history soon This 
could provide a most important test of the theory of astrologlcal observations 
outlined here However it would be reafly telling if some strong evidence could be found that the astrological descriptions ot these planets are factual As things 
stand. Franýolse Gauqueline has revealed on]) very sUght evidence that these 
planets have influences resembling those attributed to them by astrologers One major potential weakness of this theorý of the 'societal noise fi. 1ter' is that 
it does not explain why the postulated method ot observation worked in some 
cases but not in others It may have been more oi less successful with four or five of the 'ancient' celestW bodies, but Franýolse Gauquelin's studya showed 
almost no signs of success with Mercury. Even more damaging is the total 
tA populai modem astrological doctrine maintains that newly discovered planets 
are inevitably given appropnate names, even though the narnes are bestowed by 
astronomers nowadays This is usually taken as one more example of synchrun 
icity. 
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abstn, ýc of any clearly detectable (astrological) influence 
front die Sun, in either 
tile djunial or tile ecliptic circles6. It is hardly good enough to claim that a 
certairi nlethod provides good observational data at times 
if one cannot also 
explain its failure at other times. It is true that folk medicine 
has also frequently 
lailcd (if its airil is taken to be the discovery of efficacious treatments), as 
in 
its taith in leeches, Ian cc ts, and blood -let tin g, but this counts as no excuse, 
these 
I errors' are also in need of explanation. It is possible that this method 
is helpful 
only when there is a signal to detect, and even then it offly works slowly and 
unsurelý, but it is poor at indicating the total absence of a signal. 
17hat is, if 
thcon, leads one to expect a signal where irt fact there is none, this method of 
obscrNation could not easily indicate this fact. However, even if this were 
tile 
case, it is not easy to arrive at clear predictions (or rather, postdictions) as 
to 
what . 
Iiould be found in the histofical record. If astrologers were looking 
for 
indications of influences where none existed, oil the one 
)land you might expect 
that their opinions about those influences would waver a good 
deal, because 
there would be no signal to anchor their speculations, 
but oil the other hand 
)ou nuebt predict less wavering, because more rehance would 
be placed oil the 
word of authority. 'nie fluidity of astrological speculations Must OftC1l 
have been 
cr)stahiscd by the ex cathedra pronouncernents of the 'big names'. 
CONCLUSION 
in this general discussion I have briefly outlined fourtheories of the origin of 
. the 
planeury typology and have dismissed the 
First three as unsatisfactory. Some 
people may say that my discussion of them 
has been all too brief and my 
disiiussals too facile. I then proce; ded to offer a theory which, to my mind, is 
far more adequate. This was in two parts. The 
first part, which is supported by 
wnx: historical data, suggests that the beginnings of the typology originated 
in a 
conjecture for which the Babylonians are renowned, the conjecture, 
that is, that 
there is a pattem to the will of the gods which may 
be discovered by a study of 
the gods' manifestations, or symbols, in the sky. 
T"hroughout this discussion 
'gods* has, of course, remained an undefined term - but one has to call a halt 
surnewhere. The second part of this theory concerris the methods 
that could 
have b"n used to put the original conjecture to the test. This part is 
fir more 
speculative. It takes its cue from the idea that astrology, 
beneath or alongside all 
its mystical. philosophical, and theological accretions, 
has the character of a 
scientific research programme. One consequence of this 
idea is that, if we look 
carefully enough, we will find evidence that astrologers tried to test their 
conjectures against the empirical data, and they would not 
have been put off by 
the impossibihty of making clear-cut tests. Now this may seem very 
far-fetched. 
It wdl be objected that this portrays the Babylonians as 
far more rational and 
syStCMAE)C than we know them to have been. 
One of my answirs to t1us is 
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that the Babylonians' activities have never before been analysed in the light of 
the Methodology of Scientific Research Programmes, but only in the light of 
other (inferior) methodologies. As John Worrall wrote: "... a historian's 
perceptiveness may be improved by making explicit use of methodology. A 
methodology may supply the historian with a heuristic - not only with a set of 
problerns, but also with a stock of conjectural solutions of them. " 
19 
1 do not pretend that this discussion is in an), way complete. An adequate 
treatment of the whole topic would require a far more extensive knowledge of 
the lustory of astrology than I can lay claim to and would demand far Inore 
space for its presentation than is avadable in ajournal. -nie aini of this discussion 
is primarily to stimulate thought, to highlight problematical areas, and to suggest 
%hat types of further research are likely to be profitable. I shall be happy if it 
achieves nothing save to re-emphasise the importance of tile critical evaluation 
(and re-evaluation) of theories. 
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ABSTRA(, 
Previous attempts to quantify the agreer, ,ý--, -, - ý .... .... ýi1; 1.1 1, ý, ý, % , '' 1 .. for the planets and the C'3auquelins' ind,, j, oýwiufijý V if, -r, vf?, j lists of Wariet. 1, V traits have been marred by the use of less than ideal data. A fresh analysis, wit! new data and a different method, is presented here. The results show quite hiril, non-random agreement, especially for MA, SA, and MO, though arguments wo also presented for regardinrl Tho ir, Improvement in astrologers' 
evidence supporting it Yvas sligh 
-) I 
KEYWORDS: ATtrology, Planctar, 
INTROI)w ; i, . 
In 1980, Francoise Gau(juelin7 Published a mono(j, ,, I,. I. ýIII, ", ýI, ''! ". ,,, I studies of the accuracy of astrologers' keywords for tile Planets. in the most important of these studies the 'character-traits niethod'I 2- 15 was lised Ic test the keywords published 1) Y 10 renowned astrologers, and a planetary effect was found for most of the astrologers with MO, VIE, MA, and SA. That is, the Same method was used as had previously been ernploye,! by the Gauquelins in their investigations of the 1)Ianetary temperaments 12 -Is except h the keywords took the place of the lists of 'typical traits'. Significantly high frequenc, l the usual rising and culminating sec. tors of the ilitirnal cirde, were found quite consistent the four planets mentioned. but not with the others, Although this was a good test of thp accuracy of the keywords, in that it comparf-,! astrologers' opinions directly with empirical data, riauqueliO had reservations about it. recognised that it was parlictilarly susceptible to Type I anti Type 11 statistical error$ and tho' it tended to discriminate against those astrologers who used only a few keywords, especiiill,, they were also unusual words. It gave undue weight to those words that occur frequen" the Gauquelins' trait catalogues and under-emphasised those that occur only rw, Consequently, she devised a second test that would eliminate the inequalities of the fir-. - giving equal weight to all keywords. 
In Gauquelin's second test, the keywords were compared with the lists of 'typical' and opposed' traits for MO, MA, JU, and SA that had previously been compiled. 12-15 Agreements and disagreements between the astrologers and the Gauquelins - on the assign- ment of traits to planets - Yvere plotted in a matrix and a measure of the degree of agreement was calculated. This measure, called 'proportion of coherencies', was the ratio of the number of agreements to the number of agreements and disagreements combined. It was computed for each astrologer separately, using his keywords for all 4 planets, and for each planet separately, using keywords from all the astrolorlerý It did not f)PFtTljt TPStS, to See if 
*Goldsmiths C011eqe, Universoy (-,, t ý)ndon 
22 Correlation, 1982,2,2,21-28 
the amount of agreement observed was greater than would 
be expected by chance, but t (I'd 
provide a descriptive measure that could be used to compare the astrologers 
one with another 
and to estimate their comparative success with different planets. 
However, 'proportions of coherencies' has been criticised by 
Startup19 because it does not 
take adequate account of the agreement that is to be expected 
by chance alone. In its place 
'; 1artup used a coefficient of agreement for nominal scales called 
Cohen's kappa2,119 and also 
Ivsted the significance of the agreement between the 
Gauquelins' and the astrologers' lists of 
traits by means of Chi-squared. Recently, this re-analysis 
has in turn been questioned by 
(', cjuquelin8,9 on various grounds. Although she 
has raised no objections to the use of kappa 
i t,, (! l I, she has vigorously maintained that the expected value 
of 'proportions of coherencies' is 
YYX.. She has not given any convincing justification for this 
figure and unfortunately it now 
crnerges that the problems with the original study 
involve not only the expected frequencies 
hut also the observed frequencies. The laiter are misleading 
because Gauquelin did not deal 
-idecluately with the 
fact that the lists of typical traits are not mutually exclusive. 
She now 
wveals9 that if a key%ovord appeared in one of the 
lists of typical or opposed traits, she did not 
woceed to check if it also appeared in another 
list, even though a high proportion of words 
h-ature in two or more lists. Thus the figures she gave for the number of words 
failing in each 
loýt are dependent upon the order in which the 
lists were checked. Gauquelin now specifies 
ihat the order was MO, MA, JU, SA, which, since 
it is an arbitrary order. means that the 
ores are also arbitrary to some extent. 
Another reason for questioning Gauquelin's original study 
land Startup's re-analysivI9 of 
the same data) arises from her use of the lists of 
'typical' and 'opposed' traits as criteria 
., +iinst which to 
judge the validity of the keywords. It is important to note that these are 
lists 
, )f traits typical (or the opposite) of 4 professional groups rather 
than of the planets them-- 
%vives. They were derived from descriptions of the typical writer, 
sports champion, actor, or 
v ientist supplied by psychologists, educated 
laymen, and experts in the four fields. We have 
, )o assurance that each trait in these lists is typical of the planet 
to which it is assigned and 
, here is good reason to be doubtful about quite a number of 
them, even insofar as they are 
ýjpposecl to typify the professional groups. 
For example, we find that 'headstrong, fervour. 
ireamer, and maniac' are said to typify the scienfistl 
3 while the character opposite to that of 
, he scientist includes 'alert, member of commissions, convincing, 
critical, not discouraged, 
-ninent, original, and lecturer'l No doubt many of these anomalous 
entries came about 
, (ocause of the need to stick to an objective and 
inevitably inflexible method. Nevertheless, 
, he lists are clearly not ideal for the present purposes. 
Fortunately the Gauquelins have provided better criteria against which 
to judge the 
eywords. These are the lists of 'significant 
isolates'7 which were derived by testing the 
listributions of the planets directly, using the 'character-traiis method', 
for each word that is 
recorded at least 50 times in the traits catalogues. 
All such words that showed a significant 
planetary effect qualified for Inclusion amongst the 
'isolates'. Thus there is a good evidence 
that these words are genuinely associated with their respective planets. 
The main disadvanage 
with these lists is that they are comparatively short and 
few of the keywords match these 
trait-words exactly. However, the lists can be expanded with the 
help of a dictionary of 
synonyms without introducing any words with a different 
basic meaning. 
If the 'significant isolates' are to be used as a criterion, 
however, it is important to 
recognise that the *negative isolates' (analogous to the 
'opposed' traits lists) contain many 
words that also appear in the lists of 'positive 
isolates'. The proportions of the negative 
isolates that appear somewhere or other in the lists of positive 
isolates are: MO . 
63: VE . 
52; 
MA 
. 
5; JU . 
7; SA 
. 
87; Total 
. 
67. This is, presumably, a natural effect, not an artefacl. 
Never- 
theless, the statistical tests that are needed for a proper analysis of 
the data require that the 
categories used are mutually exclusive. This means that many of the 
keyý%oras would have to 
be dropped from the analysis if the negative isolates were used since the majority of 
them 
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would qualify for more Th In ...... Iles ), I, 'se(J' 'hIs 
problem does not disappeaf, ThI_- 1, -, 1, -, v-,, Isolates that also feature on oTher 
lists of Positive isolatesare: MO 
. 
32; VE 
. 
31; MA 
. 
26; JU 
. 
23; SA AA; Total 
. 
20. Thus to kepF) 
the categories mutually exclusive, not only must the negative isolates be excluded, but all key 
words that qualify for more than one planetary category must also be discarded. 
The main aim of the present stuffy was to measure the agreement between 10 astrolo""Is' keywords for the planets and the Gauq1jelins' independen tly -derived lists of trait-WOlds associated with the same planets. Because of the imperfections of previous studies, detailed 
above, this was done with fresh dati anti a modified method. A second aim Was to test whether the agreement observed was likely to have arisen by chance, and a third objective w"s to look for evidence of improvement in the astrologers' accuracy over time. Gauquelin7 ',, I! that she had found such evidence in her original study but since the accuracy of her meas-l' ments is now in doubt, so milist het evidence he Startup 3) has oittlinpd a theory of origins of the planetary typolofiv -. 4- 1, 
time is likely though not ine, 
discover what was in fact the 
` 11 111, )1) 
The astrologers' keywords, minus the repetition , ýr, ýJ%r ".! - "j- .... 'o"J" ,, a given Planet, were taken from the APpendix to Francoise Gauquelin's hooklet7 and 01" Gauquelins's Irail-words were taken fror" Tal)le 7 of the same work - the 'PoSil- significant isolates', hereafter referred to as 'the isolates'. Only 4 of the 5 planets M appear there were considered because this author was under the impression that the li%t VEvvas only tentative although he has since learned that this is not so. 10 Also only 100 original 14 astrologers could be studied because the keywords for the other 4 have not published. 
Keywords for two of the astrologers Ptolemy and Barbault were recorded in F,,,, and so had to be translated before they could be Compared with the isolates, which ar- English. A small dictionary (P Forbes &M Ledesert leds). NrIA P, oiket frr"' it English Mitionam. Harrop's, London, 19641 wis purposely used so that only a number of the most common translations would he generated. This done, all the k#YVV(",, % were compared with the isolates and exact matches were recorded without further ado. Wl"I'll ever an exact match could not be found, Ihesaurusil was consulted for synonyms in the following strict manner. The thesaurus is organised into heads and sub-heads with synonyms and closely-related words gathered under the sub-heads. If a sub-head could be found that contained a keyword and an isolate, the keyword was counted as belonging 10 the same planet as the isolate. Sometimes two of more isolates from different planetary lists were found under the same sub-head along with a keyword. In that case the keyword l; cored in two or more planetary categories. If no such match could be found at all, the keyword Was dropped from the analysis as having an unknown relationship with the planets. A record of 11ý these matches, and the sub-heads under which they occur, has been kept and is available inspection. 
With the procedure given above, some keywords qualified for inclusion in two or planetary categories. All such words were discarded from the analysis, This was necess-11Y because Cohen's kappa, 2,16 the test chosen for the measurement of agreement, requires 111 the categories to be mutually exclusive. This step is also justified theoretically, however, sill, a word that describes the influence of more than one planet cannot be typical of any plar-1 The total number of keywords used by the astrologers, not counting repetitions amon()ý. l a single astrologers's words for any one planet, was 1239. Of these only 563, or 45%. W, - retained for the analysis of agreement. Of the eliminated words, 517 (42% of the total) discarded because they could not be matched with the isolates, even with the help of and `159 113% of the total) were discarded because they qualifiml for ryinre than one 
24 Correlation, 
1982,2,2,21-28 
A secondary aim Of this investigation was 10 test whether 
the degree of agreement Uptwel- 
I keywords and the Gauquelins' list$ was greater than would 
be expected by 
the astrologers 
chance. Ideally this would be done 
by testing the significance of kappa, the coefficient 
of 
agreement An approximation'to the standard error 
of kappa has been provided by 
Cohenz 
but unfortunately this approximation is only adequate 
when the sample size is large 
fie. N_ 
100, according to Cohen). Since none of the astrologers 
has this many words to describe 
individual planets and only one astrologer 
has over 100 words to describe all 
4 planets 
combined lafter discarding words), an alternative 
test had to be devised. This test involved 
applying chi-squared in the following manner. 
Those of the astrologers'keywords that could 
be matched with the isolates were classified 
-is either 'hits' or 'misses', depending on whether 
they belonged to a target or a non-target 
list 
respectively. Then, all words that qualified 
as both a hit and a miss were 
dropped frcwn the 
analysis but a word that was a miss 
twice or thrice over was retained. 
This procedure differs 
slightly from the one adopted to calculate 
kappa. For kappa, four planetary categories were 
used and each word had to qualify 
for only one category. For chi-squared, on the other 
hand, 
only two categories - hit and miss - were 
used. This collapsing of categories was necessary 
because one of the requirements of chi-squared 
is that the expected frequencies should equal 
at least 5 when there is only one 
degree of freedom. This requirement meant that the planets 
could not he treated separately 
but instead each astrologer's hits and misses 
for the four 
planets were added together. 
Of the 722 keywords for which a match with 
isolates was found, 
140 0 1% of the original total) had to be 
discarded because they qualified as both a 
hit and a 
miss. Expected frequencies for the chi-squared 
test were derived by the method given 
in detail 
by Startup. 119 That is, the probability, under the null 
hypothesis, that a keyword would fall 
in to a given list of isolates was taken 
to be equal to the proportion of the total number 
of 
-. 0ates found in that list. 
Thus the expected proportion of hits would 
be approximately . 
25 
1()r the four planets combined. 
Observed and expected numbers of 
hits and misses were 
i ()friputed for each planet separately 
and then the numbers for all 
four planets were added 
iooether to give total numbers of 
hits and misses. 
RESULTS 
Table I presents the coefficients of aoreement 
Nappa) between the Gauquelins and the 10 
astrologers on the assignment of traits 
to the planets. Agreement is measured 
for each planet 
individually and for each astrologer's collection of 
keywords taken together. It will be seen 
that all of the coefficients are positive, 
indicating that agreement is always better than chance, 
and range tetween . 
12 and 1.0. As with previous analyses, agreement 
tends to be lowest for 
JU followed by MO but in this analysis MA 
fares better than SA. 
It is important to note that two of the textbooks 
from which the keywords in the present 
study were extracted were published after 
the first appearance of the 
Gauquelins' lists of 
typical traits. One of these was by 
Weingarten, who purposely incorporated the 
Gauquelins' 
findings in his book, 3 and who has obtained the 
highest overall kappa here. The other was 
by 
Mann who does not appear to have 
been equally influenced. Overall 
kappa for his keywords 
we: the third poorest. 
The rank order correlation (rho) between the chronological 
order of publication of the 10 
textbooks and the magnitude of overall 
kappa is . 
19, which is not significant. 
If the two 
authors who had access to the 
Gauquelins' results are excluded. this correlation climbs 
to . 
26, 
but is still not significant. A case can 
be made for also discarding Hall and 
Grell from this 
correlation since their publications are compilations 
of the ideas of others and so are 
difficult 
to place in a chronological order. In this case the correlation 
climbs further to . 
49. However, 
with only 6 subjects, this is far 
from significant. 
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Tabie 1. Agreement t)etvvppn -:! -ý"- 
K ap pIfýI 
TEXTBOOK DATE A-10 PAA JU SA OVERALL Na 
.k2 
Nt' 
Claudius Ptolemy (2nd C. A, D. ) 
. 
36 
. 
76 47 
. 
41 
. 
44 47 2 33 49 Charles Carter (1925) 
. 
55 
. 
71 37 
. 
44 
. 
52 61 
. 
53.4 61 Margaret Hone (1951) 
. 72 ý82 . 
61 
. 
92 
. 
79 34 65 9 61 Andre Barbauli (1955) 72 
. 
81 
ý72 71 . 
74 74 
. 
101 8 76 Manly P. Hall (1958) 50 71 
ý27 . 
48 50 115 
. 
74 6 121 Jeff Mayo, (1964) 
. 
73 67 55 
. 
73 $9 46 
. 
50 2 50 Dal Lee (1968l 
Paul Grell (1970) 
71 1 00 61 
. 
64 
. 
73 27 
. 
35.9 28 
Henry Weingarten (19771 
70 
85 
76 
94 
51 
45 . 
72 68 77 88.7 81 
Tad Mann (1978) 
. 36 
. 
. 87 . 12 
. 86 
. 38 
. 82 
. 45 
41 
41 
74.0 
22.4* 
41 
41 
Average 
. 62 At . 47 . 63 . 64 59 9 
Agreement is measured by kappa 
keywords taken together. Chi-squar 
for P 
ed 
. x-. h pf, m pt in , livirlI1,111 y inrl for ,,, h jst-ioq er'ý 
combined. Dfýl throughout. 
"Significant at 10-5. All other values of Na= Numberof wordsused in theCalctiko Nbl Number of word 
-a; 
s used in the ca lculat ion of 
The only evidence here that astrologer$ haw. "'PlOv-1 fi-r týfiii, ý, 111,11 . 111 (, f it)(, rT)(xjvrn astrologers have a better overall result (kappa) than Ptolemy. This result is statistically hiqhly significant. If ther2 had been no real Improvement Since Ptolemy, we would expect that so,, ),, of the modern aitrolowrs would have better results than Ptolemy and some would h. r, /(! worse. with an equal chance of being better r probability (sign test) associated with nine result'sobressirgWO 
this as a null hypothesis, the 
halter is . 
002. If Weingarten and Mann are discarded for the same reason as above, then p-. 008 Table I also gives the values of chi-squared associated with the hit$ and misses scored hy each astrologer. With one degree of freedom, all results except Mann*% are significant at bet'" than 1043. Mann's result is significant at 10,5. This is evitle,, ý I IT- by overall kappa is not due to chance with any of thr astfoi-1. 
DISCUSSION 
The results of this study provide evidence of Clinsider-shle accuracy or, the part of Ille. astrologers, with MA, SA, and MO. and. to 8 1011ser extent. with JU. However, there af$' reasons to suspect that the method employed here has been somewhat biased in layout oh 
f0r 
f tý'c astrologers. For one thing, nearly half of the keywords were discarded because no matc them could be found amongst the isolatets. This seemed the fairest procedure sinee a failure 10 find a match cannot be taken, at this stage. as evidence of inaccurac V, Y at it may be, 'is Gauquelins suggested, that many of these words are 'far-fetched' in the sense that theY re"lly do not describe any of the planciary tprnper; vyients Oriiy rwill .... ... ý. e_, F(ti c, in settle this 
Correlation, 1982,2,2,21-28 
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More pertinently, perhaps, some 
keywords that failed to find a match 
may have described 
the temperament opposite to that of 
the target planet. 
Not may would have been 
discarded 
ents are mostly made up of 
traits that feature 
for this reason, since the 'negative' 
temperam 
somewhere or other in the poiltive 
temperaments, but there 
may have been some that were. 
A third reason for caution with the 
present results is that one 
of the assumptions of the 
statistical tests has been somewhat 
violated, Both kappa and chi-squared 
require that the units 
used in their calculation are 
independent. Since the units 
in this case are trait-words, and 
such 
words are linked semantically, 
they cannot always be 
independent in the statistical sense. 
A 
letlerZ I appearing in the present 
issue of this journal deals with 
this point at some length 
but, 
as the replies to it show, the 
problem has not been completely 
neglected up to now. 
For 
example, the author2O 
has already run a control study 
to check whether the 
known links 
between trait-words would 
invalidate the theoretically -based expected 
frequencies in a study 
such as the present one. 
He found that they do not. 
Nevertheless, there is no doubt that 
the 
dependencies between trait-words will 
tend artificially to inflate the 
values of chi-squared and 
thus increase the dangers of 
Type I errors. Consequently, the 
significance levels presented 
above cannot be taken at 
face value. However, this 
does not mean that the results cannot 
be 
trusted at all. 
In defence of the astrologers' accuracy, 
two points may be adduced. 
First, in the absence 
of genuine accuracy. significantly 
bad results are as likely as significantly 
good ones; chi- 
squared is inflated quite 
impartialIV by the violation of 
independence, either in one 
direction 
or in the other. 
Yet the results are all in the predicted 
direction for each astrologer and 
for 
each planet. 
Secondly, if dependence between words 
inflates kappa (the coefficient 
of 
w1reement) artificially, then 
those astrologers who use more 
words should have 
higher kappas. 
However, the rank-order correlation 
between magnitude of 
kappa and the number of words 
used in the calculation of 
kappa is -. 39, which 
is in the wrong direction. 
Thus we still have 
evidence for the astrologers' accuracy 
even if we cannot 
have confidence in the precise 
figures 
presented. 
there is at least 
Even if all the factors mentioned 
above have favoured 
the astrologers, 
one factor that could 
have worked against them; 
there is no guarantee that 
the 'significant 
isolates' with which the 
keywords were compared, are all 
placed correctly under 
their 
respective planets. 
The derivation of these 
isolates does not involve the 
violation of the 
independence assumption 
discussed above, because these words 
were tested individually, yet 
some of them may still 
have attained significance 
by chance simply because 
so many words 
(253 x 10 planets) were tested. 
Gauquelin7 has written about this 
problem and identified 
particular words that are probably 
badly placed. 
Improvement in the attrologers* accuracy 
over time was anticipated 
but the evidence in 
support of it was slight. 
All of the modern astrologers 
had better overall accuracy 
than 
Ptolemy, the one ancient astrolge( 
included here, and this 
in itself is highly significant. 
However, the interpretation of this 
result is not straightforward 
because Ptolemy's 
terminology is very different 
from modern terminology and 
is difficult 10 tranSlate. 
7 The 
correlation between publication 
date and degree of accuracy 
although in the right 
direction. 
vy, is non-significant. 
This result is also difficult 
to interpre;, though. 
The majority of the 
wiblications span only 50 years and 
this may be tooshort a 
time for measurable 
improvements 
in an astrology based on traditional 
methods. Perhaps the 
full span of 2,500 years 
is needed. 
Alternatively, knowledge of the planets' 
influences, may not have progressed 
at all, though 
there is certainly no evidence for deterioration. 
The aim of this study has been to measure 
the accuracy of astrologers' 
descriptions of the 
planetary influences. The best way to 
do this at present seems 
to be to measure the agreement 
with the Gauquelins' 'isolates' but this measurement 
is only a rough estimate 
of the accuracy, 
not only for the statistical reasons 
discussed above, but also 
because of the notorious 
1-precision of ordinary language. Michel 
Gauquelint I has briefly 
discussed this problem and 
iminted out that there are different kinds of shyness, 
of tenacity, of organisational 
ability, 
. S; Jr it 11) 27 28 
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Belief in astrology: a symptom of maladjustment? 
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iiin in ar%I, 11.,, j!, i!, II! II,,! I, I!!:. II:!.. ij),.; I, I:!!,.,,,,,,,, IIII. I. iII 
, iiý ol maladjustment than people Aho ha%c less belief or none at all. lioAeNer, those Aho haýe the 
ýatest commitment. the astrologers themselves, have been neglected. In the present study 66 students 
astrology completed the EPQ and the 16PIF. In general. their mean scores did not show any consistent 
, wi of neuroticism and their 16PF group profile was significantly different from those of various neurotic 
, ý, ups but very similar to that of a comparison group of psychology students. The only sign of 
maladjustment was in their high P wores but cNen the%e were not ; ignificant1v higher than those of the 
J)'%Lholop snjdentý' 
1\ I R( Ml f1 1( )\ 
("-, ý, 1\J, ý 'I ,II, t, 1, -i, ý: ng astrology (Bok and Mayall, 1941. Bok, 1975) which. among other 
'I'lled 01,11 
'the principal reason why people turn to astrology and to kindred superstitions is that they lack in their own 
lives the resources necessary to solve serious personal problems confronting them. " 
i! i uggests that belief in astrology is symptomatic of maladjustment. or at least of an inadequate personality. llllardlý 
,,,, "orthwhile research into this topic had been done at that time (Plug, 1976) but recently there have been two studies 
.o tend to support Allporl's assertion. In one, Wuthnow (1976) found that the 
deprived and socially marginal were more 
micrestcd in their horoscopes and more likely to believe in astrology than were the more privileged. Since people who 
- ported experiencing certain personal problems were also likely to believe in astrology, Wuthnow felt justified in regarding 
ihi, belief as a coping mechanism. In the other study. Plug (1975) used a questionnaire to measure degree of belief in 
, nology and found this to be positively correlated with a measure of suggestibility (r = 0.1. P <0.04) and with the 
'--uroticism scale of the Eyscnck Personality Inventory (r = 0.37, P< 10 '). Tyson INK) has also studied a group of 
pcople who were presumably committed to astrology and found that they showed signs of stress relating to social 
mionships. flowevcr, his subjects were currently consulting an astrologer and so arc likely to have been experiencing 
1, trticulardillictiltie%at thetime. Theircommitmcnt toastrologyand thordifficultics might both havcbccn onlycphcmeral. 
hilc it is interesting to know what leads a person to consult an astrologer, if we want to know whether an abiding 
, nimilment to astrology is a symptom of chronic maladjustment, surely we must study the astrologers themselves. As 
I \son (1992) pointed out, both Wuthnow's subjects (a random sample from the San Francisco area of the U. S. A. ) and 
I'lug's (South African psychology students) are unlikely to have had a deep commitment to astrology. 
( iauquelin ( 1972). who has extensively studied astrology itself, once wrote that astrologers arc "mentally sick", but the 
nN detailed study so far came to quite different conclusions. Moore (1960) canvassed subscribers to a serious astrology 
, urnal and, although she used no psychological tests, felt that her survey was sufficiently probing to conclude that there 
,. is little evidence of neuroticism amongst her subjects. Instead, they seemed to be "well above average as far as intelligence, 
lucation and general background go". This suggests that those who devote themselves to a serious study of astrology 
ight have quite different characteristics from those who believe in it but do not apply themselves to it in earnest. The 
iincr might be said to have a countcr-cultural involvement while the latter only look to it for guidance and solace 
Lithnow (1976) found some evidence that a countcr-cultural orientation is associated with belief in astrology, as is 
irginality. though thcassociation of the latter was far stronger with hissampic, and the two associations were independent 
each other. 
I he present study looked for evidence for two different kinds of involvement in astrology. Serious students of astrology 
cic asked to fill in two standard personality questionnaires. If belief in astrology is regularly symptomatic of 
, dadjustment, then the positive correlation between belief and ncuroticism (Plug, 1975) should extend into the 
higher range 
-i Ix-licfand commitment shown by astrologers themselves. On the other hand, if there arc two patterns of belief, astrologers 
i0t he similar not to neurotics but to other groups of intellectuals. In particular, since astrology is chiefly concerned 
ih human personality and motivation, often involves counselling and demands a willingness to grapple with some 
W01111c; d1lics its ýIiidents mivht Acll he similar to psychology students. 
PRMEDURE 
,, i ,I t)oth astroiop and 1)ýýchoiogy actcd as Ss. Thirty-three male and 33 female astrologers were picked at 
:,, I-m from a far larger number that had completed questionnaires in the course of an unrelated study. They had been 
, niacted either at one of the weekly lectures held in London by the Astrological Association or through one of the regional 
i id% vroup,, affih; ocd to thm hodý, Sixtý-ýix r%ýcholop ; Iudents, half of them male and half female, completed the same 
111, '1 1!!:, II, ",, " I'l, ý-, 1! - l! ''11 ý iccr number that had been tested routinely during their first 
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Table 1. Group means and SDs for male and female astrologers on the 16PF (stens) and the EPQ (. -scores), 
with t-ratios for comparisons with the British general population means 
16PF Questionnairt 
Male Wf = 1135) Female fdf = 1144) 
s'. le Mean SD Signif Mean SID 1 Signif. 
A 4.5 2.2 -2.8 <0.01 4.0 2.2 -4.2 <0001 B 7ý6 14 5.9 <0.001 8.5 1.3 8.6 <Oý001 
c 5.2 2.5 -0.8 NS 5.6 1.8 0.3 NS 
E 7.6 1.9 6.1 <0.001 7.2 2.2 4.7 <0001 
F 16 1.8 0.4 NS 6.5 1.7 2.7 <oýOI 
G 5.0 V7 -1.4 NS 3.9 1,6 -4.5 <0001 
H 15 2.4 -0.04 NS 5.6 2,1 0.1 NS 
1 6.9 1.9 3.9 <0.001 6.6 2.0 32 <0,01 
L 5.5 2.6 -0.04 NS 5.6 2.0 01 NS 
m 8A 1.7 7ý0 <0,001 7.9 13 6,9 <OAOI 
N 3.8 1.9 -4.7 <0.001 3,6 1.9 -54 <0.001 
0 4.9 2.1 -1.7 NS 5.2 1.9 -0ý9 NS 
QI 5.7 1.7 04 NS 5.7 11 0.6 NS 
Q2 6.7 k7 3.4 <0.001 63 2,0 2,9 <001 
Q3 4A 2.3 -1,7 NS 4.3 2.0 -3.4 <0001 Q4 53 
- 
2.5- 
- ---- --- 
-0.6 NS 5.9 2.4 1.1 NS-- 
FPQ 
Malt (df - 2343) Female (df - 3293) 
Scale mean SD Signir Mean SD 
p 041 0. % 2.3 <005 066 1.21 38 0001 
F -0 39 IA6 -12 <005 009 098 03 NS 
N OA9 1,13 05 NS 032 097 1.8 NS 
1, --0 1 075 -1 7 NS -049 09 -29 <001 
2-Tailcd tests throughout 
week after enrolment at a college of London University. All 132 Ss completed the Eysenck Personality questionnaire (EPQ) 
(Eysenck and Eysenck, 1975) and Form A of the 16PF (Cattell, Eber and Tatsuoka, 1970). Scores on the EPQ were 
standardized against the sex and age nonns published as Table 4 of the Manual ofthe EPQ (Eyscnck and Eyienck. 1975) 
and the 16PF scores were first standardized for sex against the norms for the British general population (Saville. 1972) and 
then corrected for age using the quadratic model developed for the general population of the US, A. OPAT. 1970, Tables 
11 and 32), no agc correction% having been developed yet specifically for Britain. 
RFIS('I, TS 
Oroup ITICalIS for the male mid lemale astrologers separately arc presented in Table 1. Means for the EPQ scales are 
in --sLorc form while those for the 16PF are in stcns. The table also gives the values for the r-ratio obtained from 
comparisons with the British standardization means. These show very little evidence of ncuroticism. With respect to the 
16PF, all the scales which load strongly on the higher-ordcr Anxiety factor. scales C. L, 0, Q3 and Q4, %how non-significant 
differences from the standardization means, with only one exception. That exception is with factor Q3 with females only. 
Similarly with the EPQ, the astrologers' means on the Ncuroticism scale show only non-significant differences from the 
general population. Lic scores arc low. The only serious sign of maladjustment is to he found in the high scores on P 
However, these wores were found to be not significantly higher than those of the comparison group of psychology students 
(i = 0.97 and 0.39 for females and males, respectively, dl =- 64, P>0.2). The P scores of the female, but not the male. 
psychology students were themselves significantly higher than the norms (i = 2.2, dj - 3293, P<0.05 for females. I-1.8. 
qf = 2343, p>0.05 for males). 
The 16PF scales on which the astrologers differ most markedly from the norm arc: B, intelligence; E, assertive; 1. 
tenderminded; N, forthright; and especially M, imaginative. The males arc rather more introverted than the females on 
the EPQ and on those scales of the 16PF that are related to extraversion. 
Similarity between the 16PF profiles of the astrologers and the psychology students was measured by meami of the 
pattern-similarity coefficient, rp (Cattell, Coulter and Tsujioka, 1966). Comparisons were also made with the profiles for 
two occupational and four clinical groups published by Cattell el at. (1970). Table 2 gives these results and shows 
Table 2. Paitcrn-similarity cocfficients for comparisons betwccn 16PI 
profiles for astrologers and four occupational and four clinical groups 
Aslroiojcrý 
Comparison groups Femak %falt 
Occupatilmral 
Astrologers (in) 076 ... 10 
Psychology students (f) 0 72 ... j5 
Psychology students (m) 05711.0 71 
Psychologists (in) 004 001 
RC Priests 001 001 
Clinwal 
General neurotics (in & f) 041111 0 16 ... 
Anxiety reaction (m At f) 0411** 04 ... 
Inadequate personality (in & f) -0 31" 0221 
General psychotic Im & f) 0 411*1 -0 29" 
*P < 0.05; 0* P<0.02; *** P<0.01 
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high ly-signi fican t positive coefficients for the astrologers and psychology students and, for the most part, highly-significant 
negative coefficients for the groups of neurotics and psychotics. Similarity coefficients for academic psychologists and 
Roman Catholic priests were non-significant. 
DISCUSSION 
The results of this study have revealed that people who not only believe in astrology but also study the subject seriously. 
in general show little sign of maladjustment. They do not differ consistently from the general population on those traits 
which are associated with neuroticism, and their profiles differ significantly from those of neurotics but are very similar 
to those of psychology students. Students of astrology are not noticeably similar to professional psychologists but it is 
possible that professional astrologers might show more resemblance. Similarity with Roman Catholic priests was also tested 
since it has been suggested that astrologers aspire to a priestly role. and a large proportion of them do consider that 
astrology embodies spiritual values (Moore. 1960). However, no such similarity was found. It is still possible that astrologers 
may he abnormal in a psychotic rather than a neurotic direction, as Gauquelin (1972) suggested, for the 16PF is not designed 
to discriminate on this dimension (Cattell et al.. 1970). Yet their scores on the EPQ P scale, while high. were not significantly 
higher than those of the psychology students. Their high scores may merely reflect their unconventional intellectual tastes 
and their willingness to take an unorthodox stand, both of which are correlates of the P scale (Eysenck and Eysenck, 1976). 
Instead of neuroticism, the astrologers' 16PF profiles show a combination of assertiveness (E) and forthrightness (N), 
which might again be a reflection of their willingness to advocate an unorthodox discipline, together wAh the 
tendermindedness (1) and imaginativeness (M) which are found in a number of helping professions, such as social workers 
and employment counselors, and amongst musicians and imaginative writers (Cattell ei al.. 1970). Scores on B, intelligence, 
are also high but this can come as little surprise considering that astrology itself, when studied in detail, is complex and 
technical. However. no great emphasis should be placed on interpretations of individual 16PF-scale scores since there is 
considerable doubt about the meanings and validities of these scales (see, for example, reviews by Eysenck, 1971, and by 
Howarth. 1976). 
In a questionnaire for popular use. Eysenck and Wilson (1975) included an item askin& "Do you read horoscopes with 
the hope of obtaining some guidance in your life? '* A positive endorsement earns the respondent one point on the (lack 
of) autonomy subscalc of a neuroticism test. Since Plug (1975) has found a positive correlation between belief in astrology 
and neuroticism and Tyson (1982) has found that people who consult astrologers are high on externality of (political but 
not self) control, there is no reason why this item should not he valid. However, the findings of the present research do 
suggest that such items are prejudicial to the genuine astrologer. While the majority who profess a belief in astrology may 
be poorly adjusted and socially deprived, those who carry their belief into dedicated study do not have these characteristics. 
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